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because of the lack of cooperation on DOE/RL part to make
contractor personnel and various partially completed records,
including parts of the SCP plans, available.

Comments below in item 2b concerning an analogous visit in the
rock mechanics/repository design area reflect the DOE's stated
determination not to interact with NRC Staff and th6e significance
of this position.

2. Repository Engineering--

a. Additional evaluation of the structural integrity of the
exploratory liner design is being conducted after an assessment
by the repository design group indicated a high stress could
result in the liner as a result of inadequate fitup of the
external stiffener rings currently installed on the liner.

The design problem does not appear to affect public health and
safety, however, constructability is a concern. The failure of
the liner is associated with consideration of buckling
deformation during installation and grouting.

Attachment C summarizes the steps RHO is planning to resolve the
problem.

b. During the period two NRC staff members and a rock mechanics
contractor representative were assigned to this office to review
various aspects of repository design. The areas of interest are
outlined in Attachment D. The review was marginally useful since
DOE and RHO would not permit review of several key records
requested by Attachment D. In addition, interactions for review !
purposes with cognizant RHO personnel was not arranged DOE or
RHO.

I stated to DOE (Mecca Olson and Anttonen) that I considered
DOE's action not to allow review of the records, some of which
were not formally issued by DOE, was inconsistent with Appendix 7
of the DOE/NRC Site Specific Agreement. DOE (Mecca and Olson)
indicated that they do not consider that the provisions apply to
the personnel assigned to this office on an itinerant basis and
that the Yakima Indian Nation (YIN) had indicated a desire to
observe any "Appendix 7 visits" by NRC personnel.

The action on DOE's part to riot-allow the free interaction and
review of DOE activities by NRC personnel is inconsistent with
the conditions NRC noted were necessary to expeditiously prepare
and accomplish licensing activities, including evaluation of the
SCP, in NRC letters, Palladino to Rusche of October 24, 1985 and
Martin to Coffman of May 12, 1982 (Attachment I). In addition
DOE's decision not to provide a copy of the records for retention
(for example,-the Engineering Study 10, which is the repository
conceptual design package prepared by KE/PB and reviewed only in
part by Staff) further hinders the Staff's ability to fully
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evaluate the information in this and other similar extensive
records.

The current effect of the DOE decision not to interact is not
unlike that referred to in the NRC (Martin) letter cited above.
For examples the last effective interchange with staff on a
technical matter was in December, 1985. This long period of
inaction on the technical issues is similar to pre-1982
DOE/RL--NRC Staff interaction timing.

cl. During the subject period I visited the Lucky Friday
silver/zinc/lead mine in Mullen, Idaho. This mine has a history
of rock bursts associated with high in-situ stresses. It was
noted by the mine crew that operations had been shut down because
of the loss of lives associated with rock burst accidents in the
last year.

Geotechnical parameters which characterize the in-situ stress and
the rock quality--stress ratio and fractures per meter
respectively--may be more consistent with stability than the
similar parameters associated with the SWIP repository horizon.
(Stress ratio was about 2.1:1 and rock fractures averaged about 1
per foot.) Drift stability was a serious problem in the mining
operations and led to the current shutdown. It was evident in
many locations throughout the mine that actions to stabilize
drift and raise surfaces were unsuccessful when local tectonics
associated with stress redistribution as a result of mining
activities occurred. It was noted that the extent of the
tectonics was not restricted to the vicinity of the opening, but
could extend tens and possibly hundreds of meters from the
surface where rock bursts occurred. A monitoring network using
geophones was used by the mine crew to determine the location/
extent of the tectonics.

This phenomena of stress redistribution is not unlike the
phenomena reported to occur in deep mines in South Africa (see
Attachment F for discussion of these phenomena.) There, also,
the extent of the tectonics was considerably beyond the local
vicinity of the mined openings. There as in the Idaho mine the
stress redistribution is thought to be associated with local
geologic structures, including zones of weakness in the rock and
faults.

c2. Extensive evidence of spalling of a raise following reaming
operations was observed in the Lucky Friday mine. The spalling,
similar to the spalling observed in vertical bore holes in the
basalt, occurred as reaming operations progressed below the
reaming head, which was about 5 feet in diameter, and filled the
reamed raise with spalled rock. This spalled rock was thought to
be instrumental in prohibiting further spalling by providing
mechanical support at the surface. The surface was later
stabilized with shotcrete as the spalled rock was removed.

Spalling may be a problem in the boring of the exploratory shaft,
since it is not apparent that the drilling mud will provide the
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EAC-.rNALWE IF SECOND REPOSITORY IS NE=ED, SlTES ARE AVAILABLE FRCM
FIRST SUITE

PROS: _ _
1. Imediat* political relief from CR? States.
2. PossLble bar4aining chip for MRS proposal.
3. Iakes additional funds available for balance of prograz

elements.
4. Makes experienced staff available.

CONS:
I. Obvious polltical ploy.
2. Severe political -backlash from 1st repository States.
3. Graphically demonstrates success mode of resistance.
4. Virtual certain GAO investigation.
5. Loss of utility confidence in t~otal program if crystalline

is stopped.
6. The utility cost i.e. 1 mil~lkw-hr is based on having

a second repository program.
7. High probability of negating all CRP work done to-cate.
8. Reduces probability of having sufficient sites for 2nd

repository (ref. CR? Strategy Paper).

It vould appear that Lmmediately terminating the CRP would give a great deal
poatLcal benefit to DOE via the CRP States. It may in the very short term
shortly therafter the ob3ections raised by the 1st repository States and
utilities would more than offset the gain. To expend all the effort to date
and not at least have a regional screening dozument would be perceived_to be
proaram mismanagement. -: ---f!
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FOR RELEASE:. Immediately CONTACT:. Ken Burton 202-225-2844
Sam Fowler 202-225-833X

UDALL, CITING ADMINISTRATION 'POLITICIZING,' ENDS SUPPORT OF
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY NUCLEAR WASTE REPOSITORY SITING PROGRAM

Congressman Morris K. Udall, D-Arizona, chairman of the House
Interior Committee, today condemned the Department of Energy's efforts to
select sites for the nation' s high-level nuclear waste repositories.

Addressing a joint meeting of-two industry trade associations,
Udall said DOE Secretary John S. Herrington and White House political
operatives had "put the election ahead of the safe, long-term storage
of nuclear waste."

Udall was one of the principal architects of the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act of 1982, which set up the framework for the nation's nuclear
waste disposal program. The 1982 law requires DOE to select sites for
two high-level nuclear waste repositories.

As chairman of the House committee that oversees implementation of
the nuclear waste program, Udall had been one of the most vocal champions
of an objective process for selecting the safest and most sensible sites
for nuclear waste repositories.

This spring, Udall had defended DOE from mounting public criticism
of the Department's effort to screen potential eastern sites-for''a second
nuclear waste repository, and blocked legislative proposals that would
have exempted certain eastern sites for political reasons.

However, in a surprise move on May 28, 1986, Secretary Herrington
postponed indefinitely site-specific work for a second repository and
suspended further consideration of all eastern sites.

On previous occasions, Udall called the Secretary's postponement
order a clear violation of the 1982 Act, taken by the Reagan Administration
"to protect Republican candidates from the public disapproval of the DOE's
selection process during an election year."

Despite Udall's frustration with the DOE's postponement of the second
repository program, throughout the'summer he had continued to defend the
1982 Act and to oppose legislative efforts to derail the first repository
program launched by Members of Congress from both parties. In July, Udall
was instrumental in protecting funds for the first repository program from
cuts proposed in the House of Representatives. ,

Now, Udall told the nuclear ipdustry representatives, further
revelations of DOE's manipulation of the waste program for political purposes
and mounting questions about the absence of technical support for some of
DOE's siting decisions has-undermined public credibility of thq nuclear
waste program and hurt the nuclear industry as well.

Udall cautioned that unless the nuclear waste program is put back on
track and public confidence restored, other nuclear legislation in the
100th Congress may become irrelevant. "Without a viable high-level waste
disposal program, the future of the nuclear option is in doubt," nUdall said.

The Chairman's criticism was motivated in part by a May. 13, 1986,
internal DOE memorandum which outlined. options for the department's action
in terminating the second repository saying that such a move would bring
"immediate political relief from CRP (secondary site) states." Udall
noted that several of those states had close Senate and House races.

-30-
This paper made from recycled fibers.
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FOR RELEASE: Immediately CONTACT:. Ken Burton 202-225-2844
Sam Fowler 202-225-8331

UDALL, CITING ADMINISTRATION 'POLITICIZING,' ENDS SUPPORT OF
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY NUCLEAR WASTE REPOSITORY SITING PROGRAM

Congressman Morris K. Udall, D-Artzona, chairman of the House
Interior Committee, today condemned the Department of Energy's efforts to
select sites for the nation!s high-level nuclear waste repositories.

Addressing a joint meeting ofotwo industry trade associations,
Udall said DOE Secretary John S. Herrington and White House political
operatives had "put the election ahead of the safe, long-term storage
of nuclear waste."

Udall was one of the principal architects of the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act of 1982, which set up the framework for the nation's nuclear
waste disposal program. The 1982 law requires DOE to select sites for
two high-level nuclear waste repositories.

As chairman of the House committee that oversees implementation of
the nuclear waste program, Udall had been one of the most vocal champions
of an objective process for selecting the safest and most sensible sites
for nuclear waste repositories.

This spring, Udall had defended DOE from mounting public criticism
of the Department's effort to screen potential eastern sites-for i' second
nuclear waste repository, and blocked legislative proposals that would
have exempted certain eastern sites for political reasons.

However, in a surprise move on May 28, 1986, Secretary Herrington
postponed indefinitely site-specific work for a second repository and
suspended further consideration of all eastern sites.

On previous occasions, Udall called the Secretary's postponement
order a clear violation of the 1982 Act, taken by the Reagan Administration
"to protect Republican candidates from the public disapproval of the DOE's
selection process during an election year."

Despite Udall's frustration with the DOE's postponement of the second
repository program, throughout the summer he had continued to defend the
1982 Act and to oppose legislative efforts to derail the first repository
program launched by Members of Congress from both parties. In July, Udall
was instrumental in protecting funds for the first repository program from
cuts proposed in the House of Representatives.

Now, Udall told the nuclear industry representatives, further
revelations of DOE's manipulation of the waste program for political purposes
and mounting questions about the absence of technical support for some of
DOE's siting decisions has-undermined public credibility of the, nuclear
waste program and hurt the nuclear industry as well.

Udall cautioned that unless the nuclear waste program is put back on
track and public confidence restored, other nuclear legislation in the
100th congress may become irrelevant. "Without a viable high-level waste
disposal program, the future of the nuclear option is in doubt," Udall said.

The Chairman's criticism was motivated in part by a May. 13, 1986,
internal DOE memorandum which outlined options for the department's action
in terminating the second repository saying that such a move would bring
immediate political relief from CRP (secondary site) states." Udall

noted that several of those states had close Senate and House races.
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APPROACH TO RESTART

* 'Develop management and technical controls

* Perform Management Systems analysis

* Perform general training
- Orientation of all personnel
- Management Systems training
- Training of "services" personnel

* DOE-RL conduct readiness review

---Partial Lift of S us pension-----------

Q Subject blocks of new or stopped work to initiation
procedure

> - Initially DOE, QA, Functional, and Project Management
- Ultimately Functional Management

> * Subject blocks of ongoing work to transition procedure

' * e DOE-RL audit selected work activities

. -.
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GENERAL RESTART PLAN
I.

AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER
8 I 15 1 22 1 29 | 5 1 12 1 19 1 26_1 3 1 10 1 17 1 241 31 1_7 1 14 1 2 2 8 1_5 1 12 1 19 26

_
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Prepare Documents

Management Systems
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Perform General Training

DOE-RL Readiness Review
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I
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DOCUMENT PREPARATION TO RESTART WORK AS OF NOVEMBER 14, 1986

160

150

1401140 *14

130

120

110

100

Planned90 -86

80
Number of 

4_-Documents 70 69
60

s0

40

30

20

10

0

I
I

I
I

I
I
I

3I8

54*

Actual
,_(Released) ,,,--'

-- - - -- _ _ -

Prior to I I I I II I I
8/1 8/1 8/8 8/15 8/22 8/29 9/5 9/12 9/19

*One procedure in preparation. Thirty-six documents are at DOE-RL for review/approval.
9/26 11/14



TRAINING STATUS

General Employee Orientation .
* Complete for all employees

Management System Briefings
o Complete for all employees

*A.. _ 9A861119-1 (SMR) -



TRAINING STATUS

ACTIVITIES FOR PARTIAL LIFTING OF STOP WORK ORDER

Mandatory Reading
0 Lists prepared for all employees
* Reading in progress
* Completion possible by December 15, 1986

Training of Service Organization Personnel
* All activities planned
e Estimated completion by December 15, 1986

Documents
* M&IP Section draft complete
* M&IP Annex (Qualification and Training System Plan) in sign-off as an

SD Document
a Project Management Procedures complete

.. .... LM861 1 19;4'(SMR)
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APPRAISAL STATUS (November 18,1986)

* All 19 appraisals initiated
e Includes Rockwell, BCSR, PNL, WHC, M-K, and KE/PB
e Status:

Deficiencies Concerns
Organization I--

Open

4

Closed

2

Open

12

Closed

11PNL

WHC 7 3 24 6

M-K 0 0 9 9

KE/PB 11 0 12 0

BCSR -- -- mm

Rockwell 27 0 31 0

LM8G6 119-2 (SMR) :



TRANSITION OF ONGOING WORK TO NEW
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM CONTROLS

* Transition of each package scheduled, including:
- Preparation of work logic network

- Graded QA evaluation

- Required procedures availability

- Training schedule

- Required hardware/software evaluation.

* Complete transition of work currently estimated for
mid-FY 1987.

I MR(A1 NAMRi



RESTART READINESS REPORT

8 Executive Summary

* Quality Program

* Management System

* Training

* Appraisals

* Restart of Work
e Action Items

* Appendixes

I fA61 1 1..5 (SMA.J)
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CRITICAL ISSUES
RESTART

Issue Impacts Corrective Action

o Late submissions for DOE * DOE staff saturation * Prioritized review
approval e Schedule improvement

* Ten-week look ahead by
DOE-RL

* Parallel document * Inconsistencies e Check for inconsistencies
preparation o Retraining to revised during Appraisal Process

documents/procedures * Retrain as required
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Department of Energy
Richland Operations Office

P.O. Box 550
Richland, Washington 99352

November 20, 1986-

Distribution.

:BWI DIVISIqO DIVISION WEEKLY REPORTS.. .*

Enclosed for, your.information is the Basalt Waste Isolation Division -

--.-:." Weekly Report for the week ending November 20, 1986.

Jo H. Anttonen ssistant Manager
. for Commercial Nuclear Waste

Enclosures ..

Distribution
T. Isaacs, RW-22, HQ
3. Morris, RW-22, HQ
Re Stein, RW-23, HQ
J. Knight, RW-24, HQ
C. Smith, RW-43, HQ
D. Siefkin, Weston
R. Jackson, Weston
W. McClain, Weston
T. Bates, Weston
G. Shaw, Weston
F. R. Cook, NRCm<--3a



BWI DIVISION WEEKLY REPORT
NOVEMBER 20, 1986

I. Critical Items Status

o At a meeting on November 6, the Readiness Review Board received
the General Restart checklist for review/comment.' The board also
reviewed the Design Basis Study final report and has made its
recommendation to the Assistant Manager for Commercial Nuclear

- '--,' , '^', Waste'.- -' , - - ,, '

' A revised draft of the "General Restart Criteria," which is
planned to be used as the basis for allowing Rockwell to restart
work, was submitted to the Readiness Review Board. The revision
was provided on the revised format, and includes both "Action,
Required"- and "Acceptance Criteria."-

II. Significant Accomplishments/Information Items ;

E&C Branch ;

o0 The Rockwell Waste Package Program Office completed a review of
the Common Canister issues. There is concern that the adoption of,,'-
a Monitored Retrievable Storage common canister may have,
significant impact to the Project and the recommendation was made
for three site-specific canisters instead of one common canister.

o The preparation of logics to support the drafting of the BWIP
Waste Package Strategy Document continues. Members of the
Rockwell staff traveled to DOE-HQ to assist in the preparation of
this document. The Waste Package Strategy team is currently-
meeting at HQ and discussions are scheduled to be completed on
November 21.

o Calculations for the container lifetime distribution calculations
for carbon steel consolidated spent fuel waste packages utilizing
a deterministic approach were completed. The calculations were
aimed at obtaining container lifetime distributions based on more
realistic heat load distributions. The heat load distributions
were calculated from the spent fuel thermal receipt
characteristics generated by the WASTE II program at PNL.

G&T Branch

o By request from Lynne Fitzpatrick of the Rock Mechanics
Subcommittee of the National Academy of Sciences, the
December 18-19, 1986, meeting will be deferred until January 1987
(date to be determined). A review of the Rock Mechanics Technical
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Plan by Z. T. Bieniawski, Neville Cook, Evert Hoek, and
Wilson Blake will be held in Richland on December 18-19.

o .-The HQ review of Chapter 4, Geochemistry, found it to be of
sufficiently high quality to be elevated to a Chapter Review.
Following this Chapter Review, and based on HQ review of quality
and accuracy, information copies will be forwarded to the States,
Indian Tribes, and the NRC.

LES Branch

o SCP Status

* .. Revision i of the Licensing Strategies is being prepared,
Guidelines from Revision I will be-provided:as well as specific
dedicated personnel assignments from various BWIP organizations.
A new concept to be used will be an integrating review team to
ensure that all strategies reflect the BWIP program. Special

* emphasis .will be placed on performance allocation (particularly on
Issues .1, .4,.1.5 and 1.6).

Incorporation of comments from earlier reviews is continuing for
the following chapters/section's '. -

Chapter 3 - Hydrology
. Chapter .6'- Conceptual Design of a Repository:, ;

Chapter 7 -Waste Package .

Section 8.3.1.1.- Overview
Section 8.3.1.3 - Hydrology
Section 8.3.2 - Repository Program
Section 8.3.3 - Seal System Program
Section 8.3.5 - Performance-Assessment Program Plan:
Section 8.4 - Planned Site Preparation Activities
Section 8.7 - Decontamination and Decommissioning

Chapter 2, Geoengineering, was revised and turned over to
Technical Publications for word processing.

Collection and verification of SCP references is continuing. An
"1SCP Reference Summary Report" program-was developed and is now
being used to track progress for all SCP chapters/sections.. -

Section 8.3.1.2,
review.

Geology, was sent out for joint DOE/Rockwell

I .el
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The joint DOE/Rockwell review of the following chapters/sections
is continuing. Scheduled Comment Resolution meeting dates are
also indicated:

Chapter 1 - Geology (12-2-86)
Chapter 4 - Geochemistry (11-18-86)
Section 8.3.4 - Waste Package (suspended)
Section 8.3.1.2 - Geology (12-2-86).
Section 8.3.1.4 - Geochemistry. (11-12-86)
Section 8.3.1.6 - Resource Potential (12-02-86)
Section 8.5 - Schedules (suspended)
Section 8.6 - Quality Assurance (11-13-86)

Comment Resolution meetings/workshops for the following
chapter/sections were completed on November 5-6, 1986.

Chapter 6 - Conceptual Design
Section 8.3.2- Repository Design

* .,Section 8.3.3 - Seals -

o Finalization of the EMMP and SMMP documents for distribution to
the State of Washington and affected Tribes on December 1 is

. proceeding on schedule.- A concurrence draft of the' SMMP will be,
forwarded to HQ on November 21.

Other

o Briefings and tours covering BWIP activities and facilities were
- provided to County Commissioners from Benton, Franklin, and Grant

Counties, State of Washington, and Area Emergency Management
representatives on November 20.

III. Upcoming Events

See attached pages.

-DX&,-- " :
J. J. Keating, Director
Basalt Waste Isolation Divi'sion



BWI UPCOMING EVENTS
NOVEMBER 20, 1986

Date Event Location Contact

HQ Meetings

November 13-21 'Waste Package Strategy Workshop. HQ - LaMont

November 25 ES Design Basis Study Restart Richland Anttonenr

December 15 Geohydrology Task Force Meeting HQ, Dahlem:

TBD' Review of BWIP Systems Integration Richland Petrie,
Activities

Coordinating Group Meetings

January 12-13 Geoscience Coordinating Group.. HQ Dahlem"

State/Indian/Public Interaction . -

November 24 City of Pasco briefing Pasco Squires

November 24 State of Washington Representative-Elect Richland,; Anttonen/
Jim Jesernig Squires

December 6-7 ISCG Meeting Las Vegas Whitfield/Powell

December 11 Christine Masters, State of Washington
Department of Transportation Richland Squires

February 1987 ASQC Las Vegas Dahlem'

April 19-21, 1987 Western Regional Energy Conference Richland Dahlem

Internal Project Meetings

November SCP Reviews

November 25 Monthly Project Review

December 2-4 GAO Discussions covering BWIP

December 3-5 Geohydrology Workshop:,..,

Richland

Richland

Richland

Richland

Dahlem/Staff

Anttonen

Olson'-' /

Dahlem/ /

I
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Date - Event . Location Contact

January 1987 Rock Mechanics Committee - NAS Richland Lassila

January 1987 Hydrology/Geochemistry Meeting TBD. Furman/Thompson
,with the USGS

NRC Interactions - -' -

December 2-5 Hydrology Data Review Richland Thompson/Dahlem
- ? '- ' '-- - --- '-- '-', :-'''' -, -' : ': , :- - ,,0- Mecca . . .-

'',:TBD.:'.'., ,Repository Design (workshNp)i'' Richland Nicoll/Kovacs.TBD De i n ( o k h p i h a dMecca/D h e
TBD. ' '' NRC meeting to discuss SCP Issues',- HQ Mecca/Dahiem

Hierarchy, Resolution Strategy,
: Data Needs

International. .

February 27, 1987- NEA Tour and Briefing - Richland. Squires

- - -:

April 1987- IAEA Natural Analog Meeting,;'- HQ -- Dahlem

0
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TECHNICAL
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OFFICE OF ASSISTANT MANAGER FOR
COMMERCIAL NUCLEAR WASTE (AMC)

Assistant Manager - Anttonen*
Deputy - Olson
Inst. Liaison - Powell
Oper. Admin. - Turner
Cost Control Spec. - Higgins
Secretary - Wagnild

. I_
BASALT WASTE ISOLATION

DIVISION (BWI)

Director - Keating
Secretary - Vale

Engineering and Construction Branch

Chief - Holten
Secretary. Hickman
Mining Engineer - Boileau
Project Engineer- Rokkan
Project Engineer - Nicoll
Project Engineer - Petrie
Project Engineer - Smith
Project Engineer - LaMont

Geoscience & Technology Branch

Chief- Dahlem
Secretary - Maclaren
Geochemist - Furman
Geologist- Marjaniemi
Hydrologist - Knepp
Hydrologist - Thompson
Project Engineer - Lassila
Project Engineer - Squires

Licensing/Environmental/Safety Branch

Chief - Mecca
Secretary - Jacobs
Licensing Specialist - Bell
Licensing Engineer. Kovacs
Project Engineer - Krupar
Environmental Scientist - Whitfield

QUALITY SYSTEMS DIVISION (OSD)

Director - Saget
QA Engineer - Davies
QA Engineer - Kasch
OA Engineer - Litz
OA Engineer - Subramanian
OA Specialist - Newby

1
STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION

DIVISION (STD)

Director - Izatt
Secretary - Thompson
Program Engineer - Crouter
Program Engineer - Langstaff
Program Engineer - Goranson
Program Engineer - Collins
Traffic Manager- Peterson
Trans. Engineer - Kenyon
Traff. Mgmt. Spec. - Jarrell

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT MANAGER .
FOR COMMERCIAL NUCLEAR WASTE (AMC)

* PROJECT MANAGER FOR BASALT WASTE ISOLATION PROJECT
(1111/86)



BASALT WASTE ISOLATION PROJECT

PROJECT MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION

. .

DOE-AL
MANAGER
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_

;

OFFICE OF CIVILIAN
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MANAGEMENT

B.C. RUSCHE, DIRECTOR

OFFICE OF GEOLOGIC
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S.H. KALE, DIR.

I

I
I
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OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS

S.H. LEROY

OFFICE OF
CHIEF COUNSEL

E.E. PRIDE I
II I

ASSIST. MGR. FOR
ADMINISTRATION

R.M. ROSSELLI

ASSIST. MGR. FOR
OPERATIONS

J.L. RHOADES I ASSIST. MGR. FOR
FACILITIES AND

LAB. MANAGEMENT

A.J. RIZZO

ASSIST. MGR. FOR
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CHRONOLOGY OF BWIP
QA PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
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ACRONYMS:
DOE-RL: DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY RICHLAND OPERATIONS OFFICE

RDT: REACTOR DEVELOPMENT TECHNOLOGY
NWTS: NUCLEAR WASTE TERMINAL STORAGE PROGRAM
BWIP: BASALT WASTE ISOLATION PROJECT
NQA: NUCLEAR GUALITY ASSURANCE

OA-ICE: QUALITY ASSURANCE INTERFACE COORDINATION GROUP
NE: NUCLEAR ENERGY

OGRD: OFFICE OF GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY DEPLOYMENT
OACG: QUALITY ASSURANCE COORDINATION GROUP

NRC: NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OGR: OFFICE OF GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES

OCRWM: OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT
GAMPR: QUALITY ASSURANCE MANAGEMENT POLICIES

AND REQUIREMENTS
BOARD: BASALT QUALITY ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT

PREPARED BY: M.F. NICOL
2/14/86 -456



SOURCE OF QUALITY ASSURANCE
PROGRAM CRITERIA

° 10 CFR 60, SUBPART G

* 10 CFR 50, APPENDIX B

* U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION REVIEW PLAN
FOR SITE CHARACTERIZATION

° ANSI/ASME NQA-1



APPLICABLE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
QUALITY ASSURANCE PLANS AND

REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENTS

*DOE ORDER 5700.6A, "QUALITY ASSURANCE"

e DOE/RL ORDER 5700.1A, "QUALITY ASSURANCE"

* OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT
"QUALITY MANAGEMENT POLICIES AND REQUIREMENTS"

* OFFICE OF GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES "QUALITY ASSURANCE
PLAN FOR SITING AND SITE CHARACTERIZATION," OGR/B-3

* BASALT QUALITY ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
(BQARD), 13



BQARD

* COMBINES BASE REQUIREMENTS FOR
ITEMS INTO A SINGLE DOCUMENT

QUALITY LEVEL 1

* INSURES CONSISTENT IMPLEMENTATION OF
REQUIREMENTS AMONG PROJECT PARTICIPANTS

° PROVIDES BASIS FOR "FULLY QUALIFIED" QA PROGRAM

° USES 18 CRITERIA FORMAT



PROGRAM LOGIC-:

* QA PLANS

QA PROCEDURES

TRAINING

BWIP VERIFICATION
PROGRAM

DOE/HO VALIDATION
AUDIT

NRC VALIDATION
AUDIT

AUDIT FINDINGS
RESOLUTION

177-777-2.1'�

17P

Va



BWIP-QA PLANS STATUS REPORT

AS OF QUARTER ENDING 9/30/86

MAJOR REV. APPROVAL
PARTICIPANT DOCUMENT IDENTIFICATION NO. STATUS* DATE REMARKS

RHO RHO-QA-MA-3 2 5 8/4/86

KE/PB BWIP PROCEDURES MANUAL 2 4 NONE KE/PB INCORPORATING
COMMENTS FROM INTERNAL
REVIEW

M-K BWIP QA MANUAL 1 4 10/16/86** *DOE-RL PREPARING TO
APPROVE WITH COMMENTS

PNL OA MANUAL FOR LICENSING 1 5 9/5/86
RELATED PROGRAMS (PNL-MA-60)

WHC OA MANUAL MG-197 N/A 5 8/6/86

DOE-RL BOARD 1 5 6/6/86

DOE-RL QA PLAN 1 5 8/14/86

*STATUS LEGEND:

1-PLANNED
2 - UNDER PREPARATION
3 - FOR COMMENT RESOLUTION

4 - FOR PROJECT APPROVAL
5 - ISSUED FOR IMPLEMENTATION



QA PROCEDURES DEVELOPMENT SUMMARY

AS OF 9/30/86

PROCEDURES MAJOR PARTICIPANTS PROJECT
SATUS DOE-RL RHO KE/PB M-K PNL WHC TOTALS REMARKS

TOTAL 36 3* 4 6 o' 9 TO BE ISSUED AS QAPP'S
REQUIRED 36 32 48 26 80 68 290 IN RHO-BW-MA-17

ISSUED FOR
IMPLEMEN- 33 0 0 0 80 68 181

TATION
*10 SUMBITTED TO DOE-RL

APPROVED **M-K R.1 IMPLEMENTING
BY 35 0* 0 NA**' NA*** 35 PROCEDURES TRANSMITTED

DOE-RL TO DOE-RL FOR APPROVAL
"'APPROVED BY ROCKWELL

*7 OF 9 ARE REVISIONS TO
UNDER PREVIOUSLY APPROVED

REVIEW OR 9' 31 48** 26*** _ 114 PROCEDURES
COMMENT "INTERNAL REVIEW BY KE/PB

***DOE PREPARING TO APPROVE
WITH COMMENTS (10/16)

UNDER 1
PREPARATION 0 1 _ _ . _ 1

NOT YET I 1
STARTED 1 0 - - - -1
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DOE/RL BWI TRAINING PROGRAM

INITIAL PROCEDURE ORIENTATION

PROJECT ORIENTATION
ADVANCED AUDIT TRAINING

AUDITS AND SURVEILLANCE FOR THE
TECHNICAL PARTICIPANTS

PERFORMANCE-BASED TRAINING SYSTEM

- TRAINING MATRIX DEVELOPMENT

- JOB FUNCTION IDENTIFICATION

- LESSON PLAN DEVELOPMENT (25 COURSES)

INSTRUCTOR TRAINING

DETAILED TRAINING AND ORIENTATION
FOR IDENTIFIED JOB FUNCTIONS

COMPLETE

COMPLETE
COMPLETE

COMPLETE

ADOPTED
COMPLETE
UNDERWAY
UNDERWAY

COMPLETE

TARGETED

07-05-86

09-15-86
08-27-86

09-25-86

08-23-86
09-05-86
12-01-86

FEBRUARY

10-22-86

MID-OCT.
THRU NOV.,
1986



BWIP FY 86 QA AUDIT STATUS REPORT

AS OF QUARTER ENDING 9/30/86

INITIATING AUDITS AUDIT FINDINGS
ORGANIZA- FISCAL YEAR QUARTER FISCALYEAR QUARTER REMARKS

TION PL CO CO IS CL OP IS CL

RHO 11 9 3 29 25 23 3 a

KE/PB 6 1 0 13 11 2 0 0

M-K 2 2 0 4 4 0 0 1

PNL 17 17 5 13 13 0 1 1

WHC 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 1

DOE-RL 8 8 0 27 1 37 0 0

LEGEND:

PL = PLANNED
CO = COMPLETED

IS = ISSUED
CL = CLOSED

OP = STILL OPEN



BWIP FY 86 SURVEILLANCE STATUS REPORT

AS OF QUARTER ENDING 9/30/86

INITIATING AUDITS AUDIT FINDINGS
ORGANIZA- FISCAL YEAR QUARTER FISCALYEAR QUARTER REMARKS

TION PL CO CO IS I CL OP IS I CL

RHO 395 443 141 443 422 37 141 130

KE/PB 398 398 65 398 381 17 65 59

M-K 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 NO ACTIVITIES
TO SURVEIL

PNL 156 156 32 156 151 5 32 32

*WHC 12 11 2 11 10 1 2 1

RHO =21
DOE-RL 44 29 10 29 20 9 10 4 WHC=6

PNL = 1, KE/PB =1

LEGEND:

PL = PLANNED
CO = COMPLETED

IS = ISSUED
CL = CLOSED

OP = STILL OPEN



QA STAFFING STATUS REPORT
AS OF QUARTER ENDING 9/30/86

MAJOR PARTICIPANTS

FUNCTIONAL REMARKS
ACTIVITY DOE-RL RHO KE/PB M-K PNL WHC

EX REQ EX REQ EX REQ EX REQ EX REQ EX REQ

ADMINISTRATION/ 1 1 11 11 I 1 2 1.5* 1 1 2 2 *QC SUPERVISOR
MANAGEMENT 9/29/86

DEVELOPMENT 3 3 7 7 1 1 1 1.5 3 4.25 4 2

PROGRAM
VERIFICATION 2 2 25 25 0 0 1 2 5 6.5 1 3

CONSULTANTS 17 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 0 0

OTHERS 0 0 11 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTALS 23 23 54 54 2 2 4 5 11 15.75 7 7

EX = EXISTING STAFF
REQ = STAFFING REQUESTED FOR THE FY



HISTORY

* BWI AUDIT/SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM
LACK OF ADEQUATE QA PROCEDURES

- LACK OF TECHNICAL PROCEDURES
- LACK OF TRAINING/TRAINING PROGRAM

* 3/14/86 BWI REQUEST TO THE CONTRACTOR TO EVALUATE WORK
ACTIVITIES AGAINST MANAGEMENT CONTROL PREREQUISITES

* 4/11/86 CONTRACTOR RESPONSE
- REVIEWED 450 WORK ACTIVITIES - RECOMMENDED 41 ACTIVITIES BE

STOPPED
- FAILED TO IDENTIFY BASIS FOR SWO RECOMMENDATION
- LATER SUBMITTAL OF WORK EVALUATION SHEETS DID NOT SUPPORT 4/11/86

RECOMMENDATION

* 5/1/86 DOE/RL STOP WORK LETTER TO CONTRACTOR
- IDENTIFIED SIX CATEGORIES FOR EXCEPTIONS

* 5/14/86 CONTRACTOR RESPONSE
- APPROXIMATELY 850 WORK ACTIVITIES REVIEWED
- APPROXIMATELY 350 WORK ACTIVITIES RECOMMENDED FOR SWO

o FOLLOW-ON ACTIVITIES
- ADDITIONAL ITEMS WERE STOPPED BASED ON FOLLOW-ON REVIEWS
- ULTIMATELY'1,300 ACTIVITIES WERE REVIEWED AND APPROXIMATELY HALF

WERE STOPPED. THE REMAINDER FELL INTO ONE OF THE SIX EXCEPTION
CATEGORIES



-a.

SWO PURPOSE

o TO REFOCUS PROJECT ATTENTION AND PRIORITIES TO
INSURE APPROPRIATE MANAGEMENT AND TECHNICAL
PREREQUISITES ARE PUT IN PLACE TO SUPPORT LICENSING

* PERMIT THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES TO CONTINUE
- DATA GATHERING - FOR WHICH INTERRUPTION COULD RESULT IN

LOSS OF SIGNIFICANT DATA
- MANAGEMENT, OPERATING, AND QA SYSTEMS UPGRADES

- SAFETY/MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES

- ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES

- SITE CHARACTERIZATION PLAN (SCP) PREPARATION ACTIVITIES

- ESSENTIAL ACTIVITIES/IMPRUDENT TO STOP



BWIP STOP WORK STATUS

• STOP WORK ORDER ISSUED MAY 1,1986

* QUALITY AFFECTING ACTIVITIES STOPPED

* SOME ACTIVITIES CONTINUING - IMPRUDENT TO STOP

* BWI READINESS REVIEW BOARD ESTABLISHED

• PROJECT PARTICIPANTS REVISING PROCEDURES TO MEET BQARD
AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS

* SURVEILLANCES BEING CONDUCTED ON CONTINUING ACTIVITIES
- TRAINING
- PROCEDURE WRITING
- RECORDS

• RHO APPRAISALS OF DIRECT FUNDED CONTRACTORS - WHC, PNL,
RKE, M-K

* RHO INTERNAL APPRAISALS STARTED IN LATE OCTOBER 1986

* DOE/RL AND DOE/HQ AUDITS/ASSESSMENTS TO FOLLOW
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DOCUMENTS APPENDIX
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Conclusions (Talksng Points)

o Current results consistent with those presented bact In Augst 1985

("feasibility study").

o Staple draft U methods probably produced erroneous results, as

suggested by several coeenters on draft EA methods.

o Nothing less than a several billion dollar error In facility cost can

make Hanford "shoW".

O Richton and Deaf Smith appear to be clear choices of salt sites.

o Tucca Mountain Currently replaces Davis Canyon and Deaf Smith In top

three In sensitivity analyses. More recent cost estimates (this

year's fee report) will place It In top three, for sure.

O Even without nev cost estimates, Yucca Mountain clear choice between

2 Federal sites.
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f 1.

Why has formal metbodology made such a difference?

o Tormal methodology aggregates technical assessments consistent vith

logic of systems analysis, tile draft EA analysis did not. As a

tesult, rankings La 3 of A guideline groups change significantly.

_ .

* Methodology accounts for true Icteractions among end Influences of

titing guidelines. This avoids over- or under-countings cg.,

transportation.

* Draft EA used "means" to describe differences in postelosure

performance. This led to large differences. Refined analysis show

wuch smaller differences among sites In postclogure period compared

to draft EA.

e heights derived consistent with logic and procedures suggested La

professional literature, not from some Ill-defined generLc importance

of a guideline category. As a resultdraft EA analysis over-counted

small radiological safety differences and under-counted huge costs

differences.

O Methodology accounted for things not directly addressed by simple

draft EA methods, e.g., worker radiological safety.

: -- ..
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The methodology described hertin can be used as a heuristic device for

tivolving the larger Chapter 7 vorking group. We are developing a detailed

plan lot involving, this group and will be transuitting this to you soon for

review.

if you have any questions please let to know.

Tom Longo

Attachment

.. I
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BACKGROUND

o Draft LA presented three simple ways of aggregating performance
against individual technical guidelines.

a

f* 0
is Of

UAS panel and state-consulting groups severely criticized methods.

Two ordinal-based methods dismissed outright, while one method

(utility-estimation method) acknowledged to hold promise if done

according to procedures suggested by professional literature.

To address concerns small group set about to assess feasibility of

applying formal utility-estimation method using draft EA Information.

IVuawe 0)
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PROCESS FOR APPLYING FORMAL UTILITY ESTIMATION METHOD

., . . A

..

1. Identify siting objectives vith reference to Intent of Guidelines.

O Can be above, equal to, or belov guideline level.

2. Establish performance measures, X, for each siting objective (scale
of 0 to 10) e# W e&4et s 4#qS

o Verify Independence among objectives.

3. Define utility curves for performance measures 10 a f (X11'

o Utility curve relates a given performance score to the value of
achieving that score for each objective. I-) L V .- to

4. Establish weights# ks for utility functions. tei

o involves value trade-offs of one performance measure against another.

-o Verify consistency with guideline constraints.

S. Perform numerical calculations.

O Score sites against performance measures.

o Compute utility values for each performance measure for each site.

O Apply veights to utility values and sun results to obtain overall
score for each site.

Calculate sensitivity of overall scores to alternative value1A | trade-offs.ef

-2-



KEY DIFFERENCS BETWEEN FOAAL METHOD
AND DRkPT EA METHODS

o Redefined objectives to avoid Interdependencies and under- and
over-counting.

-o Used utility curves to account for nonlinear value of scores.

a Formal techniques used to detive weights (value trade-offs)
consistent with guideline requirements.

-o any more steps and judgments Involved, all of which are made
explicit. ) K^r " }e

-3-
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R.ESULTS OF VERY PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

o Technical inputs developed very quickly* without benefit of expegt
review.

O Results for postClosure analysis show Sites about equal and meet
objectives exceptionally well.

I .

I

a Results for preclosure analysis show Hanford scores significantly
below other sites. Deviation from DEA results seems traceabler primarily to undercounting of transportation factors and facilityi
Costs.

W
0

0

Because of requirements of primary significance of postclosure
guidelines. sensitivity and uncertainty analyses are likely to chow
sites are virtually Indistinguishable# considering on balance all of
siting guidelines. Distinct suite of top three sites may not be
apparent-

Other considerations. such as diversity of rock tYve, risk of

I

..

failure, licensability, etc.
could be evaluated through ft

, need to be evaluated. These aspects
ormal methodology or qualitatively.

hirC44uc.c 4X )t. At

_ WS~~k 13^W+tS9

* 1:,;%. Yua or Swox

pal(;A,

4F.
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PfiO'S AND CON'S OF FRML DECISION METHOD

o As with any methodology, should be used only as an aid to decision
makingl it should not make the decision.

PRO'S-

o Responsive to severe criticisms*. 3 ftM4 Ais;rI s aJ N

o State-of-the-art.

o Logical interactions among guidelines accounted for:-In comprehensive
fashion.

O Logic and results traceable and explicit.

O Appears consistent vith approach of 2nd repository program.

CON'S

o Less understandable to general public.

O Some technical Inputs more difficult because of assignment of scores
above guideline level; hovever, some inputs easier .

o Presents some nev concepts and greater detail.

O Consistency with siting guidelines may not be readily apparent and
may be contested.

-5-
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NEXT STEPS

o ~Reviev report desctlblng preliminarY application of formalmethodology. t i a

o Present methodology to NAS panel.

o With help from larger pool of expertise 1) check and refine
methodology, and 21 develop technical input.

-6-
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t 3. INTRODUCTION

A. SITE RECOCLSDATION PROCESS

-1. Initial order of preference using decision-aiding methodology

2. Final order of preference using diversity guidelines

(geohydrologic settings and rock types)

3. SITE RECOMMENDATION OBJECTIVE

1. Best set of 3 sites (not best 3 sites) - portfolio decision

| 2. Must include at least I non-salt site

3. Primacy of geologic considerations

II. DECISION-AIDING METHODOLOGY

A. DESCRIPTION

1. Multi-attribute. allowing disaggregation of problem into its

component parts for evaluation, then re-aggregition

2. Utility-estimation, allowing explicit technical and value

judgments or tradeoffs

B. POSTCLOSURE EVALUATION

1. All sites several orders of magnitude better than EPA limit for

base case best-estimate, little distinction between sites

2. Importance of scenarios, uncertainty, sensitivity

s C. PRECLOSURE EVALUATION

1. Individual groupings corresponding to guidelines

2. Cost driver

3. Use of differences in characterization costs for recommendation

I



111. DIVERSITY

A. GEOKYDROLOGIC SETTINGS.

1. Differences In ground water flow systems: differences in

accessible environment

a. water quantity

b. vater quality

c. water use

(1) type

(2) a&omnt

(3) alternative sources

d. land use

B. ROCK TYPES

1. Avoid coamon failure

2. Different waste package

3. Different repository designs

4. Differences in retrievability

5. Licensing Issues

6. Portfolio decision

IV. FINAL RANKING

2



OVERVIEW

INTRODUCTION

Section 112(b) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (the Act) requires that

subsequent to the nomination of at least five sites as suitabie for site

characterization, the Secretary shall recommend to the President three of the

nominated sites for characterization as candidate sites. The process used by

the Department of Energy (DOE) to recommend sites for characterization is

described in Section 960.3-2-3 of the DOE's siting guidelines

(10 CFR Part 960). In summary, this process involves the following sequence

of two distinct steps: -

I. Determination of an initial order of preference of sites for

characterization, based on (a) the available geophysical, geologic.

geochemical, and hydrologic data; (b) other Information; and (c) the

associated evaluations and findings in the environmental assessments for

the nominated sites.

2. Determination of a final order of preference of sites for

characterization, based on a re-evaluation of the initial order of

preference in light of the siting guidelines on the diversity of

geohydrologic settings and the diversity of rock types.

The objective of this process is to ensure that "'the sites recommended as

candidate sites for characterization shall offer, on balance, the most

3
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advantageous combination of characteristics and conditions for successful

development of repositories at such sites." The DOE, therefore, Is faced with

a portfolio decision, i.e., to recommend for characterization the best set of

three sites. This is substantially different than a decision to recommend the

three "best" sites. As part of this portfolio decision, the NRC has indicated

in the statement of considerations accompanying 10 CYR Part 6 that the DOE

should characterize three sites, at least one of which Is a non-salt site.

Inherent to the recommendation decision, the DOE is required to ensure

that geologic considerations are the primary factor In evaluating sites for

grologic repositories. For example, the Act states that the siting guidelines

"9shall specify detailed geologic considerations that shall be primary criteria

for the selection of sites in various geologic media." The siting guidelines,

in turn, specify that site evaluations "shall place primary significance on

the postclosure guidelines and secondary significance on the preclosure

guidelines, with each set of guidelines considered collectfvely for such

purposes." Further, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has mandated in

10 CFR Part 60 that, although they require a multiple-barrier approach to

waste isolation (with no one barrier relied upon totally to provide the

necessary isolation), they will require that the site (natural barriers) be

the primary means of waste isolation.

DECISION-AIDING METHODOLOGY

The DOE has developed and applied a formal decision-aiding methodology as

an aid in deciding which sites are preferred for recommendation for

.. s &
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characterization. The methodology, which is based on the multi-attribute

utility theory, allows disaggregation of a complex siting problem into its

component parts for evaluation. and re-aggregation in a logical and

appropriate manner to determine an order of preference for the sites. As

such, the decision-aiding methodology was well suited to the first step of the

decision process wherein the separate guidelines, and their associated

favorable and potentially adverse conditions, are considered separately and

then collectively. In addition* the methodology is explicit In identifying

the pros and cons of each site and the factors (e.g., technical data,

professional judgments, value judgments, policy decisions, and models) that

are most crucial to the relative desirability of the sites. The methodology

also is readily amenable to sensitivity analyses to incorporate other

viewpoints and to quantify uncertainty, and, the implications of these

different viewpoints can be easily identified and examined. From these, the

DOE can draw insights into the basis for the site-recommendation decision.

Like all formal methods, however, the multi-attribute decision-aiding

methodology is capable of providing only a partial and approximate accounting

of the many factors important to the first step of the site-recommendation

decision. Also, the decision-aiding methodology does not encompass the second

step of the decision process, i.e., the application of the diversity

guidelines to determine a final order of preference. In addition, the

decision-aiding methodology is not constructed to make the portfolio decision

with which the DOE is faced. Accordingly, the application of the methodology

can provide DOE with insights into the basis for the site-recommendation

decision but cannot make that decision.
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The six basic steps of the decision-aiding methodology, as applied to the

evaluation of siteds are the followings

1. Establish the objectives of repository siting and develop preclosure and

postelosure performance measures for quantifying levels of performance

with respect to these objectives.

2. For the postclosure analysis, specify a set of scenarios that, should

they occur, might affect the performance of the repository system as -

represented by the postclosure-performance measures.

3. For each scenario, estimate postclosure performance with respect to each

postclosure-perforcance measure. Estimate preclosure performance and

impacts with respect to each preclosure-performance measure.

A. Assess relative values for different impact levels for'each objective

(i.e., assess a utility function over each performance measure) and

assess value tradeoffs to integrate the achievement of different

objectives into an overall utility function.

5. Using the overall utility function, aggregate impacts to obtain a

composite score indicating the relative desirability of each site.

6. Perform sensitivity analyses to determine which models, data, technical

judgments, and value judgments seem most significant for drawing insights

from the analysis.

6



POSTCLOSCRE EVALLATION

The DOE Identified two postclosure objectives related to the extent to

which the geologic repository would isolate the waste and prevent adverse

Impacts on the health and safety of the public after repository closure.

These objectives are:

1. Minimize the adverse health effects attributable to the repository during

the first 10,000 years after reposltcry closure.

4. Minimize the adverse health effects attributable to the repository during

the period 10,000 to 100,000 years after repository closure.

For both objectives, the limits on'cumulative releases of radionuclides to the

accessible environment (as defined by the Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA) in 40 CFR Part 191) were used as a surrogate performance measure for

adverse health effects. In addition, DOE developed sets of site

characteristics for which various multiples of the cumulative releases were

judged to be reasonable. In this manner, the DOE was able to use the results

of both the preliminary performance assessments contained in the environmental

assessments, to the extent practicable, and the technical evaluations of site

characteristics contained in the environmental assessments in assessing the

performance of a site against constructed performance measure scales for each

postclosure objective. Scenarios affecting postclosure performance were

identified and high, median, and low estimates of their respective

probabilities were made. Nigh, best-estimate, and low scores were then

assigned for each scenario against the appropriate performance measure scale

In order to quantify repository performance.

I
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As indicated in the assessed utility of cumulative releases during the

first 10,000 years following repository closure (Figure 3.5), the DOE has made

a policy judgment that a cite with releases that are 10,000 times lower than

the EPA limit (score of 10 for the performance measure in Figure 3.3 and

utility of 99.99 In Table 3-5) has little practical advantage over a site with

releases that are 100 times higher (score of 6 for the performance measure in

Figure 3.3 and utility of 99.00 in Table 3-5). Likewise, for the assessed

u:ility of cumulative releases during the period of 10,000 to 100,000 years

following repository closure (Figure 3.6), the DOE has made a similar policy'

judgment. In both cases, the policy judgment is reasonable because the

releases would be so small as to be insignificant in comparison with -

background radiation and, as indicated in Table 3-5, further increases in

score above 6 correspond to very small reductions in the magnitude of

releases. Indeed, a score of 4 has an associated utility of approximately 90

percent for both the first 10,000 years and the period of 10,000 to 100,000

years.

For both time periods, the best-estimate scores assigned for all sites

for all scenarios were 6 or greater (Table 3-4). Combining the best-estimate

score for the base case with the median probability for that scenario results

in a computed base-case expected postclosure utility ranging between 99.76 and

99.99 (Table 3-6) - clearly indicating there is little practical advantage of

one site over another site with respect to postclosure releases. This does

not mean that the sites are equal; to the contrary, there is an order of

magnitude difference in equivalent releases between the sites. However, this

difference in equivalent releases is not considered to be significant since

8
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the site with the highest equivalent releases, the Hanford site, Is nearly

three orders of magnitude lover than the EPA release limits. In addition, the

improvement between the sites with the highest and lowest equivalent releases

corresponds to a very small change, Ise., from two one-thousandths of the EPA

release limit to one ten-thousandth of the EPA release limit.

When looking at both the base ease and the other postclosure scenarios,

the range of utility for each site was broadened, especially for the non-salt

sites (Figures 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12). The results of sensitivity analyses

strongly suggest that sites with lower expected postelosure utilities also

tend to have greater uncertainties in postclosure performance. This range of

uncertainty indicates little opportunity for the sites to improve, based on

the results of site characterization studies. beyond the best-estimate

values. However, there is considerable opportunity, especially for the

Con-salt sites, to retrogress, based on the results of site characterization

studies, below the best-estimate values.

Prior to site characterization, the DOE believes the best-estimate values

are the appropriate measure of postclosure performance. Accordingly, although

the DOE has identified a clear distinction between the sites and a wide range

of uncertainty for certain sites, the differences are not considered to be

significant with respect to the best estimate of postclosure performance.

9
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PRECLOSURE EVALUATIO^N

The DOE identified four preclosure objectives, minimizing adverse impacts

on health and safety before closure, minimize adverse environmental impacts,

minimize adverse socioeconomic impacts, and minimize economic costs. The DOE

further developed eight performance measures related to health and safety of

the public and workers, three performance measures related to environmental

Impacts. one performance measure related to socioeconomic Impacts, and two

performance measures related to economic costs.

Base-case or best estimate scores were assigned for each site against

each performance measure. In addition, a range of scores was established by

estimating high and low scores. Through the use of multi-attribute utility

functions for each performance measure, the separate preclosure utilities were

aggregated to determine base-case impacts and to perform sensitivity analyses

across the range of estimated impacts. In this manner, the aggregate impacts

for each of the four preclosure objectives can be determined. and, the

aggregate impacts for the total preclosure analysis can be identified.

As indicated in Table 4-11, the base-case consequence-equivalent impacts

for the eight performance measures related to health and safety, both

radiological and non-radiological, of the public and workers can be aggregated

to.show that the Richton Dome site results in the least impacts, followed by

the Deaf Smith County site, the Davis Canyon site, the Yuccs Mountain site,

and the Sanford site. Likewise, the base-case consequence-equivalent impacts

for the four environmental and socioeconomic performance measures can be

10



aggregated to show that the Hanford site results in the least impacts,

followed by the Yucca Mountain site, the Deaf Smith County site, the Richton

Dome site, and the Davis Canyon site. Also, the base-case

consequence-equivalent impacts for the two performance measures related to

repository and transportation costs can be aggregated to show that the Yucca

Mountain site results in the least impacts, followed by the RTchton Dome site,

the Deaf Smith County site, the Davis Canyon site, and the Hanford site.

Each of these three groupings can then be aggregated to determine the

combined base-case consequences-equivalent impacts for all fourteen of the

preclosure performance measures. The Yucca Mountain site results in the least

impacts, followed by the Richton Dome site, the Deaf Smith County site, the

Davis Canyon site, and the Hanford site.

However, looking at other combinations of preclosure performance measures

can produce substantially different orders of site preference. For example,

if the base-case consequence-equivalent impacts of all preclosure performance

measures, except repository and transportation costs, are aggregated, the

Hanford site results in the least impacts, followed by the Yucca Mountain

site, the Deaf Smith County site, the Richton Dome site, and the Davis Canyon

site. Indeed, the combined base-case consequence-equivalent impacts for all

fourteen of the preclosure performance measures are strongly driven by the

estimated total repository costs - a factor that was given the least

importance of all guideline subgroups in the siting guidelines.

11
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DOCUMENT H

PrIncial -Shortcotmng

Kew write-up blantantly manipulates the methodology and it.
application to force it to spit out the "proper' sites. It
throws out certain factors arbitrarily reduces or increases the
value of others, picks certain trade offs as better than others
and portrays the methodology as decision-maker.

initial vrite-up tells it like it le. it describes the
Methodology as decllon-aiding, evaluates both results and
insights fron the application of the methodology, an describes
the rationale for the site selection. it recognizes the
importance of guideline requirements and other considerations a
policy-maker rust legitimately consider in reaching a final
decision.

Serious Shortcomings

Provides no technical justification for the decision

- Arbitarily throws out cost as a consideration in
violation of Act and Guidelines

- Winds up saying socioeconomics is the basis for the
decision

- States that post-closure should not be weighed too
heavily in direct violation of Act, Guidelines, KAS
recommendation and common sense

Arbitarily decides a post-closure weighting between .50
and .57 is correct. Reduces Richton v. Hanford to this one
factor

- Incorrectly Implies little difference in health and
safety impacts among sites

- Portrays the methodology as decision-maker - a very
dangerous approach

Portrays rock diversity as requiring 3 types. If that
were the case, no need for this methodology - simply pick
one salt site

I b

Leaves Out

- Understanding of proper role of the methodology as
decision-aiding and its place in overall departmental
process of selection
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- Understanding of implications of making a portfolio
decis ion

- Proper understanding of role of geologic considerations

- Description of value and content of the methodology

Consideration of accessible environment differences,
strongly recommended by NAS

A most Important conclusion that all cites are expected
to perform exceedingly well in post-closure, allowing us the
flexibility to pick sites that score "lower" for other
-reasons:

- Any discussion of insights gained from sensitivity
analyses

- The array of results the methology produces from looking
at the various combinations of factors that provide
justification for our decision

- Discussion that this Is a preliminary decision of which
sites to characterize-so cost commitments are not for total
program, only for characterization

- Discussion of value of and need for considerations of
rock diversity

t
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optimistic, or pessimistic assumptions are adopted unless a very high weight

Is assigned to postclosure. in which case the salt sites have composite

utilities that are nearly equal. Yucca Mountain is the site that is affected

most significantly by the choice of pessimistic, base-case, or optimistic

assumptions. Under pessimistic assumptions for postclosure performance, Yucca

Mountain receives a lower postclosure expected utility due to the possibility

of relatively poor performance of the site under a disruptive scenario

involving a magmatic event. If pessimistic assumptions are adopted for

postclosure, then Yucca Mountain is ranked first only if the scaling factor

ki.,, is less than about 0.2; it is ranked in the top three only if kp..,

is less than about 0.35. Under base-case or optimistic assumptions for

postclosure. Yucca Mountain is ranked first across nearly the entire ranges of

k,,. and k.,. -

Because of the sensitivity of the ranking of Yucca Mountain among the

sites to the relative veights of kp,. and kp*s., It is of interest to

consider the reasonableness of different veights. As in the case with the

scaling factors used in Chapters 3 and 6, the scaling factors kp,. and

kpms, must be based on a value judgment; specifically in this case on a

value tradeoff between performance in postclosure and performance in

preclosure. To judge whether particular weights for kp,. and ks.,s are

reasonable It is necessary to review that value tradeoff. Because the

ultimate concern of postelosure radiological safety is to minimize public

cancer fatalities to future generations, this is probably easiest to interpret

when preclosure public radiological safety Is traded off against postclosure

public radiational safety. However, this cannot be done as directly as it may

appear.

DRAFT M4LGE 122 _10- 1:15 ps 06/06186
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Figure 5.6. Site composite utilities calculated using optimistic assumptions
for postclosure and pessimistic assumptions for preclosure.
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Preclosure public radiological safety is measured in terms of cancer

fatalities and postelosure public radiological safety is measured in terms of

cumulative releases of radionuclides. Hence, the value tradeoff must specify

a given number of preclosure cancer fatalities that is equally undesirable as

a given postelosure release y. Table 5.1 shows the relationships of the

weights kp,* and kp.,, and several different value tradeoffs for the case

where preclosure cancer fatalities are set at 20. These were calculated using

the following steps:

1. The change in preclosure utility due to an additional 20 public

radiological fatalities is calculated using Equation 4-1

(1/200)(4)(20) * 0.4.-

2. The change in postclosure utility due to an additional release of y

is calculated using Equation 3-3 to be (O.S
26)(1OO)(y) * 52.6y.

3. The change in composite utility due to both the preclosure and

postclosure changes above must be equal if and only if the increase

of 20 public radiological fatalities is indifferent to the increase

of y releases. Equating these changes in composite utility using

Equation 5-1 yields

kp.*(0.4) X k,.,(52.6y)

which implies

Y 0.0076 kLl .. (5-2)

kpa.g
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Table 5-1. Relationship Between Preclosure and POstelosure Value
Tradeoffs ar.d Various k,.. and ks...

Postclosure
releases y as
undesirable as
20 preclosure Implied value
public cancer Postclosure tradeoff between
fatalities cancer fatalities postelosure

k,..s (fraction of resulting from and preelosure
k,,. (. l-ke,.) standard) y releases* cancer fatalities

1.0

* 0.99

0.9

0.8 .

0.79

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.26

0.2

0.1

0.01

0.0

0.0

0.01 ,

0.1 '::

0.21

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.75

0.07

0.03

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.008

0.005

0.003

527

21

20

12

8.0

5.3

3.6

2.3

2.0

1.3

0.6

0.05

1:2.4

1:1.1

1:1

1.6:1

2.5:1

3.8:1

5.6:1

8.8:1

10:1

15:l

34:1

372:1

0.7

0.74 0.0027

0.8

0.9

0.99

0.002

0.0009

0.00008

1.0

*Asswming that for each 1,000 MTHM, releases at the level allowed by the
standard would result in 10 health effects
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The third column in Table 5-1 shows the amount of y which is indifferent to ;

preclosure public fatalities for various weights of kpr. and ken.,.

The reasonableness of the various value tradeoffs may be interpreted more

easily If a relationship is assumed between postclosure releases to the

accessible environment and postclosure health effects. As noted in Chapter 3,

60 CFR 190 adopted the assumption that for each 1,000 metric tons of heavy

metal (MIM). cumulative releases at the level allowed by the EPA standard

would result in 10 premature cancer deaths. Because a repository at any of

the nominated sites is assumed to be designed to hold 70,000 MTHM, releases at

the level allowed by the standard would produce approximately 700 cancer

fatalities. The fourth column in Table 5-1 shows the numbers of postClosure

cancer fatalities, based on the EPA assumption, that would be produced by the

various postclosure releases. Because these are equivalently undesirable as

20 preclosure public radiological cancer fatalities, It is now easy to compute

the implied value tradeoffs between preclosure and postclosure public cancer

fatalities shown in the fifth column of Table 5-1. Because the relationship

above used to provide an estimate of postclosure radiological fatalities

likely overestimates these fatalities, the implied value tradeoff likely is a

lower-bound on the actual relative significance given to postelosure

fatalities.

It seems unreasonable to be villing to save I postclosure cancer fatality

at the expense of more than ten preclosure cancer fatalities. Thus, the

weight on kp.,, from Table 5-1 must be less than 0.74. For all k,.., &

0.74, the composite utilities imply an overall site ranking of Yucca Mountain,

Rlchton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, and Hanford for all cases where

DRAFT MLCEO 122 -13- 1:15 PM 06/04/86
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pcstclosure impacts are assumed to be base-case or optimistic regardless ol

the preclosure assumptions about estimates. If pessimistic assumptions are

used for postclosure performance, Yucca Mountain falls out as the preferred

overall site when the implied value tradeoff between postclosure and

preclosure radiological fatalities is approximately one-to-one (i.e.,

kt.,, a 0.21), It drops from among the top three sites when this implied

value tradeoff Is approximately 2 preclosure fatalities Is equivalent to I

postclosure fitalitY (I.e., kp.,, * 0.35).

5.2 INITIAL ORDER OF PREFERENCE FOR SITES FOR

RECO11LNDATION FOR CHARACTERIZATION

The overall rankings presented In the previous sections suggest that the

initial order of preference for sites for recommendation for characterization

is Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, and Hanford. This

ranking is stable for all but the most extreme assumptions on postclosure

performance isd the most extreme weightings of postclosure considerations

'versus preclosure considerations, as explained below.

For all assumptions and weightings, the Banford site remains ranked

last. For-411 assumptions about postclosure conditions and wide range assumed

to be realistic for weights (i.e. k,..% 1 O.8), the relative ranking of the

salt sites is stabIe; -namely Richton Dome is preferred to Deaf Smith which is

prefeired to Davis Canyon. For pessimistic postclosure assumptions, Yucca

Mountain drops from first ranked to fourth ranked as the postclosure weight

increases-from approximately 0.2 to 0.35 depending on the preclosure

-assumptions.

DRAFT MLGEO 122 -- 1:15 pM 04104/86



The clear implication from the ccmpcsite analysis is that 4 ucca

Mountain, Richton Dome, and Deaf Smith "Aiee prefor

characteris . ee. There are no realistic assumptions about either preclosure

C
or postelosure expected performance or about the value used to evaluate

performance that can result in Hanford being anything but the last"ranked

site. And the significance of the performance differences between Hanford an

all the other sites is substantial. Similarly, the Davis Canyon site is less

preferred than Richton Dome and Deaf Smith for essentially all realistic

assumptions. The differences in performance of Davis Canyon and these two

other sites is also substantial, even though Davis Canyon is much preferred tf

Hanford in the analysis. Only for some extreme cases (i.e. pessimistic

postclosure assumptions)could one argue directly from the analysis that the

three sites to be characterized should be Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, and Davis
OY e

Canyon. Eowever, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission requires that at leastAo6
as

of the sites characterized not have salt *rthe host rock. Thus, it can be

definitively stated that the results of the ,e*-t analysis strongly

suggest characterization of the Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome, and Deaf Smith

sites.

The combination of the Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome, and Deaf Smith sites

offers maximum diversity in geohydrologic settings. The Yucca Mountain site

is unique among these sites because a repository would be constructed in the

unsaturated zone. The advantages of disposing waste in thick unsaturated

zones have been noted in the literature for over a decade. A major advantage

is the very slow flux of water that probably exists at Yucca Mountain.

Another is that the underground facility can be designed so as to allow only

minimal contact of the water that does enter openings with the wastes
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package. Still another is that underlying tuffs contain sorptive zeoli:es an-

clays that could act as additional barriers to the downward transport of

radionuclides from a repository to the water table.

The geobydrologic Settings associated with the Richton Dome and Deaf

Smith sites are also clearly distinguishable from another, but not as

obviously as from Yucca Mountain. Richton Dome Is similar in many respects to

Deaf Smith because both have salt as a host rock, but Richton is a piercement

structure of fairly uniform properties surrounded by sedimentary materials.

The dome Is surrounded by aquifers at different depths. The bedded-salt

setting at Deaf Smith is underlain by relatively horizontal bedded sedimentary

rocks capped by the Ogallala Formation. The geohydrologic system is dominated

by the Eigh Plains aquifer. Minor aquifers of poor water quality occur in

deeper strata, nearer to the salt units.

The advantages of salt as a host rock for disposal have been documented

elsewhere many times, and so are not repeated here. Chapter I (Section

1.2.2.) lists some of its expected advantages.

The Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome, and Deaf Smith sites do not offer

maximum diversity in rock type. They do, however, meet the requirement for

diversity of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. As was explained in Section

2.1, the site-recomimendation decision is analogous to a portfolio problem

since the DOE must choose, not a single site for repository development, but

three from five well-qualified sites for site characterization and related

nongeologic data gathering. Combinations of three sites p------ properties 6

that cannot be attributable to single sites (/ / diversity of geohydrologic
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settings and rock types). Thus, the set of three sites indicated as mos:

preferable ey the multiattribute utility analysis ray not be the preferred set

when these portfolio effects are taken into account together with the

implications of this analyshs.A These considerations are exaMined in the

_sitc-recogendation letter report accompanying this report.
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Figure 5.6. Site composite utilities calculated using optimistic assumptions
for postclosure and pessimistic assumptions for preclosure.
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May 18, 1986

Tom, Bill, Henry, Bob:

My overall reactions after 
spending several hours with 

the two rev

were:

1) The GC piece was too narrow 
in focus but had an appeal

to brevity and sharpness, 
i.e., needed to be enhanced.

2) Our 24 pager was too -chatty' 
- just seemed much too

conversational but it made 
many essential points and

added substktive basis.

I tried to tighten up our piece and then showed on the GC copy 
hou

would attempt to merge or 
reshape the pair. I'm sure the resultir

product would need much smoothing 
- e.g. transitions, etc. I have

a feeling the resulting product 
could still be tightened up 

more

and should be, if practical. I think our arguments on final pre-

ference are more persuasive, 
i.e. - The .57 postclosure argument 

e

contrived. Please take these thoughts 
as a suggestion only, add t

to your own - no more - no less. Out of this will come an even 
bet

basis for this most important 
decision. I know you can do it!l t

Ben
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As noted above, .ae overall ranking of htes is largely a reflection of
dfferences In costs. This dependence on cott a was recognized by the loard on
Radioactive WVaste Management of the Nationa Academy of Sciences in its
cowentI on the application of the methodol gy (see attachrent to Appendix E,
letter dated April 10, 1986, V. 4): "On th basis of the Board's review of the
ap'lication to & single site, it appears at the expected total repository
and transportation costs vill have a majo , If not controlling. uffect on the
rarking5 under pre-closure factor:." In view of the requirements of the
siting guidelines that costs be among te factors given the least Importance
aeng preclosure considerations, mnust be carefully congidered.01
shown in Figure 5-7. when repository and transprtation costs are not
dtacriminatinf and the postelosure weightem Lr 's-e about .57, the three
top-ranked sites are Yucca Mountain, Deaf Smith, and Hanford. ahsai

Apoatclosure performance, the three top-ranked sites er. Yucca Mountain, Deaf
SC~th. and Rlchton The need to consder the results obtained vith

also recognized by the Board in the above-cited letter:
"Shic recognition of the heavy dependence on cost reinforces the Board's
judgment that the principal usefulness of the multi-attribute utility metbod
it tO illuminate the factors Involved In a decision, rather than to make the
decision Itt If'

Furthermore, as explained In Section 2.1, the site-reeocoendotion
decision is analogous to a portfolio-selection problem because the DOE Is not
choosing a single site for repository development; rather, the DOE must
ch:ose, from a suite of five well-qualified sitesA'three sites for
characterization. Combinations of three sites po .ess properties that cannot -

be attributed to individual sites, such as diveratiy of geohydrologic settings
and rock types.

iD,~~ Hxik' ash 4 <_
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. .DOCUMENT L

REeC0-S`DA1ICN BY THE SECRETARY OF L'ERGY

OF CANDIDATE SITES FOR SITE CEARACTERIZATION

FOR TEE FIRST RADIOACTIVE-WASTE REPOSITORY

SL.W Y

Pursuant to the requirements of the Nuclear Waste

Policy Act of 1982 (the Act) and the Department of Energy's

(DOE) siting guidelines, the five sites nominated as

suitable for site characterization in the environmental

assessments have been evaluated in order to recommend three

candidate sites for characterization vhich offer, on

balance, the most advantageous combination of

characteristics and conditions for the successful

evelopment of repositories at such s~l The DOE has

developed and applied a&-f-ie _-6-decision-aiding methodology

to aid in determining an initial order of preference for

the nominated sites and to provide insight, from the

application of the methodology, on which factors have the

msot influence on the initial order of preference. In

addition, the DOE has considered the provisions in the

siting guidelines for diversity of geohydrologic setting

and diversity of rock type and other relevant information

which bears on the site-recorcendation decision in arriving

at a final order of preference.



Based on these considerations, the Secretary has (
determined that the best set of three sites for

recomendation as candidate sites for characterization

consists of sites at Yucca Kountain, Nevada; Deaf Smith

County, Texas; and Sanford, Washington. In addition,

pursuant to the requirements of Section ll4(f) of the Act,

the Secretary has made a preliminary determination that all

three sites are suitable for development as geologic

repositories consistent with the siting guidelines.

Section 112(b) of the Act requires that, following issuance of the siting

guidelines and consultation with the Governors of the affected States, the

Secretary shall nominate at least five sites that he determines are suitable

for site characterization for selection of the first repository site.

Further, the Act requires in Section 112(b)(1)(E) that each nomination of a

site shall be accompanied by an environmental assessment. Accordingly, the

Secretary has nominated the Davis Canyon site, the Deaf Smith County site, the

Ranford site, the Richton Dome site, and the Yucca Mountain site as suitable

for site characterization and has caused to be published final environmental

assessments, consistent with the requirements of the Act, for each nominated

site.

Subsequent to the nomination, the Act requires that the Secretary shall

recommend in writing to the President three of the nominated sites for

I
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characterizsation as candidate sites. The process used by the ME to reco'rerd (
sites for characterization is set forth in Section 960.3-2-3 of the DOE's

siting guidelines (10 CFR Part 960). That section states that the

recoucendation decision shall be based on the available geophysical, geologic,

geochemical, and hydrologic data; other information; and associated

evaluations and findings reported in the environmental assessments

accompanying the site nominations. On the basis of this evidence, the sites

nezinated as suitable for characterization shall be considered as to their

order of preference as candidate sites for characterization. Subsequently,

siting provisions specifying Oiversity of geohydrologic settings and diversity

of rock types shall be considered in determining a final order of preference

for the characterization of such sites.

The objective of this process is to ensure that "the sites recommended as

candidate sites for characterization shall offer, on balance, the most

advantageous combination of characteristics and conditions for successful

development of repositories at such sites." The DOE, therefore, is charged

vith making a portfolio decision, i.e., a decision to recommend for

characterization the set of three sites which best meets this objective. As

part of this portfolio decision, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has

previously indicated in the statement of considerations for 10 CFR Part 60

that the DOE should characterize three sites, at least one of which is a

no.-salt site.

In the recommendation decision, the DOE is required to utilize geologic

cotsiderations as the primary factor in evaluating sites for geologic

- .£ 54,,__,. . '



repositories. The Act states that the siting guidelines "shall specify

detailed geologic considerations that shall be primary criteria for the

selection of sites in various geologic media." The siting guidelines, in

tuar, specify that site evaluations "shall place primary significance on the

postclosure guidelines and secondary significance on the preclosure

guidelines, with each set of guidelines considered collectively for such

purposes." The siting guidelines also state that "comparative site

evaluations shall place primary importance on the natural barriers of the

cite." Further, the NRC has mandated in 10 CFR Part 60 that, although a

multiple-barrier approach is to be applied to waste isolation (with no one

barrier relied upon totally to provide the necessary isolation), the natural

barriers are to be the primary means of waste isolation.

PVRPOSE

The purposes of this report are to identify the three sites the Secretary

recommends to the Pres ent as candidate sites for characterization for the

nation's first geologic r ository, to document the basis for that decision,

and to record the preliminary etermination, pursuant to Section 114ff) of the

Act, on the suitability of the r ommended sites for development as geologic

repositories. The report briefly des ribes the decision-aiding methodology

used by the DOE In determining an initia order of preference for the five

nominated sites, the results of the applicat n of the decision-aiding

methodology (including insights germane to the *te-recommendation decision

from application of the methodology), the diversii provisions prescribed in

the Act, and the results of the application of the div eity provisions and

4



otter considerations to de\erLine a final order of preference for the sites

recomoendetd for characterizition.

DECISION-AIDING M!THODOLOCY

The DOE has developed and applied a formal, wultiattribute,

uti:ity-estimation, decision-aildng methodology to aid !n determining

preferred sites for recommendation for characterization (DOE/RV-007,

Multiattribut@ Utility Analysis of Sites Nominated for Characterization for

the First Radioaetive-Waste Repository--A Decision-Aidint Methodolory). The

methodology allows disaggregation of a complex citing problem Into its

coponent parts for evaluation, and then re-aggregation in a logical and

appropriate manner to determine an initial order of preference for the sites.

As such, the decision-aiding methodology is well-suited to the first step of

the decision process wherein the separate postclosure and preclosure

objectives are considered individually and then collectively. The methodology

is constructed'to elucidate the uncertainties inherent at this stage of the

siting process, and the methodology is explicit in identifying the pros and

cons of each site and the factors (e g., technical data, professional

judgments, value judgments, policy decisions, and models) that critically

affect the relative desirability of the sites. The methodology is well-suited

to sensitivity analyses which allow for a range of viewpoints and evaluate

alternative combinations of the factors that describe discrete aspects of site

performance. The Implications of these sensitivity analyses can be easily

identified, examined, and factored into the basis for the site-recommendation

decision.

. q
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Like most formal methods, however, the decisicn-aidi.g methodology is

capable of providing only a partial and approximate accounting of the many

factors liportant to the site-recommendation decision. Furthermore, the

decision-aiding methodology does not apply the diversity guidelines required

to determine a final order of preference among the cites and is not structured

for the portfolio decision. The application of the methodology does, however,

provide valuable insights contributing to the site-recommendation decision.

The six basic steps of the decision-aiding Methodology, as applied to the

evaluation of sites, are the following:

1. Establish the objectives of repository siting and develop preclosure antd

postclosure performance measures for quantifying levels of performance

with respect to these objectives.

2. For the postclosure analysis, specify a set of scenarios that, should

they occur, might affect the performance of the repository system as

represented by the postclosure performance measures.

3. Estimate posttlosure performance for each scenario with respect to each

postclosure performance measure. Estimate preclosure performance and

impacts with respect to each preclosure performance measure.

.4. Assess relative values for different impact levels for each objective

(i.e., assess a utility function over.each performance measure) and

assess value tradeoffs tb integrate the achievement of different

objectives Into-an overall utility function.

6
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S. Using the overall utility function, aggregate iapacts to obtain a

composite score indicating the relative desirability of each site.

6. Perform sensitivity analyses to determine which models, data, technical

judgments, value judgments, and alternative combinations of factors seem

most significant for drawing insights from the analysis.

POSTCLOSURE EVALUTI0 14

The DOE identified two postelosure objectives related to the Isolation of

spent fuel and high-level waste from the accessible environment and prevention

of adverse impacts to the health and safety of the public after repository

closure. These objectives are:

1. Minimize the adverse health effects attributable to the Tepository during

the first 10,000 years after repository closure.

2. Minimize the adverse health effects attributable to the repository during

the period 10,000 to 100,000 years after repository closure.

For both objectives, the limits on cumulative releases of radionuclides to the

accessible environment (as defined by the Environeental Protection Agency

(EPA) in 40 CFR Part 191) were used as a surrogate performance measure for

adverse health and safety inpacts. Performance measure scales, based on

various multiples of the EPA limits, were constructed. In addition, the DOE

developed sets of site characteristics for which the various multiples of the

.



EPA limits on the performnce measure scales were judged to be reasonable.

Consistent with the EPA standard and NRC regulation, the DOE &pplied the EPA

release limits at the edge of the accessible environment. The National

Academy of Sciences Board on Radioactive Waste Kanagement recommended that DOE

evaluate the differences among the sites with respect to pathways from the

accessible environment to the biosphere. The DOE reviewed the estimates of

cumulative releases to the accessible environment and ground-water travel

timxs in the environmental assessments and observed that radionuclides

transported through the ground-water systems should not discharge to the

ground surface or surface-water bodies during the next 10,000 to 100,000

years. Instead, likely pathways to the biosphere would consist of vells or

(.

borings drilled for water or mineral exploration. For both of these pathways,

releases within the controlled area have been evaluated in the environmental

assessments and, as appropriate, in the decision-aiding methodology.

Scenarios affecting postclosure performance were identified and high,

base-case, and lav estimates of their respective probabilities were made for

each site. Eigh, base-case, and low scores were assigned for each site for

each scenario for both performance measure scales using the site

characteristics, technical evaluations, and preliminary performance

assessments contained in the environmental assessments. Combining the

base-case probability and base-case score for any one scenario yields the best

estimate of expected releases for that scenario. Combining the base-case

probabilities and base-case scores for all scenarios yields the best estimate

or expected value of releases for a site.

4 *.



The X postclosure performance measure scales were constrAtted on

logarithmic sea a. On these scales, the differences between integer values

for the scores beco increasingly smaller as the integer values for the

scores become higher. e. or the 0 to 10,000 year performance measure scale

the difference in estibated relea between scores of & and 6 is from 0.1 to

0.01 of the EPA limit, whereas the diffr c In estimated releases between

scres of 8 and 10 is from 0.001 to 0.0001 of t EPA limit.

In the application of the methodology, the DOE assessed the utility of

cu:ulative releases during the first 10,000 years following repository closure

and made a judgment that a site with releases that are 10.000 times lower than

the EPA limit (score of 10 on the performance measure scale and utility of

99.99) has little practical advantage over a site with releases that are 100

tines higher (score of 6 on the performance measure scale and utility of

99.00). The DOE made a similar judgment for the utility of cumulative

releases during the period of 10,000 to 100,000 years following repository

closure. In both cases, the judgment is reasonable because the releases would

be so small as to be insignificant in comparison with both the EPA standard

and natural background radiation and because further increases in score above

6 correspond to very small reductions in the magnitude of releases, as shown

above.

For both time periods, the base-case scores assigned for all sites for

all scenarios were 6 or greater. The very low cumulative releases (and high

sCores) are consistent with numerous studies, expert opinion, and peer review

reported in the literature over the past decade. Combining the base-case

9
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scores with the base-case probabilities for all scenarios results in eXpected\

pcstclosure utilities for the sites ranging between 99.76 and 99.99 - clearly

indicating that all five sites are expected to perform exceedingly well and

that there is little practical advantage of one site over another site with

respect to postclosure performance. This does not mean that the sites are

eq.jal; to the contrary, the scores indicate there may be as much as an order

of magnitude difference between the sites in releases to the accessible (
environment over 10,000 years. However, this difference in releases is not

considered to be significant since the site with the highest releases, the

Hanford site, is estimated to be nearly three orders of magnitude lower than

the EPA limits. In addition, the improvement between the sites with the

highest and lowest releases corresponds to a very small change, i.e., from two

one-thousandths (0.002) of the EPA limit to one ten-thousandth (0.0001) of the

EPA limit. The results of the preliminary performance assessments in the

environmental assessments tend to confirm both the low estimated releases and

the slight differences in estimated releases among the sites.

The res s of sensitivity analyses combining the high and low scores and

the high and low p abilities for each postclosure scenario define the range

of utility and uncertai for each site. The sensitivity analyses indicate

that the non-salt sites hav oth slightly lower expected postelosure

utilities and greater uncertainti in postclosure performance. The

sensitivity analyses show both the un tainty in scores due to the limited

data available prior to site characterizat and the uncertainty in

probabilities of the various scenarios that may fect repository

performance. The sensitivity analyses also show that because the

10
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best-estimate utili ti are to high, there Is little chance the sites will

acbieve utilities above the est-estimate values after site characterization.

Eovever, the range of utilities dicates that, especially for the non-salt

cites, there is some chance the sit will achieve utilities e

best-estimate values after site charact Sation.

PRECLOSUR! EVALUATION

The DOE identified four preclosure objectives: minimizing adverse

iLpacts on health and safety before closure, minimizing adverse environmental

Impacts, minimizing adverse socioeconomic impacts, and minimizing economic

costs. For these objectives, the DOE developed eight performance measures

related to health and safety of the public and workers, three performance

measures related to environmental impacts, one performance measure related to

socioeconomic impacts, and two performance measures related to economic costs.

Ease-case scores were assigned for each site for each performance

measure. In addition, a range of scores was established by estimating high

and low scores. Through the use of multiattribute utility functions for each

performance measure, the Individual preclosure utilities were aggregated to

determine a best estimate of impacts and to perform sensitivity analyses

across the range of estimated impacts. In this manner, the impacts for each

of the four preclosure objectives were determined, and, the aggregate impacts

for the total preclosure analysis were derived. As in the case of the

postclosure evaluation, the application of the methodology has provided DOE

with valuable insights related to the site-recomnendation decision.

.11
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For the eight perfor.ance measures related to radiological and

no=- diological health and safety of the public and workers, the aggregation

of Lmpact shows that, as a best estimate, the Richton Dome site causes the

/least impacts, followed by the Deaf Smith County, Site, the Davis Canyon site,;

the Yucca Mountai ite, and the sanford sit For the three envirorinental

ard one socioeconomic formance measure , the aggregation of impacts shows 4

that, as a best estimate, th R ford ite causes the least impacts, follove

by the Yucca Mountain site, the D Smith County site, the Richton Dome site

and the Davis Canyon site. For he two erformance measures related to

repository and transportatio costs, the a ag ation of impacts shows that,

a best estimate, the Yuc Mountain site causes t least Impacts, followed

the Richton Dome site the Deaf Smith County site, the avis Canyon site, an

the Eanford site. If these three groupings are then agre d to determine

the best estimate of combined, base-case impacts for all fourtee the

preclosure performance measures, the Yucca Mountain site *causes the least

impacts, followed by the Richton Dome site, the Deaf Smith County site, the

Davis Canyon site, and the Hanford site. /

c preclosure performance measures provider

significant insight into the factors that most influence the relative

desirability (i.e., order of preference) of the sites as determined using the

decision-aiding methodology. Alternative combinations of preclosure

performance measures yield different orders of preference not only between the

nor.-salt and salt sites but also among the salt sites. For example, if the

two preclosure performance measures on repository and transportation costs are

not considered and the base-case impacts of the other twelve preclosure

12
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performance measures are aggregated, the Hanford site causes the least

impacts, followed by the Yucca Mountain site. the Deaf Smith County site, the

Zicbton Dome cite, and the Davis Canyon site. This alternative combination

demonstrates that the combined base-case impacts for all fourteen of the

preclosure performance measures are most strongly influenced by the estimated

repository and transportation costs - factors that are the least important of

all guideline subgroups in the siting guidelines.

The combined base-case impacts for only those preclosure performa e

measures that estimate impacts on the public near the reposito t show

that, as a best estimate, the Hanford site causes the l pacts, followed

by the Yucca Mountain site, the Deaf Smith County a , the Richton Dome site,

and the Davis Canyon site. Introducing the I ts to the public associated'

with transportation of the wastes to th epository sites, however, results in

an increase in impacts as the dist . from the reactors increases and the

order of site preference chang to the Richton Dome site, the Deaf Smith

County site, the Davis Can n site, the Yucca Mountain site, and the Hanford

site. This alternati combination demonstrates the influence of the

estimated health safety impacts (primarily non-radiological) to the public

and workers ring transportation of the wastes to the repository sites. This

influenc , however, is of little significance in the aggregation of all

fourteen preclosure performance measures because of the strong influence of

repository and transportation costs.

~ , esensitivity analyses in the preclosure evaluation indicate

that the estimated repository and transportation costs dominate site

I. 1-
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preferences determined by aggregating the fourteen preclosure perfor ance

meatures over the range of high, base-case, and low scores. Although it is

clear from the Act and the siting guidelines that costs are an Important

factor in site selection, It is equally clear that the postclosure performance

of the sites and other technical factors should take precedence over costs.

Thits is especially appropriate given the preliminary nature of the repository

cost estimates available at this time. In a venture as important as the

disposal of spent fuel and high-level wastes, a choice of the low-cost option

ought to occur only after the geologic suitability of the sites has been more

fully demonstrated following site characterization. The National Academy of

Sciences Eoard on Radioactive Waste Management appears to confirm this

viewpoint in their independent review of the decision-aiding methodology

wherein they state "'This recognition of the heavy dependence on cost

reinforces the goard's judgment that the principal usefulness of the

multiattribute utility method is to illuminate the factors involved in a

decision, rather than to make the decision itself."

CCXOSTTE ANALYSIS AND INITIAL ORDER OF PREFERENCE

The results of the poctclosure and preclosure analyses were aggregated to

determine composite utilities for 'the sites. A l a'

u l C:0 a s.zid define the initial order of preference for the sites.

7ie-r-e-tee-y--itsng s"s_!_u-cc csiee for t'e pct'~cure en rr; -. r~:c

-p..4.or'anc *t sr. s<e initial order of -preference, from most-preferred to

least-preferred, is the Yucca Mountain site, the Richton Doce site, the Deaf

if



S-ith County site, the Davis Canyon cite, and the Ranford 
site

yse initia order of preference is unchanged foa wide

range of weights or scaling factors 
r g postclosure and pr osure

iwphac tso

The sensitivit analyse: do show, hovever hat the differences among the

sites in cowposL e utility change 
as the ative weights as/igned to

postclosur 5  dpreclosure impacts nge, with very smai tdifferences 
in

composite utility when nea I 1 of the relative w i aeigned to/

postclosure impacts and larger differences 
in composite utility as the

relative weight assigned to preclosure 
impacts increases.

These results clearly indicate that 
because the differences among the

sites in postclosure utility are so 
small as to be insignificant, the

differences among the sites in preclosure 
utility largely determine the

initial order of preference. 
he:Cj preclosure

differences are dominated by the large influence of repository and

transportation costst. Slvue-ostx, given the least importance 
of all

guideline subgroups in the siting 
guidelines, are very preliminary at this

time, would lI'y not be realized 
until after site characterization 

and

would be realized at only the one 
site selected from among the three

characterized sites for development 
as the nation's first geologic

repository. Indeed, the site-recommendation decision 
for characterization

does not commit the DOE to spend these dollars 
for repository and

transportation costs at any of the 
three sites. Rather, the

site-recommendation decision for characterization 
only commits dollars for

15



site characterization activities and other studies performed in parallel at

the three sites. When considering only costs during the site characterization

period, the differences between the sites are small and the costs can be

considered reasonably comparable for any three sites.

The repository costs estimates are highest for the Hanford site. These

estimated costs are sharply reduced for all sites. especially the Hanford

site, if the cost estimates are based on the time value of money, rather than

constant 1985 dollars, for activities that will occur decades later, e.g.,

baekfilling, decommissioning and closure. Likewise, the cost differences

between the Sanford site and the salt sites would be offset by the estimated

differences in the cost of retrieval, in the unlikely event that retrieval

would be necessary. Accordingly, the higher costs at the Sanford site are not

so firm as to be the dominant factor in the site-recommendation decision. In

addition, the selection of a site with higher costs for development as the

first geologic repository would be entertained only if the postclosure

performance of the sites and other technical factors evaluated during site

characterization show the higher costs to be warranted.

DIVERSITY PROVISIONS

The siting guidelines specify that diversity of geohydrologic settings

and diversity of rock types shall be considered in determining a final order

of preference for the characterization of candidate sites. The five sites

Dominated by the Secretary as suitable for-site characterization provide the

caximum diversity in geohydrologic settings because each site is In a distinct

16
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geohydrologic setting. Any combination of three reco m ended sites vill,

therefore, provide the maxi=-- diversity in geohydrologic settings. r,

the (aitstej n U oc

The DOE interprets the provision on diversity of rock types to provide

both Insurance against common-mode deficiencies or failure s to a

particular rock type and an opportunity to evaluate the siting, design,

licensing, construction, and operation of a geologic repository for diverse

rock types. The provision on diversity of rock types offers an opportunity

for the DOE to consider, during the site selection process, the advantages of

alternatives in such areas as repository design, waste package design, and

options for retrievability. .u~ &, vuc w a a ...i4er th:-_3tavg of

alternative performance allocations and performance assessment capabilities

for sites in different rock types. , can consi Cr

ad anaes diver.1 Iorassuring the his -IT I e inood ofa

¶^_ ensable site emerinx frcm 5i-easttsto t ctt~

dvantpe as a ceni rc reposiory.

wo cecasfon to riconensl The Act

specifies that the siting guidelines shall require the Secretary to "consider

the various geologic media In which sites for repositories may be located and,

to the extent practicable, to recomrend sites in different geologic media."

The siting guidelines state that 'to the extent practicable...sites

recornended as candidate sites for characterization shall have different types

. 17



of host rock." e s, La-en togeL-r t th the guidelihe to

.con in determining a £&sr.a - -

fo exfit on of sites, make the intent of tte AcC and the siting

guideli lea e diversity of rock type is sufficiently

important to alter the initial order of preference, determined using the

Information presented in the environmental assessments and the application of

the decision-aiding aethodology, If the differences between sites are small

and the sites recommended are within an acceptable range. Indeed, these

requirements 40n.A interpreted to favor the recomnendation of titet In three

different rock types unless there are compelling reasons to do otherwise...

e~~~~>St~~~i, ~~the 3t-.ayumd*t1Pytcptont

FlOr~y oEarck ];Ur S *Al romeddsices-were- not tound to-oe gultatl

for site cbsructerSit _ *_ ;he Finding|

the siting guideInes have n * The analyses and findings in the

environmental assessments demonstrate ti e recommended sites have been found

suitable for *ite characterization; and, the results of the preliminary

performance assessments in the environmental assessments and the postclosure

evaluation in the decision-aiding methodology indicate both very small

cumulative releases to the accessible environment and a high degree of

confidence that all of the sites will meet the EPA standard. Indeed, these

f warrant the preliminary determination by the Secretary that each

of the three recommended sites is suitable for development as a geologic

repository.

18
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F7WAL ORDER OF PREFERENCE

As ndated by the siting guidelines, the DOE has evaluated the available

geophysics geologic. geochemical and hydrologic data; other information; and

associated e luations and findings reported in the environmental

assessments. 1n ddition, the DOE has developed and applied a formal

decision-aiding met ology to determine an initial order of site preference

and provide insights co eibuting to the site-recocmendation decision.

Su ssequently, the DOE has co sidered the siting provisions specifying

diversity of geohydrologic sett s and diversity of rock types to determine a

firal order of preference of three edidate sites for characterization from

a=ong the five nominated sites in the e ironmental assessments.

In reaching the site-recommendation decis n, the Secretary has placed

emphasis, commensurate with the provisions of the t and the siting

guidelines, on the diversity of rock types. The Secr try believes that it is

important at this time to maintain the insurance provide by the diversity of

rock types against common modes of failure in a particular ock type. In

addition, the Secretary believes that it is important to pres we, through the

period of site characterization, the opportunity to evaluate dii Nrent types

of host rock for the advantages of alternative waste package design\ and

development programs, repository designs, performance assessment capaalities,

performance allocations among the various repos!:cry subsystems (e.g., t

site, the engineered barrier system, and the waste package), and options

retrievability. This flexibility can also.enhance the probability of having

at least one licensable site following site characterization.

19



The Secretary\also has placed emphasis on the requirements in the Act,

the Aiting guidelin , and the NRC regulation (10 CFR Part 60) that the

ong;-terw perforrance f the natural barriers (i.e., the site) should have

prtcary importance. Th Secretary finds that all sites are expected to have

releases orders of magnit e lover than the EPA standard and that there is

little difference a=ong the Ites on this tost significant aspect of the site

evaluations. The Secretary r ignuzes that the discrimination among the sites

Indicated by the preclosure eva tion, therefore, becomes all the more

determinative in establishing the nitial order of preference - a situation

which is not consistent with the in nt of the Act, the siting guidelines, and

10 CFR Part 60.

In eoming to a final order of prefere ee, the decision-aiding methodology

hag phovided signif cant insights which con ibute to the site-recommendation

decision. These insights include both the rel tive desirability (order of

preference) of the sites and identification of te factors that most influence

the ordet of preference. In the postclosure eval tion, it is significant

t-hut all sites are expected to perform exceptionall well in isolating the

high-level wastes And spent fuel from the accessible vironment. Although

there are measutable differences between the sites, the differences are

small and not significant with respect to the ability to t the EPA

stankard. Thus% the postelosure evaluation is most importan not as a

distriaitIktor, but as evidence that all sites are quite attrac ive with regard

to postclosure performance.

20
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There is al much Insight to be derived from an a&alysis cf the

preclosure results. Once again, all sites are expected to perform vell.

Eovever, in the preel ure evaluation there are more performance objectives,

which provide a greater riety of performance measures and a greater

complexity in aggregating t I into a composite score. Accordingly, it is

appropriate to look at various combinations of performance measures to develop

insight into those factors that e se discrimination among the sites. Several

Insights are readily apparent. In t composite aggregation of all the

preclosure performance measures, repos ory and transportation costs dominate

the results, even though the siting guide nes place costs among the least

Important category of consideration, behind calth and safety, environment,

socioeconomics, and transportation. Aggregati aIt preclosure perfor~ance

measures other than repository and transportation osts markedly alters the

rark ordering of the sites. Other alternative coi tions of preclosure

pe:formance measures (e.g., aggregating only health and fety impacts at the

repository site instead of health and safety impacts both I ransporting the

wastes and at the repository site) can also markedly alter the der of site

preference.

Taking this information into account, the Yucca Mountain site scores well

and Is attractive as a candidate site. It is expected to perform very well in

postclosure and scores best in preclosure when all performance measures are

aggregated. In almost every alternative combination of preclosure performance

measures considered, the Yucca Mountain site scores at or near the top. It is

also the only tuff site and therefore preserves the option to characterize the

maximum number of rock types.

(
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The Eanford site also scores vell In postclosure. Though it is highest

in expected releases to the environnent, the estimated releases over 10,000

years represent only two-tenths of one percent (0.002) of the EPA standard.

Its relative standing among the sites in preclosure depends markedly on the

alternative combinations of performance measures considered. While it It

ranked last when all of the preclosure objectives are aggregated, It Is clear

that this ranking Is driven by the significantly higher expected costs. In

fact, if all preclosure objectives except repository and transportation costs

are aggregated, Hanford becomes the most desirable site, a telling factor

given the low relative importance assigned by the siting guidelines to costs.

The Sanford site also scores first in minimizing impacts on the environment,

minimizing impacts on socioeconomic conditions, and minimizing Impacts on the

health and safety of workers and the public at or near the site. While

expected repository and transportation costs are significantly higher than for

the other four sites, and the transportation impacts, primarily

non-radiological, avay from the site are higher than for the other four sites,

the decision being made now is to choose a slate of three sites to

characterize. The costs of characterization of all the sites, including

lanford, are quite comparable. Since Sanford is the only basalt site, it too

preserves the option to maximize the number of rock types characterized.

This leaves consideration of the three salt sites. First, It is clear

that'all three sites are expected to perform exceptionally well in

postclosure. In fact, the analyses bhow them performing exceedingly well.,

even in the event that highly unlikely disruptive events occur. Eowever. the

preclosure evaluation shovs clearly that the Davis Canyon site Is the

22



legst-preferred salt site for the overall aggregation of preclosure

performance measures and any of the other combinations considered.

Evaluating the relative performance of the Deaf Smith County site and the

Ricbton Dome cite is more difficult. For example, aggregating all of the

preclosure performance measures shows a slight preference for the Richton Dome

site over the Deaf Smith County cite. Aggregating the saze perform.nce

measures except for repository and transportation costs, however, shows a

slight preference for the Deaf Smith County site over the Richton Dome site.

Likewise, aggregating the preclocure health and safety impacts both during

transportation and at the repository shows a slight preference for the Richton

Dome site over the Deaf Smith County site, but, aggregating only the impacts

to the public and workers at or near the repository site shows a slight

preference for the Deaf Smith County site over the Rlichton Dome site. In

addition, aggregating the performance measures related to environment and

socioeconomics shows a slight preference for the Deaf Smith County site over

the Richton Dome site. In fact, the various combinations of preclosure

performance measures considered in this analysis shov that the Deaf Smith

County site always ranks second or third in order of preference, whereas the

Richton Dome site ranges from first to fourth in order of preference for the

sase combinations of preclosure performance measures.

Given this Informatir rlc f:;.t., I. Cseneo nae ne prx

decision .me-deews on-e--rccr r rc1 , . set of

three ch best meets the sie, e

cost advantageous combination of characteristics and conditions for successful

23
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development of repoSitoriest is best uet by recomending sites at Yucca

?ountain, Nevada; Dea( Scitb County, Texas; and Ranford. Washington for

charaeterizatlon as candidate sites. sitet

e<Sergaio prviesrh-caxi-mAdversitso okt

t with the provisions of the Act and t idelines.

In addW.kon.,.tf) of the Act.

_ e-Secretary Uas .ade-4-proliminary-deter1-nnatDis.ba al l hree L th 11 are

suitable for eloxl nt with the siting

guidelines.
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.- DOCUMENT 14

Chapter 5

COMPOSITE ANALYSIS

This chapter combines the results of the postclosure and preclosure

multiattribute utility analyses to obtain an overall ranking of the sites and

explores the sensitivity of that ranking to basic assumptions. Section 5.1

formally aggregates the quantitative results using the logic of multiattribute

utility analysis. Section 5.2 presents the initial.order of prference for

/ sites for recommendation for characterization. This relies on qualitative

V logic reinforce the insights obtained from the formal aggregation.

S*I FORMAL AGGREGATION OF POSTCLOSURE AND PRECLOSURE RESULTS

The results of the postclosure and preclosure analyses may be formally

aggregated using the logic of multiattribute utility analysis. Based on

independence assumptions discussed in Appendix C, the composite utility, which

quantifies the estimated overall desirability of a site, may be expressed as

Ueup.kpeur +k9.1EUro -0) (5-l)

where U,.. is the preclosure utility of the site computed from Equation

(i-1), E(U,.,t) is the expected postclosure utility of the site (sum of the

postelosure utilities estimated assuming various postclosure scenarios

weighted by the estimated probabilities of the scenarios) calculated from

Equation (3-4), and kV,. and k,.., are scaling factors that sum to 1.
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fh a. -the k _

y fr.~tl, rW xt La *z ? select specific
A

scaling factors requires value tradeoffs to be rade between preclosure and

;4 is a4w-i,1d4 4. 4e-sL
postclosure impacts. Before discussing this in detail, a sensitivity analysi

over the entire P.4obtrrangekof -bV kr*,. and k,.,, in owru&e..

Figure 5-1 presents the composite utility for each site using base-case

ettimates f6r both preclosure and postclosure. Figure 5-2 expands that part

of the ranges of ke,. and k..,, in which a change of the ranking of sites

according to composite utility occurs. The base-case utility for preclosure

is taken from Table 4-li and the base-case expected utility for postclosure ;5

taken from Table 3-6.

The full range of possible relative weighting la considered, since k,. ;

and k..t, range from kg. * O and kp.,, * I ( all weight given to

postclosure considerations) to k,. I l and kp. a 0 (all weight given to

preclosure considerations). 9%t is clear from the figures that the ranking of
4kr ftib4 at 4f re

the sites remains the same for a wide range of weightings. Z order of

overall desirability,- hL stes a->r =k.L1is Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome, Deaf

Smith, Davis Canyon, and Hanford.

Vhen an extremely high weight is assigned to postclosure impacts (i.e..

k,.,, 1 0.998), the ranking becomes Davis Canyon and Richton Dome

(approximately tied for firs , Yucca Mountain and Deaf Smith(approximately tied

for thIr, and Ranford last.
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Wis q AtS s,,,;r,%Ao In run-,X 
_ _ LX HPa

pr4c4.r44.i - Because the differences among the expected Postclosure

utilities are very small, 
the differences among the 

composite utilities for

the various sites are very 
small if essentially all 

of the weight is given 
to

postclosure.

Figures 5-3 through 5-6 
show composite utilities 

for the five sites when

assumptions other than base-case,. 
4~assumptions are used. 

Figure 5-3

shows the results when optimistic 
assumptions (high scores 

and low

probabilities for disruptive 
and unexpected features scenarios) 

are used for

postclosure and optimistic 
assumptions (low impact 

levels) are used for

preclosure. Figure 5- shows the results when pessimistic 
assumptions are

used (low scores and high 
probabilities for disruptive 

and unexpected features

scenarios) are used for 
postclosure and pessimistic 

assumptions (high impact

levels) are used for preclosure. 
Figures 5-S and S-6 show 

the mixed cases in

which optimistic or pessimistic assumptions 
are adopted for the postclosure

analysis and the reverse 
assumption is adopted for 

preclosure.

Although the weights of 
k,e, and kpost at which the ranking 

of the

sites changetrdepending 
on whether base-case, pessimistic, 

or optimistic

assumptions are adopted, 
certain patterns are clear 

and stable under a wide

range of assumptions. Most significantly. the 
Sanford site is in all 

cases

ranked last (i.e., hag the 
lowest composite utility), 

regardless of the

relative weight assigned 
to preclosure and postclosure. 

This is so because it

is ranked last for all sets 
of assumptions in both preclosure _- 

postclosure

V 6T h e relative ranking anong the 
salt sites (Richton Dome,

Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon) 
remains the same regardless 

of whether bise-case,

DRUTt MLGE0 122
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optimistic or pessimistic assumptions are adopted unless a very high weight

is assigned to postclosure, in which case the salt sites have composite

utilities that are nearly equal. Yucca Mountain is the site that is affected

most significantly by the choice of pessimistic, base-case, or optimistic

assumptions. Under pessimistic assumptions for postclosure performance, Yucca

*ountan rc. IeCis a l61

oun tain receives a lower postclosure utility due to the possibility of QUS

( the site under a disruptive scenario involving

a magmatic event. If pessimistic assumptions are adopted for postclosure,

then Yucca Mountain is ranked first only if the scaling factor k*.., is less

than about 0.2; it is ranked in the top three only if Ha.. is less than

about 0.35. Under base-case or optimistic-assumptions for postclosure, Yucca

Mountain is ranked first across nearly the entire range of kt,. and k,..,

possibilities.

Because of the sensitivity of the ranking of Yucca Mountain .ao ge4he-

t e to the relative weights of kp,. and ki..1, it is of Interest to

consider the reasonableness of different weights. As in the case of the

scaling factors used is Chapters 3 and 4, the scaling factors kpr. and

kp.. must be based on a value judgment; specui +i-rin this case a

value tradeoff between performance in postclosure and performance in

preclosure. T

k-._r-s9-W .ARI it is neces&&nr t... revix 1<4a value L tdAu*-f. Mt

th :_l&=t zcezzrn of r~et"lnSutC r 1s 4 t Cfty tozR gr. 4_.._.=j=z t

o r'tlec~r~ ~ afftiy s-tieded-4ff .t-Po6 Gur

p c _ E tio re ft 12ovever, i- 1ot-e0-0n 4r0 4- -s 86
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_ale 5- eU&Lrw%"p, gotween trecclsurre *nd oatclelurer,
S Variou k,, a., ................. , 1, I; 1

, p a rt I. 1.

too teler ,IJsC
relesese T -- -
undesirable as . , *

let prelosura ,i mplied Value
public canecr tosteosur* tI tradeoff between
ftbliti cancer fetrl*t uet rE 3

ttoel (fraction of resulting frfi an m
(a 1-kp,.e) y standard) y releases : cance-rfeA atas

1.0 0.0 _ . I _

O.M9 0.01 OJ35 o537 1:26

0.5 0.1 ,9A1;..:Z 50 1:2.6

0.3 0.2 1 2,41 1.:

= 10. woI 20 1:1

0.7 0.3 .. t t.6:1

0.1 0.6 . *.0 2.351

0.5 0.5 X.OM z . 54.3 3.3:1

0.6 0.6 JeL _ .... 3. - 5.6:1

0.3 0.7 O.3O.c COL 2.3 .1

LA 10:1

0.2, O .6 :1 .3 1.}1 1t

0.1 0.9 .0o, .ox 0.6 3,s1
0.01 0.19 .Cf 0.05 i 372t:

0.0 1.0 _ _ / _

*Aseuming that for each 1.000 m ., releases at the level allowed by thestandard would result In 10 health effects
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third l i-n Table 5-1 shows the Utfhi i fferent

to preclo' fepublic fatalitie rious weights of k,,, and kV.*..

1(',,a^L ,; tj;LE S-
The reasonableness of the various value tradeoffs may be interpreted more

A
easily if a relationship is assumed between postelosure releases to the

accessible environment and postclosure health effects. As noted In Chapter 3,

-L0 CFR 190 adopted the assumption that for each 1,000 metric tons of heavy

metal (KNTW), cumulative releases at the level allowed by the EPA standard

would result in 10 premature cancer deaths. Because a repository at any of

the nominated sites is assumed to be designed to hold 70,000 MrM, releases at

the level allowed by the standard would produce approximately 700 cancer

fatalities. 41 f' '--table 5-.r shows the .===t..-of postclosure

Iffplit N 4& Vcriaq% 4! c c6AJ IC 4h;~rd %A 1- h-W
cancer fatalities. V.ed he

ToSL. S-l &,ij CaAvcf4tLJ 4o 4iuJ be'4 1'& Ic 41 J. J. Uoas 1apila CM tc.
Vori... ;r-p4P I ro.-4 r I,- z- thje are euia a~) .A~4.hpe

20 preclosure public v a'" c rdLfl., ;. :, o tc %*N.:t

Fi iwL u.= 1 tl co umn~ Q- Tac .e . Iecause the relationship

m~.*p '.. t^ r-ovide A ,timart t p radiological fatalities

likely overestimates these fatalities, the implied value tradeoff likely is a

lower-bound on the actual relative significance given to posteloture

fatalities. t c.2.- -H bI.v to S. K 1 F ;

fatality at the expense of more than ten preclosure e='r fflejtx ¶9,

thp '-egh a" k.. from Lbee S - 1 i' b le*r tb440.'4

4Cs .rthe composit tilities imply an overall site ranking of Yucca
- *.

Mountain, Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, and Eanford for all--ases
... , I Alj I

where postclosure Impacts are assumed tb be base-case or optimistic'regardless

of the preclosure assumptions aboutestimates._If pessimistic assumptions are

. . .. ... _ ..
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used for postelosure 
performance. Yucca Mountain 

falls out Aethe preferred

overall site when the 
implied value tradeoff between 

postclosure and

preclosure radiological 
fatalities is approximately 

one-to-one (i e.eJ c *.

0.21). It drops from among 
the top three sites 

ii this implied value

$,IL& .iL ' 
66' z d.-J / - tJ

tradeoff is approximately 
2 preclosure fatalities 

i.-eqit e4er-,4e 1

A.

postclasure fatality 
(i.e., k,.., * 0.35).

5.2 INITIAL ORDER OF PREFERENCE 
FOR SITES FOR

RECOMMENDATION FOR 
CHARACTEIZATION

The overall rankings 
presented in the previous 

sections suggest that 
the'.

initial order of preference 
for sites for recousendation 

for characterization

is Yucca Mountain, Richton 
Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis 

Canyon, and Eanford. 
This

ranking Is stable for all but 
the most extreme assumptions 

on postelosure

performance and the most 
extreme weightings of 

postelosure considerations

versus preclosure considerations.

The sites in the top-three 
positions offer maximum 

diversity in

geohydrologic settings. 
The Yucca Mountain 

site is unique among these 
sites

because a repository 
would be constructed 

in the unsaturated 
tone. The

advantages of disposing 
waste in thick unsaturated 

zones have been noted 
in

the literature for 
over a decide. A major advantage is 

the very slow flux 
of

water that probably 
exists at Yucca Mountain. 

Another is that the 
undergroun

facility can be designed 
so as to allow only 

minimal contact of 
the water tha

does enter openings 
with the wastes package. 

Still another is that 
underlyin

tufft contain sorptive 
zeolites and clays 

that could act as additional

barriers to the downward 
transport of radionuclides 

from a repository to the

water table.
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The geohydrologic settings associated with the Richton Done and Deaf

Smith sites are also clearly distinguishable from another, but not as

obviously as from Yucca Mountain. Richton Dome is similar in many respects to

Deaf Smith because both have salt as a host rock, but Richton is a piercement

structure of fairly uniform properties surrounded by sedimentary materials.

The dome it surrounded by aquifers at different depths. The bedded-salt

setting at Deaf Smith is underlain by relatively horizontal bedded sedimentary

rocks capped by the Ogallala Formation. The geohydrologic system is dominated-

by the i igh Plains aquifer. Minor aquifers of poor water quality occur in

deeper strata, nearer to the salt units.

The advantages of salt as a host rock for disposal have been documented

elsewhere many times, and so are not repeated here. Chapter l (Section

1.2.2.) lists same of its expected advantages.

The Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome, and Deaf Smith sites do not offer

maximum diversity In rock type. (They do, however, meet the minimum

requirement for diversity of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.) As was

explained in Section 2.1, the site-recommendation decision is analogous to a

portfolio problem since the DOE must choose, not a single site for repository

development, but three from five well-qualified sites for site

characterization and related nongeologic data gathering. It is possible that

other combinations of three sites would have properties not possessed by the

Individual sites In the top-three positions. Whether the set of three sites

indicated as most preferable by the methodology is acceptable as a portfolio

is examined in the site-reconmendation letter report accompanying this report.
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DOCUMENT N
.8 Chapter 5

COMPOSITE ANALYSIS

This chapter combines the results of the postclosure and preclosure

multiattribute utility analyses to obtain an overall rankiig of the sites and

explores the sensitivity of that ranking to basic assumptions. Section 5.1

formally aggregates the quantitative results using the logic of multiattribute

utility analysis. Section 5.2 presents the initial order of preference for

sites for recommendation for characterization. This relies on qualitative

logic to reinforce the insights obtained from the formal aggregation.

5.1 FORMAL ACGREGATION OF POSTCLOSURE AND FRECLOSURE RESULTS

The results of the postclosure and preclosure analyses may

aggregated using the logic of multiattribute utility analysis.

independence assumptions discussed in Appendix G. the composite

quantifies the estimated overall desirability of a site, may be

be formally

Based on

utility, which

expressed as

U.o a k. k...U.. + *..,lE(U),.). (5-1:

where Up,. is the preclosure utility of the site computed from Equation

(4-1), ECU,..,) is the expected postclosure utility of the site (sum of the

postclosure utilities estimated assuming various postclosure scenarios

weighted by the estimated probabilities of the scenarios) calculated from

Equation (3-4), and k*to and k,... are scaling factors that sum to 1.
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To use Equation 5-1. E[t..,,o and bpy. for the sites are taken

directly from results in Chapters 3 and & respectively.; The determinatIz.:

specific scaling factors requires value tradeoffs to be trade between

preclosure and postclosure impacts. Before discussing this in detail, a

sensitivity analysis over the entire possible ranges of both kp,, and

kAs,, is Informative.

Figure 5-1 presents the composite utility for each site using base-case

estimates for both preclosure and postelosure. Figure 5-2 expands that part

of the ranges of kpr.. and kp.,, in which a change of the ranking of sites

according to composite utility occurs. The base-case utility for preclosure

is taken from Table &-11 and the base-case expected utility for postclosure

taken from Table 3-6. The full range of possible relative weighting is

considered, since kr.e and kp.,, range from k,,e a 0 and k,.,, I I

all weight given to postclosure considerations) to kh. I 1 and k*.,, s 0

(all weight given to preclosure considerations). It is clear from the figp:

that the ranking of the sites remains the same for a wide range of

weightings. In order of overall desirability, the site ranking is Yucca

Mountain, Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, and Hanford.

When an extremely high weight is assigned to postclosure impacts (i.e.

kv.., ) 0.998), the ranking becomes Davis Canyon and Richton Dome

approximately tied for first. Yucca Mountain and Deaf Smith approximately t

for third, and Ranford last.
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Figure 5.1. Site composite utilities for all possible preclosure-postclosure
weightings calculated using base-case and nominal assumptions.
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As indicated in Chapter 3. all the sites have extremely high expected

postclosure utilities. tecause the differences anorg the expected postclos_

utilities are very srall, the differences among the composite utilities for

the various sites are very small if essentially all of the weight is given t

postclosure.

Figures 5-3 through 5-6 show composite utilities for the five sites whe:

assumptions other than base-case, nominal assumptions are used. Figure 5-3

shows the results when optimistic assumptions (high.scores and low

probabilities for disruptive and unexpected features scenarios) are used for

postclosure and optimistic assumptions (low impact levels) are used for

preclosure. Figure 5-4 shows the results when pessimistic assumptions are

used (low scores and high probabilities for disruptive and unexpected feature

scenarios) are used for postclosure and pessimistic assumptions (high impact

levels) are used for preclosure. Figures 5-5 and 5-6 show the mixed cases in

which optimistic or pessimistic assumptions are adopted for the postelosure

analysis and the reverse assumption is adopted for preclosure.

Although the weights of kpr and kpo.. at which the ranking of the

sites changes depending on whether base-case, pessimistic, or optimistic

assumptions are adopted, certain patterns are clear and stable under a wide

range of assumptions. Most significantly, the Sanford site is in all cases

ranked last (i.e., it has the lowest composite utility), regardless of the

relative weight assigned to preclosure and postclosure. This is so because it

is ranked last for all sets of assumptions in both preclosure and

postclosure. The relative ranking among the salt sites (Richton Dome, Deaf

Smith, Davis Canyon) remains the same regardless of whether base-case,
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Chapter 5

COMPOSITE ANALYSIS

This chapter combines the results of the postelosure and preclosure
multiattribute utility analyses to obtain an overall ranking of the sites and.
explores the sensitivity of that ranking to basic assumptions. Section 5.1
formally aggregates the quantitative results using the 1ogic of multiattribute
utility analysis. Section 5.2 presents the initial order of-preference for
sites for recozmendation for characterization. This discussion relies on
qualitative logic to reinforce the insights obtained from the formal
aggregation.

5.1 FORMAL AGGREGATION OF POSTCLOSURE AND PRECLOSURE RESULTS

The results of the postclosure and preclosure analyses may be formally
aggregated using the logic of multiattribute utility analysis. Based on
independence assumptions discussed In Appendix C, the composite utility, which
quantifles the estimated overall desirability of a site, may be expressed as

U..gs * ktg.Uprg * k,.,,(E(U,.,,)3, (5-1

where U, . is the preclosure utility of the site computed from Equation
(4-1), E(U,.) ts the expected postclosure utility of the site (sum of the
postclosure utilities estimated assuming various postclosure scenarios
weighted by the estimated probabilities of the scenarios) calculated from
Equation (3-4), and kpr and keua are scaling factors that sum to 1. The
selection of specific scaling factors requires value tradeoffs to be made
between preclosure and postclosure impacts. Before discussing this In detail,
it Is informative to conduct a sensitivity analysis over the entire range of
k,,. and k,.,1.

Figure 5-1 presents the composite utility for each site using base-case
estimates for both preclosure and postclosure. Figure 5-2 expands that part
of the ranges of k,. and k,.,, In which a change of the ranking of sites
according to composite utility occurs. The base-case utility for preclosure
is taken from Table 4-11 and the base-case expected utility for postclosure is
taken from Table 3-6. The full range of possible relative weighting is
considered, since kvr. and k,... range from k,,. a 0 and k,... a I (
all weight given to postclosure considerations) to kp,. * 1 and k,. , 0
(all weight given to preclosure considerations).

It is clear from the figures that the ranking of the sites remains the
same for a wide range of weightings. Over most of the range of possible
weightings, the order of overall desirability Is Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome.
Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, and Hanford. When an extremely high weight is
assigned to pogtclosure impacts. i.e., tro, ± 0.998, the site ranking
becomes Davis Canyon and Richton Dome (approximately tied for first), Yucca
Mountain and Deaf Smith (approximately tied for third), and Hanford last.
Because the differences among the expected postclosure utilities are very
small, the differences among the composite utilities for the various sites are
very small if essentially all of the weight ia given to postclosure.
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.6 Figures 5-3 through 5-6 show composite utilities for the five Sites vhen
assumptions other than base-case assumptions are used. Figure 5-3 shows the
results when optimistic assumptions (high scores and low probabilities for
disruptive and unexpected features scenarios) are used for postclocure and
optimistic assumptions (low impact levels) are used for preclosure. Figure
5-4 shows the results when pessimistic assumptions (low scores and high
probabilities for disruptive and unexpected features scenarios) are used for
postelosure and pessimistic assumptions (high impact levels) are used for
preclosure. Figures S-S and 5-6 show the mixed cases In which optimistic or
pessimistic assumptions are adopted for the postclosure analysis and the
reverse assumption is adopted for preclosure. _

Although the weights of k,.. and k*.,, at which the overall ranking
changes depends on whether base-case, pessimistic, or optimistic assumptions
are adopted, certain patterns are clear and stable under a wide range of
assumptions. Most significantly, the Ranford site Is In all cases ranked last
(I.e., it has the lowest composite utility), regardless of the relative weight
assigned to preclosure and postclosure. This is so because it is ranked last
for all sets of assumptions in both prectosure and postclosure. The relative
ranking among the salt Sites (Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon) remains
the same regardless of whether base-case, optimistic, or pessimistic
assumptions are adopted unless a very high weight is assigned to postclosure,
in which case the salt sites have composite utilities that are nearly equal.
Yucca Mountain is the site that is affected most significantly by the choice
of pessimistic, base-case, or optimistic assumptions. Under pessimistic
assumptions for postclosure performance, Yucca Mountain receives a lower
expected postclosure expected utility due to the possibility of sa±LA.j-'~-

releases from a repository at the site under a disruptive scenario
involving a magmatic event. If pessimistic assumptions are adopted for
postclosure, then Yucca Mountain is ranked first only if the scaling factor
k,.,, is less than about 0.2; it is ranked in the top three only if k*.,,
Is less than about 0.35. Under base-case or optimistic assumptions for
postelosure, Yucca Mountain Is ranked first across nearly the entire ranges of
k,., and kp.s..

Because of the sensitivity of the ranking of Yucca Mountain to the
relative weights of kp,. and k,.,%, it is of interest to consider the
reasonableness of different weights. As in the case with the scaling factors
used in Chapters 3 and 5, the scaling factors kr,. and k*.,, must be based
on a value judgment: La this case a value tradeoff between performance in
postclosure and performance in preclosure. To judge whether particular
numerical values for s,.. and ks.,, are reasonable It is necessary to
select convenient measures for summarizing preclosure and postclosure
performance and to consider whether the tradeoffs between these measures are
reasonable. This tradeoff is most conveniently considered in terms of
preclosure and postelosure radiological safety. Specifically, if preclosure
radiological safety is expressed in terms of public cancer fatalities and
postelosure radiological safety is expressed in terms of cumulative releases,
the value tradeoff may be expressed as postclosure releases y (occurring in
the first 10,000 years) that would be just as undesirable as the occurrence of
10 additional preclosure cancer fatalities. Table 5.1 shows the weights
kis, and k.,, corresponding to several different tradeoffs. These were
calculated using the following steps:
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Deaf Smith because both have salt as a host rock, but Richton Dome Is a
piercement structure of uniform properties surrounded by sedimentary
materials. The dome is surrounded by aquifers at different depths. The
bedded-salt setting at the Deaf Smith site is underlain by relatively
horizontal bedded sedimentary rocks capped by the Ogallala Formation. The
geohydrologic system is dominated by the High Plains aquifer. Minor aquifers
of poor water quality occur in deeper strata, nearer to the salt units. The
advantages of salt as a host rock for the disposal of radioactive waste have
been documented elsewhere many times, Including those sumcaried in Section
1.2.2.

The Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome, and Deaf Smith sites do not offer
maximum diversity In rock type. They do, however, meet the requirement of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission for diversity. As was explained In Section 2.1,
the site-recommendation decision is analogous to a portfolio problem since the
DOE must choose, not a single site for repository development, but three from
five well-qualifLed sites for site characterization and related nongeologic
data gathering. Combinations of three sites possess properties that cannot be
attributable to single sites (e.g., diversity of geohydrologic settings and.
rock types). Thus, the set of three sites indicated as most preferable by the
multiattribute utility analysis may not be the preferred set when these
portfolio effects are taken into account together with the Implications of
this analysis. For the sites recommended for characterization to change from
those suggested in the composite analysis, the relative advantages of the
portfolio effects for the changed set would have to be judged to be greater
than the relative advantages of the expected superior performances of the
Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome, and Deaf Smith sites over the Davis Canyon and
Hanford sites. These differences in performance range from the equivalent of
I to S billion dollars in preclosure impacts in addition to postclosure
impacts. These considerations are examined in the site-recormendation letter
report accompanying this report.
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Table 5-i. Value Tradeoffs Between Preclosure Radiological Health Effects
and Postelosure Releases Implied by Various kF,, and k,..,

Postclosure releases y valued as
*kpe gundesirable as 10 preclosure public
* (a l-kw,*) cancer fatalities (fraction of EPA Standar

1.0

0.99

0.9
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0.0

0.0

0.01

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

0.99

1.0

0.38

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.006

0.004'

0.003

0.002

0.001

0.0004

0.00004
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1. The decrease in preclosure utility due to an additional ten public
cancer fatalities is calculated using Equation 4-1 to be
(I/200)(&)(10) - 0.2.

2. The decrease in postclosure utility due to an additional release y
during the first 10,000 years is calculated using Equation 3-3 to be
(0.526)(100)(y) a 52.6y.

3. The tradeoff of postelosure versus preclosure implies that each of
the above changes produce the same decrease In composite utility.
From Equation 5-1, therefore,

ktre(062) a k,.,,(S2.6y)

which Implies

y * 0.0038 k.,.

The entries In Table 5-l indicate the releases y (expressed as fractions of
the EPA standard) that would be regarded as equally undesirable as 10
preclosure public radiological fatalities for various weights k,,. and

The reasonableness of the various value tradeoffs presented in Table 5-I
may be Interpreted more easily If a relationship Is assumed between
postclosure releases to the accessible environment and postclosure health
effects. As noted In Chapter 3, 40 CFR 190 adopted the assumption that for
each 1,000 metric tons of heavy metal (MIEl), cumulative releases at the level
allowed by the EPA standard would result In 10 premature cancer deaths.
Because a repository at any of the nominated sites Is assumed to be designed
to hold 70,000 MIM, releases at the level allowed by the standard would
produce approximately 700 cancer fatalities. Table 5-2 shows the tradeoff
between preclosure and postclosure cancer fatalities Implied by various kV,.
and k,.., If the releases shown In Table 5-l are converted to postclosure
fatalities using the EPA assumption. Because the EPA relationship between
postclosure releases and radiological fatalities likely overestimates these
fatalities, the Implied value tradeoff likely is a lover-bound on the actual
relative significance given to postclogure fatalities.

As may be seen from Figures 5-1 to 5-3 and FIgure 5-6, the composite
utilities imply an overall site ranking of Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome, Deaf
Smith, Davis Canyon, and Eanford for all kp.., < 0.99 provided that
poseclosure impacts are assumed to be base-case or optimistic (regardless of
the preclosure assumptions). Values of kpos greater than 0.99 would,
according to Table 5-2, imply a willingness to accept core than 350 preclosure
cancer fatalities to avoid one postclosure cancer fatality. Most people would
probably view such a high postelosure weight to be unreasonable. If
pessimistic assumptions are used for postclosure performance, Yucca Mountain
falls out as the preferred overall site when the implied value tradeoff
between postclosure and preclosure radiological fatalities is approximately
one-to-one (i.e., k,.,, a 0.21). It drops from among the top three sites,
under pessimistic assumptions, when this implied value tradeoff is such that
approximately 2 preclosure fatalities would be accepted to avoid I postclosure
fatality (i.e., kV.,. * 0.35).
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,. Table 5-2. Value Tradeoffs Between Preclocure and Fostclosure Radiological
Health Effects Implied by Various k,,. and k*.,,

Implied Value Tradeoff
Between Preelosure and Postelosure

*k. Cu 1-k,...) Cancer Fatalities

1.0 0.0 -

0.99 0.01 1:26

0.9 0.1 1:2.4

0.8 0.2 1:1.1

0.79 0.21 1:1

0.7 0.3 1.6:1

0.6 0.4 2.5:1

0.5 0.5 3.8:1

0.4 0.6 5.6:1

0.3 0.7 8.8:1

0.26 0.74 10:1

0.2 0.8 15:1

0.1 0.9 34:1

0.01 0.99 372:1

0.0 1.0 _
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5.2 INITIAL ORDER OF PREFERENCE FOR SITES FOR
RECOKMMENDATION FOR CHARACTERIZATION

The overall rankings presented in the previous sections suggest cint: flie
Initial order of preference for sites for recomnendation for characU-i*uoirn'
Is Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, and Kanfoaw EdiA
ranking Is stable for all but the most extreme assumptions on postcdluu
performance and the most extreme veightings of postclosure considerntbo
versus preclocure considerations, as explained below.

For all assumptions and veightings, the Hanford site remains rltaed1
last. For all assumptions about postelosure conditions and the Vidk sanW
assumed to be realistic for weights (i.e.,k,..s v 0.8), the relative rxri&dr.
of the salt sites is stable; specifically Richton Dome is preferred tir VE
Smith which Is preferred to Davis Canyon. For pessimistic postelostre
assumptions. Yucca Mountain drops from first ranked to fourth ranked aT etim
postclosure weight Increases from approximately 0.2 to 0.35 dependleg c tfe
preclosure assumptions.

LVI./ The clear Implication from the composite analysis is that Yucca ftbwzaA.
Richton Dome, and Deaf Smith are the preferred set of sites for
characterization. There are no realistic assumptions about either 1rees==e
or postclosure expected performance or about the values used to evalits%
performance that can result in the Sanford site being anything but tbr- 2-art
ranked site. The significance of the performance differences betwee2 tMe
Hanford site and all the other sites is substantial. Similarly* the Baris
Canyon site is less preferred than the Richton Dome and Deaf Smith s~t&Z far
essentially all realistic assumptions. The differences in performan:r cA tie
Davis Canyon site and the other two salt sites is also substantial, evw
tbouth the Davis Canyon is much preferred to the Hanford site In the
analysis. Only for some extreme cases (i.e., pessimistic postclosurt
assumptions) could one argue directly from the analysis that the thuee sites
to be characterized should be Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, and Davis Cano=w..
However, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission requires that at least ors. f tof
sites characterized not have salt as the host rock. Thus, it cat be
definitively stated that the results of the composite analysis stro4n4Zy
suggest characterization of the Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome, and Dest Sbra-/

The combination of the Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome, and Deaf Fr."t. s&tr
offers maximum diversity in geohydrologic settings. The Yucca MounUAL2 sxmer
is unique among these sites because a repository would be constructel Lc t!v
unsaturated zone. The advantages of disposing waste in thick unsat=-aad%
zones have been noted In the literature for over a decade. A major idtannzqn-
Is the very slow flux of ground water that probably exists at Yucca Sonnc:n..
Another Is that the underground facility can be designed so as to a*owvawily
minimal contact of the water with the waste packages. Still another iti !nac:
underlying tufta contain sorptive zeolites and clays that could act Jn
additional barriers to the downward transport of radionuclides fromin
repository to the water table.

The geobydrologic settings associated with the Richton Dome and S
Smith sites are also clearly distinguishable from another, but not al.
obviously as from Yucca Mountain. Richton Dome is similar In many rxZgerts to
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Deaf Smith because both have salt as a host rock, but Richton Dome is a
piercement structure of uniform properties surrounded by sedimentary
materials. The dome is surrounded by aquifers at different depths. The
bedded-salt setting at the Deaf Smith site Is underlain by relatively
horizontal bedded sedimentary rocks capped by the Ogallala Formation. The
geohydrologic system Is dominated by the High Plains aquifer. Kinor aquifers
of poor water quality occur in deeper strata, nearer to the salt units. The
advantages of salt at a host rock for the disposal of radioactive waste have
been documented elsewhere many times, Including those suumarized In Section
1.2.2.

The Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome, and Deaf Smith sites do not offer
maximum diversity In rock type. They do, however, meet the requirement of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission for diversity. As was explained in Section 2.1,
the site-recommendation decision is analogous to a portfolio problem since the
DOE must choose, not a single site for repository development, but three from
five well-qualified sites for site characterization and related nongeologic
data gathering. Combinations of three sites possess properties that cannot be
attributable to single sites (e.g.s diversity of geohydrologic settings and
rock types). Thus, the set of three sites indicated as most preferable by the
multiattribute utility analysis may not be the preferred set when these
portfolio effects are taken into account together with the implications of
this analysis. For the sites recommended for characterization to change from
those suggested in the composite analysis, the relative advantages of the
portfolio effects for the changed set would have to be judged to be greater
than the relative advantages of the expected superior performances of the
Yucca Mountains Richton Dome, and Deaf Smith sites over the Davis Canyon and
Hanford sites. These differences in performance range from the equivalent of
I to S billion dollars in preclosure impacts In addition to postclosure
impacts. These considerations are examined In the site-recommendation letter
report accompanying this report.
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conditions and the wide range

assumed to be realistic for weights 
(i.e., kkps, 4 0.8), the relative

ranking of the salt sites is stable; 
specifically, Richton Dome is preferred

to Deaf Smith which is preferred 
to Davis Canyon. For pessimistic postclosure
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Thel geohydrologic settin Esociated with Che Richton Dome alpe5eaf
Smith s'tes are also etar d nstngushable from e another, by( not as
o 'si r as from Yucca *ntain. Richton Dome Is sl Iar In n.ny res ects to
Deaf ith because bIt have alt s a host rock, but i ton 46ome is
piercem t structure f uniform rPerties surrounded by s mentary
mater als. The do e is surrounde y aquifers at different de hs. he Deaf
Smit site Is erlain by relative orizontal bedded se iment F cks
capp d by the lala Formation. e allow geohydrolo ic system
domi t d the h Plains aquifer Mn aquifers c poor water q lity
occ in eper stra nearer to the alt unI * Th advantages of has a
hos ro for the dlspo of radloact waste ha been documented el e
man mes, including thos uumnarited in

do.

.do not offer
/ aximum diversity in rock type. they do, however, meet the requirement of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission c_ diVwr. ."5"s was explained in Section 2.1,
the site-recommendation decisionis analogous to a portfolio problem since the
DOE must choose, not a single site for repository development, but three from
five well-qualified sites for site characterization and related nongeologic -
data gathering. Combinations of three sites possess properties that cannot be
attributable to single sites (e.g., diversity of geohydrologic settings and
rock types).i- Thus, the ..>.r.noe4 three sites indicated as most
preferable by the multiattribute utility analysis may not be the preferredI combination when these portfolio effects are taken into account together with
the Implications of this analysis. For the sites recommended for
characterization to change from those suggested in the composite analysis, the
relative advantages of the portfolio effects for the changed combination would
have to be judged to be greater than the relative advantages of the expected
superior performances of the Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome, and Deaf Smith
sites over the Davis Canyon and Hanford sites. These differences in
performance range from the equivalent of 1 to S billion dollars in preclosure
impacts in addition to postclosure impacts. The relative advantages of other
combinations of three sites as portfolios are examined in the site-
recommendation letter w*pepa accompanying this report.
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Chapter 5

COMPOSITE ANALYSIS

This chapter combines the results of the postclosure and the preclosure
vultiattribute utility analyses to obtain an overall ranking of the sites and
explores the sensitivity of that ranking to basic assumptions. Section 5.1
uses the logic of multiattribute utility analysis to formally aggregate the
quantitative results. Section 5.2 summarizes the insights obtained from the
wultiattribute utility analysis and presents the initial ordet of preference
for sites for recommendation for characterization.

5.1 FORMAL AGGREGATION OF POSTCLOSURE AMD PRECLOSURE RESULTS

Using the logic of multiattribute utility analysis, the results of the
postclosure and preclosure analyses can be formally aggregated. Given the
independence assumptions discussed in Appendix C, the composite utility, which
quantifies the estimated overall desirability of a site, can be expressed as

U..., . k,*U,.,, * + k,.E(U,-,),)8 (5-1)

where Up,. is the preclosure utility of the site computed from Equation 4-1,
E(Up.gs) is the expected postclosure utility of the site calculated from
Equation 3-4, and ki,. and ks., are sealing factors that sum to 1. (The
expected postclosure utility is the sum of the postelosure utilities estimated
for various postclosure scenarios weighted by the estimated probabilities of
the scenarios.)

As explained in Appendix C, it is not easy to interpret the scaling
constants since they depend on the ranges of the performance measures.
Independent of their ranges, the scaling constants most emphatically cannot be
used as indicators of the importance of the respective performance measure.
The selection of specific scaling factors requires value tradeoffs between
preclosure and postelosure impacts. These value tradeoffs measure how much
one Is willing to give up on postelosure performance to gain a specific amount
on preclosure performance. Before discussing this in detail, it is
informative to conduct a sensitivity analysis over the entire range of kAs.
and k,.p..

Figure 5-1 presents the composite utilities obtained from the results of
analyses for the preclosure and the postclosure periods. Figure 5-2 expands
that part of the ranges of the scaling factors kpr. and k,.., in which a
change in the ranking of sites according to composite utility occurs. The
base-case utility for preclosure performance is taken from Table 4-11, and the
base-case expected utility for postclosure performance is taken from Table
3-6. The full range of possible relative weightings is considered, from the
case where all the weight is given to the postclosure utility (k... a 0 and
k*.., a 1) to the case where all the weight is given to the preclosure
utility (kA,. a I and kpo., - 0).
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Figure 5.1. Site composite utilities for all possible preclosure-postclosure
weightings calculated using base-case and nominal assumptions.
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Figure 5.2. Site composite utilities for high postclosure weightings
calculated using base-case and nominal assumptions.
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It is clear from Figures 5-1 and 5-2 that the ranking of the sites
relains the same for a wide range of weightings. Over most of the range of
possible weightings. the order of overall desirability is Yucca Mountain,
Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, and Hanford. When an extremely high
weight is assigned to the expected postelosure utility (i.e., k,.,, ±
0.998). the site ranking becomes Davis Canyon and Richton Dome (approximately
tied for first), Yucca Mountain and Deaf Smith (approximately tied for
second). and Hanford last. Because the differences among the expected
postclosure utilities are very small, the differences among the composite
utilities for the various sites are also very small when essentially all of
the weight is given to the expected postclosure utility.

Figures 5-3 through 5-6 show composite utilities for the five sites when
assumptions other than base-case assumptions are used. Figure 5-3 shows the
results when optimistic assumptions (high scores and low probabilities for
scenarios involving disruptive events and unexpected features) are used for
the postclosure analysis and optimistic assumptions (low impact levels) are
used for the preclosure analysis. Figure 5-1 shows the results when
pessimistic assumptions (low scores and high probabilities for scenarios
involving disruptive and unexpected features) are used for the postelosure
analysis and pessimistic assumptions (high impact levels) are used for the
preclosure analysis. Figures 5-5 and 5-6 show the mixed cases in which
optimistic or pessimistic assumptions are adopted for the postclosure analysis.X
and the reverse assumption is adopted for the preclosure analysis.---: -

Although the values of the scaling factors at which the overall ranking
changes depend on whether base-case, pessimistic, or optimistic assumptions
are used, certain patterns are cleqr,.and stable under a wide range of w.c...--
assumptions. unt' t * Hanford site is in all cases efi&
(i.e., it has the lowest composite utility), regardless of the relative weight
assigned to the preclosure and the postclosure utilities. This is so because
it is ranked Jai& for aI4-&et*-cf- ssp4rA4on-La both the preclosure and the
postelosure analyses. The relative ranking Agng- the salt sites (Richton
Dome. Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon) remains the teg1~egard1tsls of 'bwther
base-case, optimistic, or pessimistic assumptiots are used unless a very high
weight is assigned to the postclosure utility, in which case the salt sites
have composite utilities that are nearly equal. Yucca Mountain is the site
whose ranking Is most affected by the choice of pessimistic, base-case, or
optimistic assumptions. Under pessimistic assumptions for postclosure
performance, Yucca Mountain receives a lower expected postclosure utility
because of the possibility of relatively large releases from a repository at
the site under a disruptive scenario involving a magmatic event. If
pessimistic assumptions are used for postclosure performance, then Yucca
Mountain is ranked first only If the postclosure scaling factor k,.., is
less than about 0.2; it is ranked in the top three only if kAces is less
than about 0.35. Under base-case or optimistic assumptions for postelosure
performance, Yucca Mountain is ranked first across nearly the entire ranges of
k,,. and k*....

Because of the sensitivity of the ranking of Yucca Mountain to the
relative values of kpr. and kP.,,, it is of interest to consider the
reasonableness of different weights. As in the case with the scaling factors
used in Chapters 3 and 4, the scaling factors kr. and kH.., must be based
on a value judgment, in this case a value tradeoff between postclosure
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Figure 5.4. Site composite utilities calculated using pessimistic assumptions
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Figure 5.3. Site composite utilities calculated using optimistic assumptions

for posiclosure and preclosure.
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Figure 5.5. Site composite utilities calculated using pessimistic assumptions
for postclosure and optimistic assumptions for preclosure.
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Figure 5.6. Site composite utilities calculated using optimistic assumptions
for postclosure and pessimistic assumptions for preclosure.
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performance and preclosure performance. To judge whether particular numerical
values for k,,. and kp, 1 are reasonable, it is necessary to select
convenient measures for summarizing preclosure and postclosure performance and
to consider whether the tradeoffs between these measures are reasonable. This
tradeoff is most conveniently considered in terms of preclosure and
postelosure radiological safety. Specifically, if preclosure radiological
safety is expressed in terms of cancer fatalities and postclosure radiological
safety Ls expressed in terms of cumulative releases, the value tradeoff can be
expressed as postclosure releases y (occurring in the first 10,000 years) that
would be just as undesirable as the occurrence of 10 additional preclosure
cancer fatalities. Table 5-1 shows the scaling factors kpte and ki.,,
corresponding to several different tradeoffs. These scaling fiTcters were
calculated as follows:

1. The preclosure-utility decrease from an additional 10 public
fatalities from cancer is found from Equation A-1 to be
(1/200)(4)(10) . 0.2.

2. The postelosure-utility decrease from an additional release y during
the first 10,000 years is found from Equation 3-3 to be
(0.526)(l00)(y) a 52.6y, where y is expressed as fractions of the EPA
standard.

3. The postclosure-versus-preclosure tradeoff implies that each of the
above changes produces the same decrease in composite utility. From
Equation 5-1, therefore,

kw,.(0.2) - k,...(52.6y),

which implies that

y - 0.0038 (kp,./k*, ).

Table 5-1 shows the releases y (expressed as fractions of the EPA standard)
that would be regarded as undesirable as 10 preclosure public fatalities from
cancer for various values of the scaling factors.

The reasonableness of the various value tradeoffs in Table 5-1 can be
seen more easily if a relationship is assumed between postclosure releases to
the accessible environment and postclosure health effects. As noted in
Chapter 3, in 40 CFR Part 191 the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency adopted
the assumption that, for each 1000 metric tons of uranium (ITU), cumulative
releases at the level allowed by the EPA standard would result in 10 premature
deaths from cancer. Because a repository at any of the nominated sites is
assumed to accept 70,000 MTU, releases at the level allowed by the standard
would produce approximately 700 cancer fatalities.

Table 5-2 shows the tradeoff between preclosure and postclosure cancer
fatalities implied by various values of the scaling factors if the releases
shown in Table S-I are converted to postclosure fatalities under the EPA
assumption. Because the EPA relationship.between postclosure releases and
cancer fatalities probably overestimates the fatalities, the implied value
tradeoff is likely to be a lower bound on the relative significance of
postclosure fatalities.
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table S-1. Value tradeoffs between preClosure radiological health effects
and postclOsure releases implied by various values

of the scaling factors h., and It.,,

- Postclosure reeae y
de-eed as undesiratleC as
10 preclosure fatalities"

(fraction of EPA standard')

1.0 0.0_

0.99 6.01 0.38

0.9 0.1 0.03

0.5 0.2 0.02

0.7 0.3 0.01

0.6 0.4 0.006

0.S O.S 0.004

0.4 0.6 0.003

0.3 0.J 0.002

0.2 0.5 0.001

0.1 0*. 0.0004

0.01 0.99 0.00004

0.0 1.0 _

*Since the scaling factors suim to 1, here tesi, a 1 -I ie.
"Preclosure cancer fatalities incurred by the public from the

repositoryo
QPrimary contaiinment requirements of 10 CrR Part 191, Subpart B.

*1I
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Table 5-2. Value t-adeofft between preclosure and postclosure radiological
hejith ffects implied by Various values of

the scaling frctors he., and b.,,t

Impl;ed value tradeoff
between prtclosure and postclosure

hrI cancer fatalities

1.0 0.0 _

90.01 1:26

0.9 0.1 1:2.4

0.8 0.2 1:1.1

0.79 0.21 1:1

0.7 0.3 1.6:1

0.6 0.4 2.S:I

0.5 O.S 3.8:1

0.4 0.6 5.6:I

0 .3 0. 1 .8:1

0.26 0.74 10:1

0.2 0. 15:1

0.1 0.9 34:1

0.0 1 0.99 372:I

0.0 1.0

OSince the scalirg factors suo to 1. here k,.,, a I - t,;
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isc ta t seen from Figures 5-1, 5-2, 5-3 and Figure 5-6, the composite
~g~1g~e ofly that the overall site ranking Is Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome,

tq.f 1*Ish, Davis Canyon, and Hanford for all postclosure weights equal to or
less 1P4R 0.99, provided that postclosure impacts are assumee to be at the
tsgo-csse level or optimistic (regardless of the preclosure assumptions).
valueso .1 ,.*. greater than 0.99 would, according to Table 5-2, imply a
_vt1t1%ngies to accept more than 350 preclosure cancer fatalities to avoid one
pastldocur cancer fatality. Mo~e*-~i.~dp~~~ e~e

geart4.aft-r~ht0-benreona~~e, If pessimistic assumptions are used
ter postclosure performance, Yucca Mountain falls out as the overall preferred
sIte when the implied value tradeoff between postclosure and preclosure cancer
fatalities is approximately I:1 (i.e.$ kp,.,, w 0.21). It dsp E.om. o*

~~...bzse-iS.4he _!Sftt~. pessiizitsci__sumptions,-.thi-s -impLIL--aVaiue
~?de~t-at.. I.. aWVLumA1matetyX 5preclosur IdZI.X L.

5.2 INITIAL ORDER OF PREFERENCE FOR SITES FOR
RECOKME.NDATION FOR CHARACTERIZATION

As indicated in Chapters 1 and 2, the purposes of the decision-aiding
mt~hodology are to provide insights as to the comparative advantages and
disadvantages of the five sites and, in so doing, to determine an initial
order of preference for sites for recormmendation for characterization. With
reference to the postclosutrea preclosure, and composite analyses of sites
presented previously, the major insights derived from the multiattribute
utility analysis are suroarized as follows:

Postclosure analysis

a All f ive sites appear capable of providing exceptionally, good
radiological protection of future populations for it least 100,000
years after closure.

* The Davis Canyon, Deaf Smith, Richton Dome, and Yucca Mountain sites
appear to be virtually indistinguishable in terms of the expected
postclosure performance. The M anford site Is just discernibly less
favorable than the other four sites, but its performance is still far
above the threshold of acceptability established by the EPA. It Is
noted that the primary containment requirements of the EPA-the
criterion of acceptability used here-provide a very stringent
standard for protecting public health and safety: the risk to the
public is not to exceed the risks that would have existed if the
uranium ore used to create the wastes had not been mined to begin
vith.

* The confidence in the performance of the three salt sites (Davis
Canyon, Deaf Smith, and Richton Dome) Is exceptionally high, and it
Is higher than that for the nonsalt sites (Hanford and Yucca
Mountain).

- The overall postclosure ranking of Davis Canyon, Richton Dome, Deaf
Smith, Yucca Mountain, and Hanford is stable over a wide range of
sensitivity analyses.
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With regard to preclosure health and safety, the site rankings are(J Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, Yucca Mountain, and Hanford.
The differences among the sites do not appear to be large, however,
especially when viewed in the context of the very small incremental
risks being imposed on workers and the general public from repository
siting, construction, operation (including waste-transportation
operations), and closure.

a With regard to environmental and socioeconomic impacts, the site
rankings are Hanford, Yucca Mountain, Deaf Smith, Rietton Dome, and
Davis Canyon. The difference between sites is greater than the
difference on health-and-safety impacts. However, this difference is
relatively small in comparison with differences in total economic
costs.

* With regard to total economic costs, the site rankings are Yucca
Mountain, Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, and Hanford. The
difference between the most favorable site and the least favorable
site is very La equal to 4,380 million (4.38 billion) dollars.

'\ t

.A' ~

;

* The overall ranking of sites considering all preclosure impacts it
Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, and Hanford.
This ranking is stable over a wide range of sensitivity analyses.

* The overall preclosure ranking is mainly attributable to the large
differences among sites in total economic costs. The fact that cost
is the major preclosure discriminator can be explained by the
screening process that led to the nominated sites (see Chapter 1)._/
Because criteria used in screening were concerned with health and
safety and the environment, but not with economic costs, sites
expected to perform poorly on objectives other than costs have
already been eliminated. If cost had been a screening criterion as
well, the cost variability among the nominated sites would also be ;
smaller.

Composite analysis

a. , *1
I 14

* Because the differences in postclosure site performance are very
small and the differences in preclosure site performance are
relatively large, the overall composite results are largely a
reflection of the preclosure impacts.

* The composite overall ranking of sites is basically insensitive to
the relative values of the scaling factors, ks.,, and k,,..

* The composite overall ranking under a wide range of assumptions is
Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, and Hanford.

A..

It follows, therefore, that the initial order of preference for sites for
recommendation for characterization is Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome, Deaf
Smith, Davis Canyon, and Hanford. This ranking is stable except for the most
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extreme assu.rpticns about Postclasure Ferfcrmance ccirbined with the most

extreme ueightir-g5 of postclosure irpacts versus preclcsure impacts, as

explained below.

For all reasonable assumptions and weightings, the Hanford site is 
ranked

\ st. For all assumptions about postclosure conditions and 
the wide range

asumed to be realistic for the values of the scaling factors (i.e., k.,, t

0.B)I\the ranking of the salt sites Is stable; specifically, Richton Dome is

preferred to Deaf Smith, which is preferred to Davis Canyon. 
For pessimistic

postclosure assumptions in the composite analysis, Yucca Mountain 
drops from

the first-ranked site to the fourth-ranked site as the postelosure weight

increases from approximately 0.2 to 0.35, depending oan the preclosure

assumptions.

9g;CL ~ Cr to>nDOioe. -anZ~cat s!Th==1(C r-^aximo4±n L$SLerty. ±nz ~ _

geohydrologic settings -ut not raxiaumdiversity I( rrk t: peAciy 1_ -

%wtver. meet the re"""rite"-f th; e 
7flg.uatoty..Cin;tsnhh'-fr A.

4Lueeqty. As explained in Section 2.1, the site-recounendation decision 
is ;

analogous to a portfolio-selection problem because the DOE is not choosing a

single site for repository development; rather, the DOE must 
choose, from a

suite of five well-qualified sites, three sites for site characterization.

Combinations of three sites possess properties that cannot 
be attributed to

individual sites, such as diversity of geohydrologic settings and rock types.

Thus, the three sites indicated as most preferable by the 
multiattribute

utility analysis reported here do not necessarily constitute 
the most

preferred combination when these portfolio effects are taken 
into account.

The relative advantages of other combinations of three sites 
as portfolios

together with other information the Secretary of tnergy believes Is important

to making the decision are examined in the site-recommendation 
report.
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Chapter 4

PRECLOSURE ANALYSIS OF THE NOMINATED SITES

This chapter presents a preclosure analysis of the five sites nominated

as suitable for characterization. Section 4.1 presents the objectives defined

for the evaluation of the sites. Section 4.2 defines a performance measure

for each objective to Indicate the degree to which the five sites achieve the

objectives. Section 4.3 describes the performance of each site In terms of a

set of performance measures. Section 4.4 discusses the multiattribute utility

function assessed to integrate the ratings on the different performance

measures into an overall evaluation of the sites. The results of the

base-case evaluation and numerous sensitivity analyses are presented In

Sections 4.5 and 4.6, respectively.

4.1 TEE OBJECTIVES EIERARCHY

The perspective taken in this analysis is that the sites should be

evaluated In terms of minimizing adverse preclosure impacts. This requires

that the set of objectives characterize In an operational manner the meaning

of "adverse preclosure Impacts." Specifically, the preclosure guidelines

(10 CFR 960.5) specify the factors to be considered in evaluating and

comparing sites on the basis of expected repository performance before

closure. The preclosure guidelines specify-three categories of factors:

radiological safety; environment, socioeconomica, and transportation; 
and ease

and cost of siting, construction, operation, and closure.

The preclosure guidelines were used as the basis for constructing the set

of objectives represented by the objectives hierarchy in Figure 4-1. 
A

combination of a top-down and botton-up approach was used tq develop the

objectives hierarchy shown. In the top-down approach, members of DOE

management identified in Appendix A were asked to make explicit the most

general values bearing on the ranking of the sites for the

site-characterlzatlon decision. It was decided to make anticipated site

performance the fundamental basis for site ranking. The most general values

bearing on site performance were then Identified (e.g., health, environmental

quality, socioeconomic welfare, and economic costs). These general values

vere then made more specific by asking what was meant by each, why it was

important, how it might be affected by site selection, and so forth. Criteria

of completeness, nonredundancy, significance, operationality, and

decomposability were then applied to refine and improve the specification of

lower-level objectives. The bottom-up approach involved working with DOE

technicaljtaff to generate lists of evaluation criteria using the siting

guidelines the "Supplementary Information" and Appendix TV to the guidelines.

The identified criteria were then organized in a hierarchical fashion and

refined.
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The Hanford site is least favorable in the categories of public health,

worker health, and economic cost; it is most favorable in terms of

environmental and socioeconomic impacts. However, in comparison with Yucca

Mountain, a tremendous relative weight would need to be placed on equivalent

socioeconomic impacts for the sites to be close to equally desirable.

Specifically, for Hanford to be competitive with Yucca Mountain, 
it would be

necessary for the value tradeoffs to indicate a willingness to increase 
total

fatalities by over 30 and costs by over S billion dollars in order 
to decrease

the equivalent socioeconomic impact by 9 percent of the maximum impact. 
Such

value tradeoffs seem unreasonable. For Sanford to be competitive with any of

the malt sites, the value tradeoffs would need to Indicate a willingness 
to

Increase total fatalities by over 25 and costs by over 2.S billlon 
dollars to

reduce socioeconomic impacts by 39 percent of the maximum Impact. 
The

necessary value tradeoffs would need to be even more extreme to 
compete with

the best two of the three sites In salt. The implication is that, subject to

the impact data on the sites, it seems unlikely that mIntiewpoints 
would be

consistent with the value tradeoffs necessary for an~ford~to be a competitive

site on preclosure considerations.

The same logic as above suggests that the most favorable of the five
nominated sites on preclosure considerations ls Yucca Mountain. Of the four

remaining sites (i.e., all candidates except Eanford), Yucca Mountain is most

favorable in terms of worker fatalities, environmental and socioeconomic

Impacts, and economic costs. Because of the possibility of transportation

accidents Involving the public, Yucca Mountain has six more statistical public

fatalities than has the site with the fewest public fatalities (i.e., Richton

Dome). Uben public and worker fatalities are combined, Yucca Mountain has the

fewest (equal to the number at Richton Dome) of all sites. Hence, If the

value tradeoffs indicate that six public fatalities due to transportation

accidents are less important than (1) six worker fatalities, (2) over 10

percent additional equivalent socioeconomic impact relative to the maximum,

and (3) over I billion dollars of cost, the most favorable site is Yucca

Mountain. Most viewpoints would be consistent with such values.

As a consequence of the above, the salt sites would be expected to 
fall

between the most favorable site (Yucca Mountain) and the least favorable 
site

(Sanford). Among these, the Davis Canyon site is dominated by the Richton

Dome site and essentially dominated by the Deaf Smith site. That is to say,

Davis Canyon is less favorable than RIchton Dome in terms of public

fatalities, worker fatalities, environmental and socioeconomic impacts, 
and

economic costs. Davis Canyon is less favorable than Deaf Smith In terms of

public fatalities, environmental and socioeconomic impacts, and economic

costs, and only very slightly better in terms of worker fatalities.

Regardless of the value tradeoffs among these categories, Davis Canyon must be

less preferred on preclosure considerations than the other salt 
sites for

almost any set of values.

Comparing Richton Dome and Deaf Smith, it is clear that Richton Dome 
is

preferred to Deaf Smith with respect to both public and worker fatalities 
and

economic costs, whereas Deaf Smith is preferred on environmental 
and

socioeconomic Impacts. It the 4 percent of equivalent socioeconomic impacts

by which Richton Dome exceeds Deaf Smith is less important than (1) two

additional public fatalities, (2) two additional worker fatalities, and (3)
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650 million dollars, then the Richton Dome site is preferred to Deaf Smith.
Value judgments representing most viewpoints would be consistent with this
conclusion.

In si-ary, with the~aggregation of impacts shown In Table 4-8, which are
based on relatively noncontroversial value tradeoffs, a preclosure ranking of
sites that would be consistent with a wide variety of viewpoints is Yucca
Mountain first, followed by Richton Dome. Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, and
Eanford.

4.5.2 3ASE-CASE AXUYSIS

The aggregate analysis may, for many individuals, produce sufficient
insight to develop a reasonable ranking of the nominated sites. It is
nevertheless worthwhile to present the complete base-case analysis for three
reasons:

o To verify the implications of the aggregate base-case analysis.

O To gain additional Insights, especially through answers to "what if"
questions asked of the analysis.

o To illustrate the methodology so that other parties may examine the
implications of different data and of different sets of value
judgments felt to be appropriate for the problem.

The presentation of the base-case analysis is Intended to indicate exactly
what conclusions follow from which Impact data and value judgments and why.

Table 4-9 uses the component disutility functions in Table 4-7 to convert
the base-case estimates of impacts for each site to component disutilities.
These can be easily substituted into the utility function (Equation 4-1) or
the equivalent-consequence function (Equation 4-3) to evaluate the sites. The
component disutilities are identical with the base-case estimates of impacts
in Table 4-6 except for the environmental and socioeconomic performance
measures. To calculate the equivalent consequence for a site, Equation 6-3 is
used. For each site, the appropriate K, value from Table 4-7 is multiplied
by the appropriate C, value from Table 4-9 to obtain the
equivalent-consequence impacts for each performance measure in Table 4-10.
The results are summed by using Equation 4-3 for each site to get the overall
equivalent consequence shown at the bottom of Table 4-10. The expected
utility calculated using Equation 4-1 for each site is also provided. Before
-xamining these results, it is important to understand where they come frost n

which is illustrated by considering the consequence-equivalent numbers In &
Table 4-10 for the Richton Dome site.

In Table 4-9, the number of nonradiological public fatalities from
transportation to Richton Dome, represented by performance measure X,, is
5.3. In Table 4-7, the value tradeoff Ka between units of this performance
measure and costs is 4, Indicating that 4 million dollars in additional cost
Ls indifferent to a statistical nonradiological public fatality from
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Table 4-9. Base-case component disutilities of nominated sites'

Performance
measure Richton Dome Deaf Smith Davis Canyon Yucca Mt. Eanford

Xi 2 2 . - & 9

s- 0.7 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.7

Xs 17 29 27 18 43

14 0 0 0 0 0

0.52 0.64 0.73 0.81 0.90

Xs 2.4 2.9 3.5 4.1 4.3

, 1.3 1.6 2.1 2.5 2.7

Xs 5.3 6.7 8.4 10.2 11

XI 33 33 100 33 3

X&O 6 12 56 23 6

Kos 15 12 29 10 12

Xi& 20 16 20 6 3

X, 9,000 9,500 10,400 7,500 12,900

X1 970 1,120 1,240 1,400 1,450

'Component disutilities are calculated by substituting
estimates of impacts shovw in Table 4-6 into the component
in Table 4-7.

the base-case
disutility function
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transportation. Bence, the 5.3 fatalities is mUltiplied by the 4 million
dollars per fatality to yield a 21.2 contribution to the equivalent-
consequence Impact associated with performance measure Xs for the Richton
Dome site (Table 4-10). Regarding the socioeconomic Impact Xi& at Richton,
the performance measure level 2 in Table 4-5 describes that Impact. This has
a disutility of 20, as shown In Table 4-9. The value tradeoff KI: for a
unit (i.e., percent) of socioeconomic impact is 5 million dollars, as
indicated in Table 4-7. Multiplying 20 by 5 yields the contribution of 100 to
the equivalent-consequence impact for performance measure KXs in Table
4-10. The rest of the entries in Table 4-10 in the column for the Richton
Dome site can be calculated similarly. Su=ing the equivalent-consequence
contributions for the Richton Dome site for the 14 preclosure performance
measures yields the value 10,173 In Table 4-11.

It is clear from Table 4-10 that, the Yucca Mountain site Is the most
favorable of the five sites. The salt sites follow In the order Richton Dome,
Deaf Smith, and Davis Canyon. These four sites are all significantly more
favorable in terms of equivalent consequences than the Eanford site. In
interpreting the differences in equivalent consequences, recall that one unit
Is equal in value to 1 million dollars.

Table 4-11 aggregates the Information In Table 4-10 in numerous ways to
gain insights Into the reasons for the relative site evaluations. The first
four rows aggregate the implications of the sites for the performance measures
on health and safety, environmental impacts, socioeconomics, and economic
costs, respectively. For instance, the sum of the first eight rows In Table
4-10 provides the equivalent-consequence contribution from health-and-safety
Impacts (row 1). For Yucca Mountains the equivalent consequence Is 83. Row 5
of Table 4-11 aggregates all noneconomic impacts, and row 6 aggregates the
environmental and socioeconomic impacts.

Row 7 aggregates the impacts that might be collectively considered as
the detrimental impacts on the public living near the repository site. It
Includes the health-and-safety impacts and the environmental and socioeconomic
impacts experienced by the public near the site. Row 8 includes the health-
and-safety impacts on the workers at the repository. Hence, row 8 might be
considered an aggregation of the total impact felt by all members of the
community near a site.

Rows 9, 10, and 11 indicate different aspects of the health and safety
implications. Specifically, row 9 refers to the equivalent-consequence
impacts of worker fatalities, row 10 refers to the equivalent-consequence
impacts of public fatalities, and row 11 refers to the equivalent-consequence
impacts of radiological health effects.

Rows 12 and 13 are included because of their potential usefulness In
sensitivity analysis. Row 12 aggregates all the health and safety and cost
impacts of the different sites, and row 13 aggregates all the impacts except
for facility costs Ku:.
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Table 4-10. Ease-case equivalent-consequence Impacts

terforuance
measure Richton Dome

Xi 2

-x 2.8

Xs 27

14 0

Xs 0.52

Xs 9.6

K, 1.3

Xs 21.2

XI 33

XIi 1.2

4.5

.XI 100

XIa 9,000

X1 4 970

Deaf Smith Davis Canyon Yucca Mt. Hanford

2

2

29

0

0.64

11.6

1.6

26.8

33

2.4

3.6

80

9,500

1,120

2

0.4

27

0

0.73

14

2.1

33.6

100

11.2

8.7

100

10,400

1,240

4

0.4...

18

0

0.81

16.4

2.5

40.8

33

4.6

3.0

'. . 30

7,500

1,400

9

2.8

43

0

0.90

17.2

2.7

44

3

1.2

3.6

i's

12,900

1,450

Total
equivalent
impact

Expected
Utility

10,173

70.13

10,813

66.94

11,940

61.30

9,054

75.73

14,492

48.54
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Table 4-11. Base-cast equivalent-consequence impacts for various
aggregations of performance measures'

Ferformance
* Rw measures Rlchtob

Health and Safety:
x -X 64

/ tnvirefmnwntZ
2 X-X I 1 39

3 Socfeeconom16)
3 X,, Ito0

Economic:
4 X,-X94 9,970

Noncest:
S X,-XI 203

Environsent adM
Socioeconomic

6 X941 139

Public near Site:
Xs. X.
1.-Kia 142

Site repacts:

X.-XIJ' ' 171

Worker Fatalities:
9 X,,.

Xs$ 1: * 31

Public Fatalities:
0 X,, X,

X,, Xs 34

Radiological
Fatalities:

11 X,, 1g.
1, Xs 15

Fatalities and
Costs:

12 XI-X,
K13-Xt* 10.034

13 All except
R lepo 1- 1i3

XI-Ii sX, -_T. 1423

14 All Xs-Xo4 10,171

Dome Deaf Smith Davis Canyon

74 60

39 120

so IG
60 100

10.620 11,640

193 300

119 220

121 220

152 249-

33 32

40 4<

Yucca mt.

t3

41

30

6.900

154

93

25

S8

22

1.983 14

,.54 1

1.054 14

Impacts

Hanford

120

a

15

1,350

142

23

26

78

S6

64

16 17

10.694

1,313

10.a13

11,720

1,540

11,940

ilent 1

30

.470

IS92

.492

*The numbers in the table
rounded to the nearest unit.

represent consequence-equivi
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4.5.3 SUMMARY OF TEE BASE-CASE ANALYSIS

A few implications are readily apparent from the base-case analysis.
From Table 4-9, the Richton Dome and the Deaf Smith sites dominate the Davis
Canyon site on all performance measures except Xs and Xs. This means that
the ratings for both Deaf Smith and Richton Dome are at least as high and
sometimes higher than the corresponding rating for the Davis Canyon site on
all other performance measures. When the consequence-equivalent Impacts are
aggregated Into health-and-safety, environmental, socloeconomic, and cost
impacts, the Richton Dome site and the Deaf Smith site dominate the Davis
Canyon site. Eence, the Davis Canyon site is the least favorable salt site
given acceptance of the base-case Impacts. -

Another implication of the base-case analysis is that the Yucca Mountain
site has a lover equivalent consequence than any of the salt sites. It Is the
equivalent of 1,119 million dollars more desirable than the most favorable
salt site (i.e., Richton Dome) and 2,886 million dollars more desirable than
the least favorable salt site (i.e., Davis Canyon). The Yucca Mountain site
is the equivalent of 5,438 million dollars more favorable than the Hanford
site..

Table 4-12 aggregates and ranks the sites in terms of performance-measure
categories. The first column shows that the overall ranking of the sites ls
Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, and Eanford. The
rankings in Table 4-12 clearly demonstrate that no changes in the value
tradeoffs (i.e., scaling factors) between the different categories of.'-
performance measures could change the relative ranking of Davis Canyon as the
least desirable of the salt sites. The Richton Dome site should be preferred
to the Deaf Smith site unless a very high value is placed on environmental and
socioeconomic impacts versus health-and-safety impacts and costs. Similarly,
only an extremely high value on the environmental and socioeconomic impacts
versus the others could possibly result in Eanford being anything but last.

Nowever, one must be careful not to misinterpret the significance of a
ranking. With the ranking, the difference in desirability between sites
ranked first and third could be much less than the difference in desirability
between sites ranked third and fifth. Indeed, this is the case with the
rankings in Table 4-12, as can be seen from roy 14 of Table 4-11. Here, the
.difference between the first-ranked Yucca Mountain site and the third-ranked
Deaf Smith site is equivalent in value to 1,759 million dollars, whereas the
difference between the third-ranked site (Deaf Smith) and the fifth-ranked
Hanford site is equivalent in value to 3,679 million dollars.

4.6 SENSITIVITY ANALYSES

There are of course numerous sensitivity analyses that can be conducted
to appraise which of the impacts and value judgments seem critical to any
implications drawn from the analysis. Below several sensitivity analyses are
presented to address the main factors that may influence these implications.
The first set of sensitivity analyses focuses on changes in the impacts from
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Figure 5.1. Site composite utilities for all possible preclosure-postclosure
weightings calculated using base-case and nominal assumptions.
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Figures 5-3 through 5-6 show composite utilities for the five sites when
assumptions other than base-case assumptions are used. Figure 5-3 shows the
results when optimistic assumptions (high scores and low probabilities for
disruptive and unexpected features scenarios) are used for postclogure and
optimistic assumptions (low impact levels) are used for preclosure. Figure
5-4 shows the results when pessimistic assumptions (lo stcores and high
probabilities for disruptive and unexpected features scenarios) are used for
postclosure and pessimistic assumptions (high impact levels) are used for
preclosure. Figures 5-5 and 5-6 show the mixed cases in which Optimistic or
pessimistic assumptions are adopted for the postclosure analysis and the
reverse assumption Is adopted for preclosure.

Although the weights of kvr, and ks.,t at which the overall ranking
changes depends on whether base-case, pessimistic, or optimistic assumptions
are adopted, certain patterns are clear and stable under a wide range of
assumptions. Most significantly. the Hanford site Is In all cases ranked last
(i.e., it has the lowest composite utility), regardless of the relative weight
assigned to preclosure and postclosure. This is so because it is ranked last
for all sets of assumptions in both preclosure and postclosure. The relative
ranking among the salt sites (Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon) remains
the same regardless of whether base-case, optimistic, or pessimistic
assumptions are adopted unless a very high weight Is assigned to postclosure,
In which case the salt sites have composite utilities that are nearly equal.
Yucca Mountain is the site that is affected most significantly by the choice
of pessimistic, base-case, or optimistic assumptions. Under pessimistic
assumptions for postclosure performance, Yucca Mountain receives a lover
expected postclosure expected utility due to the possibility of u
t' e- releases from a repository at the site under a disruptive scenario
Involving a magmatic event. If pessimistic assumptions are adopted for
postclosure, then Yucca Mountain is ranked first only If the scaling factor
kp.,, Is less than about 0.2; it Is ranked in the top three only if k,.,,
is less than about 0.35. Under base-case or optimistic assumptions for
postclosure, Yucca Mountain is ranked first across nearly the entire ranges of
kt,. and kp....

Because of the sensitivity of the ranking of Yucca Mountain to the
relative weights of k,. and k,.,,, it Is of interest to consider the
reasonableness of different weights. As In the case with the scaling factors
used in Chapters 3 and 4, the scaling factors kpr and k,..s must be based
on a value judgment; in this case a value tradeoff between performance in
postclosure and performance in preclosure. To judge whether particular
numerical values for kv,. and kp.s, are reasonable it Is necessary to
select convenient measures for sunmarizing preclosure and postclosure
performance and to consider whether the tradeoffs between these measures are
reasonable. This tradeoff is most conveniently considered in terms of
preclosure and postclosure radiological safety. Specifically, if preclosure
radiological safety is expressed in terms of public cancer fatalities and
postclosure radiological safety Is expressed in terms of cumulative releases,
the value tradeoff may be expressed as postelosure releases y (occurring in
the first 10,000 years) that would be just as undesirable as the occurrence of
10 additional preclosure cancer fatalities. Table 5.1 shows the weights
1,,. and kt.,, corresponding to several different tradeoffs. These were
calculated using the following steps:
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Table 3-1. Value Tradeoffs Between Preclosure Radiological Nealth Effects
and Postclosure Releases Implied by Various k,.r and kposs

Postclosure releases y valued as
undesirable as 10 preclosure public

id,. (s i-kF,.) cancer fatalities (fraction of EPA standard)

1.0

0.99

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.,

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.01

0.0

0.0

0.01

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0. 5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

0.99

1.0

0.38

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.006

0.004

0.003

0.002

0.001

0.0004

0.00004

-
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I The decrease in preclosure utility due to an additional ten public
cancer fatalities Is calculated using Equation 4-1 to be
(1/200)(4)(10) * 0.2.

2. The decrease in postelosure utility due to an additional release y
during the first 10,000 years is calculated using Equation 3-3 to be
(0.526)(100)(y) - S2.6y.

3. The tradeoff of postclosure versus preclosure implies that each of
the above changes produce the same decrease In composite utility.
From Equation 5-1, therefore,

k,.(042) * k,..s( 52.6y)

which implies

y * 0.0038 k...
* ~*a@

The entries in Table 5-1 indicate the releases j (expressed as fractions of
the EPA standard) that would be regarded as equally undesirable as 10
preclosure public radiological fatalities for various weights k,,. and

The reasonableness of the various value tradeoffs presented In Table 5-1
may be interpreted more easily if a relationship is assumed between
postclosure releases to the accessible environment and postelosure health
effects. As noted in Chapter 3, 40 CFR 190 adopted the assumption that for
each 1,000 metric tons of heavy metal (MTHM). cumulative releases at the level
allowed by the EPA standard would result in 10 premature cancer deaths.
Because a repository at any of the nominated sites Is assumed to be designed
to hold 70,000 MTBM, releases at the level allowed by the itandard would
produce approximately 700 cancer fatalities. Table 5-2 shows the tradeoff
between preclosure and postclosure cancer fatalities implied by various kp,.
and kp.,, if the releases shown In Table 5-1 are converted to postclosure
fatalities using the EPA assumption. Because the EPA relationship between
postclosure releases and radiological fatalities likely overestimates these
fatalities, the implied value tradeoff likely is a lower-bound on the actual
relative significance given to postclosure fatalities.

As may be seen from Figures 5-1 to 5-3 and Figure 5-6. the composite
utilities imply an overall site ranking of Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome, Deaf
Smith, Davis Canyon. and Sanford for all k*F.,, 0.99 provided that
postclosure Impacts are assumed to be base-case or optimistic (regardless of
the preclosure assumptions). Values of k*.., greater than 0.99 would,
according to Table 5-2, imply a willingness to accept more than 350 preclosure
cancer fatalities to avoid one postclosure cancer fatality. Most people would
probably view such a high postclosure weight to be unreasonable. If.
pessimistic assumptions are used for postclosure performance, Yucca Mountain
falls out as the preferred overall site when the Implied value tradeoff
between postclosure and preclosure radiological fatalities is approximately
one-to-one (i.e., k*.,, a 0.21). It drops from among the top three sites,
under pessimistic assumptions, when this implied value tradeoff is such that
approximately 2 preclosure fatalities would be accepted to avoid I postclosure
fatality (i.e., ki.,, * 0.35).
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4. Table 5-2. Value Tradeoffs Between Preclosure and Fostclosure Radiological
Health Effects Implied by Various k,,. and ki.,,

Implied Value Tradeoff
kwost Between Preclosure and Postclosure

kpre to -k..) Cancer Fatalities

1.0 0.0 .

0.99 0.01 1:26

0.9 0.1 1:2.6

0.8 - 0.2 1:1.1

0.79 0.21 1:1

0.7 0.3 1.6:1

0.6 0.4 2.5:1

0.5 0.5 3.8:1

0.4 0.6 5.6:1

0.3 0.7 8.8:1

0.26 0.74 10:1

0.2 0.8 15:1

0.1 0.9 34:1

0.01 0.99 372:1

0.0 1.0
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5.2 INITIAL ORDER OF PREFERENCE FOR SITES FOR
RECOMMENDATION FOR CHARACTERIZATION

The overall rankings presented In the previous sections suggesL atac.. :t
Initial order of preference for sites for recommendation for characmrikazni^
is Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, and Kanfcdtt. rqm
ranking is stable for all but the most extreme assumptions on postc3 w.ruce
performance and the most extreme weightings of postclosure considerizX onr
versus preclosure considerations, as explained below.

For all assumptions and weightings, the Hanford site remains rntIdj
last. For all assumptions about postclosure conditions and the widr zantL
assumed to be realistic for weights (i.e.tk,, v 0.8), the relative v=9I&avL
of the salt sites is stable; specifically Richto; Dome is preferred :a flm'f
Smith which Is preferred to Davis Canyon. For pessimistic postclosure
assumptions, Yucca Mountain drops from first ranked to fourth ranked as fteb
postclosure weight Increases from approximately 0.2 to 0.35 dependig cs ete.
preclosure assumptions.

fc . $ _ tinfthe copeosite analysis is that Yucca.
Richton Dome, and Deaf Smith are the preferred set of sites for
characterization. There are no realistic assumptions about either grecl,==e

,< o or postclosure expected performance or about the values used to eval=n*
performance that can result in the Hanford site being anything but tt& 1-c..

.* ranked site. The significance of the performance differences betweez t!.%
Eanford site and all the other sites is substantial. SLmilarly, the avisv
Canyon site is less preferred than the Richton Dome and Deaf Smith s t&E ft-r
essentially a11 realistic assumptions. The differences in perforsa nt ec tbke
Davis Canyon site and the other two salt sites is also substantial, tvemi

* though the Davis Canyon Is much preferred to the Eanford site in the
analysis. Only for come extreme cases (i.e., pessimistic postclosur.
assumptions) could one argue directly from the analysis that the thue sites
to be characterized should be Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, and Davis Ctayonw.

* However, the Nuclear Regulatory Counission requires that at least or* n f -oE
sites characterized not have salt as the host rock. Thus, It cat be
definitively stated that the results of the composite analysis stro&4L
suggest characterization of the Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome, and Dest 3Tdin
sites.

The combination of the Yucca Mountain, Richton Do-e, and Deaf saith se
offers maximum diversity in geohydrologic settings. The Yucca MounStia. sxset
Is unique among these sites because a repository would be constructed n rdt,.
unsaturated zone. The advantages of disposing waste in thick unsacti.-a2J
zones have been noted in the literature for over a decade. A major td~.slrse
is the very slow flux of ground water that probably exists at Yucca Monnars- m_
Another Is that the underground facility can be designed so as to al~cw off!:#
minimal contact of the water with the waste packages. Still another bf;: .iaz.
underlying tuffs contain sorptive zeolites and clays that could act £i
additional barriers to the downward transport of radionuclides fromwm
repository to the water table.

The geohydrologic settings associated with the Richton Dome and )ealV
Smith Sites are also clearly distinguishable from another, but not a.
obviously as from Yucca Mountain. Richton Dome Is similar in many raeevs eo
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Deaf Smith because both have salt as a host rock, but Richton Dome it a
piercement structure of uniform properties surrounded by sedimentary
eaterials. The dome is surrounded by aquifers at different depths. The
bedded-salt setting at the Deaf Smith site is underlain by relatively
horizontal bedded sedimentary rocks capped by the Ogallala Formation. The
geohydrologic system is dominated by the High Plains aquifer. Minor aquifers
of poor water quality occur in deeper strata, nearer to the salt units. The
advantages of salt as a host rock for the disposal of radioactive waste have
been documented elsewhere many times, including those summarized in Section
1.2.2.

The Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome, and Deaf Smith sites do not offer
maximum diversity in rock type. They do, however, meet the requirement of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission for diversity. As was explained in Section 2.1,
the site-recommendation decision is analogous to a portfolio problem since the
DOE must choose, not a single site for repository development. but three from
five well-qualified sites for site characterization and related nongeologic
data gathering. Combinations of three sites possess properties that cannot be
attributable to single sites (e.g., diversity of geohydrologic settings and
rock types). Thus, the set of three sites indicated as most preferable by the
wultiattribute utility analysis may not be the preferred set when these
portfolio effects are taken into account together with the implications of
this analysis. For the sites recommended for characterization to change from
those suggested in the composite analysis, the relative advantages of the
portfolio effects for the changed set would have to be judged to be greater
than the relative advantages of the expected superior performances of the
Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome, and Deaf Smith sites over the Davis Canyon and
Eanford sites. These differences in performance range from the equivalent of
I to 5 billion dollars In preclosure impacts in addition to postclosure
impacts. These considerations are examined in the site-recommendation letter
report accompanying this report.
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DOCUMENT U
Chapter 4

PRECLOSURE ANALYSiS OF THE NOMINATED SIUES

This chapter presents a preclosure analysis of the five sites nominated
as suitable for characterization. Section 4.1 presents the objectives defined
for the evaluation of the sites. Section 4.2 defines a performance measure
for each objective to indicate the degree to which the five sites achieve the
objectives. Section 4.3 describes the performance of each site in terms of a
set of performance measures. Section 4.4 discusses the multiattribute utility
function assessed to integrate the ratings on the different performance
measures Into an overall evaluation of the sites. The results of the
base-case evaluation and numerous sensitivity analyses are presented in
Sections 4.5 and 4.6, respectively.

4.1 TEE OBJECTIVES SIERARCHY

. , I _

The perspective taken in this analysis is that the sites should be
evaluated in terms of minimizing adverse preclosure impacts. This requires
that the set of objectives characterize in an operational canner the meaning
of "adverse preclosure impacts." Specifically, the preclosure guidelines
(10 CFR 960.5) specify the factors to be considered in evaluating and
comparing sites on the basis of expected repository performance before
closure. The preclosure guidelines specify three categories of factors:
radiological safety; environment, socioeconomics, and transportation; and ease
and cost of siting, construction, operation, and closure.

The preclosure guidelines were used as the basis for constructing the set
of objectives represented by the objectives hierarchy in Figure 4-1. A
combination of a top-down and botton-up approach was used to develop the
objectives hierarchy shown. In the top-down approach, members of DOE
Management Identified in Appendix A were asked to make explicit the most
general objectives bearing on the ranking of the sites for the
slte-characterization decision. These general objectives pertained to health
and safety, environmental quality, socioeconomic welfare, and economic costs.
The general objectives were then made more specific by asking what was meant
by each, why it was important, how it might be affected by site selection, and
so forth. Criteria of completeness, nonredundancy, significance,
operationality, and decomposability were then applied to refine and improve
the specification of lower-level objectives. The bottom-up approach involved
working with DOE technical staff to generate lists of evaluation criteria
using the siting guidelines and the "Supplementary Information" and Appendix
IV to the guidelines. The identified criteria were then integrated into the
initial version of the objectives hierarchy developed from the top-down
approach.

As is readily evident, the minimization of preclosure impacts is defined
to be equivalent to achieving to the degree possible the following four major
objectives:
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ranges estimated for possible impacts, the relative ranking of sites obtained
in the base case is totally insensitive to 3ny changes in the level of

impacts, except for costs. The ranking is insensitive to any reasonable

changes in the value judgments or in the form of the utility function.

Because the differences among costs at different sites are in the

billions of dollars, costs have a strong influence on the overall preclosure

ranking. Bence it seems prudent to examine the potential for significant

overlap in total costs among the sites. For example, if the costs associated

with the Eanford site could be at low levels while the costs for the other

sites simultaneously were at their high levels, then the Hanford site would be

a competitor. The probability of this occurrence with regard to

transportation costs is obviously extremely low since costs are a strong

function of distance and Eanford is the farthest from the sources of waste.

Other highly correlated components of transportation costs include fuel and

labor rates. The positive relationship of repository costs at different 
sites

is less obvious because of uncertainty in subsurface 
conditions and

consequently repository design prior to the sinking of exploratory shafts.

However, some major repository costs are positively correlated 
among the

sites. Future labor rates and costs for power are direct components of costs

that would likely have a similar influence on repository costs at all sites.

Indirectly, technological advances for sinking large-diameter 
shafts or waste

package design and changes in regulatory requirements are examples of causes

that lead to correlated repository costs. Thus, the likelihood that the

relative repository costs at Eanford, for example, would be 
lower than those

at any other site would likely be very low.

With the insight provided by the analysis, it is easy to explain and.

understand the results. All of the sites have some undesirable health and

safety, environmental, and socioeconomic impacts. Because any such impacts

are important, the sites have been selected and screened to reduce such

potential impacts and mitigation procedures would attempt to minimize 
them at

any given site. This tends to reduce both the level of impacts and the

differences in such impacts among sites. No analogous procedures have been

conducted for costs which do have very significant differences (i.e., 
billions

of dollars) in estimates.

Hanford is the least desirable site because of its enormously greater

costs and greater health effects can not be made up for by its relatively

miniscule favorability in environmental and socioeconomic impacts.

Yucca Mountain is the most desirable site because of the other four sites

it has the best environmental and socioeconomic impacts and is more than 1

billion dollars less expensive than any other site. These advantages far

outweigh its slightly greater health and safety impacts.

The salt sites must fall between Yucca Mountain and Banford. Davis

Canyon is dominated by both Richton Dome and Deaf Smith meaning that 
it is

least desirable in terms of health and safety impacts, environmental and

socioeconomic impacts, and costs. Thus, Davis Canyon is the least desirable

salt site, and hence, it is the fourth-ranked site. Richton Dome is slightly

preferable to Deaf Smith in terms of health and safety and slightly less

desirable in terms of environmental and socioeconomic impacts, 
but Deaf Smith

costs are 650 million dollars greater than Richton Dome. Thus, Richton Dome

is the number two ranked site and Deaf Smith is ranked third.
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DOCUMENT V

4.6.4 OTHER SENSITIVITY ANALYSES OF THE SET OF OBJECTIVES

Sections 4.1 and 4.2 presented the basis for selecting the objectives and
associated performance measures used in this analysis. As explained in
Appendix Cs other potential objectives were not included because it was felt
that their inclusion tepid not affect the Fm lications of the analysis. Some
objectives concern4 heltah -and-safety A jeri
(e.g. 1illness and Thjuries)>and another objective concerned the socioeconomic
impacts of the transportation system. The possible implications of including
these objectives in the analysis are now considered with a knowledge of the
study results.

The nonfatal health-and-safety iX aets are likel highly correlated
with the fatalitK'aaVix.sna,, ~s their inclusion would1SBe iJlica t ions
similar to those from a greater value being placed on atalt Q4opoozes Thus
as illustrated in Table 4-18, the inclusion of nonfatal health-and-safety e35.Jt:
iajp.acshould not affect the implications of the analyses.

The socioeconomic impacts of waste transportation are probably directly
related to the total number of miles traveled to deliver waste to the
repository and hence to the transportation impacts. These impacts.
represented by performance measures Xs through Xs and XA, have the same
ranking as the overall impacts for the salt sites and Hanford. The
socioeconomic impacts of waste transportation to Yucca Mountain could be
slightly greater than those associated with the salt sites. Given the overall
differences it desirability as indicated by the equivalent-consequence impacts
in Table 4-10, it is unlikely that there would be any change in the ranking of
sites.

4.7 CONCLUSIONS FROM THEE LDSE ANALYSIS

Before discussing the conclusions e al l preclosure analysis, we
review the insights from aggregations of certain performance-measure
categories. Much of this information Ads presented in Section 4.5.2, in
particular in Tables 4-11 and 4-12, bui is nonetheless repeated here to
provide context for the discussion of the overall preclosure results. Table
4-23 repeats selected information from Table 4-11. i_

Row 1 of Table 4-23 shows that the relative ranking of fltes on
preclosure radiological safety is Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon,
Yucca Mountain, and Sanford. The difference between the first-ranked site and )4L
fifth-ranked site is equivalent to 15 weier radiological fatalities a
difference largely attributable to e ._4 ... ==___ transportation. k

Row I of Table 4-23 shows that the relative ranking of sites on wo
fatalities (radiological P25' nonradiological) is Yucca Mountain, Richton
Dome, Davis Canyon, Deaf Smith, and Hanford. The Yucca Mountain site is
slightly preferred to the three salt sites, which are barely distinguishable
from one another, while the Hanford site is significantly less favorable.
This significant difference is attributable to nonradiological fatalities %R v's
repository workers (mostly fr m mining accidentsb which, in turn, reflects the
larger labor requirements repository construction and
operation at the Hanford site. I'
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4.6.4 OTHER SEN'SITTVITY A-ALYSES OF THE SET OF OBJECTIVES

Sections 4.1 and 4.2 presented the basis for selecting the objectives and
associated performance measures used in this analysis. As explained in
Appendix G, other potential objectives were not included because it was felt
that their inclusion wp d not affect the n1 ications of the analysis. Some
objectivesa conerne e -and-safety , 2 sei
(e.g.1illness and finjuries)jand another objective concerned the socioeconomic
impacts of the transportation system. The possible implications of including
these objectives in the analysis are now considered with a knowledge of the
study results.

The nonfatajhealth-and-safety lieits are likel to t highly correlated
with the fatalit r eSaf. their inclusion would& e irplicationsT
similar to those from a greater value being placed on !atalit14., - Thus
as illustrated in Table 4-18, the inclusion of nonfatal health-and-safety i fgwt:
fzajap should not affect the implications of the analyses.

The socioeconomic impacts of waste transportation are probably directly
related to the total number of miles traveled to deliver waste to the
repository and hence to the transportation impacts. These impacts,
represented by performance measures Xs through Xs and X1 4. have the same
ranking as the overall impacts for the salt sites and Uanford. The
socioeconomic impacts of waste transportation to Yucca Mountain could be
slightly greater than those associated with the salt sites. Given the overall
differences in desirability as indicated by the equivalent-consequence impacts
in Table 4-10, it is unlikely that there would be any change in the ranking of A
sites.

4.7 CONCLUSIONS FROM TEHAALCLDWRSE AXALYSIS

8efore discussing the conclusions f rall preclosure analysis, we
review the insights from aggregations of certain performance-measure
categories. Much of this information !fs presented in Section 4.S.2, in
particular in Tables 4-Il and 4-12, bue<is nonetheless repeated here to
provide context for the discussion of the overall preclosure results. Table
4-23 repeats selected information from Table 4-11. 4

Row I of Table 4-23 shows that the relative ranking of16tesron -

preclosure radiological safety is Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon,
Yucca Mountain, and Eanford. The difference between the first-ranked site and
fifth-ranked site is equivalent to 15 wezbos radiological fatalitieso a
difference largely attributable to ei transportation.

Rov 2 of Table 4-23 shows that the relative ranking of sites on wo'kcr
fatalities (radiological PW nonradiological) Is Yucca Mountain, Richton
Dome, Davis Canyon, Deaf Smith, and Hanford. The Yucca Mountain site is
slightly preferred to the three salt sites, which are barely distinguishable
from one another, while the Eanford site. is significantly less favorable.
This significant difference Is attributable to nonradiological fatalities tU- *un
repository workers (mostly fr9m mining accidents) which, in turn, reflects the
larger labor requirements .es1! rd=zth repository construction and
operation at the Hanford site.
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Table 4-23. Base-ase4 I
aggregations of per

Raw Performanc tgure/eory I'l
Richton Ocaf Davifs Yucca
come Smith Canyon mountain Hanford

2 V ksr/etfiat1It~ei7X3. sr,

3 P bl1 c/atalt^}|iesT
(Xaye~Jyjy)

R ealthaddei
(X, IX

S Eironmvnt and J DoeconouuicsT

6 Pytlt eor~(te
J SienpssF¢W

kx,! .. . X,.)_ xAHLx 9Z '

is 16

31 33

34 40

64- 74

139 119

142 121 2

171 t52 2

17

32

48

s0

22

25

5S

83

220

220

2r.9

71

71

93

23

26

78

f

,9

10

203 193 300 154 1<2

4j1 co 9.500 10,400 7P00 12,900

9j970 10,620 11,640 814900 14,350

*The numbers in
unit.

rounded to the nearest
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Row 4 of Table 4-i3 shows that the relative ranking of sites against all

health-and-safety impa qts is Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, Yucca

Mountain, and Nanford.| In tei m f equivalent-consequence Impacts, the

difference between thelfirst rin dourthArtcOske-4&44 (l9 equivalent worker

fatalities) is about half the difiference between the fourth4_rvdW and £jukK

fiftho*AdMt)(37 equivalent worker fatalities).(j;14 o

Rov S of Table -23 shows that the relative ranking of sites on e

JI environmental and socioeconomics performance measures Is

Eanford, Yucca Hountalxk e h, Richton Dome, and Davis Canyon. The

difference between tt a eonCi hed and t ulft,
.&6#tE=U~w site is *ost significant, equiv lent to 81 million dollars (a Out iL _

701 of the difference between the first- anA;olurth.-raned sites).

Row 6 of Table t23Ushows that the relative ranking of sites on the

impacts that would the public in close proximity to the site is

Eanford, Yu ca Mountain, Deaf Smith, Richton Dome, and Davis Canyon-the 
same

rankik? ty! lned by considering only environIen al ,pdisocloeconomic impacts.

The most significant difference is between th [ orsr e included,

and Obe fifth %twD- ynSodar:n if o ers are Included,

the ranking ans4 thq ais6 (row 7, Table 4-23). A O

If all noncost performance measures are aggregatedjAs inr 8 of Table

4-23, the relative ranking is Ranford, Yucca Mountain, Deaf Smith, Richton

Dome, and Davis Canvon _sin,, the 0ost igficant d etween the

t (Afo~rth. z~4eLs* iand t5Z fift?-~tked3i
V No 97 millio dollars. Tkiiidifference Is larger than tjffee f o rc9/ ranked sites C ulv,19 t to 61 million dollars). This ran Ing Is

drastically by'a of cots. When transportation costs are added, the

ranking becomes Ichton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, Yucca Mountain, and

i Sanford. When repository costs are added, the ranking becomes Yucca Mouatain,

Richton Dome, Deaf.Smith, Davis Canyon, and Ianford)zcw 9, Table 4-23). This

ranking ;ematns the same when both UR transportation and repository costs are

,,<~*ddCG/ OV iU, Table 4-23)CZ^

With these ranklngs -performance-measure cat ories In mind, the

conclusictt for the overall base-case analysis and iswqU sensitivity
analyses le suic arized.

The base-case analysist u Lalzed in Table 4-24 ioizses that the

relative ranking of sites 4= = dall preclosure ZqpF F is Yucca

Mountain, Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, and Eanford. In terms of

equivalent-consequence impacts, the difference between Yucca Mountain and

Richton is the equivalent of 1,119 million dollars, between Richton Dome and

Deaf Smith 640 million dollars, between Deaf Smith and Davis Canyon 1,127

million dollars, and between Davis Canyon and Sanford 2,552 million dollars.

Thus, the largest difference ie . the five sites is between the

fourth-ranked Davis Canyon and the fifth-ranked 8anford site.

The stability of the base-case results was examined by sensitivity

analyses involving changes in the level of impacts, in the value judgments,

and in the form of the multiattribute utility function itself. Within the

ranges estimated for possible impacts, the relative ranking of sites obtained

in the base case is totally insensitive to any changes in the level of

Impacts, except for costs. The ranking Is insensitive to any reasonable

changes In the value judgments or in the form of the utility function.
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* Row 4 of Table 4-23 shows that the relative ranking of sites against all

health-and-safety Impacts is Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, Yucca
Mountain, and Eanford. rn tCers Lp equivalent-consequence Impacts, theI difference between the first n fourth-ranked site5(l9 equivalent worker
fatalities) ls about half the difference between the fourth-tAmfta and ItJL
f ifth-ranked siteS(37 equivalent worker fatalities).

t Row S of Table 4-23 shows that the relative ranking of sites on ehe to 1L.L
1'-toi environmental and socLoeconomics performance measures is
sanford, Yucca Mountain, Deaf Smith, Richton Dome, and Davis Canyon. The

- difference between the fourth-daldtrd 8U4.e*kl ae'S~il-and the fifth-ranked
- 4 *site is most significant, equivAlent to SI million dollars (about

701 of the difference between the first- aneTourth-ranked sites).

Row 6 of Table 4-23 shows that the relative ranking of sites on the
impacts that would occur to the public In close proximity to the site is
Sanford, Jucca Mountain, Deaf Smith, Rlichton Dome, and Davis Canyon-the same
ranki W'5Tilned by considering only environmental and socioeconomic impacts.
The most significant difference Is between the fourth-Oce4t-iichton Dome site
and the fifth-ranked Davis Canyon site. If impacts toW orkers are included,
the ranking remains the same (roy 1, Table 4-23).

all noncost performance measures are aggregate4 as tZov 8 of- Table
4- * the relative ranking Is Eanford, Yucca Mountain, Deaf Smith, Richton
imet ad Davis CsDZua JinQ l the most sIgifcnt beffz=c9ce wSxeen the
ourth-ranked t 1 ichto Domd i'te and the fifth-rankedtavivs Canon ita , eq~I C-

_ t. dlos dollars:.;;TE$Ihii ference Is larger than egiee-n first tomp-
iltes g u t to 61 million dollars). This rinking li changed

- rastkially mby 'I f When transportation costs are &$ded, the
rankion e ch on o eaf Smith, Davis Canyon, Yucca Mountain, and
Eanfor4 Ub repos to Y costs are Pd, the ranking becomes Yucca Mountain,

t* ichton Dome, Deaf. Smith, Davis Cs^on, and EanfordCO(wiV! Table 4-23). hi".,

ith these rankings Zb performance-ceasure catigaries in mind, the
conclusioq4 for the overall base-case analysis and mve sensitivity
analyses ibe sutaarited.

4 SThe base-case analysis su arized in Table 4-214 idi- z that the
$ ' relative ranking of sites eqn!*Jis all preclosure tzpaeh- is Yucca

'r3 Mountain, Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, and Hanford. In terms of
equivalent-consequence impacts, the difference between Yucca Mountain and
Richton is the equivalent of 1,119 million dollars, between Richton Dome and
Deaf Smith 640 million dollars, between Deaf Smith and Davis Canyon 1,127

zillion dollars, and between Davis Canyon and Hanford 2,552 million dollars.
Thus, the largest difference 'e -tithe five sites Is between the

I fourth-tanked Davis Canyon and the iffth-ranked Hanford site.

J IThe stability o the base-case results was exained by sensitivity
( analyses involving changes In the level of impacts, In the value Judgments,

and in the form of the uultiattribute utility function Itself. Within the
ranges estimated for possible impacts, the relative ranking of sites obtained
In the base case is totally insensitive to any changes In the level of
impacts, except for costs. The ranking Is insensitive to any reasonable
changes In the value judgments or in the form of the utility function.A DRJFT M1GEO 130 4- 11:00 am 04/11186
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Row 4 of Table 4-23 shows that the relative ranking of sites against all
health-and-safety impacts is Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, Yucca
Mountain, and Ranford. In terms of equivalent-consequence impacts, the
difference between the first-and fourth-ranked site (19 equivalent worker
fatalities) Is about half the difference between the fourth-ranked and'
fifth-ranked site (37 equivalent worker fatalities).

Row .5 of Table 4-23 shows that the relative ranking of sites on the
collection of environmental and socioeconomics performance measures is
Hanford, Yucca Mountain, Deaf Smith, Richton Dome, and Davit Canyon. The
difference between the fourth-ranked Richton Dome site and the fifth-ranked
Davis Canyon site is most significant, equivalent to 81 million dollars (about
701 of the difference between the first- and fourth-ranked sites).

Row 6 of Table 4-23 shows that the relative ranking of sites on the
impacts that would occur to the public in close proximity to the site is
Sanford, Yucca Mountain, Deaf Smith, Richton Dome, and Davis Canyon-the same
ranking obtained by considering only environmental and socioeconomic impacts.
The most significant difference is between the fourth-ranked Richton Dome site
and the fifth-ranked Davis Canyon site. If impacts to workers are included,
the ranking remains the same (row 7, Table 4-23).

If all noncost performance measures are aggregated as in Row 8 of Table
4-23, the relative ranking is Hanford, Yucca Mountain, Deaf Smith, Richton
Dome, and Davis Canyon. Again, the most significant difference is between the
fourth-ranked Richton Dome site and the fifth-ranked Davis Canyon site, equal
to 97 million dollars. This difference is larger than between the first four
ranked sites (equivalent to 61 million dollars). This ranking is changed
drastically by inclusion of costs. When transportation costs are added, the
ranking becomes Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, Yucca Mountain, and
Hanford. When repository costs are added, the ranking becomes Yucca Mountain,
Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, and Hanford (Row 9, Table 4-23). This
ranking remains the same when both the transportation and repository costs are
added (Row 10, Table 4-23).

With these rankings in performance-measure categories in mnd, the
conclusions for the overall base-case analysis and numerous sensitivity
analyses may be summarized.

The base-case analysis summarized in Table 4-24 indicates that the
relative ranking of sites considering all preclosure impacts is Yucca
Mountain, Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, and Hanford. In terms of
equivalent-consequence Impacts, the difference between Yucca Mountain and
Richton. Is the equivalent of 1,119 million dollars, between Richton Dome and
Deaf Smith 640 million dollars, between Deaf Smith and Davis Canyon 1,127
million dollars, and between Davis Canyon and Hanford 2,552 million dollars.
Thus, the largest difference between the five sites is between the
fourth-ranked Davis Canyon and the fifth-ranked Hanford site.

The stability of the base-case results was examined by sensitivity
analyses involving changes In the level of impacts, in the value judgments,
and In the. form of the cultiattribute utility function itself. Within the
ranges estimated for possible impacts, the relative ranking of sites obtained
in the base case is totally insensitive to any changes in the level of
impacts, except for costs. The ranking is insensitive to any reasonable
changes in the value judgments or in the form of the utility function.
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Row 4 of Table 4-23 shows that the relative ranking of sites against all
health-and-safety impacts is Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, Yucca
Mountain, and Hanford. In terms of equivalent-consequence impacts, the
difference between the first-and fourth-ranked site (19 equivalent worker
fatalities) is about half the difference between the fourth-ranked and
fifth-ranked site (37 equivalent worker fatalities).

Row 5 of Table 4-23 shows that the relative ranking of sites on the
collection of environmental and socioeconomics performance measures is
Eanford, Yucca Mountain, Deaf Smith, Richton Dome, and Davis Canyon. The
difference between the fourth-ranked Richton Dome site and the fifth-ranked
Davis Canyon site is most significant, equivalent to 81 million dollars (about
701 of the difference between the first- and fourth-ranked sites).

Row 6 of Table 4-23 shows that the relative ranking of sites on the
impacts that would occur to the public in close proximity to the site is
Sanford, Yucca Mountain, Deaf Smith, Richton Dome, and Davis Canyon-the same
ranking obtained by considering only environmental and socioeconomic impacts.
The most significant difference is between the fourth-ranked Richton Dome site
and the fifth-ranked Davis Canyon site. If impacts to workers are included,
the ranking remains the same (row 7, Table 4-23).

If all noncost performance measures are aggregated as in Row 8 of Table
4-23, the relative ranking is Sanford, Yucca Mountain, Deaf Smith, Richton
Dome, and Davis Canyon. Again, the most significant difference is between the
fourth-ranked Richton Dome site and the fifth-ranked Davis Canyon site, equal
to 91 million dollars. This difference is larger than between the first four
ranked sites (equivalent to 61 million d ellars) J s ranking is changed
drastically by inclusion of costs. When 4 5Eo't Care ageed 'tRo6. C awl L, Ie' i S.o S93, the ranking becomes Riebton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, Yucca
Mountain, and Eanford. Witc-i rpoes.t. 7  otsfS er Ld-4 f ra.,k;i0 £ S.* SC, rashf boona" ,a+ zicD~ Srto-'l DeCars Cupsn Ad- WV -A-...

With these rankings in performance-measure categories in mind, the a T
conclusions for the overall base-case analysis and numerous sensitivity it
analyses may be sumnarized. 7 ,

The base-case analysis summarized in Table 4-24 indicates that the rte ".&Z-
relative ranking of sites considering all preclosure impacts is Yucca
Mountain, Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon. and Sanford. In terms of
equivalent-consequence impacts, the difference between Yucca Mountain and
Richton is the equivalent of 1,119 million dollars, between Richton Dome and I
Deaf Smith 640 million dollars, between Deaf Smith and Davis Canyon 1,127 va-
million dollars, and between Davis Canyon and Hanford 2,552 million dollars. I
Thus, the largest difference between the five sites is between the If *
fourth-ranked Davis Canyon and the fifth-ranked Sanford site. a",

The stability of the base-case results was examined by sensitivity to 7
analyses involving changes in the level of impacts, in the value judgments,
and in the form of the multiattribute utility function itself. Within the M
ranges estimated for possible impacts, the relative ranking of sites obtained
in the base case is totally insensitive to any changes in the level of
impacts, except for costs. The ranking is insensitive to any reasonable
changes in the value judgments or in the form of the utility function.
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Table 4-24. Summary of the.,Ie7te.as/alysis

Site Expected/t4 lit7 Tampa

AS- -
[ "-
-

Yucca Mountain

Richton Dome

Deaf Smith

Davis Canyon

Eanford

75.7

70.1

66.9

61.3

48 . . .

ei8a5 _ .-V -

9,054

10,173

10,813

11,940

14,492
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7 Because the diffcrences among * < sites are in the

billions of dollars. costs have a strong influence 
on the overall preclosure

ranking. Eence it seems prudent to examine the potential for significant

overlap in total costs among the sites. For example, if the costs esoeiede4

vtzbv the Eanford site could be at low levels while 
the costs for the other

sites simultaneously were at their high levels, then 
the Hanford site would be

a competitor. The probability of this occurrence with regard 
to

transportation costs is obviously extremely low) 
costs sr4i strongb i.

_Jscttr-*E-distance&and Hanford is the farthest 
from the sources of waste.

Other highly correlated components of transportation 
costs include fuel and

labor rates. The positive rela.ionship p epos$Q z7 costs at different sites

is less obvious because of¶ef t ay eTh.vse Uotditions and
consequently repository design. V T.,. Uf

However, some major repository costs are positively 
correlated among the

sites. Future labor rates and costs for power are direct 
components of costs

that would likely have a similar influence on repository 
costs at all sites.

Indirectly. technological advances for sinking large-diameter 
shafts or

changes in regulatory requirements are examples of causes that lead to

correlated repository costs. Thus, the likelihood that the relative

repository costs at Eanf~4, for example, would be lover than those at any

@ other site is also ry low.

With the InstghC provided by the analysis, it Is easy to explain and

understand the results. All of the sites have some undesirable health-and"'

safety, environmental, and socioeconomic impacts. Beeause any such impacts

are important, a larger number of potentiaL -stes have been previously

screened to redj£c ,4cA pot ial Impactsi=*o a repositoryoand mitigation rojj

- P.teedWs=! vould 64t nimite them at any site developed for a

repostor. t tend to reduce both the level of impacts and the.

-- lfferences In such impacts among sites. No analogous procedures have been _

c t C. employed for costs, which do have very significant 
differences (i.e., billions _

of dollars) in estimates.

a* Hanford is the least desirable site because its 
enormously greater costs

and greater health effects are not compensated for 
by its relatively slight

advantage in environmental and socioeconomic impacts.

Yucca Mountain is the most desirable site of the 
other fo te because

it has the lowest environmental and socioeconomic 
impacts and is~ re than I

billion dollars.lesi-expemsriv4- These advantages far outweigh its slightly

greater health-and-safety impacts.

The salt sites must fall between Yucca Mountain 
and Hanford. Davis

;k,< J-' _. Cany 
is

least desirable in terms of health-and-safety impacts, 
environmental and

socioeconomic impacts, and costs. L:rf~ni h atd~rkc

zL f~ur rnt-u-fter- lichten Dome is slightly

preferable to Deaf Smith in terms of healtb-andesafet mana'ilightly lessj

desirable in terms of environmental and socioeconomic' 
Impacts, buti54 eat' '

Smithts cms* are 65 million dollars gvaer=Ntem 
Richton Doe.. .Thus,

Richton Dome is the 'nsuber 4-w ranke'Site and Deaf Smith is rahVed third.

'2
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DOCUMENT
Chapter 4

PRECLOSURE ANALYSIS OF THE NOMINATED SITES

This chapter presents a preclosure analysis of the five sites nominated
as suitable for characterization. Section 4.1 presents the objectives defined
for the evaluation of the sites. Section 4.2 defines a performance measure
for each objective to Indicate the degree to which the five sites achieve theobjectives. Section 4.3 describes the performance of each site In terms of aset of performance measures. Section 4.4 discusses the rultiattribute utility
function assessed to integrate the ratings on the different performance
measures Into an overall evaluation of the sites. The results of the
base-case evaluation and numerous sensitivity analyses are presented In
Sections 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. Section 4.7 discusses the conclusions ofthe preclosure analysis of sites.

4.1 TEE OBJECTIVES EIERARCHY

The perspective taken in this analysis Is that the sites should be
evaluated In terms of minimizing adverse preclosure impacts. This requires
that the set of objectives characterize In a useful way the meaning of
"adverse preclosure impacts." Specifically, the preclosure guidelines.
(10 CiR 960.5) specify the factors to be considered in evaluating and
comparing sites on the basis of expected repository performance before
closure. The preclosure guidelines specify three categories of factors:
radiological safety; environment, socloeconomies, and transportation; and easeand cost of siting, construction, operation, and closure.

The preclosure guidelines were used as the basis for constructing the set
of objectives represented by the objectives hierarchy in rigure 4-1. Acombination of a top-down and bottom-up approach vas used to develop theobjectives hierarchy shown. In the top-down approach, members of DOEmanagement identified in Appendix A were asked to make explicit the most
general objectives bearing on the ranking of the sites for the
site-characterization decision. These general objectives pertained to healthand safety, environmental quality, socioeconomic welfare, and economic-costs.
The general objectives were then made more specific by asking what was meant
by each, why it was important, hbp it might be affected by site selection, andso forth. As suggested in the {fessional literature, criteria of
completeness, nonredundancy, significance, operationality, and decomposabilitywere then applied to refine and Improve the specification of lower-level
objectives. The bottom-up approach involved working with DOE technical staffto generate lists of objectives using the siting guidelines and the
"Supplementary Information" and Appendix IV to the guidelines. The identified
objectives were then integrated into the initial version of the objectives
hierarchy developed from the top-down approach..

As is readily evident, the minimization of preclosure impacts is definedto be equivalent to achieving to the degree possible the following four majorobjectives:
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The Banford site is least favorable in the categories of public health,
worker health, and economic cost; it is most favorable in terms of
environmental and socioeconomic Impacts. However, in comparison with Yucca
Mountain, a tremendous relative weight would need to be placed on equivalent
socioeconomic impacts for the sites to be close to equally desirable.
Specifically, for Sanford to be competitive with Yucca Mountain, it would be
necessary for the value tradeoffs to indicate a willingness to increase total,
fatalities by over 30 and costs by over 5 billion dollars in order to decrease
the equivalent socioeconomic impact by 9 percent of the maximum impact. For
Hanford to be competitive with any of the salt sites, the value tradeoffs
would need to indicate a willingness to increase total fatalities by over 25
and costs by over 2.S billion dollars to reduce socioeconomic Impacts by 39
percent of the maximu- impact. The necessary value tradeoffs 'would need to be
even more extreme to compete with the best two of the three sites in Walt.
The implication is that, given the impact data on the sites, a wide range of
value tradeoffs Indicates that Sanford is not a competitive site on preclosure
considerations.

The same logic as above suggests that on preclosure considerations the
most favorable of the five nominated sites is Yucca Mountain. Of the four
remaining sites (i.e., all candidates except Hanford), Yucca Mountain is most
favorable in terms of worker fatalities, environmental and socioeconomic
impacts, and economic costs. Because of the possibility of transportation
accidents Involving the public, Yucca Mountain has six more statistical public
fatalities than has the site with the fewest public fatalities (L.e., Richton
Dome). When public and worker fatalities are combined, Yucca Mountain has the
fewest (equal to the number at Richton Dome) of all sites. Vence, if the
value tradeoffs Indicate that six public fatalities from transportation,
accidents are less important than (1) six worker fatalities, (2) over 10t-
percent additional equivalent socioeconomic impact relative to the maximum,
and (3) over I billion dollars of cost, the most favorable site Is Yucca
Mountain.

As a consequence of the above, the salt sites would be expected to fall
between the most favorable site (Yucca Mountain) and the least favorable site
(Hanford). Among these, the Davis Canyon site is dominated by the Richton
Dome site and essentially dominated by the Deaf Smith site. That is to say,
Davis Canyon is less favorable than Richton Dome in terms of public
fatalities, worker fatalities, environmental and socioeconomic impacts, and
economic costs. Davis Canyon is less favorable than Deaf Smith In terms of
public fatalities, environmental and socioeconomic-impacts, and economic costs
and only very slightly more favorable In terms of worker fatalities.
Regardless of the value tradeoffs among these categories, Davis Canyon must be
less preferred on preclosure considerations than the other salt sites for
almost any set of values.

Comparing Richton Dome and Deaf Smith, it is clear that Richton Dome is
preferred to Deaf Smith with respect to both public and worker fatalities and
economic costs, whereas Deaf Smith is preferred on environmental and
socioeconomic impacts. If the 4 percent of equivalent socioeconomic Impacts
by which Richton Dome exceeds Deaf Smith is less important than (1) two
additional-public fatalities, (2) two additional worker fatalities, and (3)
650 million dollars, then the Richton Dome site is preferred to Deaf Smith.
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In summary, with the aggregation of Impacts shown in Table 4-8, which are
based on relatively noncontroversial value tradeoffs, a preclosure ranking
that Is likely to be consistent with a wide variety of viewpoints Is Yucca
Mountain first, followed by Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, and
Hanford.

4.5.2 BASE-CASE ANALYSIS

The aggregate analysis may, for many Individuals, produce sufficient
insight to develop a reasonable ranking of the nominated sites. It is
nevertheless worthwhile to present the complete base-cast analysis for three
reasonss

* To verify the Implications of the aggregate base-case analysis.

* To gain additional Insights, especially through answers to "what if'
questions asked of the analysis.

O To illustrate the methodology so that other parties may examine the
implications of different data and of different sets of value
judgments felt to be appropriate for the problem.

The presentation of the base-case analysis Is intended to indicate exactly
what conclusions follow from which Impact data and value judgments and why.-

Table 4-9 uses the component disudtility functions In Table 4-7 to convert
the base-case estimates of impacts for each site to component disutilities.
These can be easily substituted into the utility function (Equation 4-1) or
the equivalent-consequence function (Equation 4-3) to evaluate the sites. The
component disutilities are identical with the base-case estimates of impacts
In Table 4-6 except for the environmental and socioeconomic performance
measures. To calculate the equivalent consequence for a site, Equation 4-3 is
used. For each site, the appropriate Ka value from Table 4-7 Is multiplied
by the appropriate Cs value from Table 4-9 to obtain the
equivalent-consequence Impacts for each performance measure in Table 4-10.
The results are summed by using Equation 4-3 for each site to get the overall
equivalent consequence shown at the bottom of Table 4-10. The expected
utility calculated for each site with Equation 4-1 Is also provided. Before
examining these results for all five sites, let us look at the calculations
for the Richton Dome site.

In Table 4-9, the number of nonradiological public fatalities from
transportation to Richton Dome, represented by performance measure X4, is
5.3. In Table 4-7, the value tradeoff -K between units of this performance
measure and costs Is 4, indicating that 4 million dollars in additional cost
Ls indifferent to a statistical nonradiological public fatality from
transportation. Bence, the 5.3 fatalities is multiplied by the 4 million
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dollars per fatality to yield a 21.2 co ibution to the equivalent-
consequence impact associated with permonnance measure Ks for the Richton

/ Dome site (Table 4-10). Regarding s loeconomic impacts (XMO), impact level
2 in Table 4-5 describes that impac This has a disutility of 20, ax shown
in Table 4-9. The value tradeoff Kit for a unit (i.e., percent) of
socioeconomic impacts is 5 million dollars, as Indicated in Table 4-7.
Multiplying 20 by S yields the contribution of 100 to the
equivalent-consequence impact for performance measure Xi: in Table 4-10.
The rest of the entries In Table 4-10 In the column for the Richton Dome site
can be calculated similarly. Summing the equivalent-consequence contributions
for the Richton Dome site for the 14 preclosure performance measures yields
the value 10,173 In Table 4-10.

It Is clear from Table 4-10 that the Yucca Mountain site is the most
favorable of the five sites. The salt sites follow In the order Richton Dome,
Deaf Smith, and Davis Canyon. These four sites are all significantly more
favorable In terms of equivalent consequences than the 8anford site. In
Interpreting the differences in equivalent consequences, the reader should
recall that one unit is equal in value to I million dollars.

- Table 4-11 aggregates the Information in Table 4-10 In numerous ways to
gain insights Into the reasons for the relative site rankings. The first four
rows aggregate the implications for health and safety, environmental impacts,
socloeconomics. and economic costs, respectively. For Instance, the sum of
the first eight rows in Table 4-10 provides the equivalent-consequence
contribution from health-and-safety Impacts (row 1). For Yucca Mountain, the
equivalent consequence Is 83. Row S of Table 4-l1 aggregates all noneconomic
impacts, and row 6 aggregates the environmental and socioeconomic Impacts.

Row I aggregates the Impacts that Eight be collectively considered as
the detrimental Impacts on the public living near the repository site. It
includes the health-and-safety impacts and the environmental and socioeconomic
impacts experienced by the public near the site. Row 8 includes the health-
and-safety impacts on the workers at the repository. fnee, row 8 might be
considered an aggregation of the total impact felt by all members of the
community near a site.

lows 9, 10, and 11 indicate different aspects of the health-and-safety
implications. Specifically, row 9 refers to the equivalent-consequence
impacts of worker fatalities. row 10 refers to the equivalent-consequence
impacts of public fatalities, and row 11 refers to the equivalent-consequence
impacts of radiological fatalities.

Rows 12 and 13 are included because of their potential usefulness in
sensitivity analysis. Row 12 aggregates all the health-and-safety and cost
impacts of the different sites, and row 13 aggregates all the impacts except
for repository costs Xis.
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4.5.3 SUMMARY OF THE BASE-CASE ANALYSIS

A few implications are readily apparent from the base-case analysis.
From Table 4-9, the Richton Dome and the Deaf Smith sites dominate the Davis
Canyon site on all performance measures except Xa and Xs. This means that
the ratings for both Deaf Smith and Richton Dome are at least as high and
sometimes higher than the corresponding rating for the Davis Canyon site on
all other performance measures. When the equivalent-consequence impacts are
aggregated into health-and-safety, environmental, socioeconomic, and cost
impacts, Richton Dome and Deaf Smith dominate Davis Canyon. Hence, Davis
Canyon is the least favorable salt site given the base-case Impacts.

Another implication of the base-case analysis Is that the" ?ucca Mountain
site has a lover equivalent consequence than any of the salt sites. It is the
equivalent of 1,119 million dollars more desirable than the most favorable
salt site (i.e., Richton Dome) and 2,886 million dollars more desirable than
the least favorable salt site (i.e., Davis Canyon). Yucca Mountain is the
equivalent of 5,438 million dollars more favorable than the Hanford site.

Table 4-12 aggregates and ranks the sites in terms of performance-measure
categories. The first column shows that the overall ranking of the sites is
Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, and Hanford. The
rankings in Table 4-12 clearly demonstrate that no changes in the value
tradeoffs (i.e., scaling factors) between the different categories of
performance measures could change the ranking of Davis Canyon as the least
desirable of the salt sites. The Richton Dome site should be preferred to the
Deaf Smith site unless a very high value In placed on environmental and -
socioeconomic impacts versus health-and-safety impacts and costs. Similarly,
only an extremely high value on the environmental and socioeconomic impacts
versus the others could possibly result in Hanford's being ranked anything but
fifth.

However, one must be careful not to misinterpret the -significance of a
ranking. With the ranking, the difference in desirability between sites
ranked first and third could be much less than the difference in desirability
between sites ranked third and fifth. Indeed, this is the case with the
rankings In Table 4-12, as can be seen from row 14 of Table 4-11. Here, the
difference between the first-ranked Yucca Mountain site and the third-ranked
Deaf Smith site is equivalent in value to 1.759 million dollars, whereas the
difference between the third-ranked site (Deaf Smith) and the fifth-ranked
Eanford site is equivalent in value to 3,679 million dollars.

4.6 SENSITIVITY ANALYSES

Many sensitivity analyses can be conducted to determine which of the
impacts and value judgments are critical to any implications drawn from the
analysis. This section presents several sensitivity analyses to determine the
main factors that may influence these implications. The first set of
sensitivity analyses focuses on changes in the impacts from
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Table 44. Aggregate description of baza-case Ipmacts'

nvl reInmnt
And

- stcioecenouics'
Me~lth end jefetz (qyivalant S. cie0o1c

Statistical Statistical mfNaximum Colt
public . worker 30004cCAOMIC (millions

Site fatalities fatalities Impact) of dollars)

tichiton Do. (1) 31 (2) 26 (4) 9.970 (2)

coaf Suith 10 (2) 33 (4) 24 (3) 10,620 (31

Oavis Canyon 12 (3) 32 (3) £ (5) 11.640 (4)

Yucea Mountein 14 (4) 2S (1) 14 (2) 6,900 (1)

- HanforI 16 (5) 56 (S) S (1) 14,350 (5)

the base-case estimates frois tale 4I 6 are calculated with Equations
4-S through 4-4 and rounded to the nearest unit for each Ipact, category. The
nimbers io parentheses represent the ranting of the site for each impact

I aggregatiens to this ceolu use Equation 4-7 fIrst to convert
site envi;rMental impacts into equivalent secieeconoeic i-pacts by WsIg the
relative value tradeoffs between each envireneetala eformance measure and
the secleecenomics performance measure &Ad then to dd thes, to estimated
secioecenomic iapacts. The result Is the equilval4et percent of V.z1.
$Cieec~noeuiC Iepact. which, when combined with the 0 tevels of envivronental
impacts, has the sat4 desirability as the set of estimated eavironental and
socieeceneoic impacts.
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* The relative values of units of *nviconzontsl and socicono=:
impacts are provided by the assessed value tradeoffs in Table

Using these value tradeoffs, the utility function (Equation 4-1) is ree

u(xI ...e,24) . 121 - 1/200(KPrKCr(xKjX4*XE.X) 4 KWXCWM(Xa ,X*xjx,

4 lta,, (Xg,X,,e,X2 a3.Xl Z) 4 ¢ XYX )
+ +

-wrere the C represent the aggregate Impacts on public health (PR), vork,
health (WE), the environment and socioeconocics (ES), and costs (S).

CrM(xzxexs.xs) - x, s x. + x4 + x,.

CW1(xt~x$$x19X1) *& + Xs * Xs g X,

.,,

. . . .. .

- ,, ;; .:

.. - . . *.

. . . .

. .

Ces(Xsxts.xa t ,xs1) -

I .. . .i

1 0.2. 0.3
- - Cke(ts) Cit(xtl) + Clt(xtg)
5 S j S - -

Ce(xea,xs.) * xi * xi..

and Krt-, K, Ke, and K ceoncern the value tradeoffs oang the Izpact
categories. It ;a the latter value tradeofef that are so difficult to C
agree on. Because the utility function (Equatlon 4-1) Is additive, the
Equations 4-S through 4-8 provides a logical way ot aggregating idpacts
itforcative categories, and Equation 4-4 provides a consistent way of
combining these impacts.

4.5 EVALUATION OF TEE NOMINATED SITES

The Impacts of the five sitee In torms of the performance teasures
combined with the value judgments expressed In the Cultiattribute utilit:
function to provide an overall evaluation of the desirability of the sitt
The first part of this section presents the aggregate base-case analysis.
complete base-case analysis fol1ow" In the second part. Numerous sensit.
analyses Involving changes in the possible Impacts and also changes in ti

i acultiattribute utility function for evaluating these Impact$ are presenti
Sectloa 4.6. ,4j ,f sLst0WCi ,A 1'.- f 44, fcc.yg,- '

,d,.4,c'..S S ; r ,V. _ * , ; ,'C *s

A ~~ r 4 "cs, ,, .

a

t:'.
* "

X

`4.5.1 ACGRCGATE BkSZ-CASE ANALYSIS

i The aggregate base-case analysis uses the base-cas* Impact estimates
!Table 4-6 and the aggregate utilLty function represented in Equations 41
through 4-S. The first step Is to combine the base-case estimates in Tat
4-6 by using the categories represented by Equations k-S through 4-8. Tr

result of this Is given In Table 4-8. Directly from this table come ceat

famol4d insights can be drawn.
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Davis Canyon Is less favorable than Riebton Dome In terms of public
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economic costs, whereas Deaf Smith 
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In eu3ary, with the aggregation of lnpactg shown In Table 4-S,
i - a preclosure j

that Is likely to be consistent with a wide variety of vievwpoints io

.$Suntaci first, followed by Richton Dome. Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon
Eanford.
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4.5.2 BASE-CASE ANALYSI ,v
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The aggregate analysis Miy, for many individuals, produce aufft
Insew. .1. lo *_yz le ranking of tb nominated sItes:
neveheo St t ere l tc R"-cAULselysis f
reasons: * _

* To verify the Implications of the aggregate bate-case analy

* To gain additional Insights, especially through answers to
,ucations asked of the analysis.

T to Illustrate tbe methodology so that other parties cay ex
Impications of different data and of different gets of val
judgments felt to be appropriate for the problem.

Th. presentation of the base-case analysis Is Intended to Indicate e
what conclusions follow from which impact data and value judgments a

Table 4-9 uses the component dliutllty functions In Table 4-7
the base-case estIcAtes of impacts for each site to component disuti
These can be easily substituted into the utility function (Equation
the equivalent-consequence function (Equation 4-3) to evaluate the a
component disutilitleg are idtntical with the base-case estimates of
to Table 4-6 except for the environmental and socioeconomic perfor-.e
measures. To calculate th e qulvalent consequence for a &ats, Equat
used. For each site, the appropriate K, value from Table 4-7 Is cul
by the appropriate Cs value from Table 4-9 to obtain the
equivalent-consequence, impacts for each performance measure In Table
The results are su sd by using Equation 4-3 for each site to get tt
equivalent consequence shown at the bottom of Table 4-10. The expec
utility calculated for each site vith Equation 4-1 Is also provided.
ex=aWntng these results for all five sites, let us loeok at the calcu
for the Richtou Dome site.

In Table 4-9, the nuwber of nonradiological public fatalities f
transportation to Richton Doze, represented by perforzance measure X
5.3. In Table 4-7, the value tradeoff Ke between units of this perf
ceasure and costs is 4, indicating that * million dollars ln additio
is Indifferent to a statistical nonradiological public fatality from
transportation. Bence, the 5.3 fatalities Is multiplied by the 4 ml
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Table 4-9. 6ste-case copoeeont 411iylitfas *f A041A*ted Ittesf

F1toarwance )4&surr Ichton 0Dmn Ocat smiti 0evia C&ayon YsCCa Mt.

XI * repository Worker 2 2 1 4
radfolqgicl fatalities

Xs * pubilC radlolgilcal 0.7 0.S 0.1 0.1
fatalities from
repositery

XK a rgpo&Itery7-orkee ano- Z7 29 e 27 1i
radi oloical fatalities

X. a plic noiradiologkcl 0 O
fateltIMes free
repository

* trLafportatfln-woe*r 0.S2 0.64 0.73 0.61
radlological fatalities

XK * public radioloqgcal 2.4 2.9 3.5 4.1
fatalities from
treaspertatlon

XI a transpertatleon-oer i.3 1.6 2.1 2.5
MU%-radlological
fatalitl s

XK a public nonradleloglcal S.3 *.7 6.4 10.1
fatalities from
transportatiea

X a aesthetie ipacts 33 33 Ica 33

a archaeological 6 12 54 23
impats

XI, a biological impacts IS 12 29 IC

XI$ * secie.eonooic 20 16 20 6
Impacts

Xo. a rteository cost 9,000 91500 10.400 7.500 12.

X,. a transportatioa 970 1.120 1.240 1,409 1
cost

"Component disvtilitias Sre 4atlculaed bY substitutig the base-case
shown Ia Table 4-6 liat the component disutility function ia Table 4-7.

estimates of ;P
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dollars per fatality to yield a 21.2 contribution to the equivalent
consequence 0;&act associated vith perforzance scasure Xs for the a
Docm site (Table 4-10). Regarding socioeconomic impacts (X,), lip.
2 in Table I-5 describes that impact at Rlchton Dome. This has a d.
of 20, as showv In Table 4-9. The value tradeoff Ka: for a unit (I
percent) of sociocconomic impacts Is S million dollars, as Indicacea
4-7. Multiplyiog 20 by S yields the contribution of 100 to the
equivalent-consequence Impact for perfornance ceasure Xis in Table I
The rest of the entries In Table 4-10 In the column for the Richton
can be calculated similarly. Suring the equivalent-consequence con
for the Rlichton Dome site for the 14 preclosure perfor=mnce cessures
the value 10,173 in Table 4-10.

It Is clear from Table 4-10 that the Yucca Mountain site Is the
favorable of the five sites. The salt sites follow In the order 2lel
Deaf Smith, and Davis Canyon. These four sites are all signifIcantli
favorable In terms of equivalent consequences than the Nantord site.
Interpreting the differences In equivalent consequences, the reader i
recall.that one unit is equal in value to I million dollars.

Table &-11 aggregates the information In Tablo 4-10 In numerous
gain Insights into the reasons for the relative site rankings. The £
tove aggregate the implications for health and safety. environmental
socloecooocIes. and economic costs, respectively. For Instance, the
the first eight rove in Table 4-10 provides the equivalont-consequenc
contribution from health-and-safety impacts (raw 1). For Yucca Mountequivalent consequunce Is 83. bo 5 of Table A-11 aggregates all con
Impacts, and row 6 aggregates the environmental and socioeconomic imp

Rov 7 aggregates the Inpadts that might be collectively consider.
the detrimental impacts on the public living near the repository site
include, the health-and-safety impacts and the environnectal and socic
impacts experienced by the public near the site. Row 8 includes the I
and-safety impacts on the workers at the repository. Bence, rov 8 ml
considered an aggregation of the total impact falt by all members of t
co-cualty near a site.

Rows 9, 10. and 11 indicste different aspects of the health-ard-z
Implications. Specifically, row 9 refers to the equivalent-consequenc
impacts of yorker fatalities, row 10 refers to the equivalent-conseque
Impacts of public fatalities, and ro .11 reWers to the equivalent-cons
Impacts of radiological fatalities.

bovs 12 and 13 are Included because of their potential usefulness
sensitivity analysis. Row 12 aggregates all the health-and-safety and
impacts of the different sites, and tow 13 aggregates all the impacts
for repository costs Xis. Ta

' AA
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/ table 4-10, Oaso-cass *qui,.1st-conseqtence Impacts

-

-

- |

Xdsufd Rkichton 0o"*

Xi rtpostteary-rkr a
0 rSiffelegical fata1{ties

. 2.8

XI a repsiftory-wotigr non- 27
roflological atalities

X w public lnoleveo5ica1 O
fatalities free
rtsesitory

Xs o transortation-worker 0.S2
radiological fatalities

Xe p.bili radiological 9.4
fata ltles from
transportation

Xv transperttfom -wer 1.3
moaralgleta)
fatalities

Xe * public nofira~dlogical
f-4taltisW fro r

lits

tranusprtation _70

-ota **esthetic Impacts 33

XIec* t triholtS -cal 7.1
to Ivcts

Xg a kflelgical lspacts *.S

III a socloect^"re 104
liFacts.

XSv a repositor coest 0.000

X, *tranipertation 19tO
ces%

Total equIvaett Impact 10,173

CxP#ctoe utility -- 0 0 70.13

0NO1 !ith

2

2

29

0

0.U

11.6

1.6

26.6

33 '

2.4

3.6

a

9.500

1 * 120

10.113

66.54

Davie Canyon

a

0.4

27

0

0.73

14

2.1

33.6

100

11.2

6.1

lao

10.400

1.240

11*940

61.30

_<

Ywcca Kt. v

4

0.4

0

0.61

16.4

2.S 2

40.6 4
I .

.33

4.6

3.0

30

3

1

3

1.i

7S00 12

1400 1

9054

75.73

4-

W. A
Iv

6/ \
a, q/

4 .
a )5 .
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rable 4-Il. Bass-cola 4uivas1.t-ccoAseLlo4vAcS ;'p.CtS for vtriou
\ggresatioRs of performance 0CSs res'

Ftrfoeuice
low SoSrure licktall ODv" ceoa Saith Cais Canyonl Yucca lt. F

1 lealth autd safety 64 74 O 63
IX, therogh Xg)

2 £nvirngt 39 39 120 41
(XI through X1J)

3 Socoedceoumics . 100 80 100 30
(X,,)

4 Costs 9970 10.620 11.640 600 1
PXI throtgh XI.)

*$ Roi s203 193 300 154
/ *(XI through Xs)

6 CAVIronont and 139 119 220 i1
$socoeonomics
(X, tJrough X,,)

wvbllC Bear site 1i2 . 121 220 71
(Xs, X4 O

.Xs trougf XIJ

t 1 to5ats 2 249 13

Xs through XI.al

9 vorker fatalities 31 33 32 ZS
(X,. Xs, X,, X,)

10 PublIc fataliteso 34 do 4 SJ
(Ku. I,. X4, XI)

11 Radl1l1glca.1 fatalities 1S 16 17 22
( XI. XI, Xs. I')

12 ratalities aad costs 10,034 10.694 1'720 3983 1
(X, throuft Xe,
XK$ threugp X,.

13 All e2Capt repositery 1173 1313 1540 1554
cost (X, through Xtg,X..)

14 All _4s5ure
(X, thrught XI,.) 10,173 10.013 11,940 9054 14,

*The Aemirt In this table rFpresent *qu1valent-cQ^s^eqe<AC Im9ects flqmnied to th
neares tv oi

e&4 a.
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4.5.3 SULMRY OF TEE SASE-CASE ANA.LYSIS

A few Implications are readily apparent (r: the base-casynlye
From Table 4-9, the Richton Done and the Deaf S:ith sites d.- the
Canyon &ite on all perfor-ance measures except Xi and Xi. This means
the ratings for both Deaf Smith and Richton Dome are at least as high
somit-tAes higher than the corresponding rating for the Davis Canyon Si

/ all other performance measures. When the equivalent-consequence impac
aggregated into health-and-safety. env rotue 4 soctoxconomie, and c

r Impacts, Richton Dome and Deaf Smith ba' t1s Canyon. fence, Da-
CAnyou Is the least favorable ealt site given the baseciaxe impacts.

Another implication of tht base-case analysts Is that the Yucca :|.c
site has a lower equivalent consequence t ay t 1 of the salt sites. It

Z4equivalent of 1,119 million dollars than the moefavora
salt site (l.e.. Richton Dome), A 1,886 million dollarsr s
the lea;t favorable salt site (i.e.. Davis Canyo )0 ,

u.S,3 million dollars m ^ :r h than the Hanford sit

Table 4-12 aggregates and ranks the sites In terms of performance-
categories. The first colum shows that the overall ranking of the sit
Yucca Mountain, Richton Dome, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, and Sanford. T
rankings In Table 4-12 clearly demonstrate that no changes ln the value
tuadeoffs (i.e.. scaling factors) between the different categories of

P performauce measures could change the ranking of Dri t. 1t.
desirable of the salt sites. The Richton DaoC *Ite I& RUO b
Deaf Smith site unless a very high value ls placed on environrintal and
socioeconoic Impacts. versus health-end-safety UpsCts and costs. SLin
only an extremely high value on the environmental and soclaoconocic ,lpa
v versus the others could possibly result In Kanford's V*4eg ranket
fifth.

\ Howeer, one must be careful not to cIs!Zterp:et the uignificance c
j7 ranklig. With the rankling, the difference In desirability between sites

ranked first atn third could be cuch less than the difference in desirat
. between sites ranked third and fifth. Indeed, this is the case wLth the

rankings in Table 4-12, as can be seen froam rew 14 of Table 4-11. Here
difference between the first-ranked Yucca Mountain site and the third-ri
Deaf Smith site Is equivalent in value to 1.759 million dollars, whereas
difference between the third-ranked site (Deaf Smith) and the fifth-rank
Fanford site ts equivalent In value to 3,679 million dollars.

4.6 SENSITIVITY ANALTSES

Many sensitivity analyses can be conducted to determine which of the
impacts and value judgnents are critical to any LplIcations drawn from t
analysis; This section presents several sensitivity analyset to deterir:
main factors that may Influence thete Implications. The first set of
sensitivity analyses focuses on changes in the Impacts froo

DRAF1 t5LGEO 412 4-34 -730 Pt 04IS
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4.6.1. 07T8R SLISITIVITl AALYSES OF T3E SST OF 08JEC.IVES

Sections L.l and 4.2 presented the basis for selecting the obs,
associated per>rmaace ceasures used In this analysis. As explalnet
Appendix C, other potential objectives were not Included because it
that their Inclusion would not affect the Implications of the analys7
objectives concerned nonfatal health-and-safety effects (e.g., illne
Injuries), and another objective concerned the socioeconomic impacts
trsnsportation system. The polsible !mplications of including these
objectives In the analysis are now considered with a knowledge of th
resultd.

The nonfatal health-and-safety effects are likely to be highly
with the fatalities. Their Inclusion would therefore have lplicatt
similar to those from a greater value being placed on fatalities. r
illlutrated In'Table 4-18, the Inclusion of nonfatal health-and-safe
should aot affect the Implications of the analyses.

The socioeconomic Impacts of waste transportation are probably c
related to the total number of miles traveled to deliver waste to thf
repository and hence to the transportation impact#. These impacts,
represented by performance measures Xs through Xs and X14, have the s
ranking as the overall impacts for the salt sites and Esnford. The
socioeconomic impacts of waste transportation to Yucca Nountain could
slightly greater than those associated with the salt sites. Given th
differences in desirability as indicated by the equivalent-consequedc
in Table 4-10, It is unlikely that there would be any change in the r
the sites.

4.7 CONCLUSIONS FROM TIE P£CLOSURE ANALYSIS

Wefors discussing the conclusions for the overall preclosure Ana.

Wb information was presented in Section 4.5.2,
at InpJ rticular in Tables 4-11 and 4-12. b Les repeated het

A V i rotid .contaxt. a baver preclosure resi-Girr
\_ _ _t1 al9E'i~...g ~p al _ _-11.

Row 1 f'..Table 4-23 shows that the relative ranking of the namint
sites oan preclao radiological safety ig Richto me, Deaf Smith, C
Canyon, Yucca Now tla, and Kanford. The diff nee ttween the first

Vsite and the fifth-r ed site Is equivale o IS radiological fatall
workers, a difference I ely attributabtJ to transportation.

Row I of Table 4-23 sho t he relative ranking of sites on v
fatalities (radiological and adiological) ls Yucca Mountain, RIcbt
Davis Canyon, Deaf Smith d Ran rd. The Yucca Mountain site Is s11
preferred to the thre alt sites, Ich are barely distinguishable fr
another, while the Iftr s te is- less favorable. This

U_,significant diLa nco is attributable to cradiological fatalities Iti
repository w r ci (mostly from imining acci a). whichl, in turn, ref
the larger lI or requirements for repository co ruction and operation
Eanford site.
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Table 4-232. gal-case .qufvaapt-cmnaeae^c Impcts for aroievs
479rogatiosis of pirferv$ancs aedsyres'

� -, ; , . 11 . .

Rev Psrformie-esur. category

* ' I R'dilogical fhtalities tX,, XI.

-2 wor fatalities (XI. Xs# xS,

3 Publc fatatlt#S. (K,, X, X1,'
X41

4 Mealth Md stfety (Xs through Xs)

S Cavronewnt a*d secloscom..is
(Xs theovgh XsJ

t Pubi1c star 2Ite (X, X., X's
through Xda)

I Ste Iupacts (I thr,,gh X4. K,
through X.s)

! Ntocosts (Xs throogh X.,)

9 #4ncests and transpFrtWtla costS
(X, through X,, XI,,)

O Koncests &Ad rope ste3 costsa.l through XI,, X ,

11 NoU0osts and total costs. I.e..
all *aszvrfs (XI through X..)

*th a^abers In thls table i.present
quit.

Rtighten

is

3,

34

14

139

142

171

203

I1173

9203

10.173

O#4f
SWith

1(

'3

40'

74

119

121

1S2

1313

S693

16,413

Canyoan

17

32

80

230

220

249

300

154

10t7,0

11,940

-

Yucca
NowntaIA

22

35

81

7,

71

is

154

1554

7(54

9054

the #quilalvit-comsquohce Iupacts rounotd to

.1 .J.*

I

.* .x9X
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ratnes cstizated for possible icmpactso the relative ranking of s teg
in the base case is totally insensitive to any changes in the level a
Icpacts. except for coeC5. The rtanking Is insensitive to any rescsne
changes It the value judgments or in tthe forz of the utility (unction

cc e the cost differences among sites are In the billions of
coats Iha a strong Influence on the overall preclosure ranking. Hen
seems prud nt to examine the potential for significant overlap in tot

- ... VE.p -*wguzI 4f thA costs estimated for the Fanford

t '.. - .

Bamford IJ the fart st from the sources of waste. Ucuer ncjnay cocrt
components of transpo cion costs Include fuel and labor raCes. The
relationship of repositc y costs at different sites Lrlru, obvious b
present uncertainty abou underground conditions and-'consequently rep
desigu. fovever, some waj r repository costs art positively correlst
the siter. Future labor ia ci and costs for power are direct compone,
costs that would likely have similar Influence on repository costs
sites. Tndirectly, techoolog al advances for sinkLig large-diameter
or changes in regulatory requi ments are examples of causes that leat
correlated repository coats. the likelihood that the relative
repository costs at Eanford, for plo# would be lover than those a
ocher aite Ii also probably very 1 -

With the insight provided by the lysis, It ts easy to explain
understand the results. All of the site have some undesirable
health-and-safety, environmental, and soc onosic impacts. Beesuse
impacts are Important. a larger number of po eutial sites have 'been p:
screened to reduce such potential Impacts fr -a repository, and tit!
measures would be Implemented to miniatie them t any site developed
repository. loth the screening and mitigation t nd to reduce both th
of lipacts and the differences In such impacts ng rites. fo analo
procedures have been eployetd for costs, vibie do ave very ignifiles
differences (l.e., billions of dollars) in estimate

Eanford Is the least desirable sIte because its e ormously great
and greater health effects are not cocpenssted (ot by I relatively
advantage in envfronmeutal and socioeconoeic impacts.

Yucca tain is the cost desirable site of the other ur site.
it has te ~ve at enviaronmetal and socioeconomic impacts andks less
expensive hf more than I billion dollars. These advantages far outwe
alightly ater kealth-and-safety impacts.

lbsalt sites must fall between Yucca Xountain and lanford. Da
Cayoq,( the fourth-ranked site. Is least desirable in terms of
hecltfi-and-safety impacts, environmental and socioeconomic ipacts, a:
costi. Richton Dome is slightly preferable to Deaf Smith In terms of
heqth-and-safsty impacts and nlightly less deaiLrble ia terMisof
environmental and socioecopomic Impacts, but the costs estimated COr '

Ipith are 6S0 oil ileotfdllars higher than those for Richton Dome. *Th
*klchton Do=e is the site ranked second, and Deaf Smith Is the site ra
third.
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VOCUMIIENT Y

The most important factors that affect the number of POstClosure he
effects are the number of people exposed (the population at risk) and th.-
radiation doses each person receives. Radiation doses are assumed to de
on radionuclide releases to the accessible environment and the transport
retardation, dispersion, accumulation, and uptake of the released
radionuclides along a variety of environmental pathways. These pathways.
determine the doses received by people from Ingestion, inhalation, or
Inmmersion and are the factors designated 19, 21, 22, 23, etc., In Figure

Although the ingestion, Inhalation, and inmersion dose pathways In s
accessible environment are shown on the influence diagram for completenei
evaluations of the factors Influencing the accessible eqvironment over ti
next 10,000 to 100,000 years are Impractical. Atth64gh thor: may 'w 41g-

fa: :..t thJtI' -:c nO eS L.a".g it-e h is +c.=

e tW.E 1 .J.." 1.4
a ed reeases tthe acces

Factors 23, 24, 31, 37, and 38 In Figure 8-2 represent a simplified
illustration of the defense In depth provided by the multiple barriers of
geologic repository. The right-hand side of the performance measure scal
was developed to provide a basis for estimating cumulative releases by
evaluating the factors that Influence the release and transport ef
radionuclides tbrough the engineered and natural barriers of a geologic
repository. For example, cumulative releases to the accessible environ=e
are Influenced by the quantities of radionuclides that are transported th
the natural barriers In the controlled area to the accessible environrent
during the period of interest.

The types and quantities of radionuclides transported and the period
time over which transport occurs depend chiefly on the radionuclide-
travel tLie, the ground-water flux, and the geochemical conditions of the
gecohydrologic units In which transport occurs. The radionuclide-travel t
may depend on the ground-water-travel time if ground water is the princip
transporting medium and on the processes that retard the movement of the
dissolved radionuclides in relation to the movement of the ground water.
of these factors Is determined by the type and characteristics of the
ground-water pathway and the postclosure characteristics of the natural
barriers (e.g., hydraulic gradlents, conductivity, effective porosity, an
geochemistry).

The radionuclides transported through the natural barriers originate
releases from the engineered-barrier system. The types and quantities of
radionuelides released from the engineered-barrier system are related to
behavior of the engineered-barrier system and the rate of release for
individual radionuclides. The behavior of the engineered-barrier system
(e.g., the response to the thermal pulse introduced by the emplaced waste.
related to the'design of the engineered-barrier system (e.g., waste-packai
spacing) and any changes In the engineered-barrier system that are inducec
disruptive processes and events (eUg., the breach of waste packages by fat
displacement).
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Chapter 3

POSTCLOSURE ANALYSIS OF THE NOMINATED S71i3

As described in Chapter 2, the formal decision-analysis uTR11I IWawn. a.
multiattribute utility analysis was applied to obtain a quansit-wi
comparison of the five sites nominated as suitable for charaterizaTutjcn1 . 'MA
application independently evaluated the estimated performanse af = z2asidtW3
at each potential site before and after closure. This cha~te dkstwe-s; L'Sle
analysis of postclosure performance.

The components of the postclosure analysis are presented iIm Me varifcu
sections of this chapter. Section 3.1 describes the objectdxs s alsfnad Ua
guide the analysis. Section 3.2 summarizes the performance mms:zna. dzk'iwJe
to quantify the degree to which these objectives are achiextii. SirCeow X_3
discusses the scenarios, or sequences of processes and eve.±sr, t.a& auSUt
affect the postclosure performance of a repository and the jzneiR
probabilities assigned for each scenario at each site. Se:fidm 3_L ee3 e
the performance estimated for each site, expressed In termi ef Inrfazmanc=
measures, for each applicable scenario. Section 3.5 descr53as 1l-
cultiattribqte utility function developed to Integrate the voumz *se~s seL
into an overall postclosure evaluation and the various vahe jitue.ls. Z.br I
analysis. Numerical results and sensitivity analyses are lrzm anuA fci Skif-ci
3.6. Finally, the conclusions derived from the postclosurr .actTy3se arm
summarized In Section 3.7.

3.1 OBJECTIVES

As noted In Chapter 2, a multiattribute utility anals5s: E Based on. tie:
premise that the relative desirability of a site is detersEub1 fte veranc,
to which the selection of that site would achieve the sIt~ d'5jcz~vaes;.. lt

implementation of this logic requires that slte-selectionaz svibxm tme'
explicit. For this reason, specific statements of perfocmwI- ca~Dit59 fDZ
the long-term period after repository closure were develc;Ae&L II: raN e -
objectives establish the basis for judging the suitability aff a vfmL arre
repository closure and guide the specification of quaniutt'sw pafrmafiam
measures.

Objectives may be stated as very broad and general gzrlU sr1h as
minimizing adverse Impacts on the health and safety of tbe 1u&a3; adteA
closure, or as specific objectives that must be achieved it Cr=L: C. tEle
general objectives to be achieved, such as minimizing the a;oLvf& c5 the-lt&
effects attributable to radionuclide releases from a repcsito17. F=n ele
application of a multiattribute utility analysis, specifSzc Zd rLU:avewJ
detailed objectives are required.
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,A-hp lthughthere may be clear differences amtong the =renjw¶e z~cutj~

pathways to the biosphere, the preliminary performance Mz~ts~sm'm~z rtL-,tr

the environmental assessments (DOE, 1986a-e) show that %3j I eWIVSg trj,

accessible environment over the next 10,000 to 100,000 yetrz s hcu-PFj 5m

relatively Insignif icant. Indeed, the ground-watee travtl tAinauz eqS=a,*m_

the environmental assessments Indicate that radionuclidt-C 
scemjiu* Zju 'm

engineered-barrier system are not expected to reach the Cr= r-wrauv V.

discharge Into surface-water bodies during this time perief. UWeig P.M!

to the biosl re would, therefore, consist of weils or 1nrimpL 4~btrea, Ec

water or for mineral exploration. For both of these pat~vays. ar1ink

the controlled area have been evaluated In the eni .=.z

a'U.all ftr o post losure analysis described here and in Ckaqcaz 3. S~

Xfrcnrwa QA for TonsisteniiWth the EPA and the NRC reg-c~at~rrs tji& ,

4%approach to site evaluations^is based on comparing the cn~r~atI& VdtrU=m

releases to the aqcessible environment against the EPA ce2tzs~e UmjwnC5a.

Accordingly$ the DOE has not evaluated dif ferences among aihe sitzer wh

respect to pathways to the bioqqRdere within the accessilc~;n~eu.
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Table 4-24. Shrnary of the basoCass &m&lysIs

Cquiht.nat-cons.qeftc
ImpactsSite CapecteE utility

Yucca rount1af Is.7 9.054

RIocto4 ooi. 70.1 10,173

oaf Smaith. 46.9 10,813

Dawvs Ca*Y'it 61.3 11,940

lanford d..S 14,492

I I vI
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Row 4 of T a 4-23 \hows that the :elatlve r anksng a se Act
health-and-sfy Impacts Is Richton Dome, Deaf Sithn 'is Cah ni
Mountain, atd afordo 14 terms of equivalentcoft iequCe e Impac1 a, t

difference b tean the sitIs ranked first and the four h (19 equ vale
fatalities) s about half he difference between the itt. ranke4 fou
fifth (37 a ivalent work.e fatalities). e

tI
Row of Table 4-23 s ws that the relative ran tug of sites ¶n

the envir nsental and socel conomics performance cc ures Is anfoa,
Mountain Deaf Smith, Richt n Dome, and Davis Canyc The differenea
the sIt ranked fourth and fifth, Richton Do=e *a Da Is Canyon,
raspec vely,- Is Most signt 4 cant, equivalent to 8 million dollats
percen of the difference be Vcen the fi:st- and a fourth-ranked ua

ow 6 of Table 4-23 shows that the relative ranking of sites on t
Ifp ts that would affect the Kblic Ln close p oxAmity to the sit. is
Ea ord, Yucca Mountain, Deaf Si th, Richeon . , and Davis Canyon-c
ra ing as that obtained by consi ering only e vironmental and socloec
i acts. The most significant dil rence Is etween the sites ranked
4 the fifth-that is, Riehton Domend Dew a Canyon. If effects on
Ir included, the ranking remains the sa e cw 7, Table 4-23),

If all oneost performance measures are aggregated *s i.. -;. o
avt% the relative ranking In Sanfords Yucca Kouataln, Deaf Smith, Ric
Dome, and Davis Canyon. J&eIag-W most significant difference is bet
sites ranked fourth and fiftht this difference Is equivalent in value
million dollars. This difference Is larger than that between the firs
the fouxth ranked sites (equivalent to 61 million dollars). This rank
changed drastically by the addition of costs. Wien transportation cos
cfRmcnTd wit- the nonco`4 prf4ormance measures, the ranking becomes RSit

" Dome, Deaf Suith, Davis Canyon, Yucca Mountain, and Hanford (row 9, Tal
4-23), Whe; repository costs are combined with the noncost performanc.
measures, the ranking becomes Yucca Mountaln, Richton Dome, Deaf Smith
Canyon, and Sanford (row 10, Table 4-23). When both transportation an
repository costs are combined with the noncost performance measures (i
performance measures are considered), the razking is Yucca Mountain, R.
Dame, Deaf Smith, Davis Canyon, and Eanford (row 11, Table 4-23).

With these rankings on performance-measure categories In mind, the
, conelusions for the overall base-case analysis and the sensitivity anal

can be uuoarlzed.

The base-case analysis, susarized in Table &-2&, shows that the r
ranking of sites on all preclosure Is Yucca Vountain, Richton Dome, Dec
Saith, Davis Canyon, and Hanford. In ter=s of equivalent-consequence I

j the difference between Yucca Mountain and Rlchton is the equivalent of
million dollars, between Richton Dome and Daf Salth 640 million dollar
betweea Deaf Smith and Davis Canyon 1,117 million dollars, and between
Canyon and Sanford 1,552 million dollars. tN. '~zztdifference

The stability of the base-case results was examined by sensitivity
analyses Involving changes In the level of impacts, ln the value judgxc:
and In the form of the multiattribute utility function Itself. Within

* 2. 4-.* &' -
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Figure 3.9. Ranges illustrating uncertainty in posiclosure releases and
utilities. Tick marks indicate base-case expected utilities.
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Figure 3.10. Approximate relative likeihood of outcomes within a range of
uncertainty.
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Figures 3-1l, 3-12, and 3-13 show how the expected Postclosure utilit!
for each site depend on basic uncertainties and value assumptions. 

Figure

3-11 shows the range of expected postclosure utilities as the scores for ea

site are simultaneously varied from the high to the low estimates In Table

with the probabilities of scenarios kept at the base-case estimates. 
Figur

3-12 shows the range of the expected postclosure utilities as the

probabilities of disruptive and unexpected-feature scenarios are

simultaneously varied from the high to the low estimates given In Table 3-3

with the scores kept at base-case values. Figure 3-13 shows the range of t

expected postclosure utilities as scores and probabilities are simultaneous

varied from optimistic assumptions (high scores for the sites and low

probabilities for disruptive and unexpected-feature scenarios)'to 
pessimist

assumptions (low scores for the sites and high probabilities for disruptive

and unexpected-feature scenarios).

Figure 3-14 shows the effect of assuming Increasing aversion to risk.

obtain these results, possible outcomes Involving high releases were 
given

greater weight through the use of an exponential function whose effect 
is

determined by a parameter called the "risk-aversion constant." Chapter 6

describes the method in more detail. When the constant is set to zero, no

risk aversion Is assumed, and the results are identical with the

expected-value calculation. Increasing the value for the coefficient adjust

the utilities to account for greater aversions to the possibilities 
involvin

high releases. Although risk aversion alters the relative utilities, it doe -

not change the site rankings. The y-axis in the figure is expressed in term

of equivalent releases.-

Figure 3-15 shows the effect of changing the assumption that the

single-attribute utility functions are linear In cumulative 
releases. The

effect Is to intensify (or reduce) the impact of scenarios, but the ranking

sites is not changed. Thus, if the utility function is curved In such a way

that the marginal value of reducing releases Is greater then releases 
are low

than it is when they are high, the sites with smaller nominal releases attaii

more favorable expected utilities. Sensitivity analysis shows that the

effects of such curvatures on expected utilities are extremely small.

As explained in Section 3.3.1, scenarios involving disruptive processes

and events considered only the processes or events that might occur duringt:

first 10,000 years after repository closure. To check the effect of relaxin1

this assumption, the expected postclosure utilities of the sites were

recomputed with the probabilities of disruptive scenarios Increased 
by a

factor of 10. Such an assumption would tend to overestimate the effects of

disruptive processes and events that might occur during the first 100,000

years because, although this period Is 10 times as long. disruptions occurrin

10,000 to 100,000 years after closure are unlikely to produce cumulative

releases as large as they would if they were to occur in the first 10,000

years. The results, shown in Figure 3-16, thus provide a conservative

estimate of the effect of considering disruptions beyond the first 10,000

years. As indicated, there is little effect on the expected postclosure
utilities.

The scaling constants kg and ka for early and late releases,
respectively, reflect a value judgment about the relative importance of early

and late releases. As shown by Figure 3-17, the Davis Canyon and the Richton
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Come sites are not significantly affected by the values-of the scaling
constants, since estimated releases per 10,000-year Interval are approxi-atc
constant. The Deaf Smith and the Yucca Mountain sites are slightly affectec
and the Hanford site is more strongly affected. As the scaling factors are
changed to increase the Importance of later releases (i.e., from kg a 1 and
kg * 0 to kga. 0.1 and ka c 0.9), the latter three sites decrease In
expected utility. However, the rankings do not change, and the relative
differences between the sites are not significantly affected. The magnitude
of the effects is much less than that produced by varying the probabilities
scenarios or the scores of the sites.

As explained in Section 3.4.1, the releases from a repository at variou.
sites were estimated with the aid of constructed scales (Figures 3-3 and
3-4). These scales establish a correspondence between the hydrologic,
geochemical, and geomechanical characteristics of a site and the radionuclid.
releases. As noted in the discussion of these scales, the releases
corresponding to any given set of site characteristics could be 10 times
higher or lower than the estimates given in the scales. Figure 3-18 shows tt
effect on the expected utility for each site as the releases are varied by a
factor of 10 above and below the levels shown in Figures 3-3 and 3-4.
Although the differences among the expected utilities change, the ranking of
the sites does not change.

- ' 3.7 CONCLUSIONS FROM THE POSTCLOSURE ANALYSIS

A number of conclusions can be derived from the base-case expected
utilities, the ranges of uncertainty in releases, and the sensitivity
analysis. 4Loaats b t striking is that all of the sites are expected to
perform extremely well and are capable of providing exceptionally good waste
isolation for at least 100,000 years after repository closure. As already
mentioned, this finding is consistent with other studies of repository
performance at carefully selected sites. When placed on a scale where a 0 ca
be interpreted as performance at the minimum level required by the
primary-containment requirements of the EPA standards and 100 is perfection,
all of the sites have expected utilities of 99.7 or higher. This corresponds
to an assessment that all of the sites are as desirable as a site with an
average release rate that Is less than 0.003 of the EPA limit for 10,000 year

The analysis shows that, under some/disruptive scenarios and pessimistic
assumptions, it is possible for a site to have releases that are a significan
fraction of the EPA limit. At the salt sites, releases could be as high as
one-tenth or so of the limit; at the nonsalt sites, releases could be equal tc
or greater than the limit. However, the probabilities of scenarios producing
these higher releases are judged to be extremely low, only a few chances in a
thousand at most.

From the relative ranking of the sites and estimates of uncertainty, it
appears that the postclosure performance of a repository at the Ranford site
would be slightly less favorable than that of a repository at the salt sites
or at the Yucca Mountain site. The principal bases for this conclusion are
technical judgments regarding tie potential for waste dissolution,
radionuclide travel time, and the possibility of the existence of unexpected
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features at the site. It must be kept in mind, however, that the release
estimates are very low, and the utility differences among the sites are
extremely small. The probabilities of the various possible postclosure
releases and utilities (Figure 3-9) indicate that there is ors chance in f;
to one chance in ten that a repository at the Hanford site would actually E
a lower level of releases than a repository at any of the salt sites.

Thus, there is greater confidence in the salt sites than in the nonsal
sites, and there Is more confidence In the Yucca Mountain site than in the
Hanford site. This is because of greater uncertainty in the performance of
the nonsalt cites (especially the Hanford site) under expected conditions a
a higher probability of significant disruptive scenarios and unexpected
features at the nonsalt sites. Despite these differences, however, it is
clear that the confidence in all sites Is extremely high.

The postclosure rankings produced by the analysis are relatively
insensitive to variations in'assumptions, the uncertainty represented by th(
range of release estimates, and alternative value judgments. The differenc
in the expected postclosure utilities estimated for the sites, which quantif
the relative postclosure desirabilities of the sites, are extremely small.
Uncertainties not accounted for In the analysis, such as errors associated
with the limits of human judgments or the possibility of unidentified
mechanisms for releases, may be greater than the small postclosure differenc
Identified by the analysis.
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Chapter C-7

Other Considerations

. X

The Department has described the siting process to be used in selection

of a site for development as the nation's first geologic repository in Sectio

960.3-2 of Its Ceneral Guidelines for the Recommendation of Sites for the

Nuclear Waste Repositories; Final Siting Guidelines (10 CFR Part 960). Withi

the siting process, the recommendation of three sites to the President for

detailed site characterization is described In Section 960.3-2-3. That

section states that:

'rThe recommendation decision shall be based on the
available geophysical, geologic, geochemical, and
hydrologic data; other information (emphasis added);
associated evaluations and findings reported in the
environmental assessments accompanying the nominations; and
the considerations specified below ...

These considerations include:

Wthe sites nominated as suitable for characterization shall
be considered as to their order of preference as candidate
sites for characterization. Subsequently, the siting
provisions specifying diversity of geohydrologic settings,
diversity of rock types ... shall be considered to
determine a final order of preference for the
characterization of such sites."

I



Accordingly, the recomnendation decision can be represented

diagramatically as follows:

FINAL ORDER OF
. * PREFERENCE

INITIAL ORDER
OF PREFERENCE

DIVERSITY OF CEOXYDRO-
LOGIC SETTINGS

DIVERSITY OF
ROCK TYPES

SITE RANKING DETERMINED
USING DECISION-AIDING

METHODOLOGY

OTHER
INFOL'MATION

AVAILABLE DATA IN
ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENTS

EVALUATIONS AND FINDINGS
IN ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSXI'TS

No currently available methodology, including the one described and

applied in the previous chapters, is capable of completely and accurately

accounting for all factors relevant to the site recommendation decision.

Consequently, it is prudent to supplement the results obtained through the

application of the methodology with "other Information" or "other

considerations' bearing on the site recommendation decision. These "other

considerations" are described in this chapter.

C-7.l Identification of Other Considerations

rn order to identify subjects that may constitute "other considerations"

which have not been addressed in the evaluations and findings within the

2



enviror.mcntal assessments or the formal decision-aiding methodology, the

Department reviewed (1) the records of the EA sccping hearings, (2) cc'mernt:

received during development of the Siting Cuidelines, (3) comments received

the Mission Plan, (4) programmatic objectives identified in the Siting

Cuidelines and the Mission Plans (5) comments received on the draft

environmental assessments (including verbal comments at public hearings), an

(6) comments received from the National Academy of Sciences Board on

Radioactive Waste Management during their review of the formal decision-aidi

methodology. These items were reviewed specifically with respect to (1) any

commitments that the Department may have made with respect to "other

information" that could be considered, and (2) any issues raised that are not

addressed in the evaluations and findings within the environmental assessment

or the formal decision-aiding methodology but may have a significant bearing

on the recommendation of sites for detailed site characterization. In

reviewing all of the above-listed items, the Department exercised caution to

avoid any double-counting of issues, such as repository-costs or land

ownership, which are already counted explicitly in the evaluations and

findings within the environmental assessments or the formal decision-aiding

methodology.

:

EA Scoping Hearing Comments

Review of the comments received at the EA scoping hearings identified a

long list of issues, such as documented in ONWI-505, Summary of Issues and

Concerns Expressed During the April-May 1983 U.S. Department of Enerty Public

Rearings on Proposed Nomination of Sites for Site Characterization and

3
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Pecc1r-ed3tion of Tssues for Environmental Assessments and Site

Characterization Plans. Some of these issues have been covered by the EPA

standard (such as individual dose limits), some of the issues have been

covered by the Siting Culdelines (such as availability of water sources, the

impact of off-site facilities, or the estimated value of mineral resources),

and many of the issues have been addressed in the environmental, assessments

(such as salt disposal, impact of the work force on the socioeconomic

framework of the community, fragility of the environment, or re-location

Impacts on existing population during site acquisition). Issues raised that

may be suitable as "other considerations" include:

l. distinction between nuclear and non-nuclear host States,

2. presence of other national programs, e.g. defense programs or the

strategic petroleum reserves,

(9 relative differences In the productivity (food and fiber) of the

accessible environment, and

4. the presence of major surface water systems In the accessible

environment, e.g. the Columbia and Colorado Rivers, which are relied

upon regionally for water supply, food supply, and recreation.

1)

With respect to the distinction between nuclear and non-nuclear host

States, the Department does not believe that Congress, in attempting to

provide a remedy to a national nuclear waste disposal problem by enacting the

Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, intended to restrict the disposal of spent

fuel and high-level radioactive wastes to those states whose citizens derive

a'



direct benefits from the use of electricity generated by nuclear energy.

Likewise, the Department does not believe that Congress Intended to restrict

the geologic repositories to those states which have not previously shared a

substantial burden for activities or facilities serving the national Interest

With respect to productivity or major surface water systems in the

accessible environment, the EPA has established ' general standard for the

management and disposal of high-level wastes and spent fuel that restricts

potential releases to the accessible environment In order to avoid the obviou:

problem of projecting the characteristics of the accessible environment,

specifically factors like population distribution. types of crops, and water

use, over periods of tens of thousands of years. The Department agrees with

this approach; and, the post-closure performance measures employed in the

formal decision-aiding methodology are based on cumulative releases to the

accessible environment.

Based on this review, no issues that may have a significant bearing on

the recommendation of sites for detailed site characterization were identified

in the records of the EA scoping hearings which were not addressed in the

findings and evaluations in the environmental assessments or the

decision-aiding methodology.

Siting Cuidelines Comments

Review of the comments received on the Siting Cuidelines identified

Issues that have been covered by the final EPA standard, 40 CFR Part 191 (such

S fs.
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as ground-water sources within the controlled area or the consideration of

individual doses); issues covered In revisions to the Siting Guidelines bef

they were finalized (such as the presence of ground-water sources along flo

paths to the accessible environment or the resource potential of the host

rock); issues that are addressed in the formal decision-aiding methodology

(such as explicit weighting factors among the separate guideline groups, the

consideration of potential radionuclide releases to the accessible environme

for periods of time up to 100.000 years, or adoption of a formal, numerical

decision methodology); and issues that the Department does not consider

discriminators among sites in the site selection process (such as adoption o

a zero-release standard, application of ALARA, or the assessment of

differences between sites based on perceived risks). Finally, the Departmeni

identified a set of issues (such as differences among sites In retrievabilit)

or the availability of a water supply for construction and operation) which

would be double-Counted if treated separately under 'other considerations."

As a result, the Department did not find any additional issues in the comment

received on the Siting Guidelines which were not evaluated in the

environmental assessments or may have a significant bearing on the

recommendation of sites for detailed site characterization and, therefore,

should be treated explicitly under "other considerations."

Mission Plan Comments

The review of comments on the Mission Plan centered on the synopses of

comments In DOE/RW-0005, Volume 2, Record of Responses to Public Comments on

the Draft Mission Plan for the Civilian Radioactive Waste Management Program.

6
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Since the comments received were addressed to the text of the draft Mission

Plan, they tended to be very specific with respect to that document and

revisions which the Department should cuke in finalizing the document. Nea

all of the issues raised in the comments that way have an Influence on the
. 1
site recommendation have been addressed In the Siting Cuidelines. the

environmental assessments and the formal, decision-aiding methodology.

Issues that may be suitable as "other considerations" include:

I. the differences among the sites in the ability, as part of the

decontamination and decommissioning of any site during or after sit

characterization, to re-vegetate a site to its original condition,

2. the methods that would be used to obtain land and mineral right

ownership (e.g., federal title transfer, eminent domain for private

land, and severed mineral rights).

The first of these issues has been considered in the evaluation of sites

against the potentially adverse conditions on unavoidable and unmitigatible

changes In environmental quality in the environmental assessments and the

evaluation of the sites against performance measures related to environmental:

quality in the decision-aiding methodology. The second of these Issues is

highly speculative at this time because, as pointed out in the response to th

issue in the record of responses to public comments, there are a variety of

options available with widely varying degrees of difficulty. Further, the

Department cannot speculate, at this time, on the relative differences in

degree of difficulty between negotiating sales of land or mineral rights,

taking land or mineral rights through eminent domain proceedings, or obtaining

.. "g.: --



Congressional approval for the transfer of title for federal land.

Accordingly, the Department did not Identify any "other considerations" In t

comments on the Mission Plan that are not already considered in the

environmental assessments or decision-aiding methodology and that may have a

significant effect on the site recommendation decision.

Mission Plan Programmatic Oblectives

The major programmatic objectives identified In the Mission Plan relate

to public health and safety, program schedule, waste disposal system costs,

and the likelihood of success in the disposal of high-level wastes, spent

fuel, and defense wasteS. In addition, Section 960.3-2-3 of the Siting

Cuidelines defines the objective for the recommendation of sites as:

'the sites recommended as candidate sites for
characterization shall offer, on balances the most
advantageous combination of characteristics and conditions
for the successful development of repositories at such
sites."

From these programmatic objectives, the Department Identified the

folloving issues for possible inclusion as "other considerations":

1. the timing of the preliminary determination,

2. the licensability of the site,

3. the number of sites to be recommended for detailed site

characterization.

4. the risk of disqualification during site characterization or

construction,

, tS,.-. .



5. the potential for schedule delays during site characterization or

construction so as to seriously impair the Department's ability tc

maintain the program schedule,

6. the potential for significant cost Increases beyond the estimated

ranges in the environmental assessments,

7. the ability to co-locate a test and evaluation facility (TEF) at ti

repository site,

8. the presence of issues which may not be reasonably resolvable durir

site characterization given the time available or the

state-of-the-art in testing, and

9. the effect of an improved performance waste disposal system,

dependent upon Congressional authorization of the Monitored

-Retrievable Storage facility (MRS).

Several of the issues (e.g., items 1, 3, 7, and 9) can be grouped

together under the subject of investment strategy. For example, the timing o

the preliminary determination is significant primarily from the viewpoint of

whether the Department should focus on success (i.e., the best set of sites

from vhich to develop a geologic repository) or on the avoidance of failure

(i.e., the need to have reasonable expectation that all three recommended

sites will "survive" detailed site characterization and will be shown suitable

for development as geologic repositories after characterization). The former

approach allows the Department to evaluate not only the median scores for each

site, but also to consider the ranges of scores and the differing levels of

uncertainty that may be associated with the maximum and minimum scores. The

latter approach forces the Department to focus on the median scores and to
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avoid sites 'ith a wide range of uncertainty. in either case, the Departmen

has clearly delineated Its position that the Act permits the preliminary

determination of the suitability of the sites for development at geologic

repositories shortly after the recomuendation of sites for detailed site

characteriuation. The Department will make a final determination of the

suitability of the site for development as a geologic repository after

characterization in the license application for construction authorization.

The number of sites to be recommended for detailed site characterization

is also primarily an Investment decision. Based on the Department's position

on the preliminary determination, the Department vill reconmend three sites

for detailed site characterization - at a projected cost of $500 million per

site for site characterization studies and £500 million per site for other

studies (such as waste package development, repository design, and advancement

of performance assessment capabilities). Other examples of investment issues

are the ability, after receipt of a construction authorization, to co-locate a

test and evaluation facility at the repository site, and the adoption of an

Improved performance vaste disposal system.

Several of the issues (e.g., Items 2, 5, and 8) can also be grouped

together under the subject of program schedule, namely the licensability of

the site, the potential for schedule delays during site characterization or

construction, and the presence of issues that may be unresolvable during site

characterization. The licensability of the sites Is largely determined by the

composite of the findings and guideline-by-guideline evaluations in the

environmental assessments. With respect to the potential for schedule delays

10
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during site characterization, there is concern that any one site, althouth not

demonstrably unsuitable or disqualified, =ay fall substantially behind the

other sites during characterization and thereby not be available in a

reasonable timeframe for consideration as alternative sites in the

Environmental Impact Statement. The Department, however, has taken the

position that In such an Instance, the Secretary can declare sIte -

characterization sufficiently completed so as to proceed with the selection of

one site for development as the nation's first geologic repository. As

examples of potentially unresolvable Issues during the time allotted for site

characterization, the Department may not be able to definitively characterize

either the sechaniss of ground-water flow over large distances In bedded or

domal salt or the amount and temporal or spatial distribution of flux through

the unsaturated tuff at the Yucca Mountain site. In these cases, the

Department has adopted the approach to conservatively bound the phenomena in

Its calculations In order to demonstrate adequate ground-water travel time and

isolation capability. In this manner, the inability to resolve an issue

during site characterization has been taken into account In the evaluations in

the environmental assessments and In the treatment of uncertainty within the

formal, dectslon-aiding methodology.

The programmatic objective for cost-effectiveness raises the Issue of

potential cost increases beyond the estimated ranges in the environmental

assessments (item 6). This Issue can be dropped using the double-counting

criterion, however, since the scoring process Included a wide error band

(- 35S) for the repository costs.

t
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Finally, the programmatic objective of success raises the Issue of

possible disqualification of a site(s) during site characterization and

construction (item 4). This Issue has been addressed previously by the

application of the Eurwitz procedure.

Draft EA Comments

The reviev of comments received on the draft environiental assessment

focused on the summary of comments in Appendix C of the final environmental

assessment. Specifically, this review focused on comments that may apply

across all repository sites in Sections C.2. Policy Issues, and C.3, Siting

Process and Decisions. Site-specific commenta In Sections C.3 through C.A

were not reviewed for potential use as "other considerations." Nearly all of

the Issues raised by the comments that may affect the recommendation decision

have been addressed In the final environmental assessments or the

decision-aiding methodology. For example, on the issues of the decrease In

property values near sites (federal land vs. private land) and the difficulty

in land requisition (Congressional approval of title transfer vs. condemnation

of private land), the Department has addressed these Issues under the

socioeconomic and site ownership and control evaluations.

Issues that may be suitable as "other considerations" include:

1. compliance with State and local regulations,

2. route-specific transportation analyses from the reactors to each

site, and

3. productivity and quality of the accessible environment.

11
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Ulth respect to compliance with State and local regulations, the

Department does not believe it Is appropriate to attempt to characterize the

anticipated difficulty in obtaining State and local permits or to base the

recoemendation decision on that difficulty, except where there Is a definitive

technical basis to do so such as In the evaluation of projected air quality

degradation. In these cases, the Department has presented and-used the

technical evaluations In the final environmental assessments and the

decision-aiding methodology, respectively.

With respect to route-specific transportation analyses from the reactors

to each site, the Department believes that the general methods and national

average data used are adequate at this stage of the siting process and are

consistent with Appendix IV of the Siting Culdellnes. Route-specific analyses

and an evaluation of the impacts on host States and States or Indian tribes

along transportation corridors will be Included in the environmental Impact

statement.

With respect to productivity and quality of the accessible environment

(e.g., prime farmland or nearby rivers), this issue vas discussed previously

under EA scoping hearing comments. Accordingly, the Department did not

identify any "other considerations" in the comments on the draft environmental

assessments or decision-aiding methodology and that may have a significant

effect on the site recommendation decision.

13
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National Academy of Science Comfnents

Finally, the Department considered colmments received from the National

Academy of Sciences Board on Radioactive Vaste Ianagement on the formal

decision-aiding methodology. The conment the Department considers appropriate

for possible use as an "other consideration" Is the issue of differences among

sites in the quality of where potential releases of radionuclides in the

accessible environment may occur, e.&., the differences between a highly

productive potable aquifer and a low yield, brackish or saline aquifer or the

differences between a surface water body depended upon for water supply or

sustenance and a playa lake. As indicated previously In the discussion of tA

scoping hearing comcents, the Department agrees with the EPA approach of

restricting releases to the accessible environment rather than attempting to

characterize the quality or other factors (such as population distribution.

crop type, or water use) describing the accessible environment for periods of

tens of thousands of years.

C-7.2 Discussion of Other Considerations

based on the Identification of Issues possibly suitable for use as "other

considerations" described in the previous section of this chapter, the

Department was able to identify _ issues that were not addressed in the

findings and evaluations in the environmental assessments or the formal

decision-aiding methodology but may have a significant bearing on the

recommendation of sites for detailed site characterization. This section

describes these _ issues and qualitatively describes the differences among

the sites for each issue.

14
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The additional Issues for possible use as other considerations are:

1. the licensability of the site,

i. the risk of disqualification during site characterization or

construction,

3. the potential for schedule delays during site characterization or

construction so as to seriously Impair the Department's ability to

maintain the program schedule,

4. the ability to co-locate a test and evaluation facility (TEF) at the

repository site,

S. the improved performance disposal system, dependent upon

Congressional authorization of the MRS,

6. (ADD OTNER ISSUES AS APPROPRIATE)..

The issue of differences among the sites based on the relative

licensability of the sites may be summed up In the statement that a "good"

site that takes an inordinate number of years to license is probably not a

"good" site. Such a site would place in jeopardy not only the Department s

comnitment to acceptance of wastes for disposal In 1998 but also the Mission

Plan objective on cost-effectiveness.

Relative differences to licensability among the sites can arise from many

different factors, some of which can be evaluated at this time (such as the

presence of potentially adverse conditions) and others which cannot be

determined at this time, such as the ability to obtain applicable state and

local permits. Other factors, such as ground-water travel times that are
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only slightly above the 1,000 year disqualifter, cannot be evaluated at to

their effects on licensability until a performance allocation among the

various engineered and natural barrier subsystems has been established or th,

results of site characterization studies are available.

1ith respect to the presence of potentially adverse conditions, the

Department can review previous experience In licensing nuclear facilities to

develop insight as to which potentially adverse conditions have become highly

contentious and resulted In major delays in licensing. In this manner, the

presence of a particular potentially adverse conditionts) may be demonstrated

as more significant than the presence of others. The Department can

supplement this insight by placing a relative order of significance on the

potentially adverse conditions that have a closely-associated disqualifying

guideline than on the potentially adverse conditions that do not have a

closely-associated disqualifying guideline. In the following discussion, the

Department has used this approach to develop insight intb what are likely to

be the most contentious potentially adverse conditions at each site.

The Davis Canyon site has eleven potentially adverse conditions that have

a closely associated disqualifying guideline. Of these, the next significant

are related to environmental quality and Include significant adverse

environmental impacts that cannot be avoided or mitigated, proximity to or

significant environmental impacts on specified national lands, and proximity

to and significant environmental impacts on specified State or regional

areas. Each of these potentially adverse conditions related to environmental

quality may be expected to be major subjects of contention and delay In the

approval of the environmental impact statement and the issuance of necessary

State and local permits for site characterization and construction at the site.
16
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The Deaf Smith County site has eight potentially adverse conditions that

have closely associated disqualifying guidelines. The potentially adverse

condition related to geomechanical properties of the host rock is likely to b

a contentious Issue; however, this issue may be addressed In large part durin
..

site characterization prior to licensing. In addition, environmental impacts

on the Ogallala Aquifer is a major concern which can be addressed In large

part during site characteri2ation prior to licensing.

The Richton Dome site has nine potentially adverse conditions that have

closely associated disqualifying guidelines. Of these, there are two

potentially adverse conditions that are highly likely to introduce major

contention and delay durIng licensing. One potentially adverse condition is

the proximity to the town of Richton; it may be expected to be a major Issue

in the approval of the environmental impact statement and the issuance of

necessary State and local permits for site characterization and construction

at the site. The second potentially adverse condition Is the presence of

exploitable natural resources, which is Intrinsic to the nature of the dome

and will not change as a result of site characterization studies.

The lanford site has seven potentially adverse conditions that have

closely associated disqualifying guidelines. Of these, three potentially

adverse conditions may be expected to be major subjects of contention and

delay. These are potentially hazardous offsite Installations and activities;

Quaternary faulting, and pre-closure ground-water conditions that may require

complex engineering measures beyond reasonably available technology. This

latter potentially adverse condition can be evaluated In large part during

17
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site charaqterizatiOn and Is therefore expected to be largely resolved prior

to licensing of the site.

The Yucca Mountain site has five potentially adverse conditions that ha,

closely associated disqualifying guidelines. These include for the

post-closure period, Quaternary igneous activity and the correlation of

earthquakes with tectonic activity, and for the pre-closure period,

potentially hazardous offsite activities, bost-rock flexibility, and active

faulting. Of these, two of the potentially adverse conditions, the

correlation of earthquakes with tectonic features such that the frequency or

magnitude may be expected to increase in the post-closure period and the

presence of active faulting In the pre-closure period have been major subject.

of contention and delay in licensing of other nuclear facilities.

As a second approach to licensability, the MRC regulation 10 CFR Part 60

indicates that the presence of any potentially adverse condition can lead to a

presumption of unsuitability of the site if the potentially adverse condition

may result in significant radionuclide releases, and any of the following are

valid:

1) the potentially adverse condition cannot be readily characterized or

modeled,

2) the potentially adverse condition cannot be offset by favorable

conditions, or

3) the potentially adverse condition cannot be mitigated by reasonably

available technology.

18
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Chapter C-i

Other Information

. 1

The process to be used in selecting a site for the first geologic

repository is described In Section 960.3-2 of the DOE's siting guidelines (10

CFR Part 960). As specified in Section 960.3-2-3, the recommendation of site

for site characterization.i.sto be based on "the available geophysical,

geologic, geochemical, and hydrologic data; other information (emphasis

added); associated evaluations and findings reported in the environmental

assessments accompanying the nominations; and the considerations specified

below, unless the Secretary certifies that such available data will not be

adequate to satisfy applicable requirements of the Act in the absence of

further preliminary borings or excavations."

The "considerations specified below" Incluft3 e sites nominated as

suitable for characterization shall be considered as to their order of

perferences as candidate sites for characterization. Subsequently, the siting

provisions specifying diversity of geohydrologic settings, diversity of rock

types, shall be considered to determine a final order of preference for the

characterization of such sites.

Accordingly, the recommendation decision can be represented

diagrammatically as follows:
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The analysis based on the decision-aiding methodology Is intended to

provide as many insights as possible for evaluating sites for geologic

repositories. To do this, it focuses on the major factors of the decision

problem since attempting to address all possible information and Impacts"

would be counterproductive and Impractical.- The 'other information` not

Included in the analysis are still, of course, relevant to the decision

process. This "other information" is described in this chapter, and Its

implications are combined with the results of the analysis based on the

decision-aiding methodology to determine an initial order of preference among

the sites.

C-7.1 Identification of Other Information

In order to identify "other information" that has not been addressed In

the environmental assessments (Us) or the decision-aiding methodology, the

DOE reviewed (1) corments received during.the U scoping hearings,

(2) comments on the siting guidelines, (3) coczents on the draft Mission Plan,
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(&) the programnatic objectives IdentifSed In the siting guidelines and the

Kission Plan, (5) comments on the draft environmental assessments (includ!ng

verbal comments at public hearings), and (6) comments from the Board on

Radfoactive Waste Management of the National Academy of Sciences during its

review of the decision-aiding methodology. These items were reviewed

specifically for (1) any DOE commitments on 'other Information" that could bi

considered and (2) any issues that may have a significant bearing on the

recousnendation of sites and are not addressed In the environmental assessment

or the decision-alding methodology. In reviewing all of the above-listed

items, the DOE exercised caution to avoid including Issues, such as repositor

costs or land ownership, that are already explicitly included in the

environmental assessments or the decision-aiding methodology; including such

issues would lead to double counting.

Comments received In EA scoping hearings

The review of the comments received at the EA scoping hearings identifie

a long list of issues, such as those documented for the salt sites

(ONWI-505). Some of these issues are covered by the EPA standards (e.g.,

Individual dose limits), some are covered by the siting guidelines (e.g., the

availability of water sources, the impact of offsite facilities, or the

estimated value of mineral resources), and many of the issues have been

addressed in the environmental assessments (e.g., the disposal of the mined

salt, the impacts of the work force on the socioeconomic framework of the

community. the fragility of the environment, or the relocation of people

during land acquisition). The issues that may qualify as Bother information"

Include
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* I. The distinction between "nuclear" and "nonnuclear" host States.

2. Equity among the States In terms of the presence of other national

programs (e.g., defense programs or the Strategic Petroleum Reserve

3. Differences In the productivity (food and fiber) of the accessible

environment.
. v

4. The presence of major surface-water systems In the accessible

environment (e.g., the Columbia and Colorado Rivers) that are relies

on regionally for water, food, and recreation.

With respect to the distinction between "nuclear" and "nonnuclear"' host

States - that Is, States that contain commercial nuclear power plants and

those that do not -- the DOE does not believe that Congress, in attempting to

provide a remedy to a national waste-disposal problem by enacting the Nuclear

Waste Policy Act of 1982, intended to restrict the disposal of spent fuel and

high-level waste to the States whose citizens derive direct benefits from the

use of electricity generated by nuclear energy. In fact, "nonnuclear" States

derive substantial indirect benefits from the nuclear industry. With respect

to the presence of other national programs, the DOE does not believe that

Congress intended to restrict geologic repositories to only the States that

have not borne the burden of activities or facilities serving national

interests. Indeed, all States share the overall benefits and burdens of beans

part of the United States.

With respect to the productivity or the presence of major surface-water

systems in the accessible environment, the EPA standards restrict potential

releases to the accessible environment In order to avoid the obvious problem

of projecting the characteristics of the accessible environment

specifically factors like population distribution, types of crops, and water
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use -- over tens of thousands of years. The DOE agrees with this approach,

and the postclosure performance measures employed In the decision-aiding

methodology are therefore based on cumulative releases to the accessible

environment.

I .

This review of the comments received at the EA scoping hearings did not

identify any Issues that may have a significant bearing on the recommendation

of sites for characterization and were not addressed In the environmental

assessments or the decisioa-aiding methodology.

Comments on the siting guidelines

The review of the comments on the siting guidelines Identified (1) Issue

that have been covered by the final EPA standards (e g., ground-water sources

in the controlled area or liuits on individual radiation doses); (2) issues

submitted In comments on revisions of the siting guidelines before they were

issued In final form (e.g., the presence of ground-water sources along flow

paths to the accessible environment or the resource potential of the host

rock); (3) Issues that are addressed In the decision-aiding methodology (e.g.

explicit weighting factors for the various guideline groups, the consideratior

of potential radionuclide releases to the accessible environment for periods

of up to 100,000 years, or the adoption of a numerical decision methodology);

and (4) issues that do not discriminate among sites in the site-selection

process (e.g., the adoption of a zero-release standard, the application of the

"as-low-as-reasonably achievable" principle, emergency response and liability

for accidents during transportation, or the assessment of fear and perceived

risks). Finally, the DOEL identified a set of issues (e.g., differences among
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sites in waste retrievability or the availability of a water supply for

construction and operation) that would be double-counted if treated separate:

under "other information." As a result, in the comments on the siting

guidelines the Department did not find any additional issues that may have a

significant bearing on the recommendation of sites and were not evaluated In'

tbe environmental assessments or the decision-aiding methodology.

Comments on the Mission Plan

The review of comments on the Mission Plan focused on the synopses of

comments In the Record of Responses to Public Comments ou the Draft Mission

Plan (DOE, 1983, Vol. XX). These comments tended to be very specific In the

Issues they raised or the recommendations they made.

Nearly all of the issues raised In the comments that may have a

significant bearing on site recommendation have been addressed in the siting

guidelines, the environmental assessments, and the decision-aiding

methodology. The two issues that may qualify as "other Information" are the

folloving:

1. The differences among the sites in the ease of revegetating a site to

Its original condition after site characterization or repository

closure.

2. The methods that would be used to obtain the ownership of land and

mineral rights (e.g., transfer of title between Federal agencies,

exercise of eminent domain for private land, and severed mineral

rights).
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The first of these Itcues has been considered in the environwental

assessments (in the evaluations of the sites against the guidelines on

environmental quality) and in the decision-aiding methodology (In the

evaluation of the sites against the performance measures related to

environmental quality). The second Issue has also been considered, in part,

in the evaluation of socioeconomic Impacts. The second issue Is uncertain at

this time because, as pointed out In the record of responses (DOE, 1985), a

variety of options Is available to establish Federal ownership, and these

options very in difficulty. Furthermore, the DOE cannot speculate, at

present, on the relative differences In difficulty between negotiating sales

of land or mineral rights, taking land or mineral rights through

eminent-domain proceedings, or obtaining Congressional approval for the

transfer of title for Fcderal land.

Accordingly, the DOE did not Identify in the eomments on the Mission

Plan any "other information" that may have a significant effect on site

recommendation and have not been considered and reasonably accounted for in

the environmental assessments or the decision-aiding methodology.

Programmatlc objectives

The programmatic objectives identified in the Mission Plan and in the

siting guidelines were examined for the presence of 'other Information." The

major programmatic objectives In the Mission Plan relate to the protection of

public health and safety, program schedule, the costs of waste disposal, and

the likelihood of success In the repository program. In the siting

guidelines, Section 960.3-2-3 defines the following objective for the
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recommendation of sites: "The cites recommended as candidate sites for

characterization shall offer, on balance, the most advantageous combination c

characteristics and conditions for the successful development of repositories

at such sites."

. 1

From these programmatic objectives, the DOE Identified the following

issues as candidates for 'other information":

1. The number of sites to be reco- rcnded for site characterization.

2. The risk of disqualification during site characterization or

repository construction.

3. The presence of issues that may not be reasonably resolvable during

site characterization given the time allotted or the state of the art

in testing.

4. The potential for significant cost increases beyond the ranges

estimated in the environmental assessments.

5. The potential, during site characterization or repository

construction, for schedule delays that would seriously impair the

DOE's ability to maintain the program schedule.

6. The potential for schedule delays due to contentious licensing

proceedings.

The first issue, the number of sites to be recocrended for site

characterization, is essentially a strategic investment decision regarding the

appropriate degree-of diversification of resources to retain flexibility for

site selection. As required by the NRC regulations, the DOE will recommend

three sites, at least one of which Is not a salt site. For each site, the DOE
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projects a cost of $500 million ror ulto characterization and $500 million (o

concurrent studies (e.g., waste-package development, repository design, and

advancement of performance-assessment capabilities). The DOE has evaluated

the option of recommending more than three sites, but has not found a

sufficient programmatic or technical basis to justify the additional costs.

Issues 2 and 3 can be grouped together under the subject if site

licensability. The relative licensability of sites Is largely determined by

the findings and evaluations In the environmental assessments, but It is

also affected by two other factors: (I) the potential for being disqualified

during site characterization and repository construction and (2) the presence

of Issues that may not be resolvable during the time allotted for site

characterization. For example, the DOE may not be able to definitively

characterize the mechanism of ground-water flow over large distances in

bedded or dome salt or the amount and temporal or spatial distribution of

ground-water flux through the unsaturated tuff at the Yucca Mountain site. In

these cases, the DOE has adopted the approach of conservatively bounding the

phenomenon in its calculations In order to demonstrate adequate ground-water

travel time and waste-isolation capability. Thus, the Inability to resolve

an Issue during site characterization has been taken into account In the

evaluations in the environmental assessments and in the decision-aiding

methodologyo

Issues 4, 5, and 6 can be grouped together under the programmatic

objective for cost-effectiveness. The issue of potential cost increases

beyond the estimated ranges In the environmental assessments has been Included

in the decision-aiding methodology and would be double-counted If treated
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under "other information." The Issue of potential schedule delays

during site characterization ia the concern that any one site, though not

demonstrably unsuitable or disqualified, may fall substantially behind the

other sites during characterization and thus not be available on schedule as

one of the alternative sites evaluated In the environmental Impact statement.

This issue has been considered in part In the environmental assessments,

in evaluations against guidelines on the ease and cost of sitint and

construction. In addition, the DOE has taken the position that, in such

an Instance, the Secretary of Energy can declare site characterization

sufficiently completed to proceed with the selection of one site for

development as the nation's first geologic repository.

The issue of potential schedule delays due to contentious licensing

proceedings can be summed up simply: a "good" site that needs an inordinate

number of years for licensing Is probably not a 'good' site. Such a

site would place in jeopardy not only the Mission Plan objective on

cost-effectiveness but also the DOE's commitment to accept wastes for

disposal in 1998.

Comments on the draft EAs

The review of comments received on the draft environmental assessments

focused on the summary of comments In Appendix C of the final environmental

assessments. Specifically, this review focused on comments that generally

apply to the repository program rather than specific sites (Section C.2,

Policy Issues, and Section C.3, Siting Process and Decisions). Site-specific

comments In Sections C.A through C.8 were not reviewed for Issues that may
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qualify as "other Information," but those comments are specifically directed

at the evaluations of the site against the guidelines, the description of thi

site and the repository, or the discussions of potential Impacts. Nearly all

of the issues raised by the comments that may significantly affect the

recommendation decision have been addressed In the final environmental

assessments or the decision-aiding methodology. For example, the DOE has

addressed decreases in property values near sites and diffiulties In land

acquisition In the evaluations against the guidelines on socioeconomic

conditions and site ownership and control.

Three issues that were identified in the general comments on the draft

EAs as possible suitable for "other Information":

1. Compliance with State and local regulations.

2. Lack of route-specific analyses of transportation from the reactors

to each site.

3. Productivity and quality of the accessible environment.

With respect to issue 1, the DOE does not believe that it is appropriate

to attempt to characterize the expected difficulty in obtaining State and

local permits or to base the recommendation decision on that difficulty unless

there is a technical basis for so doing, such as In the assessment of

air-quality effects in the environmental assessments.

With respect to issue 2, the DOE believes that the general transportation

analysis and national average data used In the final environmental assessments

are adequate at this stage of the siting process and are consistent with
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Appendix IV of the siting guidelines. Route-specifIc analyses and an

evaluation of the Impacts on host States and States or Indian Tribes along

transportation corridors will be Included In the environmental Impact

statement. With respect to issue 3, the productivity and quality of the

accessible environment (e.g., prime farmland or nearby rivers) were discusse'

previously under the comments on the EA scoping hearings.

Accordingly, the DOE did not Identify in the comments on the draft

environmental assessments any "other information" that may have a significant

effect on site recomnendation and are not covered in the final environmental

assessments nor the decision-aiding methodology.

Comments from the National Academy of Sciences

Finally, the DOE considered the comments submitted by the Board on

Kadicactive Waste Management of the National Academy of Sciences on the

decision-aiding methodology. Among these comments was the issue of

differences among sites in some quality of the accessible environment where

radionuclides may occur (e.g., the differences between a highly productive

aquifer that bears potable water and a low-yield aquifer that carries

brackish or saline water or the differences between a surface-water body used

for water or sustenance and a playa lake). This issue was examined as a

possible candidate for 'other information." Nowever, It was dismissed

because, as indicated previously, the DOE agrees with the EPA approach of

restricting releases to the accessible environment rather than attempting to

characterize the quality or other characteristics of the accessible

environment (e.g., population distribution, productivityaof water use) for

periods of tens of thousands of years.
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C-7.2 Discussion of "Other Information

Raving considered the Issues that were candidates for "other

information," the DOE was able to identify three issues that may significantly

affect the recommendation of sites and were not addressed in the environmental

assessments or the decision-aiding methodology. These issues are discussed In

this section, which also qualitatively describes the differentes among the

sites for each issue.

The issues that qualify as "other information" are the following:

1. The risk of disqualification during site characterization or

repository construction. -

2. The potential during site characterization or repository construction

for schedule delays that would seriously impair the DOE's ability to

maintain the program schedule.

3. The potential for schedule delays due to contentious licensing issues.

Risk of disqualification during site characterization or repository

construction

A review of the seventeen disqualifying conditions in the-siting

guidelines, as documented in the final environmental assessments, showed

either Level IA findings (the evidence does not support a finding that the

site is disqualified) or Level 2A findings (the evidence supports a finding

that the site is not disqualified on the basis of that evidence and is not

likely to be disqualified). The findings in the final environmental
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assessments for the disqualifying conditions were all Level IA findings, wit,

the following exceptions where Level 2A findings were made: Davis Canyon,

each of the three population density and distribution disqualifying

conditions; Deaf Smith County, each of the three population density and

distribution disqualifying conditions; Hanford, the erosion, dissolution, and

each of the three population density and distribution disqualifying

conditions; Richton Dome, each of the three population densit"'ind

distribution disqualifying conditions; and Yucca Mountain, the dissolution an

two of the three population density and distribution disqualifying conditions

Further, the sites were compared against each other on a

guideline-by-guideline basis in Sections 7.2 and 7.3 of the final

environmental assessments. The Intercomparlsons among sites, however, did no

attempt to describe the relative likelihood or probability that site

conditions Identified during site characterization or repository construction

may, in extreme cases, support either the Level 1 finding (the evidence

supports a finding that the site is disqualified) or Level 21 finding (the

evidence supports a finding that the site is disqualified or Is likely to be

disqualified).

As part of the evaluation of "other information," the DOE has looked at

each site and the seventeen disqualifying conditions in order to identify any

sites where there is a reasonable likelihood that extremely poor site

conditions could result in a small, but significant, probability of

disqualification (Level 1B or 21 finding) for any disqualifying condition. It

should be noted that many of the seventeen disqualifying conditions (primarily
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the preclosure disqualifying conditlons) permit the use of mitigative measures

or reasonably available technology to offset the adverse effects leading to

potential disqualification.

For the Davis Canyon site, all three of the disqualifying conditions
. 1

related to environmental quality have a reasonable likelihood that extremely

poor cite conditions could result in a small, but significant,- probability of

disqualification. For the Deaf Smith County site, the disqualifying conditior

related to Inadequate protection or mitigation of environmental quality and

the socioeconomic disqualifying condition on degradation of the quality of

ground water for of(site supplies have a reasonable likelihood that extremely

poor site conditions could result in a small, but significant, probability of

disqualification. For the Sanford site, there is a small, but significant,

probability of disqualification resulting from extremely poor site conditions

assocated with the disqualifying conditions for ground-water travel time,

Irreconcilable conflict with atomic energy defense activities, rock conditions

beyond reasonably available technology which, present a significant risk to

worker safety, ground-water conditions beyond reasonably avalable technology,

and ground motion which requires engineering beyond reasonably availbale

technology. For the flchton site, the disqualifying conditions related to

loss of waste isolation due to eadvertent offsite resource recovery and the

location of the surface facility adjeceat to a I square mile area having a

population greater than 1,000 persons have a reasonable likelihood that

extremely poor site conditions sould result in a small, but significant,

probability of disqualification. For the Yucca Mountain site, there is a
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Ismll, but significant, probability of disqualification resulting from

extremely poor site conditions associated with the disqualifying condition

for ground-water travel time, postelosure tectonics, irreconcilable confli

vith atomic energy defense activities, and ground motion which requires

engineering beyond reasonably available technology.

Based on this review of disqualifying conditions, tbe Davis Canyon sit

-nd the Eanford site appear to be the least favorable sites. The Deaf Smitl

County site and the Richton Dome sites appear to be the most favorable sites

and the Yucca Mountain site should fall between these two groupings.

Potential Schedule delays during Ate 6 aracteritation and pevository

contruction

(TO BE PROVIDED)

Potential schedule delays due to licensing issues

Relative differences in licensability among the sites can arise from mans

different factors. Some can be evaluated at this time (e.g.$ the presence of

potentially adverse conditions), while others cannot (e.g.. the ability to
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obtain applicable State and local permits). Other factors (such as

ground-water travel times that are only slightly higher than the 1,000-year

disqualifier) cannot be evaluated as to their effects on licensability until

performance goals for the various components of the engineered and natural

barrier systems have been allocated or the results of site characterigation

studies are available.

With respect to potentially adverse conditions that can be evaluated at

this time, the DOE reviewed the licensing experience of nuclear facilities to

determine which types of potentially adverse conditions have become highly

contentious and resulted in major licensing delays. This allows the DOE to

ascertain that a particular potentially adverse condition is more significant

to the program schedule than other conditions. Accordingly, the DOE can

supplement the decision-aiding methodology by placing a higher significance on

the potentially adverse conditions that may become highly contentious and

result in major delays. In addition, the DOE believes that the potentially

adverse conditions that are closely associated with the disqualifying -

condition of a siting guideline have a higher potential for contention and

licensing delay than do the potentially adverse conditions that are not

closely associated with a disqualifying condition. In the discussion that

follows, these two approaches were combined to identify the potentially

adverse conditions that are likely to be the most contentious for each site.

The Davis Canyon site has 11 potentially adverse conditions that are

closely associated with a disqualifying condition. The three most significant

are related to environmental quality; they are significant adverse

environmental impacts that cannot be avoided or mitigated to an acceptable

degree; proximity to, or significant environmental impacts on, specified
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national lands; and proximity to, and significant environmental impacts on,

specified State or regional resources. Each of these three potentially

adverse conditions can be expected to cause major contention and potential

delay In the approval of the environmental Impact statement and the issuance

of the applicable State and local permits for site characterization and

repository construction.

The Deaf Smith site has eight potentially adverse conditions that are

closely associated with a disqualifying condition, and two are likely to be

contentious. One is related to the geomechanical properties of the host rock;

this Issue, however, can be largely resolved before licensing, during site

characterization. The second Is potential impacts on the Ogallala aquifer;

this issue can also be largely resolved during site characterization.

The Richton Dome site has nine potentially adverse conditions that are

closely associated with a disqualifying conditions and two can be expected to

cause major contention and potential delay. The first is proximity to the

town of Richton; it can be expected to be a major Issue In the approval of the

environmental Impact statement and the issuance of the applicable State and

local permits. The second is the presence of exploitable natural resources.

The mineral-resource value of the salt is intrinsic to the dome, and the

resource value of hydrocarbons on the periphery of the dome will be evaluated

during site characterization.

The Sanford site has seven potentially adverse conditions that are

closely associated with a disqualifying condition. Of these, three can be

expected to cause major contention and potential delay: (I) potentially

hazardous offsite installations and activities, (2) Quaternary faulting, and
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(3) preclosure ground-water 
conditions that may 

require complex engineering

omasures beyond reasonably 
available technology. 

The presence of Quarternary

faulting has been a major 
source of contention 

and delay during licensing

proceedings for other 
nuclear facilities at 

the Ranford site; however, 
this

previous experience way 
be expected to limit 

any potential delay 
on this Issut

during licensing of 
the repository. The third condition 

can be evaluated in

large part during site 
characterization and 

is therefore expected to 
be

largely resolved before 
licensing.

The Yucca Mountain site 
has five potentially 

adverse conditions that

are closely associated 
with a disqualifying condition, 

two for postclosure and

three for preclosure. 
The postclosure conditions 

are Quaternary Igneous

activity and the correlation 
of earthquakes with tectonic 

activity; the

preclosure conditions 
are potentially hazardous 

offsite activities, 
host-rock

flexibility, and active 
faulting. Of these, the correlation of earthquakes

with tectonic features 
such that their frequency 

or magnitude can be 
expected

to increase In the 
postclosure period and the presence 

of active faulting 
in

the preclosure period 
have been major subjects 

of contention and delay 
In the

licensing of other nuclear 
facilities.

lased on this review 
of potentially adverse 

conditions with closely

associated disqualifying 
conditions that may introduce contention 

and

potential delay, the 
Davis Canyon site and the Yucca Mountain 

site appear to

be the least favorable 
sites. The Deaf Smith County 

site and the Richton 
Doi

site appear to be most 
favorable since the 

results of the environmental

monitoring and mitigation 
and the site characterization 

studies can be

expected to provide an 
adequate data base to 

demonstrate compliance 
with

DPAFT 3RWM 103 
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envirorunental and safety regulationc. The Vanford site should 
fall between

these two groupings, largely because of the concern whether the 
data collecte

from site characterization studies In the underground test facility 
will be

representative of the spatially heterogeneous conditions over the 
1,000 acres

metded for the repository.

-eq.
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October 30* 1986

TO:
FROK.-

Dean FostorlCutt LEchels
tlke Gillett (Cong. Swift)

I'm sending two sets of 4ocluents that will be relesed today, ari tdhif I

understand you have discussed with Nancy 5bitth (on krkey's subcoaittee staff):

1. Letter (dated 10/29/86) to Herrington from Swift, Myden, Okrkey A Weaver,

1ncluding two attachieots

2. Letter (dated 10/21/86) to Itdel from Kirkey, Including three attachments

Call if yu have questions; (202) 225-2606
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Congr%%.ot tot mn1teb Mti

October 29, 1986

Te Ulootaeble John S. earrington
secretary
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 dIdepeadenoe Avenue, 8.V.
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Mr. Secretary.

: t the course of our investigation of the higb-level
rditoactive waste prograx, several internal Deprtaent Of ftergy
docugentu cane to car attention which raise questione an to the
ftPartment'. plansfor the first repository progre.

The first document contains brieflag materialo prred on
NAy 13t 1986. wich explore varion option for tot i fyi the
hirh-level waste program. Among the options lsted .te
follo0Sa5gt

0Strategy Qp(tion- Redesign Frit RepoAitory.

Concentrate on first repository an primary waste
disposal ftcility

-ftaneq syoteas oept~iistioni
- A"coaodate reactor on-site store ptoblesuu and
- HaitLn legielated goals and plannd tocelpt rates

Increase potential for bigher Mar-tem costal
- increase presaure for rise In (lacloat Waste Fund)

Fees and
-Contine to face inuitUtiowd problems.'

The clear and arnmItakeable Implication of this aion ia
that the Departzent of nergy was considering the posiblibty of
enlarging the first repository In order to accmmodate a1 of the
"tionfs waste.

In addition, a second document entitled ConsiOrations
Searlag on the imIng for a second atepo tory.' dated gay 16,
1556, explores in 6etail the potential for awpanding the three
sites chosen for the first repository. A table La thir docment
Project the total potential capaciot the tf aitosuest
Jsuorde Washington -- 668.000 Betnlp tons of ASZMA rn)l Yucca,

ountalin. Neada -- 7sOo-136#000 5MrJ and Deaf hith County,
Texas - 107,000 Mm. At orm point thin study states that 'l3f
&Uquate capacity to lndee val ll;e, consibratloas of system

ests would argue for open; 'Uy d a igle tepetoryite d.'
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The Nonorable Jobn S. Verrington
Page Tvo
October 29. 196

The study goos on to conpare the costs of a
mystan versus a two repository slyten.

we request that you provide answers to
questions by boventer 10, 1986:

3 °?3F

single repository

the following

1) la the Department of Sergy consiering the possibility
of placing all the nation'sa vaute In one repository?

2) Ia. the potential fot expansion of thb anford mite a
factor In the Departent s derision to select that site?

3) section 302(d) of the Nuclear wacte Fol cy act of 1982
provides that the Secretary say make pe itures fro
the Waste fwid vonly for purposes of raftoacthe waste
disposal setivitles under titles I and II' of the Acts
The studies and options papors, on the other band, Mear
to consider options not permitted unceo the Act. PleaSe
cite the specific autborlatiaon Ln title r or It of tie
Act that permits you to make ependitures from the Waste
Pund for thes Studi.s.

The wvate proj ra has been caught in a web of contraictory
statements ad political n ations which have thoroughly
entangled the epartment's credibility. For Int~aneo on one
band. Secretary odel has pronounced the second sepositoy propam
dead. At the &aze tite Waste Office DirectOr Ben nocsO *y tt

program contingUs. Is time to iake clear your Inteio aLo
liis on these atteres aza to tell the Came atory to audiences

n boththho Eat and the West.

SincerelY.

Nekber of Congrif

_0 -

Jssac foaver
Member of Congress

RhiSwift
ftabet Of Congress

Ro d oynn
Ilenbr of Congress

-

.
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D. F. 11twan
II. I. Whitt
-Eilto.

Coe may 16, 1986

It W. W, a114rd - r. L. s oy

. t. V. ood

bAlt WS1 Discussion Patert Considerations Bearrim an the
JIMJanAor M Second Gol~g~ig Repository

Attached Is a current draft of the subject paper. this paper was r.uested

by Carl Conner. our DOE-40 sponsor based on a request to his office by Toe

Isscs, Deputy Director of the offtce of Geologic Repositorfes OCM. Or

understanding of the basis of this request is to provide technucal infsrmation

relevant to an anticipt debate on currently proposed legislation which

would limit DOE's authority to pursue second repository activities.

To achieve this purpose, our Iuidance was to identify end characterie the

technical Issuts which would bear on the reed for 4 second repository. In

light of the potential nature of the legislative proceedings. this treatwent

needed to be as open and frank as possible. This material will be used by

DOE4 as tnput to a staff paper on the second repository.

Due to tht potential breadth
*vare of its content and the
have, bowtver, been directed
rot be copied or distributed

of interest in this paper, I felt tw should be
circumstances surrounding Its derelop;Mt. Ve
to restrict distribution of this paper. It should
outside your offices.

/let
Attactent

I

U
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COMSIDEUTIOS BlAyM ON THE TIMIRIFOR A SECO CEOOGIC REPOSIToRy
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i
MAY 16, 1925

Prepared for
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1.0 JJIRJ9!IC
Since the if ICcpif Of the DOE/0CM~ geologic repository program, qutstio,

have been raised regarding the need for or timing of a second repository and
the basis of 70,000 attric ton$ of Uriniuo equivalent (ITU) as a nominal
capacity for a single repository. Yhe DOE/OCRV!4 announced In January 1986
the selection of 12 sites (located in seven aidwestern and eastern states)
for characterizutlan as potential locations for a second geologic repository
in crystalline roc& forations. Subsequent to this *f4nouVceftat strong
objections to these sites and questions concerning the aeed for a second
repository have. been voiced by the political leadership from the affected
states.

The purpose of this apaer Is to Identify the key factors bearing on the
need for anid timking of a second repository and to provide a preliminary
02.plovationb of the principal Issues Involved. In general terms these issues
Involve: () projected disposal r~eQuirtments end the adequacy of repository
capacity I2 the value of flexibility in a two repository system, (3) regional
equityc, tit system cost considerations, and (5) strategic and contingency.
planning considerations. Sections 2.0 - 8.0 discuss these issues and their

Imlications relevant to the need for a second repository. Section 9.0 is a
suflary.there is also an appendix which discusses projections for ruclear

energy and spent fuel.

2.0 RELEVANIT fre'PA REUIREMENTS

The iluclear v'aste Policy Act of 1982 (WPA) includtS a 7o0,10 RIU
restriction on the first repository euplactemnt. Capacity prior to opening a
second repository and sets milestones for certain second repository MItin
decisions. However, construction of the second repository is not authorized
at this time, and it Is not yet clear when asecond repository will be nteded.

The WVA acQuirts that WOE develop guidelines for the recooimadation of
sites for repositories. These gudellnes, for site characterization require
consideration of evariou~s gtologiC media In which sites for repositories Day
be located and, to the extent practicable. to Meomened sites io different
geologic eda.0 Mie, sites art to be nouingted as suitable for site
characterization for selectipn of the first repository site. ls oiaefv

la addition, the WPA reauires thot by July 1989, DDE mut oiaefv
sites suitable for site CharacteriZation for a second repository, li to tvar
of these sites say be from the three sites recoumended to the ?resident. for
first repository site charcterization but at least three new sites must be
nominated. DOE has focused its site selection activity for the second
rtpository sites on crystalline rock (granite) formations. Crystalline rock
is potentially an excellent repository medium and is under consideration by
~n~ds. SWten, Switrerlendp Finland, France, Argentina, Spain. And the United

The WVA requires MOEMOCR. to prepare a mission plan considerin total
repositor capacity teded to accouiodate all high-level radioactive waste and
spent fuel expected fto be generated through Dececber 2020 and to begin receiving
high-level waste and spent fnel by 1998. The OCRWH 1985 Mission Plan schedule
ca Is for the President to subit a recpatendatich of one site for the first
repository construction authorization by March. 19D1 and for the Construction
authorization of the second repository by flarch, M9O. After this point it

I
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till be up to Congress whether or not and when to authorite construction of
the second repository.

Legislation has rtcently been introduced in both Wouses f Congress that
would amend the NWPA along various lii.s which would effectively terainatt
all Federal activities with respect to & second repository And remove the
70,0O0 KTU liaitatioo on the first repository,

3.0 REIW TRY-CAPACITY REOIRE NTS

A particularly isportant Factor bearing on the need for second rtpositor
Is the volume of wastes to be disposed. Sfuily put. total repository capacity
(whether located in one or sre sites) must e sufficient to accoawdate
projected waste valumes ln a fashion consistent with long-teM Isolation
perforance requirmnts. Deterlnoation of the adequacy of repository capacityis Iub ect to considerable uncertltnty In both the prospective volume of waste
and the potential capacity of various sites. These factors are explored below.

3)Civilian SPent ulPsaa Rorent

The WE's Eneray Information Adalnistration (EIA) annually prepares a
series of energy forecasts including nuclear energy production and resulting
spent fuel discharge projections (EtA 195a and CIA 19OSb). Har~y sssuptions
regarding future energy production and energy conswutpfn trends are involved
tn developing these forecasts. TMe EA analysts Includes the effects of groath
in gross national prodluct. energy eand, electrical share of delivered energyjand the shaft of nuclear-produced elect'icity through the year 2020 on both
cursetly operating reactors and reactors which arc under construction. A

ware detailed discussion of the EIA forecasts is included In Appendft A.
Oue to the wide rnge of variables and the txtended forecast period (outto 2020). CL Uas prepared several projections which likely bracket the tots)

spent fuel accumulations. TMe MIiddle Case Is the current DCRWK planning bese.
the fo New Orders (MD1) Cote Its used to rprtesent a lower bounding projection
of spent fuel disposal requirements for disposal fee analysis studies and forSystem sensitivity studies.

For the 1985 projections. EIA adopted an assawtio of Increasing fuel
burnup in their standard Case set, but these have pot as yet ben icorporated
Into the OCRW planatno base. Increased burnup reduces the Quantity of spent
fuel dschorges but the dIsCharged tvel produces more heat. (Essentia11y the
some mber of fissions occur to produce the energy, but the fission productsare contined in o gullet quantity of fuel.) EITA however, &aso provides
sensitivity casts with k0 Increased burikup for the WtOD Cose and the fiddle
Case. the rsulting spnt fuel discharge projections are shown in table 1.

Increasing burmq assumtions are shown to bave a substantial effect on
the estimted quantities of &pent fuel ftquiring disposal. This will affect
tlarisportation. handling and Storage rtqulrempnts but Ircre se fuel egsurI vel$Will not reduce reotftor dlseose) Wlpo "ade or u ciiti

Is £ cause, eas Is dtseussed heneat SectinsS I ory capacr- ina11 Wdia is limited by the heat generation rate of the ent fuel or high-level waste. Higher eWosure reduces tonnage but total bAt Is actually
somewhat higher, especially to the long term, because of the increasing
quantities of lNV-lived beat Deneratirn trensuranic wuclides, e.g., ainricus

F . 2
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Table I - Spent Fufil hJection Cases,
Cwlatfve H1U

flIddle Cose
MD Case

Wi th N Q
Increased Increasing
JMUPu Bumx

High
fasle

fear

1o .

It985

1990

1995

20o

I1t,442

12,679

21,643

32.533

44.245w

11.442

12.474

O, 343

30,591

39,861

No Iacreased
S urnERp .

13 .442

22,679
21.792

633S30

46,118

Ircreasino
. umup

11,442

12,414

20,950

31.441

41,658

11.442

12,4144

21,339

31,964

42,159

2O05

2010

2015

2020

$S,710

67,678

860919

87,449

48,835

S,04

69,280

74,635

19,729

77,417

102,117

* 12,642

12.446 53s7)

06,381 0,$802

66,416 95,913

106,404 126,192

and curium f sotopes, that are prvdvced at higher burnups. The 10000 STU bY
2020 ln EIA's 1985 standard middle Cast projection to equivalent to 127.000
14U In the go Increased BUMnup case Alch is close to ths "Isulon plan basis
of 130,000 STU which was bsed on the 1O4 EIA projecttos.

It Is evident frou Table 1 that projections for cuwlattre sptnt fuel
pro ections wary over a considenabIt rage. It is also clear that the
,pro ctons which indicate te largest fiml acemlat1ons hav a ujorlty of
accmulation ccurrta after te year 25. This Is the result of the lon
period between 1990 ad 200 Acre vary few ew reactors start up In any of
the Caes.

While the 2020 date is oeztiomid 1n tbe WPA as a planning hrlon, it
should also be remetered that dischrges will not stop to 2020 unless nuclearPoer has been abandnted as an energy option. A secord repository Start-up
In 200 or later should be expected-tobe ksed for disposal of spent fuel
generateO after 2010 and should Include capci ty for fuel discharges to wellbynd 2020. Pealistic planning will require the planning. hOrizon to be
rWiiodically moved further iato the futire.

3.2 Pefense-Nigh.Level Vste DtsoOSAl Roiiremnts
In odditlon to the civilian spent fuel disposal, the repository systa

is to be used for disposal of defense high-level waste (OHLU). There arealso substantial uncertainties ln prvjectid quatities of thesl uastes.

3
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VHLV Is quite different froa civilian power reactor sp-:t fuel. and is
low-beat generating waste prepdrt for disposal by vitrific.tfon. Thtse yasi
are presently stored in both fqutd and solid forms at three Dot sites:
Sevannah River, Ranford, nd Idabh. Construction Is underway on a VHLI
processing facility at Savwaah tiver (SR)a but faCilitiss fer DHLW processing
at the other two sites are still in the planning stages. for the purposes of
this paper the SR waste canisters arte ssimd, on the averages to be typical
for all DNLV, but signtficant variations can be expected.

Each Savannah River Dtfense Waste Processing facility (WJPF) canister
will be approximately two faet in dtateterg 10 feet long and contaln 22-25
cu. ft. of vitriffed OHLW producis up to 400 watts of heat. Through the
year 2019 It Is estimated that approxflately 7000 of these waste caniSterS
will be produced. Thert aears to be very little uncertainty on the high
sfde of this tstimate but the quantity ight be somwat lower depending an
the level of future operations at SR.

The Hanford Vaste Vitrification Plant Is planned to begin operations in
1,95.7 producing canisters of vitrified Mb1 similar to the SR canisters.
Tbe plan Is to process all of the liqutd iaste currently stored In the itstiin;
doublc-walled tanks, producing about 1600 canisters of iaste. Nay more
canisters could be produced ff It Is decided to vitrify and dispose In a
repository all wCstes stored In the single-walled tanks - as ich as an
addition 22,000 canisters. Future production operations at etther lfanford
or SR could produce anther 150 canisters.

Ho fin 1a decision his yet been reached with regard to processing DhLV
stored at the Idaho Chenical Prcessing Plant. These wastes are current)y
stored as calcined solds ad contain a large proportion of Inert chtmcalS.
The volume of vitrified waste fepends on the process selected to reduce the
swunt of contained inert cheuicals. Current state-of-art technology would
produce about 22,000 canisters. this could possibly be reduced to abut 6.000
canisters with extensive volme reduction processing.

Estimates are su&arized for DRLl from all three sites In Table 2.

Table 2 - Projected Range of OHllU Canisters ReQuiring
Repository Disposal through 2020 (a).

hlinic Possible
planninga tper

Savannah River ?.000 2,0
Hanford 150050
Future Hgnford or SR 1.50 11S0O
Idaho 6,0 22,000

- - ,6,000 .48000

(a) Canisters are 2 ft. dia. a 10 ft. lprg with an average of around
400 watts/canister.

4
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3.) piscelslneous Iili-levtl wastes

In addition to disposal of sptnt fuel from ctiilfin nuclear power reactorand disosal of DHL, sme additional repository capacity will be nteded fordisposal of other high-level &astt aterfiesl. The only source of other HLVthat Is clearly comitted at present to the CotmrcC Il 11tU to be witrif1ed 1 lnthe Vest Valley Deonstration Project. This pfvject bill produrt approdxatel-300 canisters by early 1990 similar In size and waste characteristics to theSR DI4LV canisters. Sou relatively pull quantities of other mattrfals suchas staled radiation sources and reactor decoissfoafng wastes vay be classIfItas lhghwlevel waste and requtre repository disposal once N1C s pendingrulemaking on the definition of high-level waste Is prowltgatt,
4.0 REposIToRY CAPACITY CAPABJLITIES

Repository capacity is comonly referred to In trors of aetric tons ofuranium (MTU) that were irradiated to produce the spent fuel or K1t. This Isa aisleading unit of neasure. The reposito capacity for hig hbet gneratingwastes specificdlly couercial spent futl) is limited to all three edi a bythe total beat generation rate which in turn is deterinetd by the level of &penfuel burnup, and age sice reactor ditcharge. An KTU of spent fuel irradiated(exposed) to 50,000 WaDlbTU will have somewhat more than twice the beatgeneration ratt of an 1TU of spent fuel irradiated to MnTy 25.000 W/DTV.The fission product Activity Is directly proortional to the exposure (burnup)levtl but long-lived heat generating transurankc ouclfdes fncrease exponential.with Increased eWosure.
Capacity for low hest tenerating wastes, howver, such as the VILV Isprimariy 1f ted by Just the structural strength of tbs geologic formtionthat limts the pitch or spacing of the borehole p1lactzent sites for thesecanisters. In general It has ben assued that two 011Ls packages areequivalent to one T eot c ercial s$r (OE 1985c). This liplits that the16,000 OHLWt canister planning base is equivalent to 8.000 1tU of SIIF.The following subsections provide nforwAtion on the disposal capacitiesof the 3 sites proposed for characterization in the draft tlvramenclaessessunts of possible first repository sites.

4.1 Salt Reposfta!Z CapaCity
Ybe Deaf Smith site in Texas overlies an extensive btdded salt formation.The area designated as a potential repository site enCOwtsses 9 SQuare milesor approximately S500 acres. The actual re ository area for 10,000 MTU ofSF IL DV1LW curruently defined for the Site CharaCterization Plan (SCU) designconcept encoaasses 420 acres of which a relatively significant portion isallocated for shaft pillar, ventilation tntries, and service areas. The prtlonut the site not allocated in the repository layout Is utilized as a bufferrone Along the site periwter.

The current loading limits areO t W/acre and 20-foot miniftm spaciag oftanisters. Using thtse limiting fattars, W to 107,00 Mu could be ulacedif the *-square-mile area undtrgrourd was totally utilized vitnout the bufferzone between the underground eWlacement area and site property boundary ndsurface facilities and shafts were placed in an area designated as In theeaxmlum probable floodplatn. Since the extent of the btddd salt formt1io

S
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is literally hbudrds of SQuarv viles, it Is probable that this site could be
expanded to stet the system rquiri nts.

4.2 Dsalt RCPOsitory Capacity

Te Basalt haste Isolation Project (OWMI) is sited on the large, 490
plus square mile, DOE Wiford IReservatioa in Wshington State. Thet ferrence
repository location (QRL) encoqasses 18 sQuare miles (about 11,520 acres)
within the Panford Site and Is Currently being investigated. The current
design concept enco~paues an vnder roimd area of apprq1xAtely Z00 acres of
which A significant portion Is reserved for shaft pillar, and service areas.

tThe basalt repository does not have a far field area thermal limit In
tLe sens. that the salt repository has, but it has i tear field thermal litft
resulting r* rock stress consldetftion$ that eQuateS to approximatel, 10
Wacre. This yields an emplceent area of approximately 1200 acres for a
: 5sston Plan Wia of 70,400 TU of SI and DHLV.

Thre are no obvious size limitations based on wat Is known at this
tui regjardie the Cohtset basalt flow formation selected for the repository.
-he size of the rtpository could probably be extensively expanded but waste
transport could become a problea if extensive variations In fovwtion dlip
were found. this would Incrtase the cost of disposal bercnd some tonnst
lit, but would not technically prtclude expansion. Using the entire RIL
oukrpround area, ever 600,000 KTU capacity potentially Is available.

4.3 Tuff leensitory Capiacity

The tuff repository site at Yucca Nountain in Nevada has an apparently
more limited capability for expansion than either the Deaf Smith or 1anford
sites. The size of the formation suitable for the repository IS estic:ted at
3650 to 2050 acres.

Troal calculations hve shown that a loadi at 57 W/acre yields
teWrature profiles well vi thint their established 1lmits for tuff. Utey
tave estitated that loading at 80 W/lcre ay be feasible. This therul ltesnl
range yitlds a repository area requiretent range of 1050 to 1470 acres for
7D0,00 MTV of SfIF and HM.

Based on these results, the area Is adequate for the Kission Plan loadin;
of 70.000 ITU or might have cpability for a total loading of as ach is 136.C0
Y.K equivalent at the higher theral loading. Another possibiilty which could
Drovide additional capacity is expanding the repository site Into adjacent
areas which are less well defined and tould require characterization.

A sqar of the vesults for all three wdia Is shown in Table 3. Rlte
:his data is lased on current Information and Cold thange based on results
;' detailed site characterization. Also, the Capacities are based strictly
cn technical feasibility and do not reflect practical operational Constraints
c r iclomis.

.. 6
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table 3 tepository Site Underground Area

Rtpository Capacit Based Availability
Uodergrotnd Area on Aval able of Additfonl

Slte Avallble factt) Are (T Area

Salt-Deaf Smith 5,760 107.000 yes

84salt-Irnford 118,20 668,DW yes

tuff.Tueca "tn. 1650.2050 78.000.136%000 possible

S.0 SYSIEN COST CONSIbE!M10ks

If adequate Capacity Is indeed available, considerations of system costs
would argve for openirg only a slnie repository site. Development and
taploratlon costs for a second rpository wuld be a mjor savings * on the
order of S2.6 billion. The capital and oprating costs of the stecond repository
muld be saved but saim of the capital at ost of the oratton cost savings
would bt added costs for the first re oSuti'y. WIthout a eCod re Sitory
to the East, transportation costs woud be lcreased by 5400- D0 n¶11ion.
based on a Wecil cost analysis for the middlt-case roth rate prepared for
the 1buse Science and Technology Comittt by ty F. WSton, Inc.6 plus
Sestuont calculations for thi SW case groeth rate, cost savings In a single
repDsitory system could be several billions of dollars or negligible, depending
on the combination of first and second repository sites used for co~rlsoo.
If the first repository Is In a high cost medlu litk basalt, there is less
opportunity for athieving a savings by enlargin this repository in preference
to Opening up a second repository in a medium that m be less Costly to
develop. these results are sumarized tn Table 4 for cases based on the middle-
cast grwth projection and the authorized systes (i.e. without an MS).
Similar results for the MD-case art suari td in TabMe 5.

The timing rquireants for saecond repositoy CoAn b iafluenced by the
'capAilities of other coapmnts of the waste management system and by efforts
oesioned to minimale system costs. For exuamlea at-reactor storage capabilities
Could be mor" fully utlizted to delay the tieing for opening a second repository

hilte at the IAe tim reducing systet costs by deliverng older and colder
futl to the repositories. Likewise, a inItoWed aetrievable Storge (MRS)
facility could be utilized to aChieve similar results.

Current studies analyzing waste acceptance schedules indicate the reduced
system costs can be realized by either reducing repository spent fuel accertance
rates or by dlasying the startup of the second repository. In either Case,
the e of spent fuel receipts Is Increased and costs art reduced through
disposal of older fuel.

. . I
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table 4 - Coarlsons of Total System Life Cycle Costs for a Single versus
a two Repository Systtz with the middle Case growth Projection

(Authorized Systea)

'to Ust TWO ARoository S&stem

Repository
Wedhm

Total Syste
Life CycloCosts,

$10'

Repository tWdium
Mrst/second

total Systen
Life Cycle Costs, 410

Basalt 29.

Salt 21.
e

0 Busalt/Cryst. (High)
0Walt/Salt
Ousaltlluff
Basalt/Cryst. (Low)

- SAltaCryst. (High)
SalttSalt

I -. . Salt/Cryst. (Low)

32.3
29.9
28.829.0

Z6.0
- 25.3

26.9
24.3
23.6

.

tuff 1s..s Tuff/Cryst.
TufTfSalt
Tuft/Cryst.

(High)
(LoW)

I

I

table' - Cataripoln of Total System Life Cycle Costs for a Single versus a
Two Repository System with thu WD Case growth Projection

(AUtharized System)

. Singlt Repositoar Syste Two Repository Svstfli

ktpositor

6salt

Salt

Total 4ste
Life WICy COsts.

23.1

asatCry medium
ifrs~tlksad'

asattfCryst. (High)

Life cvcle costs, S)09

28.4

1?.6

;
T ff 15.3 Tuffltryst. (Low) 21.3

6.0 CIALEUT C~iIf~TOi

Section 112 of the WPA requires the Socretary of Energy to consider the
*dVantagts of refi1onI distribution In siting geologic repositories for disposal
cf HLV and SHF1 as well as to take Into account tht proxiuity of potential
repsitory sites to sites tfre NIV a SRF era generated and tM transportation
and safety factors associated with moing the waste to a fW31stry cSe section

S0a

0
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li2ia)). The MAJorit of the coftercial nuclear Poer reactors In the Unitted
States are found In tie eastern half of the Wited States. Of all the Eastern
states. only in Hississippi are potential locutions of a firit repository
under active consideration. The other six potential first repository sites
are In the Utst, whert only about 105 of the SWF it projected to tt generated,

A broad consideration of regional distribution and equity over the entire:
continental United States is most fully custstent with IWA requirtents.
This will ensure consideration of potettial sites In proximity to #ILU or SUF
gieratrion or storage locations and the transportation and safety factors
related to movement to the plce of perunent disposal. The lack of an active
second repository site selection ar characterization program could jeopardize
the site Approvals required for the first repository, by creating a situation
lo which people In the first repository state feel tt they are inequitably
treated. This may Cause a state to rdapt a Onottie of disapprovalt and cause
delay in the construction and operatiod of the first repository, unless Congrts
overrides the state objection as provided for in tht MJPA.

?.0 MI VLUE FFKISIjLIY

A two repository systft has the advantage of Increased flexibility retativ
to a stigle repository system. This increased flexibility will be manifest in
increased system availability In both the short term and the 1ofi run. In
the short term the presenceof two Independent facilities for the receipt and
disposal of waste would mke the waste uanageuent system operation ouch less
sensitive to mlior disruptions and capable of continuous operation with greater
certainty. The value of this reater confidence of continuous operation will
bt reflected in a grater confitdnce level In Allowing scheduled waste
acceptance froc generators in the authorized system or outprocessing at the
MMS in the Uproved performnce system. This Increased systea availability
also his econmic benefits. First, It permits more efficient capital
utilization (less idle time) for other elements of the system (transportation,
MRS). Second, it wod allow operation with a saller transportation cask fleet
(even after accounting for distance effects discussed In section 5.0) since
there would tend to bi less reliance on transport fleet as de facto lag storage.

It addition to the value of redundancy for the xWcted, frequent, short
doration limitations on capacity, thtre Is also a value in tems of insuring
against the effects of major disruptive events at a stnoge repsitory. Although
such etents are not foreseen, they ar clearly possible. An exauple might be
the discovery of unanticipated feologic features In some part of the rock
body with a subsequent metd to liit th extent of operations.

A single repository system is particularly vulnerable to this sort of
event. Vithout any backup emplacement capacity, this type of event could
effectively shut down the disposal function of tet basite mnagement system.

S.O STRATEGIC AND) tONTWCGENCY-PLAPPMfC COfSIDERATI1

In light of the uncertainty surrounding the adequacy of first repository
capacity to accmodate projected waste volumes, it is tiear that any sort of
flnaP OCRhM OecIsion on the need for a second repository cnot be We at

this time. Rather, the current options appear to be( ) continuation of the
current siting program for the second rpository, or (?) slowdown of the current
siting plat. Either of these choices is subject to some risk. In the first

9
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cast, the risk Is a financial one - that the costs Incurree !a continuation
of second repository activities my ultimately prove t have Ween uarrantd.
In the second cast, the risk sees to be both finbancal and schedule-related.
ThM fInancial riskt n this case Is due to the potential for inefficiencies in
reducing and later geanrin up Zg'n. Although the W9gnitudt of this risk is
unknown, It could be a S stantial fraction of any prospective financial
savings. The schedule-relsted fist assotiated auth delay of the second
"pository program would be *n the possibility of not king able to Gett
ruirements. If the waste volumes, costs, ed reginal equity and other
considerations discussed above do turn out to require a second repository,
then a corsiderabt slippage might have occurred by the tie this is known
with certainty.

In weighing the relative attractiveness of thett two risks, two facts
seem relevant. First. the Ospeculativ@e ftuate of expenditurts on a stcond
rtpository progra btefore heed is known with certainty is by so means unique -
the sate eight be said of unsuccessful first repository sites. the nature of
the CCRMM vssion and the levels of wunertatnty Mulre this sort of insurance
to meet WPA manl ates. Second, given that the choice voted bve stems to be
one largely hnging on the trade-off bitween potential financial and schedult
losses, tht rlative abundance of funds and time within the program are
relevant. Based on tht program's overall posture at present, it set*s clear
-that tibe is the scarce resource.

Still another consideration Is a concern to aftisie the obviously
stibstantial discOmfort of states that ave been identified as possible second
repository sites. It would aear that the best course fdr ainiaitiag this
discoefort, that has been manifested for exaale by reduced prorty values.
would be to proceed expeditiously to narrow down the ste selection for e
second repository to a single site. Actual construction might then be delayted
depending on the need perceived At that time.

9.0 ~

There Is no clear answtr, either pro or con, on the need and best timing
for a second repository based on repository capacity limitations and projections
of disposal rQuirements. In any case. it wst be recognized that waste
generationf will continue after 2920, Wch Day eventually require a second
repository at a later date.

Jt Is Clear tht the reslation of uncertainty aout both the waste volumes
and stte capacities will occur In the early 1990, then tbe projected new
nuclear reactor orders are forecsted and dato frm tk three first repository
site characterltation progra begin to be available. Ibis is also the tie
at which the second repository program would transition from a relatively
ineensive siting phase to the wre costly site characterization phase.
Whis coincidence ests that efforts to make a &fiaP datereiuttalo on the

Wed and timing for a secrd repository might be focused on this tit* period.
The data Indicate that Initiation of detailed site characterization for

the second repository could be del fd for several years beyond the current
planning schedule dat of 1994 ii r ired. with a concomitant delay in the
startup date, without affect, the wast managewent eplacemcrtt rates for
fuel which Is relatively to eist.

e
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MCLEAR ENERGY AND SPENT FUEL DISCHARGE P2DJECTIONS

this appendix provides A brief descriptiln of tk asswptIons and
iethodology used In developing IA's energy forecasts and sptnt-futl discharge
projections.

Te CIA nalysis Is divided (atn two time frames - the Interediatie term
throuh 199S and the long term through M020. Projections in tenr of four
separate cosets ar develop for a range of etsumptions reg rdiq growth 1A
deund nd actions taken to meet the deaeand. Projections include low, aidtle,
and high cases and a no am orders cast (MC) In which ro new orders for
nuclter plants beyond those alrndy In place &re assumed. table A.I, from EIA
19Dna, shows projected nuclear capcit and energy gneration through 2020
for each of the four EIA cases.

The intemediate-tere nuclear capacity projections through 19gS are based
: ' on a "actor pipeltt* uulysis, which entails a reactor-by-reictor revievr
of units that are uder construction or In the licensing process. The middle-
and tigh-cast nuc4ear supply sctirics assufe that the amunt of tnstalled
nuclear capacIty in 29 will be detteraied by the corletion of all unWts
currently in the licensin end COt7ttiOtl pipelin it.e., tat potental
cancellations will be offset by, for exa le, the reactivation of cothballed
units and that any me units ordered durln thprojetIon period will not be
operable until after the year 2W0). The -ase nuclear supply scenario
asumes that a numer of units Curmntly In the constrction pipeline will be
canceled and will ot be balenced a any Mew unit ordiner

Prjections of Installed nclear capaty for the period from 1095 through
2000 art based on a continuation f tp retor cpipline analysis, since St
Is assumed that 0o mwly ordered plants re littly to bWcone operable through
2000. In the middle and low caes, m aitoul units resrin in the
construction pipeline while three units cczristing 3.1 We re retired by
2000. In the SBh case, three additional reactors (2.5 EWe) are assumed to
be coepleted by the year 200.

Recognizing the large certalty during te period fro 2M0 through
2020a the EIA's long-tern projections for the lotfmtddle., and high-case
scenarios assm that US. Utilities will Mtitain a diversified baseload
electricity supply by continuig to tly on coal amd mclear fuels in order

'to "duce consieptIon of elatively big-tcost oil VW gas s0lifes, end to
meet demand growth until ew emerating technologies becon available. the
high case assufes such lor eerg prices &W a sionificantly Increasing
electrical share, Whereas the low case asums higher energy prices and only
a modest increase In the electrical share. The nuclear energy share Is assumed
to increase in the high cast end to renain essentially conStnt in the low case.

The middle-case projection of 248 C* In 2020 Is based on iodest average
ennUal qrowth rates for the gross national product (WP4) and for enerMy delund
0! 4.1 and 1.1 percent, respectively, from 2000 through Z0Z0. The electricity
share of delivered energy is projected to increase frm nearly 17 percent In
1984 to about 28 percent bi 2M. The ulear Aare of electricity supply
for the middle case is projectd to Increzst from nearly 14 percent to 2?
percent In 2020, coqpared wttb tbe interediate-tern projection of It percent
in I19S. It is assmed that ordring of pow nuclear plants will resume tn

0 I A.
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Tabl A.1* 'mJections of $J.$. Operable mmitlar Capacit
*hd generation at End of Tear, 1935-2O020~b

i

I

I
sWfficlent 2t1t for the resulting capacity to becme operable btweeb the
years 200 W~ a00.

The middltase growth semrio Is the bas eate, for OCRM plansirg
purposes and the no rew oriurs cut Is pled U a lower bound ot expcted niuclear
Drowth.

h developing the spent-fuel lscdurge projections fro te Caprity and
eneat PerationI estimates, the INS tlA projections iede consideration
of uIlity treds tobrda fstrasirg fel baroup; (or fuel exposure). increases
Is ta bura level are aeed bI ncreasing tbe Coacetration of U235 in
tW anIchd uraniw fuel and odthededpof h f=lv Ws. A a
smult, a smaler fraction of th art is relae An refusling, or th:

leqtt of the pratto cycle Is lreased. Incsd bura rdes the
requireants for enrt!kd vrsniUw, t faIrneonof fu t for 1 the
eactm ad redoces the 6ischarges of Spt fue ad ts stWra reirpAnfs.

Ohe totei costs of a fuel cycle are epected to decrease as IOup increases.
he bIJup level to achimve iisn cost is a function of dslf Paraftters

ad cost coqonmnts of the fuel tycle. Dump levtes re a of a ge of
5.000 to 330W hFMTU P tests We en suceCUsfully Cogdte at a bumpo

oi45 SWO SMIETU.
IA tMe EKR standard tases It Is.Fpsumed that utilities wil ova to higher

:vvup lttels. the reactors are assawd to tchieve a 30 percet lacr*sse in
C-araq wrer current levies by 1W3. Tht bumrp ltwel Is .An asmed to rein
constat throeh the OW of the amlysts period. This assmPtios It. effect.

resUms tat the utilities will radU4 lacrass thkir 1ipls of bp to
te levos our thse at lch tests have bmee coeted imcessfully. Ib.
emsltis cinlatlv sMt f"l discharge Pftjetioes ar sham In ble A.2.

Lt
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o Th Cr u nulyge s also itclusl s sensitivity cases to illustrate the Impact
of Iburup-level assutos. I a ̂sensitivity case of Z thcreased-burnup,the bursup level is held constant twrough ZO20 at the average historical level
for 1979 throgh 1983. In a bigh bwrmp Case, the bUlpz* level rites at the
sue rt t OS the middle Case thWouh 2Z but is allod to continue to rise
until 2020, when the buw rate is, 0 portent above current levels. aesultsof these seratitivity cases are shoim In Table AR.3

able A.2 - 1985 EIA Projections of Cwvlattve Spent Fuel Dfscharges
Since 1957 frm U.S. Nuclear Pwer Plants, TU of 19H5
(Ietric Tons of Initial Weavy Ntal)
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geFoeltory. fba Weeleat Veats Policy Act
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occAulonot OUt view that the Actr an it s~tands,ought to t61o"4
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STATE OF WASHINGTON
.VFCE of THE HOVERS4Oa

OLYMPIA
*89O 041 3

OctobCer 3 1, 1986

Mr. Jolu lIerrington
Secretary of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Secretary Herrington:

Over the past several months informal efforts have been made by the Washington State
Nuclear Waste Board to obtain information concerning ongoing and planned activities
relating to the candidate repository site at Hanford. These efforts have been
unsuccessful. Although Department of Energy officials have on several occasions
promised to provide answers to our inquiries, they have not been forthcoming.

If any site characterization activities are ongoing, our position Is such activities are in
violation of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. We understand the Nuclear Waste Policy Act
to require submission of a site characterization plan and the conduct of public hearings on
such plan before site characterization activities may be undertaken. Section 113(a) of the
Act requires you to consider fully the comments received in public hearings on a site
characterization plan. Further, that section requires consultation with the Governor of
the affected state In conducting site characterization activities.

Despite these requirements, It appears the Department of Energy and its contractors are
proceeding with site characterization activities without consulting the State of
Washington and prior to the conduct of public hearings. The serious nature of such
noncompliance is Illustrated by the attached correspondence between Terry Husseman,
Director of our Office of Nuclear Waste Management, and the Richland Operations
Office. Your contractor was apparently planning to use radioactive tracers. in a flowrate
survey until the state's Office of Nuclear Waste Management learned of the plan and
intervened. Not only would such activity have violated the consultation and public
hearing requirements of the NWPA, but It would also have been in direct contravention of
restrictions on the use of radioactive materials contained in section 113(c).

The State of Washington insists upon compliance with the provisions of section 113(a) of
the NWPA which require submission of a site characterization plan and the conduct of
public hearings before site characterization activities are undertaken. In addition, we
formally request response to the following questions pursuant to the State of Washington's
right under section 117(a) of the NWPA to receive "timely and complete information
regarding determination or plans made with respect to the site characterIzation.. of such
repository:'
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1. Does the Department of Energy intend to conduct any site characterization activities
prior to public hearings on a site characterization plan? If yes, how do you intend to
comply with the provisions of section 113 of the Act which require you to consider
fully comments received in public hearings and to consult with the Governor in
conducting site characterization?

2. Have any laboratory or field activities relating to characterization of the Hanford
site been conducted from May 28, 1986 to the present? If such activities have been
or are being conducted, detail the nature and rationale of the activities, the names
and positions of the persons overseeing such activities, and the documents which
relate to or were generated as a result of such activities.

3. Please detail the activities included in each project work package referenced on the
attached "Table of Project Activities by Work Package" and indicate which activities
are exempt from the stop work order issued In May 1986 pertaining to inadequate
quality assurance procedures.

4. What laboratory or field activities relating to characterization of the Hanford site
ame planned to be conducted in the three months following your response to these
questions? Please detail the nature of the activities, the purpose of the activities,
the dates when such activities will be conducted, the names and positions of the
persons who will oversee such activities, and all documents which describe such
activities.

5. Please furnish any documents, described in questions 2 and 4, above, developed by
your agency or its contractors.

Consistent with the state's right to timely information, we request Immediate response to
questions 1 through 3 regarding activities which are ongoing or will be undertaken within
the next 30 days. Question 4 must be answered within 30 days pursuant to section
117(aX2) of the Act. Timely and complete answers to the very Important requests we
make will avoid the necessity for resorting to statutory remedies.

Thank you for your consideration in this pressing matter.

Sincerely,

Bod~h Gardner
Governor

BG:216p

Enclosures
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August 27, 1986

Mr. Lee Olson. Project Manager
Basalt Waste Isolation Project
US. Department of Energy
P.O. Box 550
Richland. WA 99352

Dear M*Ga`:

It his Come lo my attention that USDOE and Rockwell may soon initiate radioactive
tracer and jump tests at well DC 23. If this is true it concerns me because you did not
notify us of this activity, and you did cot provide the state of Wishington timely and
complete information regarding this testing as required in Section 117 of the Nuclear
Waste Policy Aci

We have not received specific details about your planned testing, but it appears the pro-
posed tracer and pump tests arc in conflict with the following:

a Section I13(c) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act which places specific
rcstrictions on the usc of radioactive material during site charaeterization.

- The agreement made at the May 7 USDOE/States/Tribes meeting and
confirmed at the August 13 USDOE/States/Tribes meeting. At both meetings,
USDOE agreed not to start new work at federal sites until the states had an
opportunity to review the 15-20 page document which describes ongoing work.
In addition, USDOE agreed to consult with the sates prior to beginning new
work.

a The general stop work order issued to Rockwell Operations on May 13. 1986.

- The Hydrologic Test Strategy agreement with NRC and the state of
Washington which calls for a consensus on the hydrologic baseline before pump
tests arc initiated.

- State of Washington water Quality and water rights laws and regulations which
preclude contamination of groundwaters

In addition, the need to monitor and differentiate the source of environmental contamina-
tion from a repository or from defense wastes was a major comment on the Defense Waste
DEIS and the EMMP annotated outline. We arc concerned that your use of radioactive
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I'4. .. traccra. ratbtr than the conventional tracerk, may destroy the baseline for radioactive

rves iU these legal and procedural obstacles can bc resolved, the state will have continu-
Ing strocn objections to the use of nx radioactive tracer in the basalt aquifem On manyoccasions, and most recently in our response to the Defense Waste DEIS, we have
espressed concern over the ability to perrorm postclosure monitoring of releases from adeep repository. Such monitoring would logically be performed at depth and in the -
aquifers now involved in hydraulic testing. Iodine-131/129, in fact, would be one of themost objectionablc radionuclide tracers, since it would occur in the leading edge of a
release plume from the repository. It would be essential to postclosure monitoring to have
an iodine baseline in each of several aquifcrs above the repository, and the deliberate
Introduction of radioiodinc today could destroy that baseline. Since there arc adequate
synthetic organic tracers available, they should be seriously considered for use in anyproposed tracer tests. We are available and willing to work with you in the future plan-
f 'ing of such tests.

Please provide us with the rationale for and the description of these tests. Tank you for
your anticipted cooperation.

: - Sincerely,

Terry Huissemla, Director
Office of INuclear Waste Management

TILkc

cc Warren Bishop



Department of Energy
: -Rchlad >esatons Office

P.O. Box SS0
Richland. Washingion 9S352 86-GTB-58

OCT 24 IN
.-

Hr. Terry Husseman, Program Director
Office of Nuclear Waste Management
Washington State Department of
Ecology, MS PV-ll

Olympia, WA 98504

Dear Mr. Husseman:

VELOCITY SHOT TRACER INJECTION SURVEY DC-23GR (IODINE-131 LOGGING)

Thank you for your letter of August 27, 1986. concerning potential radioactive
tracer logging at borehole DC-23GR.-

Our contractor (Rockwell) is still investigating the advantages of performing
a velocity shot tracer survey using radioactive 1-131 as the tracer and
developing the appropriate support documentation.

The purpose of the proposed survey is to determine vertical flowrates within
the borehole. The interval proposed to be logged is from 2,385 feet to
3,532 feet. Conventional logging techniques in our opinion will not yield
usable results, as the formation does not appear to yield adequate flow. The
tracer, 1-131, is being considered because of its approximate eight day
half-life.

The current borehole status is that a bridge-plug has been set in the McCoy
Canyon flow to isolate the UImtanum. The need for additional bridge-plugs is
being evaluated. Further testing, logging and piezometer installation will
occur when the Stop Work Order is lifted for these specific activities. If
radioactive tracer logging is to be pursued it would be considered at that
time. Radioactive tracer logging will not proceed, however, until we are
certain the activity is consistent with the Nuclear Waste Policy Act and
applicable NRC and Washington State applicable statutes and regulations and
the appropriate documentation is in place. Assurances will be made, if 1-131
is used as a radioisotope tracer, that other long-lived radioisotopes,
including 1-129, will not be injected into the subsurface.

Although the decision has not been made to proceed with the radioactive tracer
logging, the NRC and State of Washington will be kept apprised of the progress
of the study and provided with all relevant documentation which will include a
full rationale and description of the tests prior to initiating the activity.
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If you have any additional questions on this issue please contactMr. M. L. Powell (509-376-5267) of my office and he will arrange for properinterface on the technical issues as may be required.

SiIncer ly

Jo M. Anttonen, Assistant ManagerBWI:MKTr or Commercial Nuclear Waste
cc: Mr. Russell Jim, Program Manager

Yakina Tribal Council
Mr. Ron Halfmoon, Program Manager

Nez Perce Tribal Executive Comn.
Mr. B11 Burke. Program Chairman

Umatilla Confederated Tribes
Mr. David Stewart-Smith

Department of Energy, OR
Mr. Max S. Power

Institute for Public Polkcy, WA
Mr. Glen Lane

Council- of Energy Resource TribesMr. Donald Provos.
- St. of Wash, Dept. of Ecology



* -Enclosure 3

TABLE OF PROJECT ACTIVITIES
BY WORK PACKAGE

SLUARY TABLE

Work Packages to be Stopped 329

Work Packages Excepted from SWO by Justification*:

1. OData Gathering Activities 20

2. Project Management Program Support Activities 44

3. Personnel Safety and Maintenance Activities 61

4. Administrative Activities 18

5. SCP Preparation Activities 46

6. ,Essential Activfties/Imprudent to Stop 61

7. Categories Require Clarification 141

Total Work Packages Excepted from SltO 501

Total Project Work Packages 830

Complete definitions of the six justifications for excluding work
from the general Stop Mork Order are given on Pages 1 and 2 of a
letter dated Kay 13 1986, from R. D. Larson to General Manager, Rockwell
Hanford Operations titled, 0Basalt Waste Isolation Project Work Evaluation.'

9S
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OFFICE OF THE
ATTORNEY GENERAL

November 17A 1986

Honorable Ronald Reagan -

President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

I was pleased and encouraged by your comment (when recently
visiting Spokane, Washington) that you would personally see to it
that the letter of the law is followed by the United States
Department of Energy in choosing a nuclear waste repository.

Regretfully, I must say your comment made clear to me that you
have not been informed about the gross disregard of the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act already committed by the Energy Department. By
way of immediate example, I invite your attention to the actions of
the Department in bulldozing past the lawful requirement of a
second repository. I am firmly convinced the Department's actions
are in clear violation of the Act and I expect to eventually
prevail in the Courts.

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act requires the Secretary of the
Department to recommend sites for two regionally distributed
repositories with the second candidate sites to be nominated and
recommended no later than July 1, 1989. This is the clear language
and mandate of this federal law. The following points will
demonstrate the flagrant disregard of this mandate by the
Lepartment.

1. On May 28, 1986, the Secretary of the Department
announced the decision to suspend all site-specific work
leading to the site for the second repository. In the
words of the Secretary, "site specific work for a second
repository has been postponed indefinitely."

2. On June 16, 1986, before Congress, the Secrebary
testified that "when and whether" the second repository
process would be resumed would not be decided until the
mid-1990's.

Ken Eikenbery Attorney General
Temple of Justice, Olympia, Washington 98504"0521
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Honorable Ronald Reagan Page 2 November 17, 1986

3. In a May 28, 1986 news release; the Department
declared the eastern and Midwestern states were "no
longer under active consideration."

4. In a letter dated June 12, 1986 to Representative
Broyhill, the Secretary stated, "Our search for a second
repository site has been discontinued."'

5. In its Mission Plan dated June, 1985, the Department
stated that it would require five years of work to
recommend candidate sites.

6. General Counsel for the Department, on September 5,
1986, advised that the requirement to make a
recommendation regarding the second repository in 1989
"remain(s) intact until repealed, amended or supplanted
by new legislation."

The foregoing clearly demonstrates the Department's determined
violation of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. I believe it is also
important for you to personally know the criteria used by the USDOE
in taking this action. This is best represented in notes of a
meeting of May 21, 1986 (one week before the announcement) between
high-ranking officials in the Department. In deciding whether to
terminate the search for the second repository, a list of the pros
and cons was created. First on the list of the pros was "immediate
political relief from CRP states", and first on the list of the
cons was "obvious political ploy." It is this kind of information
which has lead to a total lack of confidence in the process by the
citizens of the State of Washington. In the recent election they
voiced this concern by passing an initiative with an 85 percent
majority objecting to the process used in the selection of a site.

The foregoing serves to demonstrate not only violations of law
by the United States Department of Energy but highlights the
politically motivated reasons for the violations. I ask for your
assistance and action in addressing this issue of far-reaching
implications for the citizens of the entire country and the Satee
of Washington, in particular.

Very truly yours, _

N EIKENBERRY
jf Attorney General /
cc: John Herrington /

1vrU2N30 A3N1IO.LV SIHJ 1O M`IddO



FOR RELEASE NOVEMBER 20, 1986

MELVIN R. SAMPSON, Chairman of the Tribal Council of the
Yaklia Indian Nation, today announced that the Yakima Indian
Nation had filed a petition in U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circut to review the actions of President Ronald Reagan,
Energy Secretary John Herrington and the Department of Energy
concerning failure to fulfill their legal responsibilities under
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act and the trust responsibility due the
Yakima Indian Nation in the following decisions:

tI) The nomination by the Secretary of five sites, including a
site on the Hanford Nuclear Reservation and upon the treaty
coded lands of the the Yakima Indian Nation, as suitable for site
characterization as a high-level nuclear waste repository;

() pThe reotaoendat ion by the Secretary to the President of three
of the nominated sites, including the Hanford site, for
characterization as candidate sites for a high-level nuclear
w"ste repository;

(3) The Issuance by the Secretary of environmental assessments
relating to these nominations;

(4) The preliminary determination by- the Secretary that the
recommended sites are suitable for development as repositories;

Af) The approval by the President of the three recommended sites
in Nevada, Texas and Washington; and,

(6) The decision by the Department and Secretary to indefinitely
postpone all site-specific work leading to the nomination and
recommendation of sites for selection of second round repository.

Further, the Yakima Indian Nation asked for a determination
of whether the Department of Energy was correct in limiting funds
for legal review of these actions as is contemplated in the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

Sampson said distortion of DOE's technical scientific
analysis in order to support selection of the Hanford site
necessitated bringing these actions for review even though limited
tribal funds must be used for this purpose. "We are fulfilling
our responsibility as an affected tribe under the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act and consider this effort necessary to see that
Secretary Herrrington and the Department of Energy fulfill theirs"
Sampson said.

For any clarification, contact Russell Jim, Program Manager,
Yakimaia Indian Naticn Nuclear Waste Program (509) e65 5121,
James B. Hovis, Tribal Attorney, (509) 575 1500 or Phillip Bing
Clney, Yakirmia Indian Nation General Council Chairman, (509)
SE5-5121, Ext. 302.
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STATE OF WASHINGTON
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR

OLYMPIA
-985040413

BOOTH GARDNER
GOVERNOR

October 20, 1986

Mr. William N. Schlax
508 Buena Vista Drive
Santa Rosa, California 95404

Dear Mr. Schlax:

Thank you for sending Governor Gardner your paper on the basalt in the Hanford
area. He forwarded it to me as his nuclear waste advisor and a member of the
Nuclear Waste Board.

The Board consists of directors of various state health, resource, and energy
agencies. I have distributed your paper to them and to the professional staff
of the Board.

In addition we have a Nuclear Waste Advisory Council, which is conducting
informational meetings on the referendum measure. I have forwarded your paper
to its members also, for their use during these meetings.

I appreciate your sending your paper. I hope you will be able to continue
contributing to the body of knowledge on Hanford's geology.

Sinc rely,

Curtis Eschels
Special Assistant for Policy

cc: Nuclear Waste Board
Nuclear Waste Advisory Council
Office of Nuclear Waste Management

I
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WILLIAM N. SCHLAX

GEOLOGIST
30S BUENA VISTA DRIVE

SANTA ROSA. CALIFORNIA 95404

October 9, 1986

. I . ..

Governor Booth Gardner

State Capitol

Olympia, WA 98504

Dear Governor Gardner:

On April 2, 1985, I sent you a copy of my

testimony opposing the proposed nuclear waste repository

at Han'ford (given at Richland March 5, 1985).

Enclosed are copies of a Nuclear Regulatory

Commission letter dated May 30, 1986, an Association

of Engineering Geologists letter dated July 31, 1986,

and my paper titled "Unsuitability of Hanford,

Washington Site for a Nuclear Waste Repository".

On October 7, 1986, I read this paper before the

Annual Meeting of the Association of Engineering

Geologists in San Francisco.

I hope you feel this paper merits the attention of

the people of Washington before they vote on the issue

of the repository in November. I request that you have

this paper released to involved agencies of the State

of Washington and to the media of the State.

Sincerely yours,

William N. Schiax

Engineering Geologist

CXG #28



UNITED STATES
b ANUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

C tREGION V
- 14S0 MARIA LANE. SUITE 210

* ,otWALNUT CREEK, CALIFORNIA An

May 30, 1986

MEMORANDUM FOR: Robert E. Browning, Director
Division of Waste Management A

THROUGH: ROSE A. Scarano, Director
Division of Radiation Safety and Safeguards

FROM: Dean H. lunihiro
Regional State Liaison Officer

SUBJECT: CONCERNS REGARDING TEE SUITABILITY OF EHAFORD AS A
EIGH-LEVEL WASTE REPOSITORY

On May 16, 1986, Mr. William Schlax visited the Region V office to express
his concerns over the Department of Energy's (DOE) continuing high-level
waste repository investigations of the Hanford site. According to
Mr. Schlax, there are compelling technical bases to reject Hanford from
further consideration. He noted that he has presented testimony to that
effect at a public hearing on the DOE Draft Environuental Assessment in
Richland, Washington on March 5, 1985 (Enclosure A), and sought assurances
that the NRC be aware of and evaluate the issues set forth in his testimony.
While briefly reviewing his technical rationale, he reiterated grave concern
over the continued expenditure of "millions of dollars" studying a site
which, according to him, has obviously little, if any, technical merit based
on already known geologic information about the site.

One of his purposes In visiting the Regional office was to voice his
concerns with appropriate NRC officials. I advised him that the NRC
high-level waste program was managed by the Office of Nuclear Materials
Safety and Safeguards, and assured him that his concerns would be forwarded to
that office.

Also enclosed is an abstract from the paper entitled, "Unsuitability of
Eanford, WA site for a nuclear waste repository," which Mr. Schlux has
submitted for presentation at the annual meeting of the Association of
Engineering Geologist.

Ean M. I~mihiro
Regional State Liaison Officer

Enclosures:
As stated

cc w/o enclosures
W. N. Schlax
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The technical program committee is pleased to inform
you that you have been accepted to present an abstract
at the 1986 Annual Meeting. Your abstract is entitled:

Unsuitability of Hanford, Washington site for a nuclear
waste repository
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We encourage you to write your paper for publication
in the AEG Bulletin. We have enclosed guidelines for
the short paper format.

Sincerely,

1986 AEG ANNUAL MEETING COMMITTEE

R. Rexford Upp
Program Chairman
(408) 984-1336

Enclosures: Annual Meeting Short Papers
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Unsuitability of Hanford, Washington site

for a Nuclear Waste Repository

William N. Schlax, Engineering Geologist

508 Buena Vista Drive, Santa Rosa, CA 95404

This paper is based on the author's review of the

Department of Energy's draft and final Environmental

Assessments of the Hanford site, and on the author's

knowledge of the region, acquired in part, as a co-

author of the U. S. Geological Survey report on the

Geology and Groundwater Resources of the Wenas Creek

Valley (forty miles west of Hanford) which is referenced.

in the Environmental Assessments.-

In the Pacific Northwest, the 260,000 square mile

drainage.basin of the Columbia River encompasses Idaho,

parts of western Montana and Wyoming, large parts of

Oregon and Washington, and the southeast part of

British Columbia. In the central part of this drainage

basin is the Columbia lava Plateau where there are thick

accumulations of Tertiary lava flows and related

continental sedimentary strata. Major accumulations of

usable groundwater occur in parts of these volcanic and -

sedimentary strata and are available for use from many

prolific aquifers. There are other areas in the Columbia

drainage basin where relatively impermeable pre-Tertiary

rocks crop out which contain only minor accumulations of

usable groundwater.

At Hanford, Washington, five miles from 'the Columbia

River, it is proposed to construct a nuclear waste

repository inside the flat lying Cohassett basalt lava flow

which is one of many Tertiary lava flows underlying the

area to a possible depth of 16,000 feet (DOE, 1984).

The jointed and fractured Cohassett flow ranges in thickness

from 240 to 266 feet and is at a depth of about 3000 feet

below ground surface at the site. The water table is about

165 feet below ground surface (DOE, 1986). The groundwater

below constitutes one of the largest bodies of usable

groundwater in the Pacific Northwest.
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* The waste site would resemble a large underground

mine with a horizontal tunnel complex extending over an

area of about 2000 acres (1.2 X 2.7 miles). Construction

would be done by blind drilling a vertical shaft with a

rotary drill rig, using drilling mud, and then cementing

a steel casing against the bedrock strata from the

ground surface down through the Cohassett flow. Drilling

mud would then be pumped out of the shaft and be replaced

by air at atmospheric pressure of about 16 pounds per square

inch. Tunnels would be extended horizontally from the

shaft into the Cohassett flow by the usual mining methods

of drilling and blasting. Such blasting would cause
substantial additional fracturing of the hard, brittle. -

basalt-lava. Construction and operation of tne site is

expected to last 37 years followed by a 50 year period

in which the nuclear waste must be recoverable. -

Prolific groundwater aquifers above and below the

jointed. and fractured Cohassett flow contain enormous

volumes of groundwater at a pressure of about 1,380 pounds

per square inch (DOE, 1986) or 100 tons per square foot,

as compared to the tunnels to be constructed, which must

be kept filled with air at 16 pounds per square inch for

87 years, Should there ever be any abrupt, large inflow of

groundwater anywhere in the site, in the 37 years of

construction and operation, the entire complex might be

quickly flooded and rendered useless, with probable loss

of life of underground personnel.

To seal off expected large inflows of groundwater by

grouting open, fractured basalt tunnels over a 2000 acre

site, at a depth of 3000 feet, against water pressures of

1,380 pounds per square inch or 100 tons per square foot,

is probably not possible or feasible. Certainly, it is

highly undesirable when sites without such a problem

can be found.
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To pump out expected large inflows of groundwater
would require shafts and pumping installations around
the perimeter of the 2000 acre site with continuous
pumping for 87 years. With the vertical lift of 3000.feet,
the costs for equipment and power would be astronomical.
Water, more mineralized than from shallower aquifers,

would be discharged at the surface. Should any nuclear

waste containers be breached, as by rock bursts:or
tunnel collapses, poisonous radioactive material might
be pumped with the water and be discharged at the surface

and into the Columbia River.

When continuous pumping ceased after 87 years,

the nuclear waste material in the tunnel complex would

be enclosed within and no longer isolated from the

regional groundwater system. There would be almost

certain contamination of the groundwater and eventually

of the Columbia River.

Eazards to underground personnel would clearly
exceed a reasonable risk because of : the jointed and

fractured nature of the rock, additional fracturing -
from blasting, the potential for rock bursts and tunnel

collapses, and the 1,380 pounds per square inch or
100 tons per square foot pressure of enormous volumes

of groundwater surrounding the entire air filled

tunnel complex.

In the drainage basin of the Columbia River,
far less hazardous, difficult, and expensive sites
could be found in areas of outcrop of relatively
impermeable pre-Tertiary rocks which contain only

minor accumulations of groundwater. Such sites could
also be found in other parts of the United States.

The Hanford site is unsuitable for a nuclear waste
repository. Use of the site for such a purpose would
be a major financial and ecological disaster for
future generations.

* ,, �
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The Secretary of Energy (7 / / ,
Washington, DC 20585 y, g

November 13, 1986

Honorable Booth Gardner
Governor of Washington
Olympia, Washington 98504-0413

Dear Governor Gardner:

Thank you for your September 18, 1986,, letter
regarding the nuclear waste repository program.

I appreciate your concerns and share your views
regarding the importance of a selection process that
results in a scientifically sound decision in which
affected parties can have confidence. COne of the primary
reasons we asked the National Academy of Sciences# Board
on Radioactive Waste Managemeht (the Board) to undertake
an independent, scientific review of the ranking method-
ology and its application was to achieve this confidence.
The Board concluded that the methodology used was appro-
priate and provided a sound analytical basis for aiding
the site characterization decision (see enclosure).
The Board's recommendations were of significant value to
the program and, I believe, exemplify the value to the
public of continued independent involvement by the Board
in our site characterization activities.

As I indicated to you in my July 3, 1986, letter, I
considered additional independent review of the applica-
tion of the methodology. Although it is conceivable that
such a review might have enhanced the perceived credibil-
ity of the selection process, it would not have signifi-
cantly changed the insights obtained from the application
of the methodology or the recommendation decision. This-:-
is because the methodology employed an extensive set of
sensitivity analyses. The Board recognized the value.of._; ,.-
this analysis and found no indication of bias>,jin he- s <

Department of Energy's implementation'of the-_-.h; oloogy. rt h

With regard to Professor Detlof von Winterfeldtts---
comments on the sites selected, he is a recognized expert
in the field of decision analysis, and it was in that
capacity only that he served as a consultant to the Board
in their review of the methodology. That Board repeated-
ly stressed that the methodology is only a decision-
aiding tool and that additional factors and judgments are
required to make site selection decisions. Consideration
of such additional factors, together with the insights
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provided by the methodology, formed the basis of the
recommendation I sent to the President on May 27 of this
year. The values attached to the methodology and the
additional factors that were considered are clearly
indicated in the recommendation report. That
Professor von Winterfeldt reached different value
judgments and perceived the decision-aiding methodology
in a different role in no way invalidates the site
recommendation decision.

I appreciate the opportunity to respond to your
concerns.

Yours truly,

John S. Herrington

Enclosure
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STATE OF WASHINGTON
OFfACE Of THE TKOvEWNO

OLYMPIA
504 0413

October31, 1986

Mr. Jolun flerrington
Secretary of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Secretary Herrington:

Over the past several months informal efforts have been made by the Washington State
Nuclear Waste BoArd to obtain information concerning ongoing and planned activities
relating to the candidate repository site at Hanford. These efforts have been
unsuccessful. Although Department of Energy officials have on several occasions
promised to provide answers to our inquiries, they have not been forthcoming.

If any site characterization activities are ongoing, our position is such activities are In
violation of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. We understand the Nuclear Waste Policy Act
to require submission of a site characterization plan and the conduct of public hearings on
such plan before site characterization activities may be undertaken. Section 113(a) of the
Act requires you to consider fully the comments received in public hearings on a site
characterization plan. Further, that section requires consultation with the Governor of
the affected state in conducting site characterization activities.

Despite these requirements, It appears the Department of Energy and its contractors are
proceeding with site characterization activities without consulting the State of
Washington and prior to the conduct of public hearings. The serious nature of such
noncompliance is Illustrated by the attached correspondence between Terry Husseman,
Director of our Office of Nuclear Waste Management, and the Richland Operations
Office. Your contractor was apparently planning to use radioactive tracers. In a flowrate
survey until the state's Office of Nuclear Waste Management learned of the plan and
intervened. Not only would such activity have violated the consultation and public
hearing requirements of the NWPA, but It would also have been In direct contravention of
restrictions on the use of radioactive materials contained In section 113(c).-

The State of Washington insists upon compliance with the provisions of section 113(a) of
the NWPA which require submission of a site characterization plan and the conduct of
public hearings before site characterization activities are undertaken. In addition, we
formally request response to the following questions pursuant to the State of Washington's
right under section 117(a) of the NWPA to receive "timely and complete information
regarding determination or plans made with respect to the site characterization... of such
repository."

.rA.
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1. Des the Department of Energy intend to conduct any site characterization activities
pior to public hearings on a site characterization plan? If yes, how do you intend to
comply with the provisions of section 113 of the Act which require you to consider
fully comments received in public hearings and to consult with the Governor in
Cotbucting site characterization?

2. Have any laboratory or field activities relating to characterization of the Hanford
site been conducted from May 28, 1986 to the present? If such activities have been
or are being conducted, detail the nature and rationale of the activities, the names
and positions of the persons overseeing such activities, and the documents which
relate to or were generated as a result of such activities.

3. Please detail the activities included in each project work package referenced on the
attached "Table of Project Activities by Work Package" and indicate which activities
are exempt from the stop work order issued In May 1986 pertaining to inadequate
quality assurance procedures.

4. What laboratory or field activities relating to characterization of the Hanford site
Eare planned to be conducted in the three months following your response to these

questions? Please detail the nature of the activities, the purpose of the activities,
the dates when such activities will be conducted, the names and positions of the
persons who will oversee such activities, and a!! documents which describe such
activities.

5. Please furnish any documents, described in questions 2 and 4, above, developed by
your agency or its contractors.

Consistent with the state's right to timely information, we request immediate response to
questions 1 through 3 regarding activities which are ongoing or will be undertaken within
the next 30 days. Question 4 must be answered within 30 days pursuant to section
117(a)(2) of the Act. Timely and complete answers to the very important requests we
make will avoid the necessity for resorting to statutory remedies.

Thank you for your consideration in this pressing matter.

Sincerely,

800,h Gardner
Governor

BG:216p

Enclosures
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August 27, 1936

Mr. Lee Olson, Project Manager
Basalt Waste Isolation Project
US. Department of Energy
P.O. Box 550
Richland, WA 99352

Dear 1 0:

It has come to my attention that USDOE and Rockwell may soon initiate radioactive
tracer and pump tests at well DC 23. If this is true it concerns me because you did not
notify us of this activity, and you did not provide the state of Wishington timely and
complete information regarding this testing as required in Section 117 of the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act.

We have not received specific details about your planned testing, but it appears the pro-
posed tracer and pump tests are in conflict with the following:

- Section 113(c) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act which places specific
restrictions on the use of radioactive material during site characterization.

- The agreement made at the May 7 USDOE/States/Tribes meeting and
confirmed at the August 13 USDOE/States/Tribes meeting. At both meetings.
USDOE agreed not to start new work at federal sites until the states had an
opportunity to review the 15-20 page document which describes ongoing work.
[n addition, USDOE agreed to consult with the sates prior to beginning new
work.

- The general stop work order issued to Rockwell Operations on May 13, 1986.

- The Hydrologic Test Strategy agreement with NRC and the state of
Washington which calls for a consensus on the hydrologic baseline before pump
tests are Initiated.

* State of Washington water quality and water rights laws and regulations which
preclude contamination of groundwatcrs

In addition, the seed to monitor and differentiate the sou rce of environmental contamina-
tion from a repository or from defense wastes was a major comment on the Defense Waste
DEIS and the EMMP annotated outline. We are concerned that your use of radioactive
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tracers, rather than the convictifool tracers, may destroy the baseline for radioactive
iodine.

Even if these legal and procedural obstacles can be resolved, the state will have conting-
ing strong objections to the use of gnX radioactive tracer in the basalt aquifers. On many
occasions. and most recently in our response to the Defense Waste DEIS. we have
expressed concern over the ability to perform postclosurc monitoring or releases from a
deep repository. Such monitoring would logically be performed at depth and in the
aquifcrs now involved in hydraulic testing. todine-131/129. in fct, would be one of thc
most objectionable radionuclide tracers, since it would occur in tc leading edge of a
release plume from the repository. It would be essential to postclosure monitoring to have
an iodine baseline in each of several aquifers above the repository, and the deliberate
introduction of radioiodine today could destroy that baseline. Since there are adequate
synthetic organic tracers available, they should be scriously considered for use in any
proposed tracer tests We are available and willing to work with you in the future plan-
ning of such tests.

Please provide us with the rationale for and the description of these tests. Thank you for
your anticipated cooperation.

Sincerely,

Terryi~ussemn, Director
Office of Nuclear Waste Management

Tltkc

Warren Bishop



Department of Energy
Richland Operations Office

P.O. Son 550
Richland. Washington 99352 86-GTB-58

OCT 2 4 886

Wr. Terry Susseman, Program Director
Office of Duclear Waste Management
Washington State Department of
Ecology, MS PV-l1

Olympia, 1VA 98504

Dear Mr. Fksseman:

VELOCITY SHOT TRACER INJECTION SURVEY DC-23GR (IODINE-131 LOGGING)

Thant you for your letter of August 27, 1986, concerning potential radioactive
tracer logging at borehole DC-23GR.

Our contractor (Rockwell) is still investigating the advantages of performing
a velocity shot tracer survey using radioactive 1-131 as the tracer and
developing the appropriate support documentation.

The purpose of the proposed survey is to determine vertical flowrates within
the borehole. The interval proposed to be logged is from 2,385 feet to
3,532 feet. Conventional logging techniques in our opinion will not yield
usable results, as the formation does not appear to yield adequate flow. The
tracer, 1-131. is being considered because of its approximate eight day
half-life.

I.,_

I . I .

The current borehole status is that a bridge-plug has been set in the McCoy
Canyon flow to isolate the Umtanum. The need for additional bridge-plugs is
being evaluated. Further testing, logging and piezometer installation will
occur when the Stop Work Order is lifted for. these specific activities. If
radioactive tracer logging is to be pursued it would be considered at that
time. Radioactive tracer logging will not proceed, however, until we are
certain the activity is consistent with the Nuclear Waste Policy Act and
applicable NRC and Washington State applicable statutes and regulations and
the appropriate documentation is in place. Assurances will be made, if 1-131
is used as a radioisotope tracer, that other long-lived radioisotopes,
including 1-129, will not be injected into the subsurface.

Although the decision has not been made to proceed with the radioactive tracer
logging, the NRC and State of Washington will be kept apprised of the progress
of the study and provided with all relevant documentation which will include a
full rationale and description of the tests prior to initiating the activity.
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:ir' Navte &Nf additional questions on this issue please contactIV* R. t-.4 powtri (509-376-5267) of my office and he will arrange for properjttwtece on vre technical issues as may be required.

- : ! Bv:lOT :

Si I

Jo H. Anttonen, Assistant Manager
or Commercial Nuclear Waste

cc: Mr. RusselT Jim, Program Manager
Yakima ,rlbal Council

Hr. Ron HaIfmoon, Program Manager
Hez Perce Tribal Executive Comm.

Mr. Bill Buwke. Program Chairman
Unatilka Confederated Tribes

Hr. DCvi8 Stewart-Smith
Department of Energy, OR

Mr. Max S. -Power
Institute for Public Policy, WA

Mr. Glen Lae
Council of Energy Resource Tribes

Mr. Donald Provost:.d-w
St. of Wash, Dept. of Ecology



-. Enclosure 3

TABLE OF PROJECT ACTIVITIES
BY WORK PACKAGE

SUWPARY TABLE

Vork Packages to be Stopped

* ork Packages Excepted from SWO by Justification*:

- I. Data Gathering Activities 20

2. Project Management Program Support Activities 44

3. Personnel Safety and Maintenance Activities 61

4. Administrative Activities 118

S. SCP Preparation Activities 46

6. :Essential Activlties/Imprudent to Stop 61

7. Categories Require Clarification 141

Total Work Packages Excepted from SVO SO1

Total Project Work Packages 830

*Complete definitions of the six justifications for excluding work
frw the general Stop Work Order are given on Pages 1 and 2 of a
letter dated May 1, 1986, from R. D. Larson to General Manager, Rockwell
Hanford Operations titled. *Basalt Waste Isolation Project Work Evaluation.'



Department of Energy
V W w A 2 Washington, DC 2iEr --5

OCT I 0 1986

aoaorable Booth Gardner
Goveroor of Washington
Olympia, Washington 98504-0413

Dear Governor Gardner:

Thank you for your letter of September 18, 1986, to Secretary

Berrington, regarding the first repository site selection

process

The Department of Energy is vorking on a response to your

concerns. A reply vill be sent to you vithin 3 veeks.

Sincerely,

Ben C. Rusche, Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management

.^i LI i33

,gO3^;~'1#bw*



STATE OF WASHINGTON
OFFICE OF rDE GOVNOR_

OLYMPIA

BOOTH GARDNER
GOVERNOR

September 18, 1986

John Herrington, Secretary
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Indepcndence Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Secretary Herrington: -

I understand that USDOE recently requested the National Academy of Sciences to partici-
pate in an undefined capacity in the rirst-round repository ste characterization process I
submit that bWtgDO.ySI)Eltakes any steps toward site characterization it must t
A beg id eshaJ v$Udi '~in the process by which it decides whic sites It
will characterize. As you know, in response to the USDOE and Presidential decisions of
May 28th, I have urged a temporary halt and a restructuring of the site selection process. &
u arc§MI~iiic b'to permanently dispose of the nation's highlevel
nuclear waste, we must establish and follow a process which all affected parties are confi-
dent will result in a scientifically sound decision.

The attached letters from Professor von Winterfeldt to Mr. Rusche have
*us doub4 about the convoluted reasoning on which USDOE based its decision to recommend
Hanford for further study even though it is the least safe and most costly of all the sites
under consideration. In his letter dated July 22, 1986, Professor von Winterfeldt Concludes

77ze logical implicasions of the judgments and estimates made by DOE experts ond
managers themsekes as reported in the Methodology Report

*f 4.4Kb _ .t.

'"Unfortunately. It appears that DOE _
a f trxx in lstead simply repeated thchoie dat
was made one and a 1w?! years ago."
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Secretary John Herrington
September 18, 1986
Page 2

Professor von Winterfeldt is known and respected as one of the nation's foremost experts on
decision analysis. He has no stake in the outcome of the site selection process other than his
professional concern that the crucial decisions in this complex and controversial process are
dercndable on a logical and scientific basis. He could have returned to his position at the
University of Southern California and passively observed the process, but instead Professor
von Winterfeldt voluntarily chose to communicate his serious concerns to USDOE and as a
result involve himself directly in this national controversy. I commend him for his commit-
ment to fulfill his professional and public responsibilities and, Mr. Secretary, I encourage
USDOE to take appropriate actions to respond to his and to our concerns.

As I have done on several previous occasions, I-one again sk that. VSDOE agrst to submit f
its entire site selection process to a thorough, independent toview by credible scientific
experts. Such review must include examination of the basis upon which value judgments
were made and examination of the implementation of the ranking methodology. I am con-
vinced that if USDOE fails to respond positively to our concerns the site selection process is
headed for total collapsc.

Thank you fr your consideration.

Si ercl)-y-

- h Gardner
Governor

cc: Frank Press, Ph.D.
Professor Detlof von Winterfeldt
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wifols Drent of Pnlear Safety

M15 Cuter P± Drive
8srirqfield, xllimis 62704

£irMr. lash:

Mm D=W 0z=ittee of the House, vddi I dcir, has been actively irwolved
In -bdi tive waste =tters for the past three years. Mhs Lnvolvmnt has

intensified with the remt site designaticr of HAnford for the first (and
Fiap6s raXy) high-lewl repository.

.Qittee has bee exaOmifrz mrgezey respae plaminj and eawim ental
WgtorT system arng oth er U es. We axe erested In y er
and thifts In thes aras. cifically at nsidera s d to the
est PbliII of ycur office? 8w does it relate to federal and other state
a~eres? Mu is it ftbd? Meat role has ymw state had in y
re plarrdnz? Has this role, or ywr efforts, changed at all slne the
eVets at awerryl? mat t s and system does ymr agerxy use to

I hav ca1ed a special meting of the Ommittee a November 18h in Seattle
to a5;ess these (and othr) er ~eny respoe and nv =itorin
issua . S b irh yu y. wld be available to attend to assist us in

s these matters. TM win omtact you shortly to determine y

If you hae arn questis rexardirq this, please itact me at (206) 782-1239
or Ted Rzter of ry staff at (206) 786-7114.

We look forward to wor3dng with y=

s t Dick Nelson, Chairma
Ha= Dwrv a Utilities Qmittee

101486.2
E&T4
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STATE OF ILLINOIS

DEPARTMENT OF NUCLEAR SAFEW
1035 OUTER PARK DRIVE

SPRINGFIELD 62704
(217) 545-8100

TERRY Ft LASH

DibECTOn October 14, 1986

Mr. Ted Hunter
House Energy Committee Staff
AL-I
Olympia, Washington 98504

Dear Mr. Hunter:

In response to your call today, enclosed are the following Materials
about the Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety and its monitoring.program for
commercial nuclear power plants in Illinois:

1. 'Remote Monitoring of Nuclear Power ReactorsO
2. "Isotopic Effluent Monitoring for Nuclear Power Plants"
3. fact Sheets: 'The Illinois Plan for Radiological Accidents;"

*Radiological Emergency Assessment Center; bReactor Parameter Data
Link;' 'The Radioactive Gaseous Effluent Monitoring System;" and
gEnvironmental Radiation Monitoring System'

4. IDNS Annual Report
5. IDKS Tnifonitional brochure
6. *Radioactive Gaseous Effluent Monitoring System' brochure.

If you have any questions or guidance for my presentation on November 18,
please feel free to contact me.

cfere ly,

r R. Lash
retor

TRL:dk

V cc: Terry Husseman w/o enclosures
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ROBERT R. LOUX
raecu sre Datfete

AGENCY FOR NUCLEAR PROJECTS
NUCLEAR WASTE PROJECT OFFICE

Capitol Complea
Carso. Claw. Nemada 39710

(702) 85S-3744

October 20, 1986

Dr. Raphael C. Kasper
National Research Council
CPSr.R
2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W.,
Room IAS28S5

Washington, D.C. 20418

Dear Dr. rasper:,-,

On behalf of the representatives of the affected states and
Indian tribes, I would like to express our appreciation for your
recent presentation to us describing and discussing the role of
the National Academy in the Department of Energy's high-level
radioactive waste program. Your discussion of the relationship
between the Academy and the Department of Energy was particularly
informative.

As you heard from the state-tribal representatives, there is
general consensus that the siting process by which the Department
of Energy nominated and recommended candidate repository sites
for characterization is flawed and illegal. We were quite
interested to hear your description of the Academy's very limited
role in reviewing the decision-aiding methodology used by the
Department as a part of this decision-making process. As we
explained to you, there are numerous examples of the Department
of Energy's utilizing your limited review and its favorable
conclusions to support the implication that the Academy has fully
reviewed the entire decision-making process, found it sound and
that the Academy completely agrees with and supports the
Department's selection of the sites in Nevada, Texas. and
Washington.

Although you clearly stated to us that the Academy was given
a very limited review role and you have not endorsed the actual
selection of the aforementioned sites, we believe that the
Academy should, in a very public way, announce the scope of your
limited review of the methodology and the extent to which the
Academy has endorsed the sites selected for characterization, and
the method by which they were selected.



After having some discussion with the Department regarding
the future role of the Academy in the Department of Energy's
repository selection program, we were pleased and surprised to
learn of your willingness to support the Academy's conducting its
activities in an open and public forum, something that Department
of Energy officials have told us you would be unable to
accommodate and, in fact was not the case in recent Academy
reviews of DOE decision-aiding documents. More surprising,
however, was your statement that in another recent endeavor the
Secretary of Energy has specifically required the Academy to
conduct its review in a manner which includes full public
participation, and the Academy has agreed to that requirement.
It Is interesting that the Department of Energy would not impose
a similar requirement on the Academy in the radioactive waste
program, even though the Nuclear Waste Policy Act specifically
requires full public participation in the DOE program. The DOE
has informed us that the procedures of the Academy's review are
at the discretion of the Academy.

We were also pleased to learn that you support the state-
tribal interest in working with the Department of Energy to
develop the scope and extent of the Academy's future activities
in the program under the Department's contract with you.

And in a related matter, I believe, consistent with your
invitation, the state and tribal representatives likely will be
suggesting individuals for consideration by the Academy for
inclusion on the Board on Radioactive Waste Management -panel or
panels that will review the Department of Energy's program.

The state-tribal representatives have grave concerns
regarding the way in which the Academy's participation has been
used and perhaps exploited by the Department of Energy in the
past, and we believe that any future review by the Academy must
be approached in a very well defined and clearly stated manner.
Full public access to the Academy's deliberations while they are
in progress, in our opinion, is an absolute prerequisite for
future activities by the Academy in this program. Additionally,
the issues of reviewers' potential conflicts of interest, the
scope and extent of the Academy's review, and actual role of the
affected states and tribes, and public, in the review process are
critical issues that must be resolved prior to the initiation of
any activity by the Academy in the DOE high-level nuclear waste
repository program.
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I want to thank you again for your presentation and for your
clarification of the position of the Academy on issues such as
public participation.

Sincerely,

Robert R. Loux
Executive Director

RRL/gjb

cc: Hr. Ben Rusche
Hr. Grant Sawyer
Hr. Frank Press
Senator Paul Laxalt
Senator Chic Hecht
Representative Barbara Vucanovich
Representative Harry Reid
Representative Horris Udall
Senator Pete Domeniqi
Hr. Terry Husseman
Mr. Steve Frishman
Hr. Ron Halfmoon
Hr. Russell Jim
Mr. William Burke
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STATE OF WASHINGTON
OPft OF THE GOVERNOR

OLYMPIA
Oa504-0413

BOOTH GARDNER
GOVERWOR

October 20. 1986

Mr. iJ111an N. Schlax
508 suena Vista Drive
Santa Rosa, California 95404

Dear Kr. Schlax: -

Thank you for sending Governor Gardner your paper on the basalt in the Hanford
area. He forwarded it to me as his nuclear waste advisor and a member of the
Nuclear Waste Board.

The Board consists of directors of various state health, resource, and energy
agencies. I have distributed your paper to them and to the professional staff
of the Board.

In addition we have a Nuclear Waste Advisory Council, which is conducting
Informational meetings on the referendum measure. I have forwarded your paper
to its members also, for their use during these meetings.

I appreciate your sending your paper. I hope you will be able to continue
contributing to the body of knowledge on Hanford's geology.

Sin rely,

21y, e
Curtis Eschels
Special Assistant for Policy

cc: Nuclear Waste Board
Nuclear Waste Advisory Council
Office of Nuclear Waste Management
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WILLIAM N. SCHLAX
GEOLOGIST

50 SUZNA VISTA DRIVK

SANTA ROSA. CALIFORNIA 95404

October 9, 1986

Governor Booth Gardner

State Capitol

Olympia, WA 98504

Dear Governor Gardner:

.On April 2, 1985, I sent you a copy of my

testimony opposing the proposed nuclear waste repository

at Hanford (given at Richland March 5, 1985).

Enclosed are copies of a Nuclear Regulatory

Commission letter dated May 30, 1986, an Association

of Engineering Geologists letter dated July 31, 1986,

and my paper titled "Unsuitability of Hanford,

Washington Site for a Nuclear Waste Repository'.

On October 7, 1986, I read this paper before the

Annual Meeting of the Association of Engineering

Geologists in San Francisco.

I hope you feel this paper merits the attention of

the people of Washington before they vote on the issue

of the repository in November. I request that you have

this paper released to involved agencies of the State

of Washington and to the media of the State.

Sincerely yours,

William N. Schlax

Engineering Geologist

CEG #28
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION V
1450 MARIA LANE. SUITE 210

WALNUT CREEK. CALIFORNIA K596

May 30, 1986

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THROUGH:

FROM:

Robert E. Browning, Director
Division of Waste Management

Ross A. Scarano, Director $1
Division of Radiation Safety and Safeguards

Dean H. Kunihiro
Regional State Liaison Officer

SUBJECT: CONCERNS REGARDING TEE SUITABILITY OF A-FORED AS A
EIGH-LEVEL WASTE REPOSITORY

On May 16, 1986, Mr. William Schlax visited the Region V office to express
his concerns over the Department of Energy's (DOE) continuing high-level
waste repository investigations of the Hanford site. According to
Mr. Schlax, there are compelling technical bases to reject Banford from
further consideration. Be noted that be has presented testimony to that
effect at a public hearing an the DOE Draft Environnental Assessment in
Richland, Washington on March 5. 1985 (Enclosure A), and sought assurances
that the NRC be aware of and evaluate the issues set forth in his testimony.
While briefly reviewing his technical rationale, he reiterated grave concern
over the continued expenditure of "millions of dollars" studying a site
which, according to him, has obviously little, if any, technical merit based
on already known geologic information about the site.

One of his purposes in visiting the Regional office was to voice his
concerns with appropriate NRC officials. I advised him that the NRC
high-level waste program was managed by the Office of Nuclear Materials
Safety and Safeguards, and assured him that his concerns would be forwarded to
that office.

Also enclosed is an abstract from the paper entitled, "Unsuitability of
Hanford, WA site for a nuclear waste repository," which Mr. Schlax has

submitted for presentation at the annual meeting of the Association of
Engineering Geologist.

- Regional State Liaison Officer

Enclosures:
As stated

cc v/o enclosures:
W. E. Schlax
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Unsuitability of Hanford, Washington site
for a Nuclear Waste Repository

William N. Schlax, Engineering Geologist

508 Buena Vista Drive, Santa Rosa, CA 95404

This paper is based on the author's review of the

Department of Energy's draft and final Environmental

Assessments of the Hanford site, and on the author's
knowledge of the region, acquired in part, as a co-
author of the U. S. Geological Survey report on the
Geology and Groundwater Resources of the Wenas Creek
Valley (forty miles west of Hanford) which is referenced
in the Environmental Assessments.

In the Pacific Northwest, the 260,000 square mile

drainage basin of the Columbia River encompasses Idaho,

parts of western Montana and Wyoming, large parts of

Oregon and Washington, and the southeast part of
British Columbia. In the central part of this drainage
basin is the Columbia Lava Plateau where there are thick
accumulations of Tertiary lava flows and related
continental sedimentary strata. Major accumulations of

usable groundwater occur in parts of these volcanic and
sedimentary strata and are available for use from many
prolific aquifers. There are other areas in the Columbia
drainage basin where relatively impermeable pre-Tertiary
rocks crop out which contain only minor accumulations of

usable groundwater.

At Hanford, Washington, five miles from the Columbia

River, it is proposed to construct a nuclear waste
repository inside the flat lying Cohassett basalt lava flow
which is one of many Tertiary lava flows underlying the

area to a possible depth of 16,000 feet (DOE, 1984).

The jointed and fractured Cohassett flow ranges in thickness

from 240 to 266 feet and is at a depth of about 3000 feet

below ground surface at the site. The water table is about

165 feet below ground surface (DOE, 1986). The groundwater

below constitutes one of the largest bodies of usable
groundwater in the Pacific Northwest.
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The waste site would resemble a large underground

mine with a horizontal tunnel complex extending over an

area of about 2000 acres (1.2 X 2.7 miles). Construction

would be done by blind drilling a vertical shaft with a

rotary drill rig, using drilling mud, and then cementing

a steel casing against the bedrock strata from the

ground surface down through the Cohassett flow. Drilling

mud would then be pumped out of the shaft and be replaced
by air at ntmospheric pressure of about 16 pounds per square

inch. Tunnels would be extended horizontally from the

shaft into the Cohassett flow by the usual mining methods

of drilling and blasting. Such blasting would cause
substantial additional fracturing of the hard, brittle

basalt lava. Construction and operation of the site is

expected to last 37 years followed by a 50 year period

in which the nuclear waste must be recoverable.

Prolific groundwater aquifers above and below the

jointed and fractured Cobassett flow contain enormous

volumes of groundwater at a pressure of about 1,380 pounds

per square inch (DOE, 1986) or 100 tons per square foot,

as compared to the tunnels to be constructed, which must

be kept filled with air at 16 pounds per square inch for

87 years, Should there ever be any abrupt, large inflow of

groundwater anywhere in the site, in the 37 years of
construction and operation, the entire complex might be

quickly flooded and rendered useless, with probable loss

of life of underground personnel.

To seal off expected large inflows of groundwater by

grouting open, fractured basalt tunnels over a 2000 acre

site, at a depth of 3000 feet, against water pressures of
1,380 pounds per square inch or 100 tons per square foot,

is probably not possible or feasible. Certainly, it is

highly undesirable when sites without such a problem
can be found.

I.I;
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To pump out expected large inflows of groundwater
would require shafts and pumping installations around
the perimeter of the 2000 acre site with continuous

pumping for 87 years. With the vertical lift of 3000 feet,
the costs for equipment and power would be astronomical.

Water, more mineralized than from shallower aquifers,

would be discharged at the surface. Should any nuclear

waste containers be breached, as by rock bursts or

tunnel collapses, poisonous radioactive material might

be pumped with the water and be discharged at the surface

and into the Columbia River.

When continuous pumping ceased after 87 years,

the nuclear waste material in the tunnel complex would

be enclosed within and no longer isolated from the

regional groundwater system. There would be almost

certain contamination of the groundwater and eventually

of the Columbia River.

Eazards to underground personnel would clearly
exceed a reasonable risk because of t the jointed and
fractured nature of the rock, additional fracturing

from blasting, the potential for rock bursts and tunnel

collapses, and the 1,380 pounds per square inch or

100 tons per square foot pressure of enormous volumes
of groundwater surrounding the entire air filled
tunnel complex.

In the drainage basin of the Columbia River,

far less hazardous, difficult, and expensive sites
could be found in areas of outcrop of relatively

impermeable pre-Tertiary rocks which contain only
minor accumulations of groundwater. Such sites could

also be found in other parts of the United States.
The Hanford site is unsuitable for a nuclear waste

repository. Use of the site for such a purpose would

be a major financial and ecological disaster for

future generations.
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STATE OF WASHNNIGTON

CFFICE CF rrE GCVE.RiO.1

OLYMPIA
98504-C413

BOOTH GARDNER
GCVERNOR

October 20, 1986

Mr. William N. Schlax
508 Buena Vista Drive
Santa Rosa, California

Dear Mr. Schlax:

95404

Thank you for sending Governor Gardner your
area. He forwarded it to me as his nuclear
Nuclear Waste Board.

paper on the basalt in the Hanford
waste advisor and a member of the

The Board consists of directors of various state health, resource, and energy
agencies. I have distributed your paper to them and to the professional staff
of 'the Board.

In addition we have a Nuclear Waste Advisory Council, which is conducting
inform.ational meetinas on the referendum measure. I have forwarded your paper
to its members also, for their use during these meetings.

I appreciate your sending your paper. I hope you will be able to continue
contributing to the body of knowledge on Hanford's geology.

Sincyrely,

Curtis Eschels
Special Assistant for Policy

cc: Nuclear Waste Board
Nuclear Waste Advisory Council.
Office of Nuclear Waste Management
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WILLIAM N. SCH LAX
GEOLOGIST

5OS BUENA VISTA DRIVE

SANTA POSA. CALIFORNIA C, A ̂A

Gctober 9, 19^6

Governor Booth Gardner

State Capitol

Olyrmia, WA 98504

Dear Governor Gardner:

On April 2, 1985, I sent you a copy of my

testimory 0pposing the proposed nuclear waste repository

at Hanford (given at Ti'_-hland March 5, 1985).

Enclosed are cozies of a Nuclear Regulatory

Commission letter dated May 30, 1986, an Association

of Engineering Geologists letter dated July 31, 1986,

and my paper titled "Unsuitability of aiar1ford,

Washington Site for a Nuclear Waste Repository".

On October 7, 1936, I read this paper before the
Annual Meetiing of the Association of Engineering

Geologists in San Francisco.

I hope you feel this pa~er merits the attention of

the people of Washington before They vote on the issue

of the repository in November. I request that you have
this paper released to involved agencies of the State

of Washington and to the media of .he State.

Sincerely yours,

Wi.llaam N. Scblax

Engineer:ng Geologist

CE #28



oA, UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION V
~ ¢1450 MARIA LANE, SUITE 210

WALNUT CR EEK, CALIFORNIA B4596

May 30, 1986

50MRAh'DI FOR: Robert E. Brovning, Director
Division of Waste Management

THROUGH: Ross A. Scarano, Director
Division of Radiation Safety and Safeguards

FROM: Dean M. Kunihiro
Regional State Liaison Officer

SUBJTCT: CONCERNS REGALRING TEE SUITABILITY OF ANF:rv.D AS A
HIGH-LEVEL WASTE REPOSITORE

On May 16, 1986, Mr. William Schlax visited the Region V office to express
his concerns over the Department of Energy's (DOE) continuing high-Level
waste repository investigations of the Hanford site. According to
M.r. Schlax, there are compelling technical bases to reject Hanford from
further consideration. He noted that he has presented testimony to that
effect at a public hearing on the DOE Draft Environmental Assessment in
Richland, Washington on March 5, 1985 (Enclosure A), and sought assurances
that the NRC be aware of and evaluate the issues set forth in his testimony.
While briefly reviewing his technical rationale, he reiterated grave concern
over the continued expenditure of "millions of dollars" studying a site
which, according to him, has obviously little, if any, technical merit based
on already known geologic information about the site.

One of his purposes in visiting the Regional office was to voice his
concerns with appropriate NRC officials. I advised him that the NRC
high-level waste program was managed by the Office of Nuclear Materials
Safety and Safeguards, and assured him that his concerns would be forwarded to
that office.

Also enclosed is an abstract from the paper entitled, "Unsuitability of
Banford, WA site for a nuclear waste repository," which Mr. Schlax has
submitted for presentation at the annual meeting of the Association of
Engineering Geologist. X 3

Dean M. Kunihiro
Regional State Li..ison Officer

Enclosures: *

As stated

cc v/o enclosures
W. N. Schiax
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Unsuitability of Eanford, Was rington site

for a Nuclear Waste Repository

William N. Schlax, Engineering Geologist

508 Buena Vista Drive, Santa Rosa, CA 95404

This pa~er is based or, the author's review of the

Department of Energy's draft and final Environmental

Assessments of the Hanford site, and on the author's

knowledge of the region, acquired in part, as a co-

author of the U. S. Geological Survey report on the

Geology and Groundwater IResources of the Wenas Creek
Valley (forty miles west of Hanford) which is re-ferenced

in the Environmental Assessments.

In the Pacific Northwest, the 260,000 square Mile

drainage basin of the Columbia River encompasses Idaho,

parts of western Montana and Wyoming, large parts of

Oregon and Washington, and the southeast part of
British Columbia. In the central part of this drainage
basin is the Columbia Iava Plateau where there are thick

accumulations of Tertiary lava flows and related

continental sedimentary strata. Major accumulations of
usable groundwater occur in parts of these volcanic and.
sedimentary strata and are available for use from many

prolific acuifers. There are other areas in the Columbia
drainage basin where relatively impermeable pre-Tertiary
rocks cr-o out which contain only minir accumulations ot

usable groundwater.

At Hanford, Washington, five miles from the Columbia
River, it is proposed to constract a nuclear waste
repository inside the flat lying Cohassett basalt lava flow

which is one of many Tertiary lava flows underlying the

area to a possible depth of 16,000 feet (DOE, 1984).

The jointed andi fractured Cohassett flow ranges in thickness
from 240 to 266 feet and is at a derth of about 3000 feet

below ground surface at the site. The water table is about

165 feet below g-round surface (DOE, 1086). The groundwater

below constitutes one of the largest bodies o_ usable
groundwater in the Pacific Niorthwest.
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The waste site would resemble a large underground

mine with a horizorntal tunnel complex extending over an

area of about 2D00 acres (1.2 X 2.7 miles). Construction
would be dcne by blind drilling a vertical shaft with a

rotary drill rig, usi-ng drilling mud, and then cementing

a steel casing against the bedrock strata from the

ground surface down through the Cohassett flow. Drilling

mud would then be pumped out of the shaft and be replaced

by air at ntmospheric pressure of about 16 pounds per square

inch. Tu-.nels woul d be extended horizontally from the

shaft into the Cohassett flow by the usual mining methods

of drilling and blasting. Such blasting would cause

substantial additional fracturing of the hard, brittle

basalt lava. Cor.straction and operation of tne site is

expected to last 37 years followed by a 50 year period
in which the nuclear waste must be recoverable.

Prolific groundwater aquifers above and below the

jointed. and fractured Cohassett flow contain enormous

volumes of groundwater at a pressure of about 1,380 pounds

per souare inch (D0S, 1986) or 100 tons per square foot,
as coz.ared to the tunnels to be constructed, which must

be kept filled with air at 16 pounds per square inch for

87 years, Should there ever be any abrupt, large inflow of

groundwater anywhere in the site, in the 37 years of
construction and operation, the entire comnlex might be

quickly flooded and rendered useless, wit' probable loss

of life of underground personnel.

To seal off expected large in'lows of groundwater by

grouting open, fractured basalt turnels over a 2000 acre

site, at a depth of 3000 feet, against water Dressures of

1,380 pounds per square inch or 100 tons per square foot,

is probably not possible or feasible. Certainly, it is
highly undesirable when sites without such a problem
can be found.



To pu-mp out expected large inflows of gro7undwater

would re qui re shaafts ard Dumzing 4r.stallat ions around

the per. eter of the 2000 acre. site with continuous

ppi-ng for 87 years. With the vertical lift of 3000 feet,

the costs for ecuipment and Dower would be ast-onomical.

Water, more mineralized th.an from shallower aquifers,

would be discharged at the surface. Should any nuclear

waste containers be breached, as by rock bursts or

tunnel collapses, poisonous radioactive material might

be pumped with the water and be discharged at the surface

and into the Colb-ia Rivea.

When contanuous pu~mping ceased after 87 years,

the nuclear waste material in the tunnel complex would

be enclosed within and no longer isolated from the

regional groundwater system. There would be almost
certain contamisnat-ion of the groundwater and eventually

of the Columbia River.

Eazards to underground personnel would clearly
exceed a reasonable -isk because of : the jointed and

fractured nature of the rock, additional fracturing

from blasting, the potential for rock bursts and tunnel

collapses, and the 1,383 pounds per square inch or

103 tons per square foot pressure of enorous voi#nes

of groundwater surrounding the eatire air 4Illed
tunnel com-lez.

In the drainae basin of the Columbia River,

far less hazardous, diff.cult, and expensive sites
could be found in areas of outcrop of relatively

impermeable pre-Tertiary rocks which contain only

minor accumulations of groundwater. Such sites could

also be found in other parts of the United States.

The an-ford siWe is unsuitable for a nuclear waste

repository. tUse of the site for such a purpose would

be a major financial and ecological disaster for

future generations.

IN-OMI 1. 13% Y� _ -, 11 .�g7I, 'O*,�- .- 4� �� f
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NUCLEAR WASTE BOARD AND NUCLEAR WASTE ADVISORY COUNCIL
REFERENDUM 4;0 INFORMATION MEETING

VANCOUVER, KENNEWICK, SEATTLE

SUMMARY OF ALL COMMENT FORMS

POOR EXCELLENT
.1 - 2 3 4 5

I. How do you rate today's meeting? 8 1 5 7 7
2 The presentation of major issues was 9 4 2 4 9
3. Responses to audience questions were 10 2 3 6 7
4. How do you rate the information materials 10 2 2 5 7

provided?

5. How do you rate the meeting facilities? 0 0 2 7 18
6. How well did this meeting help you 11 2 1 9 4understand the issues presented?

7. Where did you hear about this meeting?

Newspaper Article 12

Radio News 1

Television News 2

Public Service Announcement 3

Advertisement 2

Newsletter 4

Flyer 4

s Friend 4.

Other 8



NUCLEAR WASTE BOARD AND NUCLEAR WASTE ADVISORY COUNCIL
REFERENDUM 40 INFORMATION MEETING

Seattle
October 28, 1986

SUMMARY OF COMMENT FORM

POOR EXCELLENT
1 2 3 4 5

1. How do you rate today's meeting? 0 0 1 1 2

2. The presentation of major issues was 0 0 1 1 2

3. Responses to audience questions were 0 0 0 1 3

4. How do you rate the information materials 0 0 0 0 3
provided?

5. How do you rate the meeting facilities? 0 0 0 0 4

6. How well did this meeting help you 1 0 0 1 2
understand the issues presented?

7. Where did you hear about this meeting?

Newspaper Article 2

Radio News 0

Television News 0

Public Service Announcement 0

Advertisement 1

Newsletter 0

Flyer 0

Friend 0

Other 3
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NUCLEAR WASTE BOARD AND NUCLEAR WASTE ADVISORY COUNCIL
REFERENDUM 40 INFORMATION MEETING

KENNEWICK
October 23, 1986 .

SUMMARY OF COMMENT FORM

POOR
1

EXCELLENT
52 3 4

1.. How do you rate today's meeting?

2. The presentation of major issues was

3. Responses to audience questions were

4. How do you rate the information materials
provided?

5. How do you rate the meeting facilities?

6. How well did this meeting help you
understand the issues presented?

8

9

1 0

1 0

0

1 0

1

4

2

2

0

2

4

1

2

1

1

1

2

0

1

2

4

2

0

1

0

0

1 0

0

7. Where did you hear about this meeting?

Newspaper Article

Radio News

Television News -

Public Service Announcement

Advertisement

Newsletter

Flyer

Friend

Other

6

1

2

2

1

2

4.

3

4
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8. Please use the space below to comment on other issues and
concerns you have regarding today's meeting.

*Our position as ordinary citizens is very disturbing!
Why have consultants at tremendous defense to ignore their
findings. More information is needed about transfer of
wastes. More information is needed about storage before
sealing. More time needed for questions and solutions.

.As a resident of the Tri-Cities for 3 years (1982-85),
and now a resident in the Puget Sound area, I can really
appreciate the great difference between the populations
in these two areas in regards to "nuclear" issues. Tri-
Citians, in my opinion, don't really see the "threat" from
nuclear energy and nuclear waste since they and the area
grew up with the "stuff". I experienced an "isolation
attitude among people there, meaning we are here - you
are over there, so why are you worried about the Hanford
site and nuclear waste. This attitude by the Tri-City
people won't be changed easily and thus there will be
opposition to any ideas to change "there way of life".
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8. Please use the space below to comment on other issues and
concerns you have regarding today's meeting.

*Von Winterfeldt quote is only one view of DOE action.
I am certain quotes portraying the DOE decision in a more
favorable light were also available. Suggest you either
"balance" viewpoints or delete the Winterfeldt quote.

Speakers were methodical to the point of boredom. Sounded
like they were reading from prepared scripts which I can
understand. But they need to work at avoiding a monotone.

In general presentation of issues were balanced and thorough
and I sensed an honest attempt to be fair. Availability
of materials was good. Lobby display was clear and helpful.

Use of Sebero and Valoria was good. Sebero did good job
of moderating.

*The presentations were biased and do not provide the infor-
mation required to make informed decisions. Why did you
not comment on the statement in opposition to the referendum?
The arguments against are equally as valid as the proponents
statements (attitudes), perhaps more sol

*I rated the meeting high not because of any answers provided
by the Nuclear Waste Board panel but because of the excellent
issues (in the form of questions) raised by the audience.
I attended this meeting hoping to be enlightened by the
supposed "information" to be presented to the audience.
Instead, I believe the "information meeting" presented
slanted versions, solved incorrect data challenged by some
in the audience, and a very weak panel.

*I would oppose continual state challenges to the federal
selection process for a repository to store high-level
nuclear waste. DOE's selection process is statutory.
The states solution to-this problem of what to dispose
of the nations nuclear waste is flawed. The so-called
findings delineatel in section 1 of House Bill 2130 are
conclusions with little or no factual support. I object
to the one sided views expressed at this meeting. I heard
nothing to support a no vote on Referendum 40. Please
send me a copy of the state's legal brief fined in support
of its position.

*Too much valuable time wasted in beginning of meeting
on various introductions - over I hour. A very biased
and subjective presentation for Referendum 40! Cop-outs
on answers! Incomplete numerical evidence - too little
information that totally leads to a biases opinion!



*The presentation was all one sided. This is a railroad
Referendum 40 information meeting all in favor of the
Referendum 40 to support the Governor. Too much time
wasted saying nothing, especially the introductions was
a waste of time.

'The presentation took up too much time and wasn't very
enlightening. More information came out during the question
and answer period. I am more convinced than ever that
all this is an exercise in futility-

*Highly biased in favor of Ref 40. No information about
what DOE wants to do at Hanford (What is site Characterization?)
No discussion of costs that Ref 40 (if passed) would inflict
on Washington taxpayers.

{There is no correct way to vote on Ref 40.

*Meeting purports not to take a stand but panelists seemed
to be negative. Major issues involved in repository selection
were not addressed general level of knowledge regarding
geology of the various sites and the physical process involved
was not very high. Pro's and con's of Ref 40 were not really
addressed. Panelists generally did not give direct answers.

'How can I believe the Board on other issues when this
one was so biased? I should think that the state's Advisory
Board should be objective and present all sides of an issue.
I am ashamed that one gentleman, Bill Brewer, portrayed
himself as an Engineer/Scientist. If scientific endeavors
were done this way we would still be in the stone age.

'The panel said they were not going to tell us how to vote
but give us information on Referendum Bill 40. The infor-
mation they presented was completely one sided and the
only message they gave was to vote for Referendum Bill
40. I don't like the idea of our state money being spent
for such an unfair presentation.

*Good presentation by Max Power. Please send me copies
of the Attorney General's briefs for all 5 suits filed
by the State of Washington against the USDOE.

'Far too biased in favor of Ref. 40.



NUCLEAR WASTE BOARD AND NUCLEAR WASTE ADVISORY COUNCIL
REFERENDUM 40 INFORMATION MEETING

VANCOUVER
October 21, 1986

SUMMARY OF COMMENT FORM

POOR EXCELLENT
1 2 3 4 5

1. How do you rate today's meeting? 0 0 0 4 5

2. The presentation of major issues was 0 0 0 3 6

3. Responses to audience questions were 0 0 1 4 4

4. How do you rate the information materials 0 0 1 3 4
provided?

5. How do you rate the meeting facilities? 0 0 1 3 4

6. How well did this meeting help you 0 0 0 6 2
understand the issues presented?

7. Where did you hear about this meeting?

Newspaper Article 4

Radio News o

Television News 0

Public Service Announcement 1

Advertisement 0

Newsletter 2

Flyer o'

Friend 1

Other 1
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a . Vr*Dese use the space below to comment on other issues and
Ccn~errs you have regarding today's meeting.

*#r-.n you for providing this opportunity to learn sub-
ar.::al ±nfcrmation about the potential impact of the

Peferendum. I think that these meetings are helping the
local cItizens to feel less depressed about this issue
on the repository. For a while there, most people I spoke
to about this issue felt it was hopeless to even try to
stop the selection of Hanford. My deepest thanks to every
person who aided in the. organization of these meetings.

'We have needed meetings like this for a long time and
need more such as this. Too-bad they were hot started
sooner.

I learned very little I did not already know. This meeting
has merit for someone just learning about Hanford.

'Do not like the "wording" in Ref. 40.

'Excellent opening overview. Questions-become repetitious
and dragged on to long. A good clue is when over half
the people have left.
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CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEES AND SUBCONIMITTEES
INVOLVED IN NUCLEAR WASTE ISSUES

A Listing of Chairpersons, Ranling Majority and Mlinority Members,
and Mlembers from Stales of Washington, Oregon and Idaho

U.S. HOUSE

October 1986

Committces arc listed below in alphabctical ordcr. Subcommittccs arc listed alphabctically
under each committce. Dcmocrats (D) arc thc majority party; Rcpublicans (R) arc the
minority party. Astcrisks (*) indicatc that chairmen and/or ranking minority members
arc also ex officio members of all subcommittccs of which they arc not regular mcmbers.

APPROPRIATIONS .
H218 Capitol Building (202) 225-2771

Jamic L. Whitten, D-Miss, Chairman*

Edward P. Boland, D-Mass. Silvio 0. Contc, R-Mass.*
Norman D. Dicks, D-Wash.
Les AuCoin, D-Ore.

Subcommittcc on Enerev and Wwater De'elonment

Tom Bcvill, D-Ala., Chairnman
Lindy (Mrs. Halc) Boggs, D-La.
John T. Myers, R-Ind.

Subcommittcc on Interior and Related Aeencies

Sidney R. Yates, D-l1., Chairman
John P. Murtha, D-Pa.
Norman D. Dicks, D-Uash.
Les AuCoin, D-Ore.
Ralph Regula, R-Ohio

2362 Rayburn House Office Building
W8ashington, D.C. 20515

(202) 225-3421

B308 Ray burn House Office Building
Wlashington, D.C. 20515

(202) 225-3081

ENERGY AND COMMERCE
2125 Rayburn House Office BuIlding (202) 225-2927

John D. Dingcll, D-Mich., Chairman* -
James H. Scheucr, D-N.Y.
Al Swift, D-Wash.
Ron Wyden, D-Ore.

Norman F. Lent, R-N.Y
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Subcommittcc on Enerev Conservation and Power 316 House Office Building, Anncx w2
Washington, D.C. 20515

Edward J. Markcv, D-Mass., Chairman (202) 226-2424
Al Swift, D-Uash.
Ron Wydcn, D-Orc.
Carlos J. Moorhcad, R-Calir.

Subcommittee on Health and the Enflronment

Henry A. Waxman, D-Calif., Chairman
Jamcs H. Scheucr, D-N.Y.
Ron Wyden, D-Ore.
Edward R. Madigan, R-lll.

Subcommittee on Oversleht and Investiealions

John D. Dingcli, D-Mich., Chairman
Ron Wydcn, D-Orc.
Bob Whittakcr, R-Kan.

2415 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

(202) 225-4952

2323 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

(202) 225-4441

Subcommittcc on Telecommunications. Consumer Protection, and Finance
B331 Rayburn House Office Building

Timothy E. Wirth, D-Colo., Chairman Washington, D.C. 20515
Al Sw'ift, D-Wash. (202) 225-9304
Matthew J. Rinaldo, R-N.J.

INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS
1324 Longworth House Office Building (202) 225-2761

Morris K. Udall, D-Ariz, Chairman

John F. Seiberling, D-Ohio
Don Young, R-Alaska'

Subcommittee on Enere' sod the Environment

Morris K. Udall, D-Ariz., Chairman
John F. Scibcrling, D-Ohio
Manuel Lujan, Jr., R-N.M.

Larry E. Craig, R-ldaho
Denny Smith, R-Orc.

1327 Longworth House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515

(202) 225-8331

Subcommittee on General Overslght. Northwest Power. and Forest Mansaement
1626 Longworth House Office Building

James Weaver, D-Orc., Chairman Washington, D.C. 20515
Morris K. Udall, D-Ariz. (202) 225-1661

* Charles Pashayan, Jr., R-Calif.

Subcommittee on Public Lands

John F. Sicbcrling, D-Ohio, Chairman
James Weaver. D-Ore.
Ron Maricnce. R-Mont.

812 House Office Building, Annex #1
Washington, D.C. 20515

(202) 226-7734



Subcommittee on Water and Power Resources

Gcorgc Millcr, D-Calif., Chairman
Morris K. Udall, D-Ariz.
Dick Chcncy, R-Wyo.

1522 Longwvorth House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

(202) 225-6042

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
2321 Rayburn House Office Building (202) 225-6371

Don Fuqua, D-Fla., Chairman*

Robert A. Roe, D-N.J. Manucl Lujan, Jr., R-N.M.'
Richard H. Stallings, D-ldaho Sid Morrison, R-Wash.

Subcommittce on Energy, Develonment and Aniplicalions
B374 Rayburn House Office Building

Washington, D.C. .20515
Don Fuqua, D-Fla., Chairman (202) 225-4494
Robert A. Roe, D-N.J.
F. James Sensenbrcnner, Jr., R-Wis.

Subcommittee on Enerev Research and Production B374 Rayburn House Office Building
-W'ashington, D.C. 20515

Marilyn Lloyd, D-Tcnn., Chairman (202) 225-8056
Robert A. Young, D-Mo.
Richard Stallings, D-ldaho
Sid Morrison, R-Wash.

Subcommittee on Jnvestigations and Oversitht 822 House Office Bldg., Annex #1
Washington, D.C. 20515

Harold L. Volkimer, D-Mo., Chairman (202) 226-3636
Michacl A. Andrews, D-Texas
Ron Packard, R-Calif.

-Sid Morrison, R-Wash.

Task' Force on Science Policy 2319 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Don Fuqua, D-Fla., Chairman (202) 225-1062
George E. Brown, Jr, D-Calif.
Richard H. Stallings, D-ldaho
Manuel Lujan, Jr., R-N.M.
Sid Morrison, R-Wash.
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CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEES AND SUBCOMIMITTEES
INVOLVED IN NUCLEAR WASTE ISSUES

A Listing of Chairpersons, Ranking Majority and Minority Members,
and Members from States of Washington, Oregon and Idaho

U.S. SENATE

October 1986

Committces arc listed below in alphabctical order. Subcommittces arc listed alphabetically
under each committee. Republicans (R) arc the majority party; Dcmocrats (D) arc the
minority party. Asterisks (') indicate that chairmen and/or ranking minority members
arc also ex officio members of all subcommittees of which thcy are not regular members.

APPROPRIATIONS
118 Dlrksen Senate Office Building (202) 224-3471

Mark 0. Hatfield, R-Orc., Chairman

Ted Stevens, R-Alaska
James A. McClure, R-ldaho

Subcommittee on Enerev and WVater De'elopment

Mark 0. Hatficid, R-Ore., Chairman
James A. McClure, R-Idaho
J. Bennett Johnston, D-La.

Subcommittee on lnlerior and Related Agencies

James A. McClure, R-ldaho, Chairman
Tcd Stevens, R-Alaska
Robert C. Byrd, D-W. Va.

John C. Stennis, D-Miss.*

142 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

(202) 224-7260

114 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
WVashington, D.C. 20510

(202) 224-7233

COMITMERCE. SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION
508 Dirksen Senate Office Building (202) 224-5115

John C. Danforth, R-Mo., Chairman

Bob Packwood, R-Ore.
Slade Gorton, R-Wash.

Erncst F. Hollings, D-S.C.*

-1-
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Subcommittcc on Communications

Barry Goldwater. R-Ariz., Chairman
Bob Packwood, R-Orc.
Slade Gorton, R-* ash.
Ernest F. Hollings, D-S.C.

Subcommittec on Science. Technoloev, and Snace

Sladc Gorton, R-Wash., Chairman
Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz.
Donald W. Riegle, Jr., D-Mich.

Subcommittee on Surface Transnorlation

Bob Packwood, R-ldaho, Chairman
Larry Pressler, R-S.D.
Russcl B. Long, D-La.*

227 Hart Senate Office Building
W\'ashington, D.C. 20510

(202) 224-8144

427 Hart Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

(202) 224-8172

428 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

(202) 224-4852

ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES
358 Dirkscn Senate Off icc Building (202) 224-4971

James A. McClurc, R-ldaho, Chairman

Mark 0. Hatfield, R-Ore. J. Bennett Johnston, D-La.0
Danicl J. Evans, R-Wash.

Subcommittcc on Enere. Reeulation and Conservation 212 Hart Senate Office Bldg.
W'ashington, D.C 20510

Don Nickics, R-Okla., Chairman (202) 224-2366
Mark 0. Hatficld, R-Orc.
Daniel J. Evans, R-Wash.
Howard M. Mctzenbaum, D-Ohio

Subcommittcc on Enere' Research and Derelopment 317 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Pete V. Domcnici, R-N.M., Chairman (202) 224-4431
John W. Warner, R-Va.
Daniel J. Evans, R-Wash.
Wcndell H. Ford. D-Ky.

Subcommittee on Water and Power 212 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Frank H. Murkowski, R-Alaska, Chairman (202) 224-2366
Mark 0. Hatfield, R-Orc.
Daniel 1. Evans, R-Wash.
Bill Bradley, D-NJ.
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ENVIRONNIENT AND PUBLIC WORK;S
410 Dirksen Senate Office Building (202) 224-6176

Robert T. Stafford, R-Vt., Chairman

John H. Charec, R-R.I.
Steven D. Symms, R-Idaho

Subcommittee on Environmental Pollution

John H. Charec, R-R.I., Chairman
Alan K. Simpson, R-Wyo.
Steven D. Symms, R-Idaho
George J. Mitchell, D-Maine

Subcommittee on Nuclear Reeulalion

Alan K. Simpson, R-Wyo., Chairman
Pete V. Domcnici, R-N.M.
Steveif D. Symms, R-Idaho
Gary Hart, D-Colo.

Lloyd Bcntsen, D-Tcxas

408 Hart Senate Office Building
Uashington, D.C. 20510

(202) 224-6691 * s.

45 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

(202) 224-2991

Subcommittee on Toxic Substances and Environmental Oversieht
410 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.

Dave Durenberger, R-Minn., Chairman Washington, D.C. 20510
Alan K. Simpson, R-Wyo. (202) 224-6031
Max Baucus, D-Mont.

Subcommittee on Transnortation

Stcven D. Symms, R-ldaho, Chairman
John H. Chafee, R-R.I.
Quentin N. Burdick, D-N.D.

415 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

(202) 224-7863
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RICHA'Rip M. BRYAN STATE OF NEVADA ROBERT R. LOUX
Gove.rno, RERT Ri, eieo

AGENCY FOR NUCLEAR PROJECTS
NUCLEAR WASTE PROJECT OFFICE

Capitol Complex
Canson City. Nevada 89710 N

(702) 885.3744

October 20, 1986

Dr. Raphael G. Kasper
National Research Council
CPSMR
2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W.,
Room NAS285

Washington; D.C. 20418

Dear Dr. Kasper:

On behalf of the representatives of the affected states and
Indian tribes, I would like to express our appreciation for your
recent presentation to us describing and discussing the role of
the National Academy in the Department of Energy's high-level
radioactive waste program. Your discussion of the relationship
between the Academy and the Department of Energy was particularly
informative.

As you heard from the state-tribal representatives, there is
general consensus that the siting process by which the Department
of Energy nominated and recommended candidate repository sites
for characterization is flawed and illegal. We were quite
interested to hear your description of the Academy's very limited
role in reviewing the decision-aiding methodology used by the
Department as a part of this decision-making process. As we
explained to you, there are numerous examples of the Department
of Energy's utilizing your limited review and its favorable
conclusions to.support the implication that the Academy has fully
reviewed the entire decision-making process, found it sound and
that the Academy completely agrees with and supports the
Department's selection of the sites in Nevada, Texas and
Washington.

Although you clearly stated to us that the Academy was given
a very limited review role and you have not endorsed the actual
selection of the aforementioned sites, we believe that the
Academy should, in a very public way, announce the scope of your
limited review of the methodology and the extent to which the
Academy has endorsed the sites selected for characterization, and
the method by which they were selected.



After having some discussion with the Department regarding
the future role of the Academy in the Department of Energy's
repository selection program, we were pleased and surprised to
learn of your willingness to support the Academy's conducting its
activities in an open and public forum, something that Department
of Energy officials have told us you would be unable to
accommodate and, in fact was not the case in recent Academy
reviews of DOE decision-aiding documents. More surprising,
however, was your statement that in another recent endeavor the
-Secretary of Energy has specifically required the Academy to
conduct its review in a manner which includes full public
participation, and the Academy has agreed to that requirement.
It is interesting that the Department of Energy would not.-impose
a similar requirement on the Academy in the radioactive waste
program, even though the Nuclear Waste Policy Act specifically
requires full public participation in the DOE program. The DOE
has informed us that the procedures of the Academy's review are
at the discretion of the Academy.

We were also pleased to learn that you support the state-
tribal interest in working with the Department of Energy to
develop the scope and extent of the Academy's future activities
in the program under the Department's contract with you.

And in a related matter, I believe, consistent with your
invitation, the state and tribal representatives likely will be
suggesting individuals for consideration by the Academy for
inclusion on the Board on Radioactive Waste Management panel or
panels that will review the Department of Energy's program.

The state-tribal representatives have grave concerns
regarding the way in which the Academy's participation has been
used and perhaps exploited by the Department of Energy in the
past, and we believe that any future review by the Academy must
be approached in a very well defined and clearly stated manner.
Full public access to the Academy's deliberations while they are
in progress, in our opinion, is an absolute prerequisite for
future activities by the Academy in this program. Additionally,
the issues of reviewers' potential conflicts of interest, the
scope and extent of the Academy's review, and actual role of the
affected states and tribes, and public, in the review process are
critical issues that must be resolved prior to the initiation of
any activity by the Academy in the DOE high-level nuclear waste
repository program.
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I want to thank you again for your presentation and for your
clarification of the position of the Academy on issues such as
public participation.

Sincerely,

? s . Oe
Robert R. Loux
Executive Director

RRL/gjb

cc: Mr. Ben Rusche
Mr. Grant Sawyer
Mr. Frank Press
Senator Paul Laxalt
Senator Chic Eecht
Representative Barbara Vucanovich
Representative Barry Reid
Representative Morris Udall
Senator Pete Domeniqvi
Mr. Terry Husseman/
Mr. Steve Frishman
Mr. Ron Ealfmoon
Mr. Russell Jim
Hr. William Burke
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STATE OF ILLINOIS

DEPARTMENT OF NUCLEAR SAFETY
1035 OUTER PARK DRIVE

SPRINGFIELD 62704
(217) 546-8100

TERRY R LASH

ECTOt October 14, 1986

Mr. Ted Hunter
House Energy Comnittee Staff
AL-1
Olympia, Washington 98504

Dear Mr. Hunter:

In response to your call today, enclosed are the following materials
about the Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety and its monitorinqg program for
commercial nuclear power plants in Illinois:

1. "Remote Monitoring of Nuclear Power Reactors"
2. *Isotopic Effluent bonitoring for Nuclear Power Plants'
3. Fact Sheets: *The Illinois Plan for Radiological Accidents;'

ORadiological Emergency Assessment Center;" 'Reactor Parameter Data
Link;' *The Radioactive Gaseous Effluent Monitoring System;' and
*Environmental Radiation Monitoring Systeie

4. IDNS Annual Report
5. IDNS 1nforational brochure
6. 'Radioactive Gaseous Effluent Monitoring System' brochure.

If you have any questions or guidance for my presentation on November 18,
please feel free to contact me.

S jfcerely, D

R. Lash
irec or

TRL:dk

Xcc: Terry Husseman w/o enclosures
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Octdber 24, 1986

M. Trry 1ash
Illinois Depa trwmt of N~1ear Safety
1035 Outer Park Drive
Sprlqfie.ld, flliris 62704

Dear Mr. Lash: .

The EneWy zmiittee of the Hmse, udch I dvar, has been actively involved
in radioactive waste tatters for the past three years. Mds involvent has
intensified with the re=nt site signatim of Hanford for the first (and
pedias way) high-level repmitory.

lhe Mzmittee has been eaminiln ewrgerry remse plaming and e i n
stmPtorirg cothwr Ise. We are interested in Y=ee

and ff#4ts in these areas. -Specifically, what nsidexaticias led to the
establishmmt of ywr officm? Ho does it relate to federal and other state
agcies? Em is it furded? Mat role has yaur state had in wrger-y
reqpcse plaEnrg7? Eas this role, or yoin efforts, daged at all sine the
events at Qverrbyl? Mat t ard syste does yaw agency use to
codlit envircantal Diodni

1 have called a special Meeting of the Mnittee cn Noember 18t in Seattle
* to address these (and other) mergny respcie aid e zanitorl
isse. an boprig yu .wld be available to attend to assist us in
addressig these matters. We will ctact yOU shortly to detrmine y
availability.

If yau have ay t regarding this, please *Atc-t w at (206) 782-1239
or Te Ecter of my staff at (206) 786-7114.

we look forwrd to wor)dmg with you.

P ent Dick Nels2,, aaiman
s Energy & Utilities tmaittea

Mt:cas

101486.2
EU4



STATE OF WASHINGTON
OFFICE OF I1t GOVERO_

OLYMPIA

BOOTH GARDNER

September 18, 1986

John Herrington, Secretary
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dcar Secretary Herrington:

I understand that USDOE recently requested the National Academy of Sciences to partici-
patc in an undefined capacity in the first-round repository site characterization process I
submit that Wfo.MUSDOEttakes any steps toward site characterization it must
A" bogin Id cM4&lsL = U jin the process by which it decides whihcsites 1t
will characterize. As you know, in response to the USDOE and Presidential decisions of
May 28th. I have urged a temporary halt and a restructuring of the site selection process. W

o permanently dispose of the nation's high-level
nuclear waste, we must establish and follow a process which all affected parties arc confi-
dcnt will result in a scientifically sound decision.

The attached letters from Professor von Wintcrfeldt to Mr. Rusche have
ues doub4 about the convoluted reasoning on which USDOE based its decision to recommend

Hanford for further study even though It is the least safe and most costly of all the sites
under consideration. ID his letter dated July 22. 1986. Professor von Winterfeldt concludes:

'The logical implications of the Judgments and estimates ade by DOE experts and
managers th em e as reported in the Methodology Re

'Unfortunately. it appears that DOE MAE&
0*t P !Sano instead simply repeated the choice that

was made one and a hall years ago."
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Professor von Winterfeldt is known and respected as one of the nation's foremost experts on
decision analysis. He has no stake in the outcome of the site selection process other than his
professional concern that the crucial decisions in this complex and controversial process are
defendable on a logical and scientific basis. He could have returned to his position at the
University of Southern California and passively observed the process, but instead Professor
von Wintcrfeldt voluntarily chose to communicate his serious concerns to USDOE and as a
result involve himself directly in this national controversy. I commend him for his commit-
ment to fulfill his professional and public responsibilities and, Mr. Secretary, I encourage
USDOE to take appropriate actions to respond to his and to our concerns.

As I have done on several previous occasions, I once again as that USDOE agrg to gubmit i
its entire site selection process to a thorough, independent rtvicw by credible scientific
experts. Such review mnust include examination of the basis upon which value judgments
were made and examination of the implementation of the ranking methodology. I am con-
vinced that if USDOE fails to respond positively to our concerns the site selection process is;
headed for total collapse.

Thank you fcr your consideration.

Si erely\

h Gardner
Governor

cc: Frank Press, Ph.D.
Professor Detlof von Wintcrfeldt
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James L. Acord, Sculptor- 07 hir Avenue
f914,Seattle,Wa.98104-TELEI:292982SCLP UR

The universal language of art spans 250 centuries to unite us with&4e,
our earliest -ancestors. Our oldest artifacts are eloquent testimony to
the human desire to create art, to use art to consciously record in permanent T7'o2,
form the ideas most important to us. This strongly forged and common bond
of art speaks vividly across time to us of our ancestors' hopes and dreams,
aspirations and accomplishments. Our oldest art remains clear and vital today;
its spirit is timeless.

From the old stone age, through the bronze and iron ages, until very
recently, the art of sculpture contributed to innovation in manufacturing
techniques and raw material applications. The technical requirements of sculp-
ture, along with those of tool and weapon production were the foundation
of metal alloying and casting processes and with them a host of other manufac-
turing advancements and discoveries without which our present industrial
society would not exist. If modern sculpture seems to have lost its vitality,
it is because this connection with the processes and materials of mundane
production has been severed. Sculptors no longer work at the leading edge
of technology enriching society's-understanding of materials usage and applica-
tion.

Today, society's most advanced manufacturing technology is mnxopolized
by the defense industry and its handmaiden, the nuclear industry. I have
chosen to incorporate the materials and processes of the nuclear industry
into the sculptures I am currently producing for reasons that may be construed
as highly traditional. I seek to recapture the art of sculpture's traditional
place at the cutting-edge of technology and to record, in as permanent a
form as that technology allows, symbols and metaphors of the issues of the
age.

Nuclear waste, an issue of universal concern and, for all practical
purposes, permanence, is arguably our greatest technological challenge.
It is also itself a symbol and metaphor of the civilization that produces
it. All manufacturing activity, from the making of spears to the building
of cathedrals, produces waste. Nuclear waste is analogous to the stone chips
produced since the neolithic age, with one difference: all nuclear waste
is, in the broadest sense, weapons-production waste and none of it is, in
any sense, art waste. Until now.

In bringing together sculpture and nuclear technology, I hope not
only that this art will benefit from a return to the use of innovative materials
and processes but also and more important that society will benefit, in ways
now difficult to define or foresee, from the return of artists to the decision-
making process of modern materials usage.


